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NOTE TO THE READER

No consistent spelling of ancient Egyptian names and toponyms exists.
Since the ancient Egyptian scripts did not overtly indicate voweling, the
use of particular spellings is typically determined by either convention or
the spelling of some words in Coptic, the last stage of the Egyptian language, which is written in Greek letters and includes vowel sounds. Some
scholars prefer to use Greek versions of Egyptian names (e.g., Amenophis
vs. Amunhotep), but the names used in the present work represent normalized versions of the hieroglyphic spellings. To distinguish between the
name of the pharaoh Akhenaten ("He who is effective for the Aten") and
his capital city, Akhetaten ("Horizon of the Aten"), the latter is spelled
with a hyphen: "Akhet-aten."
For places outside of Egypt, we have tried to avoid using the names of
modern nation-states, since their borders do not correspond to the boundaries of ancient states. For example, the term "Syria-Palestine" is used to
encompass all or part of the modern countries of Palestine, Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon, and Syria. Broader terms, such as western Asia, can include the
Hittite homeland of Anatolia and the region of Mesopotamia.
The translations of Egyptian texts presented in this work are those
of the authors, unless otherwise stated in the notes. Text placed between
brackets indicates resrorations when the original text is damaged, while
parentheses provide explanations of names or terms .
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LAND OF DESERT
AND NILE
he two stallions strained against their yokes, hooves pounding the earth
and plumed headdresses bobbing as they galloped ahead. The leather-tired
wheels of the light chariot hurtled over the rocky terrain as the king, reins tied
lightly behind his waist, drew back the bowstring to launch another arrow into
the enemy hordes . The royal chariot charged into a seething scene of absolute
mayhem, a towering mound of flailing limbs, terrified enemies trampling their
allen comrades to escape from the oncoming pharaoh and his chariot warriors.
Around the king, his infantry waded through the wounded and dying, thrusting
u.it/t their daggers and spears, pausing only to sever the right hands of the dead
enemy soldiers as records of their kills. Egyptian victory was inevitable. Or so
me pharaoh Tutankhamun would have us imagine his military exploits ...
but what was the reality of war in the time of Tutankhamun?

T

On November 26, 1922, Egyptologist Howard Carter looked through the
small opening he had just made in the wall sealing the tomb of an ancient
Egyptian pharaoh and gazed upon the mortuary treasure of Tutankhamun 1
<;ee figure I). Among the fabulously bejeweled and beautifully crafted
romb furnishings were the pharaoh's implements of war chariots, bows,
arrows, daggers, a leamer cuirass, and other martial equipment, both ceremonial and more mundanely practical. Carter's discovery of the tomb of
Tutankhamun catapulted an otherwise obscure pharaoh into international
fame, and gave impetus to yet another of the world's recurring cycles of
Egyptomania, yet it failed to add Significantly to the meager fragments of
h istorical information for Tutankhamun's reign. The famous gold mask
of the "boy king" may yet stare placidly across m e millennia, but the reign

1

tv

Figure 1. Asiatic battle scene from Tmankhamun's "Painted Box" (Egyptian Museufl), Cairo.
]dE 61 467). Wearing the Blue Crown, (h.e pharGoh Tt1tank.~amtin charges sgainst a mass of Asimic
chariotry, where Egypt.t3n soldier'S are b\ls~r d isp;1\:ching th e eueiTl.ie;; with speani and daggen;.
Symbols of pharaonic ki ngship and protection hover above the pharaoh, who 1s followed by
f·;m ,be,:u; ir.g officials in chnrio t~. Courtesy of the G riffith Ic.stitute, Oxford Universi ty.
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of Tutankhamun-Iike those of many who ruled before and after himwas not devoid of military confl ict. In fact, the stability of ancient Egyptian civilization and the creation of the magnificent objects buried with
Tutankhamun were the fru its of an often effective military strategy.2
Curiously, although Tutankhamun and his immediate predecessors and
successors of the late Eighteenth and early Nineteenth dynasties engaged
in a complicated and ultimately successful series of political machinarions
and military campaigns, the popular conception of Tutankhamun's age is
one of religious obsession, nature worship, and even pacifism. This popular mythologizing arises from well-meaning but ultimately inaccurate
attempts to explain rhe behavior of Tutankhamun's predecessor and father,
Amunhotep IV/Akhenaten,3 who set his personal imprint on the late
Eighteenth Dynasty, an era long termed the HAmarna Period." Akhenaten, famous for his radical innovations in Egyptian religion, moved the
administrative and religious centers of Egypt from Thebes (modern Luxor)
and Memphis (near modern Cairo) to his new capital, Akhet-aten (near
the vi llage of el-Amarna in Middle Egypt). Through his activities at home
and abroad, Akhenaten casts his somewhat misshapen shadow across the
reigns of all of his Eighteenth Dynasty successors; even Horemhab, ar the
end of the dynasty, as forceful and important as he was in his own right,
devoted no little time and energy to restoring temples that had suffered
fro m Akhenaten's iconoclasm and to uprooting administrative corruption
that appears to have flourished in the wake of Akhenaten's political and
religious upheaval.
The reigns of Akhenaten's successors Ankh(et)kheperure, Smenkhkare,
Tutankhamun, Aye, and to some extent even the reign of Horemhab are
all subsumed under the designation HAmarna Period," an era that lasted
fro m circa 1352 to 1295 B.C.E. The so-called religious revolution of Akhenaten, rhe splendid objects from Tutankhamun's tomb, the peculiarities of
much of the art and architecture of the period, and the historical problems have all pushed the military history of the Amarna Period into the
background. T his ignoring of the seemingly mundane for the apparently
esoteric is unfortunate, for the Amama Period is a fasc inating era for the
study of military strategy and diplomatic maneuver, a time when great empires vied for power, minor polities sought to align and realign themselves
to the greatest advantage, and mighty kings and wily princes went to aU
lengths to secure alliances and destroy their enemies. Diplomatic niceties
meant that the pharaoh often commiserated with a city ruler while pushing the knife into the latter's back-a lack of direct conflict does nor preclude a complex military history.
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The lives of those engaged in the military affairs of Egypt-from the
pharaoh and his chief generals and advisers down to the foot soldierswere subject to the same polarizing forces that produced the unique character of pharaonic culture, The contrast of the flowing waters of the Nile
and the often narrow surrounding margin of cultivation, with the forbidding rocks and sands of the vast deserts beyond, sets its imprint on all
aspects of existence along the Nile Valley. By the beginning of the third
millennium B.C.E., the deserts surrounding the Nile Valley had begun to
approach their modern state of desiccation,4 and the waters of the Nile
and the oases of the Egyptian Western Desert had already become the foci
for much of human activity in northeastern Africa s
Certainly the Nile River and its annual inundation constituted the
lifeblood of ancient Egypt-the chief source of water for irrigation and the
origin of the black alluvial soil of Egypt's fields-but the now harsh deserts
surrounding the Nile Valley also played an important role in the rise of
Egyptian civilization. Geographically, the Egyptians divided their country
between the lush Nile Valley, which they called keme! (the black land),
a reference to the rich alluvial soil, and the desert, called deshret (the red
land). This essentially east- west dichotomy running the length of the N ile
Valley was balanced by a north-south division: Lower Egypt, encompassing the Nile Delta to the north, a broad region of fields, swamps, and river
channels, and Upper Egypt, the Nile Valley south of Memph is, always a
relatively narrow strip of cultivation bounded on the east and the west by
desert cliffs. The opposition and balance between the desert regions and
the cultivated lands, and those between Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt,
together created much of the character of Egyptian culture and propelled
many of the major events of Egyptian history6
At the dawn of the Predynastic Period, in about 4500 B. C.E., over a
millennium before Egypt possessed a single ruler and a centralized state,
the cultures of Upper Egypt traded with other peoples who lived in the
desert regions to the south and west, where seasonal lakes created an
interesting blend of hunting, gathering, and pastoralism. This interaction
between the inhabitants of the desert and those of the Upper Egyptian
Nile Valley fueled the development of a complex and symbol-oriented
culture that would become what we know as pharaonic Egypt. 7 Over time,
the power centers of Upper Egypt became culticly and economically interrelated, even homogeneous 8 The final form of a unified Egyptian state
was melded in the crucible of interregional conflict from which one man,
apparently the ruler of a coalition of the city-states of Hierakonpolis and
Abydos, would emerge victorious. In approximately 3150 B.C.E., a ruler
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ed at A bydos and possibly calling himself Horus Scorpion unified the
three main centers of Upper Egyptian culture. Drawing on the centuriesld Upper Egyptian tradition of carving symbolic representations on the
desen cl iffs, the unifier of Upper Egypt commissioned what may well be
Egypt's first historical document, an annotated depiction recording h is
military victory over his last rival in Upper Egypt. 9
Less than two centuries later, Narmer completed the Upper Egyptian
onquest of the Delta, a region that appears to have become a patchwork
,f city··states not unlike the contemporaneous political organization pre,·ailing in the Middle East. The Egyptian love of dualism led the dominant Upper Egyptians to portray the conquest as the unification of an
Upper Egyptian state and a corresponding Lower Egyptian state, even
-hough predynastic Lower Egypt does not appear to have achieved the
litk.l and symbol ic sophistication of Upper Egypt. \0 Narmer thus offi~ta lly began the long history of pharaonic kingship, which would endure
'r the fo llowing three millennia. Modem divisions of Egypt'S long history
Jerive in large part ftom the Greco-Egyptian historian Manetho, who, uti:ing earlier Egyptian king lists and other h istorical sources, divided the
L>tory of Egypt into dynasties gtouped by city origin and family relationhi psl l Prior to the first millennium, three series of powerful dynasties
'lIled over a unified Upper and Lower Egypt: the O ld Kingdom (Dynasties
~, 2686--2160 B. C.E. ), Middle Kingdom (Dynasties 11- 14, 2055-1650
.C.E. ), and New Kingdom (Dynasties 18-20, 1550-1069 B. C.E. ).
These "kingdoms," times of centralization and powerfu l pharaohs, were
nterspersed with so-called intermediate periods, when the country fragented into smaller political units. Beginning with the late Predynastic
eriod, Upper Egypt became the home of a particularl y strong concept of
.entralized governmental authority, and during the various cycles of polita l weakness in the Egyptian Nile Valley, Upper Egypt was often the
,int of origin for the reestablishment of a powerful unified government.
The period of disunity following the Old Kingdom- the First lntermedie Period (2160-2055 B.C.E.) came to an end when a highly centralized
nd pugnac ious Upper Egyptian kingdom centered at Thebes extended its
uthoriry along the entire Egyptian Nile Valley. The ensuing Middle King'm ushered in a four-hundred-year period of relative peace and stability,
hich ended with a weak Thirteenth Dynasty Egyptian admin istration
rst relinquishing control of the northeast Delta to local usurpers, and
nally losing that same territory and more to an alliance of those Delta
-arlords, eastern Mediterranean traders, and foreign invaders from the
n heast, the H yksos.1l
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The H yksos domi nation in the north coincided with the loss of Egyptian territories in the southern lands, usually termed Nubia, where the
Kerma culture also established an independent kingdom, A powerful
Theban-based Egyptian Seventeenth Dynasty, direct successor to the Thirteenth Dynasty, drove out the H yksos rulers from the Delta and pushed the
Kermans far south into Nubia, thereby reestablishing a unified Egypr and
initiating rhe golden age of the New Kingdom, In some ways the New
Kingdom is rhe ultimate and most wide-reaching expression of an Upper
Egyptian concept of a militarily aggressive central administration, governed initially by Theban rulers whose ancestors were able to end two
periods of disunity in the Nile Valley,
From the beginning of the N ew Kingdom, in iconic imagery, textual
descriptions, and bloody reality, the Egyptian pharaoh became a true "warrior king," Phamohs of the Eighteenth Dynasty in particular touted their
masrery of weaponry and their skiU in horsemanship, as well as their personal bravery in bartle. lJ C laims of physical prowess were also balanced by
assertions of mental acumen-not only was the pharaoh strong enough to
kill the opposition, he also was clever enough to develop a strategy that
would guarantee victory14 The emphatically militaristic ideology of
pharaonic kingship in the New Kingdom is closely linked to changes in
the nature of the Egyptian army. During the Second Intermediate Period,
the Egyptian arsenal acquired two new weapons: the composite bow and
the chariot, The composite bow enhanced the effectiveness of the two
traditional branches of the Egyptian military, the infantry and the navy,
and became the key weapon for the new Egyptian chariot corps, Furthermore, the greater diplomatic and military interaction of the Egyptians
with more distant foreign groups, a direct outgrowth of the Second intermediate Period, led to an increased use of auxiliary troops from Asia and
Libya alongside the traditional employment of N ubian bowmen. The
expansion of the three branches of the Egyptian military- infantry, chariotry, and navy-necessary for the battles against the Hyksos and the Kermans at the end of the Second Intermediate Period created one of the
largest profess ional armies in the ancient Near East.
The reunification of Egypt and the rise of its highly militarized state at
the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty combined with the memory of
foreign invasion to fuel Egypt's aspirations to conquer territory to the
south, modern-day southern Egypt and northern Sudan, and to the northeast, including the regions of Palestine, Trans-Jordan, and Syria, The pharaohs of the Amarna Period inherited a powerful Egyptian empire, the
product of years of campaigning by pharaohs such as Thutmose 1 and
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Thutmose III , who ruled the largest area of Egyptian hegemony in the history of the pharaonic state. Maintaining Egypt's extensive foreign territories required both military strength and diplomatic prowess to confront
the problems posed by the very different culrures of Nubia and western
Asia. The primarily tribal organ ization and increasingly mixed native and
Egyptian cultures of Nubia and the complex and mutually distrustful citystates of Syria-Palestine necessitated two different forms of colonial administra tion in the southern and northern realms of Egypt's empire.
Nubia, th e land stretching south from the Egyptian border at the
administrative center and trade emporium of Aswan, was Egypt's primary
source of gold as well as the gateway by Nile and desert routes-to the
trade goods of more southerly regions of Africa, including many of the
products necessary for ancient Egyptian religious rituals. Throughout
Egyptian history, Nubian political structure vacillated between centralized
powers at war with Egypt, such as the Kerman kingdom of the early second millennium, and a colon ial system ruled by Egypt. J5 The degree of
Nubian independence reflected inversely the strength of pharaonic rule:-during each of the highly centralized periods of Egyptian history- the
O ld, Middle, and New kingdoms-Egypt directly controlled large areas of
N ubian territory. The intermediate periods of strife and decentralization
with in Egypt signa led a withdrawal of Egyptian garrisons and the abandonment of fortifications in Nubia, allOWing the growth of independent
N ubian states. Despite some of the internal Egyptian troubles during the
reigns of Akhenaten and his successors, thtoughout the Amarna Period,
N ubia remained an Egyptian colony with a Nubian "viceroy" and colonial administration. Monuments dating to the reign of Tutankhamun
provide some of the most detailed and lively information about Egyptian
and N ubian interactions from the entire New Kingdom. But even Egypt's
strong colonial system was unable to prevent rebellions by nomadic tribes,
which could threaten the all-important gold mining regions and necessirate swift Egyptian military action.
The Egyptian empire of the New Kingdom also extended beyond the
northeastern border of the N ile Delta, into the region of Syria-Palestine,
which, like all areas beyond the Sinai Peninsula, is often termed western
Asia or simply Asia in Egyptological parlance. Much of the military history of the Eighteenth Dynasty is intimately related to Egypt's desire for
greater control over the region of Syria-Palestine-won by force of arms
under T hutmose I and Thutmose III, but often achieved by indirect means
in the latter part of the Eighteend. Dynasty. The humiliation of the Second Intermediate Period fostered an aggressive Egyptian foreign policy,
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impatient to identify and neutralize any potential Asiatic threat as far as
possible beyond the immediate eastern border of the Nile Delta. As the
Eighteenth Dynasty progressed, the maintenance of buffer states in the
northeast brought Egypt into contact and often conflict with the powerful
kingdoms of the Near East and Asia Minot who might ultimately attempt
an invasion of Egypt's northeastern holdings, if not perhaps the Nile Delta
itself. The constantly shifting alliances between Egypt and these political
entities of western Asia meant that the group posing the greatest threat to
Egypt changed over time. The pharaohs of the early Eighteenth Dynasty
led numerous campaigns against the kingdom of Mitanni, centered on the
upper Euphrates. By the late Eighteenth Dynasty, however, Mitanni no
longer posed a significant threat. The fierce military conflicts between
Egypt and Mitanni instead became an alliance sealed by the marriage of
Mitannian princesses to the Egyptian pharaoh, beginning with Thut mose
IV and continuing with his successor Amunhotep Ill.
During the early Amarna Period a state of relative peace existed in the
region of Syria- Palestine. However, the hostile role Mitanni once played
gradually passed to the Hittite kingdom, centered at the city of Hattusas
(modern Bogazkoy) in Asia Minor. The strategy of the late Eighteenth
Dynasty rulers toward the Hittites differed from the earlier pharaohs'
direct attacks on Mitanni. Diplomatic maneuvering among Egypt, the
Hittites, and the satellite states of the two powers during the reigns of
Akhenaten and his successors often overshadows the evidence for military
skirmishes. Much of this diplomacy took the form of a continuous stream
of official written correspondence between the pharaohs of Egypt and the
rulers of the major kingdoms and small city-states of Asia Minor and the
Near East. While most of these ancient diplomatic letters are now lost, a
large group of these missives was discovered at Akhenaten)s capital city of

Akhet-aten, from which find spot they derive their modern appellation
the "Amarna Letters." Through these letters we may reconstruct the complex foreign policy of the late Eighteenth Dynasty toward the kingdoms
that bordered on Egypt's northern territories.
In addition to political and military friction they experienced with the
powerful and centralized kingdoms to the northeast, and occasiona I challenges to pharaonic authority in the increasingly Egyptianized lands to the
south, the Egyptians of the Amarna Period also faced opposition from less
urbanized groups on the borders of Egypt and her dependencies. The Libyans of the Egyptian Western Desert hovered about the fringes of pharaonic society and were both an integral parr of life in the oases and an
ever-present menace to Egyptian control thereof. Alteady by the time of
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Amunhotep III, the northern coasts of Egypt and the Western Desert were
also subject to piratical incursions of Mediterranean groups. Repelling
raids by these mobile opponents demanded a set of strategies and tactics
different from those the Egyptians employed in their more formal confrontations with the armies of Mitaoni, the Hittites, and smaller groups in
western Asia. Unllke the often wide-open battlefields of Syria-Palestine,
with their set-piece battles on carefully chosen sites ideally suited to the
use of massed chariotry, the rough terrain in the hinterlands of Egypt's
borders probably relegared rhe chariotry to an at best subordinate role in
many if not most expeditions against opponents such as the Libyans. Egyptian foot archers and infantry played a greater role in campaigns against
those groups of "irregular" troops.
The ancient Egyprians did not simply seek imperial glory for its own
glamour and prestige, but rather acquired much of their new imperial
accolades in the search for internal security through establishment of
colonial outposts and the fostering of buffer states beyond their borders.
The term "empire" has rather extraordinary baggage for the modern world,
and although the ancient empire par excellence is, of course, the Roman
Empire, scholars have assigned the designation "empire" to a variety of
political entities, ranging {wm geographically limited and relatively poorly
documented city-states (e.g., the "empire" of Sargon) (0 conglomerations
of large geographic extent and overwhelmingly elaborate and highly centralized bureaucracies (e.g .. the Soviet empire).16 The present publication
will use the term "empire" when referring to New Kingdom EgYPI:. as composed of the phnTaonic st3te of Egypt, her junior sister state Nubia, and
her dependencies in Syria-Palestine. I) Likewise we will also employ a mixture of imperial terminology, such as "province," "colony," and i!viceroy,"
some of which derive from the Roman and British empires. The fact that
the Egyptians tailored their diplomacy to Ihe local situation, in light of the
degree of inregration of foreign territories within the Egyptian administration, indicates that the ancient Egyptian empire builders saw themselves
not simply as expanding the static borders of Egypt proper, but also were
well aware that they were dealing with a multiplicity of geographic, administrative, and cultural considerations, all of which mirror the actions of
Rome and late-nineteenth/early-twentieth-century Great Britain_
In spite of the fact that New Kingdom Egypt appears to have adopred
a pragmaric attitude toward the particular regions and circumstances of
her empire, ideologically, all actions of aggression and acquisition outside
of the tradi tional realm of Egypt could be termed sewesekh wshu (broadening rhe borders.)IB In terms of Egyptian religious thought, Egypt is not
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only the model of the ordered world but also the most perfectly formed
and well-functioning portion of the world, Just as creation exists as a bubble of order within the threatening abyss of chaos, so Egypt wa;; surrounded
by foreign groups, all of whom represented potentially dangerous and
chaotic forces, By expanding Egyptian control over foreign lands, the territory of the ordered world was thereby enlarged. This can present some
problems for the modern historian, because whatever may have been the
mundane causes of any conflict, such a conflict would only acquire proper
meaning for the ancient Egyptians when they could demonstrate that the
struggle in some way produced an extension of the ordered cosmos-in
the end, any and all physical or ideological expansion beyond the home
territories of Egypt would for the ancient Egyptians be the acting out of
"broadening the borders,"
Whether recounted on a temple wall or on a private monument, the
military records of the ancient Egyptians served a higher purpose-proof
of the triumph of order over chaos, The ancient Egyptians lived in a cosmos governed by the univetsal duality of mam (order) versus isfet (chaos),19
The preservation of maat, which included justice and aH aspects of cosmic
harmony, was the most basic ideological reason for warfare in ancient
Egypt, Unlike our concept of objective history, all Egyptian historical
texts--particularly military documents-served a theological purpose,
whatever degree of historical accuracy they were intended to have, Furthermore, one muse remember that most royal military eex.cs and scenes
decorated the exterior walls of temples, serving the dual role of historical
record and symbolic prorection of the sacred space from chaotic forces,2o
The religious aspects of their military records did not prevent the Egyptians from accurately reporting the events of the battles they chose to portray21 Occasionally, documents from Egypt's enemies also provide another
point of view, enabling one tu reconstruct Egyptian defeats that otherwise
went unrecorded, Such outside eviden ce is most abundant during the
Amarna Period, since letters written by rulers hostile to Egypt have survived. Although Egyptian military texts are often characterized as bombastic or purely propagandistic, when viewed properly within the perspective of their greater theological purpose, they may often yield considerable
detail about historical events.
The reign of Tutankhamun was the final portion of a pivotal era in
the realm of Egyptian military and diplomatic policies, The imperial vision of Thutmose I swept away the old Egyptian approach of limited borders and established far-flung limits of Egyptian int1uence in western Asia
and Nubia, The warfare of his successors, particularly Thutmose III, later
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evolved into intense diplomatic maneuvering, particularly under the pharaohs of the Amarna Period, who created a world in which major conflicts
between the powers were increasingly unlikely and undesirable, but one
m which lower-intensity military actions again became more prevalent.
urprisingly, in spite of much that has been written, Tutankhamun and
the pharaohs of the Amarna Period did indeed engage in warfare-both
armed conflict and psychological warfare-and the outcome of those battles, as limited in scope as they might appear to modern eyes, nevertheless did, through the lens of the ancient Egyptian worldview, reveal an
ever-triumphant pharaoh standing atop the shattered remnants of his
chaotic foe.

2

THE Al\1A
A
INTERLUDE
There are no rebels in your reign, since they have reached nonexistence. The
chiefs [of . .. have fallen] to your power. Your battle cries aTe like 0 blasting
flame in pursuit of every foreign country .
-Nubian viceroy's praise of Akhenaten 1

he reign of Akhenaten was a turning point in Egyptian history, a
moment when a highly idiosyncratic pharaoh could revel in the
tremendous changes he had enacted on Egyptian society.2 The multitude
of gods revered for millennia were anathema ro Akhenaten and his clergy,
and a single deity, the Aten, became the object of royal worship for the
rest of Egypt, the triad of king, queen, and solar disk were the primary
focus of all religious activity. The art, architecture, and even daily life in
Akhenaten's new capital must have been a shocking experience for many
of Akhet-aten's inhabitants. Although Akhenaten is sometimes characterized as a pacifist and a monotheist, both designations are simplistically
false . Akhenaten did not shun martial pomp, but surrounded himself with
a well-armed bodyguard heavily supplemented with foreign soldiers. Soldiers not only accompanied their monarch in his daily routine, but also
were sent out ro battle foreign enemies.
The military events of the reign of Akhenaten and his successors are
described in detail in the following chapters, while the present section explores some of the historical and religious enigmas of the Amama Period,
providing the proper background to the warfare of the time. As much of
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an anomaly as Akhenaten's rule might be, h is religious "revolution" is a
reflection of trends already at work during the reign of his fathe r, Amunhotep III. T he "Pax Aegyptiaca" from which Akhenaten benefited was
the result of hard-earned military success by the pharaohs of the early
Eighteenth Dynasty. A proper understanding of the history of the early
Eighteenth Dynasty, and an appreciation of the origin and development of
Akhenaten's world view, are necessary for understanding the military and
diplomati.c events of the Amarna Period.

The Founding of the New Kingdom
The fou nder of the New Kingdom and the first pharaoh of the Eighteenth
Dynasty is Ahmose (1550-1525 B.C.E.), whose reign saw the expulsion of
the Hyksos from the Delta and the reunification of Upper and Lower
Egypt under the rule of a single pharaoh. However, the rulers of the late
Seventeenth Dynasty and the first two kings of the Eighteenth Dynasty
are in terms of fa mily and foreign policy a unity. The pharaoh Senakhtenre and his queen Tetisheri appear to have begun the final phase of the
eventeenth Dynasty, during which the old Middle Kingdom system of
urles was abandoned at Thebes, [he royal women came to wield considerable temporal power, and T hebes initiated open hostilities against the
Hyksos.3 T he aggressive policies of the Theban rulers, facilitated by their
control over the extensive road networks in the Western Desert,4 set in
motion the events that would end the Second Intermed iate Period.
Senakhtenre's successor Seqenenre Tao II died in batde against the Hyk-.os,s but his successor Kamose6 recaptured the Second Cataract in the
"",uth; in the north Kamose drove the Hyksos out of Middle Egypt, and
ravaged their merchant flee t beneath the very walls of their capital,
Avaris 7 Perhaps Kamose, too, died in battle, and his successor Ahmose, a
n of Seqenenre Tao II , was probably quite young when he acceded to
·he throne.
Thebes tarried a while in her push against the Hyksos, but when
Ahmose finally felt that the time had come, he attacked Avaris directly.
The reason for the Theban delay following Kamose's harrowing of Avaris
and destruction of the Hyksos fleet was probably to allow the Hyksos
economy to corrode. Kamose appears to have damaged Hyksos merchant
,hipping during his limited naval assault on Avaris (for more on the Hyk"",s trade empire, see page 138) . like the Spartans at the Battle of Aego'potami (405 S .C.E. ),8 the Egyptians achieved more in relatively indirect
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action against the Hyksos economic base than they might have accomplished through a more direct military encounter with the main body of
the Hyksos forces whose outcome might have been less certain,
Ahmose appears to have also understood that no enemy should be
forced to fight to the death, for the desperate may well achieve what those
who may safely flee would never dare,9 After entering the ancient capital
of Memphis, soon to become the northern administrative city and the
arsenal of militant New Kingdom Egypt, Ahmose captured Tjaru, at the
far eastern fringe of the Nile Delta. HaVing thereby prevented a Hyksos
escape either up the Nile Valley into Middle Egypt or south into the Eastern Desert and the Red Sea littoral, and leaving open a narrow strip of
land south of the Mediterranean coast-a corridor northeast of AvarisAhmose then turned west and marched on Avaris itself. Presented with a
difficult fight at Avaris or flight across the northern Sinai into southern
Palestine, the remnants of the Hyksos soon chose the latter option, and
ensconced themselves in their final redoubt, the fortified town of Sharuhen in southern Palestine (probably modern Tell el-Ajjul).l0 After a siege
of three years, Ahmose took the city, and the Hyksos disappear from history,
The destruction of the Hyksos as a military and economic power
appears to have been the main and early-achieved goal of the late Seventeenth and early Eighteenth dynasties' military activity in the Egyptian
Delta and in Syria-Palestine. What more Ahmose may have accompJished
or planned in western Asia is unknown to us. For the reign of Amunhotep I, a son of Ahmose, Il no definite evidence for Asiatic campaigning has
emerged. I2 With the accession of the third king of the Eighteenth Dynasty,
Egyptian foreign policy changes. Whereas Ahmose and Amunhotep [
were of the family of the late Seventeenth Dynasty, Thutmose I and his
chief queen were not royal before their accessionY Ahmose Nefertari, the
wife and sister of the pharaoh Ahmose, often appears with them in depictions, giving Thutmose I and his queen a connection with the early Eighteenth Dynasty through iconography that they never had through blood.l 4
The first two rulers of the Eighteenth Dynasty shared not only the
blood of the late Seventeenth Dynasty kings; like those rulers, they appear
to have shared the Middle Kingdom's approach to Egypt's northern and
soucilern frontiers. After the defeat of Kerma and the southern rebels, the
early Eighteenth Dynasty was content to maintain a southern border
roughly equivalent to that of the Middle Kingdom. In the north, following the expulsion of the Hyksos from Sharuhen, the first rulers of the
Eighteenth Dynasty may have dispensed with even the razzias (plundering
raids) of the Middle Kingdom. I5
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The founding of the New Kingdom was not only due to the leadership
of the pharaoh, but also owed much to the bravery and initiative of individual soldiers in the Egyptian army. In fact, much of what we know about
the wars of Kamose, Ahmose, Amunhotep I, and Thutmose [ is contained
in the autobiographical texts of marines buried at Elkab. One of the
lengthiest and most detailed inscriptions belongs to a soldier who led a
long and successful military career-Ahmose son of [bana (his mother's
name). 16 During the rule of the pharaoh Ahmose, the soldier Ahmose succeeded his (ather, Baba, who had fought for the king Seqenenre, and went
north with the ruler to take part in the attack on the Hyksos capital,
Avaris. He served on the ships Savage BuU, Northerner, and Glorious
A/Jpearance in Memphis, and followed on foot when the king rode out on
his chariot (the reference to the chariot in his autobiography records the
earliest thus far attested use of this vehicle by Egyptians). After the fan of
Avaris, Ahmose son of Ibana accompanied the victorious Theban army in
its siege of Sharuhen.
Ahmose son of Ibana also campaigned in Nubia under the kings
Ahmose, Amunhotep I, and Thutmose I. Under Thutmose I, Ahmose son
of Ibana must have reached the site of the Egyptian boundary stele at
Hagar el-Merwa, between the Fourth and Fifth cataracts (about four hundred kilometers north of Khartoum, as the crow flies). Under the command of the same ruler, Ahmose son of Ibana fought the armies of
Naharin (a name meaning "river land," at this time indicating the kingdom of Mitanni on the northern Euphrates) in far northern Syria, and saw
the erection of the Egyptian victory stela on the Euphrates. This Egyptian
soldier had stood at the northern and southern limits of the Egyptian
Empire, which he would have seen as the edges of the ordered world.
Ahmose son of [bana owed much of his wide-ranging e"perience to
the pharaoh Thutmose l, who shared neither the blood of his predecessors
nor their relatively introverted and resrrained vision for Egypt's power.
Thutmose 1 roused the sleeping colossus that was early New Kingdom
Egypt and established the foreign geographic goals toward which all of his
militarily active successors would literally aim and shoot. Thutmose 1 reinaugurated the Eighteenth Dynasty, and in terms of foreign policy, he was
the true founder of the New Kingdom, establishing Egyptian influence
beyond the Fourth Cataract at Kurgus in the far south, and setting up his
victory stela on the Euphrates in the equally distant north.17 In Nubia
T hutmose I further developed Nubian administration as a mirror of Egypt'S
own. In Syria-Palestine he began what would become during the course of
the Eighteenth Dynasty a series of destabilizing campaigns that created a
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series of local buffer states, cultivated and supported by Egypt in the face
of stronger opponents who might someday menace Egypt and her interests, Egyptian-style government came to Nubia, and political fragmentation was the rule for Syria-Palestine 18
The rule of Thutmose I codifies the imperialist tendencies that distinguish the New Kingdom from the periods of Egyptian history both before
and after. Thutmose J recasts the mold of pharaoh, but does so within
the context of a royal office more than a thousand years old. The reigns of
the rest of the Eighteenth Dynasty pharaohs, particularly the kings of the
Amarna Period, benefit from the military conquests of Thutmose I and
the newly created identity of the warrior pharaoh.

Eighteenth Dynasty Kingship
Egyptian pharaohs were representatives of the gods on earth and in certain cases strove to reign as divine beings during their own lifetimes,19
The pharaoh sat at the pinnacle of every aspect of Egyptian society-he
was the political, religious, and military leader of the Egyptian Nile Valley
and its hinterlands and dependencies. In theological terms, the pharaoh
also held power over all foreign territories and their inhabitants, and the
ultimate goal of the Egyptian ruler was to expand the ordered world, To
combat the chaotic elements of the universe, the pharaoh could construct
temples, commission civil engineering projects, or go to war. Depending
on the historical situation during a particular reign, a pharaoh might succeed in many such projects.
In the beginning, the Egyptian king was the earthly manifestation of
the cosmic deity Horus. Even before the unification of Upper and Lower
Egypt, the kings of the protokingdoms in Ihe south took the title "Horus"
to represent their authority. zo As the phm30nic state developed, further
royal titles became part of the official tirul ary 21 By the late Old Kingdom,
each pharaoh possessed a complete five-part titulary expressing his dual
mortal and divine royal nature,zz Although each ruler had a unique set of
names, throughout the Old Kingdom the personalities of the individual
rulers remain for the most parr hidden behind the hieratic mask of their
office. The Old Kingdom pharaoh officiates at great ceremonies that
renew both his power and that of the cosmos. His importance is his place
in cyclical time; his true significance in the artistic and literary imagery of
the Old Kingdom was not that he engaged in a series of different activities allOng a line of progression, but rather that his activities came ever
back to the same point in the revolving spiral of religious festivals. He sits
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--------------------------------.- - - - - - as god on earth, the essentially static core of an ever-repeating series of
ritualized activities.
On the other hand, from the late Old Kingdom through the First Intermediate Period, private autobiographical inscriptions place increasing
emphasis on personal skill.23 A pride in personal achievement emerged in
texts, resulting in a corresponding increase in historical detail, particularly
in the inscriptions of district governors of Upper Egypt. The king lagged
somewhat behind, however, and only at the dawn of the Middle Kingdom
does a true royal personality emerge from royal inscriptions, the king adopting the often grandiloquently bombastic and self-confident style of private
texts. 24 The new genre placed emphasis on the personal ability of the
ruler, both physical and mental, and provided the groundwork for what
would develop into the "royal novel."25 Such royal texts remained stereotyped, following a formulaic development and retaining an emphasis on
the importance of the office of king; nevertheless, the new royal "autobiographical" texts related no small amount of information regarding the
personal and historic achievements of the king as an individual.
During the Middle Kingdom, perhaps as an offshoot of the increasingly
historical and physically active ruler, texts especially those of a more truly
literary nature---<lepict the king as vicar of the supreme deity, the tired
and worried good shepherd of Egypt. 26 Under the Thirteenth Dynasty, the
supreme deity supports the ruler, who appears as a semidivine human both
elected and supported by the divine ruler of the cosmos27 At the time
of the late Seventeenth and early Eighteenth dynasties, all of these trends
appear, enlarged, with an emphasis on the unique ~'historical" achieve~
ments of the ruler. With the military compositions of Kamose the true
New Kingdom image of the king appears, and the personal and historic
achievements of the king match thc personal activity of a deity. The divinity of the office of king did not diminish, but the image of the king moved
from a static regality to that of an active participant and motivator of history.28 No longer confined to the potent but petsonally restrictive world of
the cosmic festival, the New Kingdom pharaoh needed ever enlarging
venues for repetitive manifestation and personal innovation in his reve~
lation and affirmation of royal power. The changing expressions of kingship during the Eighteenth Dynasty have their roOts in the founding of
pharaonic rule.
Already during the Protodynastic Period (ca. 3200 B.C.E.), the king
repeatedly played his role in great religious festivals that marked renewal
of the cosmos. The first known ruler of the unified kingdom of Upper and
Lower Egypt, Narmer, presided over a religious festival that included not
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only the ritual slaughter of sacrificial animals but also potentially the execution of human enemies,29 This festival represented the king's rule over
the natural world as well as foreign lands, and in the course of the festivities Narmer reaffirmed his assumption of royal regalia and power, The
ultimate goal of this elaborate festival was the maintenance of the proper
relationship between the king and the gods, and thereby the balance of
order and justice, both summed up in the Egyptian word maat,
Adding to the already ancient and repetitive religious cycles in which
each ruler took up his appointed place, the military exploits of the rulers
of the late Seventeenth Dynasty and the early Eighteenth Dynasry provided a means by which the ruler could play out his role of god on earth,
Not only does the New Kingdom ruler continue to function as officiant at
religious celebrations, but also his own actions become the mirror of divine
action-the ruler more openly shows himself as an acror in history and
change, and by the reign of Amunhotep III (see below) he more ostentatiously presents himself as the representative of deity in the eternal and
unchanging form of divinity in the ever-repeating cycle of the sacred year,
For example, the hisrorical document recounting the military success of
the pharaoh Kamose against the Hyksos seldom mentions a deity directly
within the historic section-the historically active and physically present king is in fact that divinity,JO The individualistic and "self-made" private man of the First Intermediate Period autobiographical texts, hinted at
in contemporaneous royal monuments, and already well present in the
inscriptions of local rulers, assens himself more strongly now in royal monuments at the dawn of the New Kingdom, At the same time, New Kingdom pharaohs begin to take on more permanently the role of divinity,
For rulers such as Thutmose I and Thutmose III, whose military exploits were truly epic without any need for embellishment, the wider
world stage of the early New Kingdom provided ample opportunity for real
and frequent manifestations of their "historic divinity," The desire to reenact events in the divine world could even influence the ways in which
Egyptian pharaohs waged war. Ahmose son of Ibana describes how Thutmose I brought down the fleeing Nubian enemy leader by shooting him
with an arrow in the chest; the pharaoh then hung the body of the dead
Nubian upside down from the prow of his ship,3l The inverted position
of the enemy's body is a specific aHusion to one of the Egyptians' great est fears in the afterlife-the inversion of the damned, leading to the
reversal of bodily functions, so that the cursed consume their own excrement and drink their own urine.3Z The damned Nubian ruler, condemned
to his horrible fate, hangs from the prow of the ship, as though the royal
vessel is about to sail over him, an aHusion to another key religious sym-
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bol-the solar deity in his bark sai ling over the back of the defeated chaos
serpent A pep 33 As Thutmose I sailed north to Egypt with his enemy hanging upside down from the prow of his ship, the pharaoh announced not
only that his enemies were damned in the other world, but also that rhe
foes of Egypt would share the same fate as the chaos serpent defeated by
the sun god. In his vicrorious progress Thutmose I visibly acts the part of
the sun god, while his Nubian enemy just as obv iously takes on the role of
the enemy of cosmic order, Apep.
Later in the Eighteenth Dynasty, Thutmose III announced the extraordinary nature of his own military activities by publiciz ing them through
the monumental presentation of h is almost totally unvarnished military
campaign diaries at Karnak Temple.34 Other New Kingdom rulers less burdened by real military necessities required other venues for the manifestation of their physical prowess, and already Amunhotep II, son of Thutmose JIl, combined the time-honored presence of the ruler in public ritual
with the need to manifest his personal, physical power.35 W ith Amunhotep II the concept of the ruler as divine athlete is preeminent, and Amunhotep II and others vaunt their accomplishments in equestrian pursuits
and archery, among other sporting activities. In lieu of necessary military
exploits, sporting pursuits aliow for demonstration of divine royal prowess. Although ritual activities had been part of royal duties from the very
dawn of pharaonic kingship, Eighteenth Dynasty rulers "personalized"
some aspects thereof- leading a massed chariot charge or single-handedly
propelling a vessel inevitably focused on th e specific ruler and not so generally on abstract rulership.

Amunhotep Ill: The King as Solar Disk
The pharaohs of the latter Eighteenth Dynasty reaped the rewards of the
military success of warrior kings of the early Eighteenth Dynasty. The
tr"m(~nd ous wealth that flowed into the royal coffers and temple estates
fueled what appears (0 have been a golden age of ptosperity,stability, and
cultural achievement. The long reign of Amunhotep Ill , the apogee of
this period, witnessed an unprecedented celebration of the power and
influence wielded by the Egyptian pharaoh 36 A lthough Amunhotep 1II
was able to commemorate at least one Nubian campaign,37 the primarily
peaceful nature of his reign led the pharaoh to new ways of expressing his
royal authority.38 The unique character of Amunhotep III 's reign and his
profound influence on the Amama revolution are best seen in the even ts
of h i.s thirtieth year of rule . After millennia of development, Amunhotep
III and his son Akhe_Mten attempted to reorient Egyptian religion and
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architecture on a vast scale, but their resulting creation was a colossus
with feet of clay, which their successors and ultimately the early Ramesside rulers were forced to rebuild on a more stable footing.
A pharaoh who attained his thirtieth year on the thtone could celebrate a great jubilee festival, known as the heb-sed, which renewed the
vitality of the king and reaffirmed h is rule. 39 The rituals and accoutrements of the heb-sed appear to form the basis of a cycle of Pre- and
Protodynastic tableaux40 and certainly are part of standard royal ceremony
by the reign of Narmer {ca. 3050 B.C.E.).41 Ideally the pharaoh celebrated
the jubilee fest ival in the thirtieth year of his reign, with additional celebrations taking place more frequently thereafter. Some of the most detailed and spectacular information about a jubilee festival derives from the
three jubilees of Amunhotep III in years thirty, thirty-four, and thirtyseven of his reign. Not only did Amunhotep III gather resoutces and personnel from all over Egypt, he also constructed an entire city to serve as
the stage for this historic event.
The· rulers of the early Eighteenth Dynasty transformed ritual inco history through their physical and military manifestations of royal power. Now
with Amunhotep 1lI, history itself was about to become a series of ritual
events. The king's display of his physical prowess in the mortal world led
ultimately to a desire to display the religious and otherworldly power of
the king while still within the world of the living. To achieve this goal,
Amunhotep III sought out documents within the temple libraries that
would tell him how to celebrate his jubilee festival in the same manner as
the semidivine rulers of remote antiquity. Descriptions of the royal jubilee
in the tomb of Kheruef, the chief royal steward of Amunhotep Ill, describe the results of the king's research: 42 "It was His Majesty who did this
in accordance with the writings of old. Past generations of people since
the time of the ancestors had never celebrated such rites of the jubilee. It
was for the one appearing in truth, the Son of Amun (Amunhotep III) ,
who enjoys the [legacy of h is father]' given life like Re forever, that it was
decreed." Detailed reliefs in the tomb of Khe ruef and other documents
allow for a reconstruction of the key events of A munhotep Ill's first and
third jubilee; and physical remains of ail three jubilees survive at the enotmous festival city of Malqata, which Amunhotep III constructed at the
southern end of the Theban West Bank.
The western bank of T hebes was the site of both the royal tombs in
the Valley of the Kings, and the great mortuary temples in which the
deceased pharaohs were worshipped as manifestations of the god Amun. 43
During the annual Beautiful Festival of the Valley, the statue of Amun
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from Karnak Temple would visit each of the royal mortuary temples on
the West Bank,44 the largest of which was the mortuary temple of Amunhotep Ill, built on an unprecedented scale. Although today the two seated
colossi of Amunhotep !Ii are the most visible evidence of the monumental scale of the building, when complete, the mud-brick pylons, open
courts, and inner rooms of the mortuary complex covered an area larger
even than that of Karnak Temple, which encompasses more than ninety
acres.45 The mortuary temple of Amunhotep III was only part of the pharaoh's construction program on the West Bank, however. At the site of
Malqata, just south and west of his mortuary temple, Amunhotep III
ordered the construction of his jubilee city. The mortuary temple and
jubilee city of Amunhotep 1Il were constructed to either side of an earlier
temple to "Amun, Holy of Place," a sire now known as Medinet Habu;
the significance of the concentration of Amunhotep Ill's building activity
in the region of Medinet Habu becomes apparent when seen in the light
of his son's new capital city (see "The Location of Akhet-aten: The Home
of the Ogdoad," pages 37-40).
Excavations at Malqata allow one to reconstruct the build ings' functions. 46 Malqata contained no less than four palaces, one of which was
probably intended for Amunhotep's queen, Tiye; these palaces were decorated with brightly colored plaster paintings on the walls and ceilings.47 A
temple dedicated to the god Amun, to the north of the palaces, was built
by the time of the second jubilee; in front of the temple was an open court
and possible processional way leading to a large harbor. Additional buildings were residentia I and probably housed the large number of offiCials,
priests, and support staff requited for the jubilee festivaL
"House of RejOicing," the name of one of the palaces at Amunhotep
Ill's new city at MaIqara, emphasizes the s lar nature of Amunhotep Ill 's
heb-sed festival , and the rituals celebrated at Malqata literally transformed
the pharaoh Lnco the sun god himself. The teL1n "rejoicing" in the name
of Malqata refers not only to the celebrations, hut also to the action of the
solar god each time the sun rose, the Egyptians believed that "Re
rejoiced in the horizon." This rejoicing could be further envisaged as a
sexua l union between the sun god and the horizon, al<het , the female
counterpart and consort of the male solar disk. 4S Malqata could symbolize
the horizon, and Amunhotep III, who took on the epithet "Dazzling Sun
Disk," was able to rej oice therein as he celebrated his jubilee festivaL49
The result of the union of solar king and his palace horizon would be a
rejllvenatf'.d king, an adult pharaonic sun child. The term for sun disk,
men, appearing in Amunhotep Ill's epithet "Dazzling Sun Disk," is the
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normal word in Egyptian texts for the visible manifestation of the sun
god,50 The importance Amunhotep III attached to that particular form of
the sun god and his own transformation into the solar deity in the course
of h is jubilee festival presaged the religious "revolution" of his successor
Akhenaten, who promoted the Aten to the most important-and indeed
the only-deity of the Egyptian pantheon, with the exception of himself
and his chief queen, Nefertiti, 51
East of the jubilee city was one of the major features of the Malqata
complex and the one most visible in the modern landscape- a great
T-shaped harbor lake now known as the Birket Habu,52 Although apparen tly never formally investigated in modern times, an East Bank counterpart to the Birket Habu once existed and appears as a large rectangle of
debris mounds on the map of Thebes published by Napoleon's expedition
to Egypt 53 The eastern artificial lake was about the size of the original
western lake, both dug for A munhotep Ill's first jubilee, After the first jubilee festi val, the western harbor was enlarged to a length of more than
two kilometers, necessitating the dismantling of some of the earlier buildings at Malqata, The two lakes and the canals connecting them to the Nile
figured prominently in what appear to have been the unique and archaic
jubilee celebrations of Amunhotep IlL According to texrs in the tomb of
Kheruef, the royal courtiers participaring in the festivities hau led the
towropes of actual vessels representing the boats of the day and the night
sun, in which the pharaoh sailed 54 "They were directed to the harbor of
His Majesty to row in the bark of the king, They grasped the towropes of
the evening bark and the prow rope of th e morning bark, and they towed
the barks at the great place, They stopped at the steps of the throne,"
In Egyptian theology, Re traveled in the day bark from dawn until sunset and sailed in the night bark from sunset until dawn , In the western
and eastern horizons, the day bark and the night bark met prow to prow
and Re moved from one to the otheL55 In certain Netherworld Books
recorded on the walls of the tombs of the Valley of the Kings, the solar
barks also serve as the means by which the ki ng's soul travels through th e
heavens and the underworld in h is eternal afterlife. During his jubilee festival, Amunhotep III reenacted this journey of the sun god, sailing in the
day and n ight barks on the N ile and in h is artificial lakes, apparently
transferring from one boat to the other, just as Re did in the heavens each
d ay 56 One might expect the king to travel in the day bark, acting as the
visible sun disk, but more surprising is Amunhotep Ill's implied trip in the
n ight bark, mirroring the sun's own nightly revivificat ion in the bowels of
the underworld. According to the Book of Amduat, in the fifth hour of
the night, the sun god plunged inro the primordial waters, out of which
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creation originally aroseY Each night, the sun god absorbed the chaotic
power of the primordial waters, which engulfed the remnants-"flesh" of
the once-virile solar god. By subsuming rhe power of order, the power of
chaos became the creative impetus for the new day. In staging his own
solar regeneration on the waters of the Nile, Amunhorep III, the "Dazzling Sun Disk," appears to have signaled his Own rebirth as a full deity on
earth and also to have proclaimed the birth of a new solar regime for
Egypt and her empire.
As Amunhotep III mimicked the daily peregrinations of Re, he also
transformed into the solar falcon. In the jubilee scenes from the tomb of
Kheruef, tail feathers protrude from the king's jubilee robe,58 as if the king
had literally sprouted the wings of the celestial deity. Like traveling in the
day and the night: barY..s, such physical transformations were normally only
part of the king's Underworldly existence 59 Amunhotep llJ's transformation also finds expression in a new artistic style introduced after the first
jubilee festival. 60 The pudgy cheeks and enlarged eyes of royal iconography at this time suggest the features and proportions of a child, representing the literally reborn king 61 The rituals enacted at Malqata ensured that
Amunhotep III was not simply rejuvenated like previous rulers who celebrated jubilees, but that he also underwent the transformation and physical journey that no ruler should actually experience until after death,62
Another seemingly inexplicable element associated with Malqata is a
long, cleare.d track leading from soud, of the main ciry into the western
cliffs 61 In the desert bay at the end of the track is a Coptic monastery; one
interesting element of the monastery architecture was a carved pharaonic
block showing a chariot,64 perhaps deriving from Malqata proper or some
otherwise vanished desert shrine or altar. Near the edge of the cultivation,
not far from the beginning of the cleared track, Amunhotep III constructed a large mud-brick platform 65 Various functions have been suggested for this enigmatic construction, and it may have served as the base
for a police Outpost that guarded the track leading into the western
cliffs.66 But what would police stationed at Malqata have been guarding?
The bay would make an excellent necropolis for rock-cut tombs, and a
few hieroglyphic symbols surviving in the bay, beneath the overlay of later
Coptic inscriptions, suggest that some pharaonic "geologists" did visit the
site 67 The new city that Amunhotep III built at Malqata appears to have
all the accoutrements of a complete settlement tacked onto the southern
edge of western Thebes, including its own necropolis.
Throughout the jubilee festivals, and indeed at nearly every important
event of Amunhotep Ill's reign, the pharaoh was accompanied by his chief
wife, TIye. TIye wielded considerable influence, although she was not of royal
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blood 68 On a scarab announcing his marriage to the Mitannian princess
Gilukhepa, Amunhotep III emphasized the importance of his chief wife and
provided the names of Tiye's parents. Tiye's father was Yuya, a chief officer
in the Egyptian chariotry; her mother was Tuya, a priestess of the god Amun.
Yuya and Tuya were some of the few nonroyal persons to be buried in the
Valley of the Kings, and their burial further indicates their exalted status 69
Amunhotep 1lI heaped greater and truly divine honors upon his queen.
At Sedeinga in Nubia, Tiye's husband constructed a temple dedicated to
the queen as an incarnation of the goddess Hathor.l° The deification of
Tiye during her lifetime mimics Amunhotep Ill 's own transformation into
a living god during his jubilee festivals 71 In the temple of Sedeinga, Tiye
possesses a title unattested for any previous queen-Ugreat of fear, mistress
of alllands."72 The "fear" that Tiye inspires indicates her domination over
the women of all foreign countries, just as her husband's awesome power
cows all male foreigners. On a theological level, Tiye at Sedeinga is Sakhmet, the raging form of the goddess Hathor, who slakes her thirst for blood
in the far south. In the tomb of Kheruef, Tiye sits behind her husband on a
throne whose decoration embodies her status as queen universal. Beneath
the arm of the throne, Tiye as a female sphinx tramples a female Nubian
and Asiatic, while two further female enemi.es are bound to the strutS that
support the throne. 73
Amunhotep III died after thirty-eight years of rule and was succeeded
by a son, also named Amunhotep, later to change his name ro Akhenaten, who had become crown prince after the death of his older brother
Thutmose. At certain points in Egyptian history, a pharaoh would elevate
a crown prince to the role of coregent, and both father and son would rule
jOintly.74 Some have suggested that Amunhotep 1lI and his son Amunhotep lV/Akhenaten ruled jOintly for twelve years, while others believe their
reigns overlapped by one or two years. The evidence for either a long or a
short corcgcncy is uncertain at best,75 and most likely Akhenaten first
ascended the throne upon the death of his father. Indeed, whether the
coregency is real or not, Akhenaten's policies, both religious and political,
continue and extend those of his father, Amunhotep Ill; and the queen
mother Tiye, who outlived her husband by several years, continued to play
an important role during the teign of her son.

Akhenaten: The Solar Disk as King
The pharaoh Akhenaten began !-tis reign under the name Amunhotep,
t!-te fourt!-t ruler of the Eighteenth Dynasty to bear that name. For r!-te first
five years of his reign, Amun!-totep IV ruled from Thebes, although his new
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religious agenda was soon apparent. By regnal year six, Amunhotep IV, now
calling himself Akhenaten, had moved to a new capital city in Middle
Egypt, which would remain the center of the cult of the Aten until the
end of Akhenaten's seventeen-year reign. Already before the final move to
Akhet-aten, the new ruler had begun to promulgate the exclusive worship
of the Iight of the sun as manifest in the glowing physical disk, the Aten 76
Akhenaten is perhaps best known as something he was not-a monotheist. Modern representations of Akhenaten as a prophet and worshipper
of a sole deity stem from a misunderstanding of Egyptian religion in general and of Akhenaten's own version of solar worship in particular.
Although Egyptian religion, with its abundance of deities, gives evidence
of polytheism, the belief in a multiplicity of deities, this polytheism does
not necessarily stress plurality of divinity; instead, New Kingdom Egyptian
theological interpretation increasingly stresses a concept of divine unity.
The many deities are the maximum differentiation in the ordered world of
a primordial oneness; they are the balanced pairs of creation, the periodic
table of divine elements-polytheism is not a constant cosmic state, but a
particular stage or level of cosmic development. The ancient world gives
evidence of two sorts of monotheism-a political monotheism ("our deity
is better than your deity"), and a cosmological monotheism ("our deity is
the only deity"),77 Akhenaten indeed appears to worship a single universal deity, the solar god Aten. Four basic features of Atenism lead to the
conclusion that the Aten is alone because he exists at a time before the
creation of the cloud of polytheistic deities. Aten is not the sole god because other deities do not exist, but because they do not yet exist-just as
polytheistic deities are a manifestation of a period of cosmic development,
so in Egyptian religion a monotheistic deity belongs to a time when the
ordered cosmos was new and not yet differentiated.
Since the religious "revolution" of Akhenaten is the central focus of
his reign, a proper comprehension of the main features of his new theology is essential to understanding all other events of his reign, including
his military strategy and foreign policy. A careful examination of the texts,
monuments, and artistic productions of Akhenaten's reign not only reveals
the impetus behind his revolution and the reason for the construction and
location of his capital city, but also ultimately provides the key to unlocking many of the mysteries of his reign.

Akhenaten at Thebes
During the first five years of his reign, Amunhotep IV instituted an extensive building program at the temple of Karnak 78 The earlier buildings at
the giant temple complex of Karnak were dedicated to Amun, his consort
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Mut, and their child Khonsu. One of Amunhotep IV's few contributions
ro the great temple of Amun proper was the construction of a porch
before the third pylon, decorated with monumental images of the pharaoh
smiting his foes 79 However, the four separate temples Amunhotep IV
built as part of the great Karnak complex were dedicated ro the solar gods
Re-Horakhty anJ Aten. The earliest surviving reliefs commissioned by
Amunhotep IV depict the falcon-headed god Re-Horakhty, the sun god
syncretized with the deity "Horus of the Horizon," using the traditional
artiEtic canon;80 the primary overt theological innovation at this early
stage is the addition of the epithet "who rejoices in the horizon" to the
name of Re-Horakhty. However, these traditional representations soon
give place to an entirely different depiction of the sun god-the disk
itself81 The god Aten manifests himself as a solar disk, often appearing as
a hemisphere in deeply sunk relief,82 with a multitude of rays extending
downwa rd and ending in small human hands. Most often rhese hands
hold signs of life to the noses of the royal family, hut in a less-well-known
scene, the hands of the Aten extend weapons ro Akhenaten (see figure
2) 83 Although paCifism has sometimes been assumed to be one of the
aspects of Aten-worship, no ancient Egyptian evidence either textual or
pictorial-supports this assumption, and in fact, Atenism could be just as
militant as traditional Egyptian religion.
Amunhotep IV's architects and craftsmen completed his new solar
temples in a surprisingly shott time; working at a feverish pace, they introduced several new construction techniques 84 Rather than constructing
temples from massive blocks that required considerable time, planning,
and logistical support ro quarry, transport, and set in place, Akhenaten
introduced an inexpensive bricklike form of stone architecture. Most of
Akhenaten's temples were built with small stone blocks (roughly 52 by 26
by 24 centimeters) called wiaWt (a word probably derived from the Arabic
for "three," a reference to their length of approximately three hands), each
light enough for one man to carry. Adept as they were at moving massive
stone blocks and statues, the Egyptians them.selves recognized the relatively lilliputian proportions of Akhenaten's standard stone building blocks
and termed the tiny tala tat "bricks of stone."ss
One of the major events recorded on the talatat from the Aten temples at Karnak is the celebration of Amunhotep IV's jubilee festival early
in his reign, probably in year two (or pethaps year four), a festival in which
the Aten appears also to have participated.86 Since Amunhotep 1lI died in
his thirty-eighth regnal year, Amunhotep IV's heb-sed festival would correspond to the fortieth or forty-second year of his father's reign, either way
an appropriate year for a jubilee. Amunhotep lV's incorporation of his
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Figure 2. Akhenaten smites an enemy, while the Aten extends a mace and
a scimitar. This relief, from a talatat block, was originally part of a scene
depicting the facade of one of Akhenaten's temples at Karnak. After
Trau necker, ]SSEA 14 (1984), 61.

father's reign into his own was not unprecedented 87 and indicates how
closely tied A munhotep IV's religious agenda was to that of his father. By
celebrating a jubilee so earl y in h is reign, A munhotep IV created continuity with Amunhotep 1Il and set the stage for further development of his
father's deification wh ile on earth. Amunhotep IV's first heb-sed was a
dated historical event, but the texts that accompany the jubilee indicate
the simultaneous timelessness of the event. Each morning when the Aten
rises, he grants his chosen vicar, Amunhotep IV, soon to become Ak..~en~
men , yet another jubilee festival. As the daily even ts at Akhenaten's new
capital reveal, Akh enaten transformed the ptogression of time into an
endlessly repeated daily cycle, all focused on the A ten and the royal family. For Akhenaten, the celebration of his first heb-sed festival may never
have ended. 88

Four Features of Atenism
The succinct credo of A khenaten's religion appears as the so-called didactic name of h is sole deity, the Aten, which is enclosed with in two cartouch es, like the names of the king. 89 The cartouche, a ring of rope lashed
together near the overlapping ends, represented the king's rule over the
entire world-Hall which the sun disk encircles. H90 The use of the royal
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cartouche for the name of the sun disk is peculiar to the religion of Akhenaten and expresses not only the intimate relationship between the king
and his deity but also encapsulates the core of his solar theology, The first
name of the Aten, in use possibly as late as Akhenaten's twelfth regnal
year, was "The living one, Re-Horakhty who rejoices in the horizon in his
identity of light, which is in the sun disk," The true nature of the Aten is
not the physical manifestation of the solar disk, but el,e light emanating
from that disk,9[ The visible light, the means of communication between
the solar god and mankind, c.onceals [he uniql1e divinity of the Aten, The
didactic names state d,e Aten's identit)', further codified through hymns,
such as the celebrated "Great Hymn,"92 and teachings of Akhenaten himself,93 Surviving texts leave much of Akhenaten's religion unexplained
and only hint at the underlying theology of four of the most prominent
features of Atenism: a new capital, a new artistic style, the proscription of
other deities, and the importance of royal females in Amama iconography,
After examining each of these features and their reflection in texts, artistic production, and architecture, one may indeed find a single principle
that connects and more importantly accounts for the four aspects of Atenism that distinguish it from Egyptian theology before and after the reign of
Akhenaten,

Akhet-aten: A New Capital
During his fifth regnal year, Amunhotep IV enacted radical changes to
both h is own name and his place of residence, The pharaoh abandoned
any affiliation wida the god Amun and transformed his nomen to reflect
his association with the solar disk-Akhenaten, "One who is effective for
the Aten," At the same time, Akhenaten sought out a new capital for the
worship of his all-encompassing deity, He found an ideal spot on the eastern bank of the Nile in Middle Egypt, a dramatic bay from which he could
observe the sun rise each morning; the shape of the cliffs even resembled
the Egyptian hietoglyph for "horizon" (cQ]), contributing to---<Jt at least
providing an excellent topographical reflection of- -the name Akhet-aten,
"Horizon of the Aten," Aldaenaten recorded the events of his discovery of
the site and his intentions to construct a new city for the Aten in two sets
of boundary stelae,94 According to the first proclamation, the Aten himself instructed the pharaoh to found his new city at the site, H8ving gathered together all the civil and military officials, Akhenaten proclaimed:
Behold the Aten! The Aten desires that one (the king) make monuments
for him in an eternal and everlasting name. Now it is the Aten, my
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father, who advised me abou t the "Horizon of the Aten" (Akhet-aten ).
No official advised me about it nor any other person in the ent ire land

advised me about it, telling me [a plan] for mak ing Akher-aten in this
place except for the Aten, my father.95
After the assembled officials praised the pharaoh and h is solar o rb for
their wonderful plans for the new city, A khenaten swore an oath to the
Aten, setting forth the boundaries of the city, marked by the stelae themselves, and proclaiming h is unwave ring devotion to the plans of h is d ivine
fathe r:
It is in this place that I shall make Akhet-aten for the Aten, my father.
I shall not make Akhet-aten for him south of it, north of it, west of it, or
east of it. I shall not go beyond the southern stela of Akhet-aten toward
the south, nor shall I go beyond (he northern stela of Akhet-aten toward
the north, to make Akhet-aten for him there. Nor shall I make it for him
on the western side of Akhet~aten. It is on the eastern side of Akhet·aten

that I shall make Akhet-aten for the Aten, my father, the place he himself made, surrounded for him with the mountain. Just as he shall be
pleased with it, so shall I offer to him within it. This is it!
The Great Royal Wife (Nefertiti) will not say to me, "Look, there is a
good place for Akhet-aten in another place," and I will not listen to her.
No official in my presence ... will say to me: "Look, there is a good place
fo r Akhet#ate n in another place ," and 1 will not liste n to them. 96

Akhe naten transplan ted not only th e new Aten cult to his new capital, but also the administrative and military infrastructure of Egypt,
alth ough other cities, such as Memphis, retained some important administrative fu nctions 97 Akhet-aten was laid out on a north-south axis along
the edge of the great bay of cliffs, approximately ten kilometers long and
six kilometers at its widest, which dominated the city.98 The broad "Royal
Road," approximately th irty meters wide through the Central City, linked
the major sections of Akhet-aten.99 At the northernmost extent of the
city was an admin istrative builcling and the North Riverside Palace, which
toge ther formed th e "North City." O nly half a kilometer south of the
North C ity was the North Palace, the residence of Meryta,en, the eldest
daughter of Akhenaten and Nefen it i. Three kilometers from the North
City was the Central City, whose largest bu ilding was the Great Aten Temple, which con tained the Gempaaten. Other major features of the Central
City included a domestic palace (the "King's House") and an administrative palace linked by an elevated walkway over the Royal Road; south of
the domestic palace was a small A te n temple, a miniature version of the
Great Aten Temple. East of that complex were the primary administrative
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buildings of the city, including a library and archival buildings, and yet
farther east of those were military structures (for more on the mil itary features of Akhet-aten, see pages 191-196),
Between the North City and the Central C ity was the North Suburb,
one of twO main residential areas at Akhet-aten, which may have housed
a population as large as twenty thousand to fifty thousand people. 'oo South
of the Central C ity were workshops, including the studio of the artist Thutmose where the famous bust of Nefertiti was discovered, and another residential area, which contained the houses of the most important officials
of Akhet-aten, In the southern portion of the city were further culric
structures, such as the "garden" temple called the Maruaten, as well as
palatial structures and an artificial lake. In the cliffs themselves were the
th ree necropoleis of Akhet-aten-the royal tomb was deep in a wadi northeast of the Central C ity, while private individuals constructed their tombs
in two concentrations in the eastern cliffs north and south of the main
cen ter of Akhet-aten.101
Each morning, the disk of the A ten rose above the eastern cliffs and
illumined h is newly constructed ciry, sh ining down upon his temples, their
altars heaped with offeri ngs. The temples of Akhet-aten did not have the
traditional New Kingdom Egyptian form, in which a series of open courts
led into a roofed and columned hall and increasingly dark and smaller
chambers, culminating in the inner sanctuary. Instead, the Aren temples
consisted primarily of open courts even the doorways had broken lintels,
so that sunlight could pour into every part of the temple. I02 These features
were not invented by Akhenaten but inspired by the solar temples of Heliopolis,103 where Akhenaten constructed at least one solar temple. I04 The
temples at Akhet-aten did not contain a cult image of Aten, since the sun
disk traveling across heaven each day was the ultimate cult image. The visible sun disk also obviated the need for festival processions, in which the
cult statue, hidden with in a portable bark shrine, was carried by priests. I05

The "Amarna" Style of Art
Images of the royal family, their worship of the Aten, and scenes of other
day-to-day activities at the new capital adorned the temples, tom bs, and
palaces of Akhet-aten. The artistic canon in effect at A khet-aten-a style
already present in Akhenaten's Theban constructions differed greatly
from traditional Egyptian representations. I06 Oddly proportioned bodies
and elongated skulls combined with a unique sense of movement and feel
for the momentary to express Akhenaten's new theology. But at least some
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aspects of the "Amarna" style of art have precedents in the type of representation introduced after the jubilee festival of Amunhotep Ill.
The art of the reign of A munhotep 1II falls into dlree major phases,
although flu id boundaries exist between these periods 1 07 Initially Amunhotep Ill's artistic production is essentially a continuation of later Thutmoside art of the firs t part of the Eighteenth Dynasty. The second,
"mature" style of Amunhotep III reveals a highly refined and polished
style, two-dimensional art and bas-relief demonstrating a developed sense
of proportion and fluidity of line. At about the time of the first jubilee, a
third style appears, probably never entirely eclipsing the mature style,
revealing pronounced and exaggerated forms of certain aspects of the royal
physiognomy, particularly the face. Royal pomaiture of the third phase
shows the pharaoh's face with the proportions of that of a baby-large,
almond-shaped eyes, small nose, and overall chubby features. 111;S "baby"
art foreshadows that of Akhenaten in the extreme alterations to the royal
physique. This third-phase art of Amunhotep III also reveals a fascination
with an almost baroque sense of adornment, and royal accoutrementsmultiple uraei, sun disks, and streamers add layer upon layer of solar
imagery to the royal figure. These new features coincide with me living
deification of A munhotep 1II during h is first jubilee celebration and show
the king as the newborn sun on earth (see above). Amunhotep III has the
face of the infant sun, he wears a multiplicity of solar adornments, and
even the relief is cut so as ro reveal most startlingly to the viewer the play
of light and shadDw, emphasizing the presence of the sun. 108
In his initial artistic production, Amunhotep IV continues the mature
second phase of A munhotep 1lI, but only for a short time. Within a couple of years, a new style of art appears, continu ing and expanding upon
the final "jubilee" style of Amunhotep !II. During his hasty construction
of temples at Karnak, Akhenaten revealed th is first and most extreme,
even caricaturish, fortn of h is revolutionary artistic style, in which the figure of the king h imself changes in a startl ing fashion. I09 The main peculiarities of royal physiognomy during the early phase of Amarna art are
spindly extremities, thick thighs, pronounced buttocks and paunch, markedly effeminate breasts, long and drooping chin, and elongated skull. This
new style sudden ly reveals a further development of the third phase of
Atnunhotep Ill , now taken to an extreme and involving the proportions of the entire figure. T he style is contagious, and rapid ly spreads from
Akhenaten to Nefertiti, his growing family, and ultimately the courtiers
and residents of Amarna; not only do the Amarna courtiers adopt the
physical characteristics of Akhenaten, but also they almost always appear
in a bOWing pOSition, as if contin ually in awe of their ruler's divinityI10
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In about regnal year eight, this more radical style softens and becomes
somewhat less grotesque.l ll With the move of the court to Akhet-aten,
the chief stone of Akhenaten's architectural and sculptural display ceased
to be the rather coarse sandstone from the great quarries south of Thebes,
such as Gebel Silsila, and became instead fine limestone from northern
Egypt, Limestone allowed for a more subtle carving style and was less forgiving of haste and ineptitude in the quality of delineation of the figures
and objects, The development of the latter phase of Akhenaten's mannerist art may have been due to several factors , such as the influence of Memphite artists, and the development of the important studio of the sculptor
Thutmose at Akhet-aten, famous for the sculptor's models and other productions discovered during excavations at the site,112 Although most of
the odd physical features of the male and female body in early Amarna
style, such as the distended belly, pendulous breasts, and elongated skull,
persist in the second phase of Atenist art, the late phase of Amarna art
exhibits a tightening of the sense of balance and proportion and produces
figures that appear to have more of a firm skeletal substructure than in art
prior to year eight, By the end of Akhenaten's reign, the grotesque features of the first years had blossomed into elegant and sophisticated representations of the royal family, while retaining all the peculiarities of
Amarna art (see figure 3),

Proscription of Other Deities
One of the most notorious aspects of Akhenaten's reign from the perspective of the ancient Egyptians was the pogrom he instituted against the
cults of many Egyptian deities, particularly that of the imperial god Amun.
The proscriprion of Arnun did not begin immediately: and Akhenaten

ruled for his first four years with his original name Amunhotep, "Amun is
content." During these early years, the Aten was still only one among many
deities, although the solar disk was given more prominence than any other
deity; as the tomb of Parennefer records: "the revenues of every (other)
god are measured with grain measures, but for the Aten one measures in
heaps."l lJ At the time of the move to Akhet-aten and increasingly thereafter, the name and image of the god Amun were removed from temples,
tombs, and other monllments. 11 4 The persecution of Amun's cult had its
greatest effect at Thebes, the center of Amun worship, but the god's name
was also hacked out of monuments throughout the Nile Valley, even far
south, into Nubia. Akhenaten's proscription of other deities appears to have
begun gradually and was applied inconsistently, but as time progressed,
more elements of traditional Egyptian religion were attacked. On some
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Figure 3. Akhenaten and Neferriti play with their daughters as the Aren presents signs
of life to the royal family (Agyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung, Berlin, l4145).
Counesy of the Bildarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz/Art Resource, NY.

monuments, even the word netche,." (gods) is erased so as not to offend
the sole rule of the Aten over mankind.1!5 The increasing intensity of
Akhenaten's attack may be linked to the change in the name of the Aten
that occurs between the ninth and twelfth years; in the second phase of
the A ten's cartouches, the divine names "Re-Horakhty" and "Shu" disappear, and the cartouches contain the formula "The living one, Re, ruler of
the two horizons, who rejoices in the horizon in his name of Re, the
father, who returns as the sun disk."
While the erasing of divine names from monuments may not have
affected most of the Egyptian population, Akhenaten's closure of the great
Amun temples at Thebes and other temples throughout Egypt and Nubia
impacted everyone's life. Temples in ancient Egypt were not simply places
of worship, but also giant redistribution centers that regulated much of the
Nile Valley's economy. I 16 During the great annual festivals, the populace
partook of thousands of loaves and cakes from temple bakeries and the
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meat from hundreds of slaughtered animals, Festivals were also work holidays and governed the rhythm of life in Egypt as surely as the seasons, The
closure of the temples meant the cancellation of these times of public
worship and revelry, and the thousands of people affected would probably
not have seen this curtailing of festiv ities in a positive light. Even within
Akhet-aten, amulets and inscriptions referring to members of the traditional Egyptian pantheon, particularly Bes and Taweret, have come to
light, suggesting that Akhenaten's new religion did not fully replace the
entrenched "private religion."!I ) Time may have stopped at A khet-aten,
but at Thebes and elsewhere the year would have lengthened as it stretched
out in a temporal desert, the festivals evaporated by the harsh rays of the
jealous Aten.

The Importance of Women at Amarna
Because of the beautiful bust from Thutmose's workshop in Akhet -aten,
now in Berlin , the great royal wife Nefertiti-already married to Akhenaten at his accession- is one of the most recognizable individuals from
ancient Egypt. lIB Her fame today is in many ways appropriate to her importance during Akhenaten's reign, for Nefertiti is as prominent in A marna
art as the pharaoh himself. Even Akh enaten's early monuments at Thebes
demonstrate that Nefertiti's sign ificance in his new cult was virtually
equal to h is own. One of the Atenist constructions at Karnak, the Temple
of the Benben, was inscribed solely for Nefertiti, and no blocks !fom this
temple preserve a depiction of Akhenaten. 119 Often in scenes from the
Temple of the Benben, the image of Nefertiti-whose name is preceded
by het new epithet Neferneferuaten, "Beautiful is the Perfection of Aten"occurs alongside her eldest daughter, Merytaten, worshiping the great solar
disk. Within this temple, Nefertiti appears performing rituals previously
the prerogative of the pharaoh alone. In a scene decorating the prow of
the queen's bark, Nefertiti even smites a female enemy {see figure 4}l20
Although Nefertiti's predecessor T,ye already appears in similar scenes as a
sphinx trampling female enemies, Nefertiti's queenly smiting scene is otherwise unique for the pharaonic period. 121 Not only was the worship of the
Aten compatible with the destruction of Egypt's enemies, Nefertiti's unprecedented participation in pharaonic activities even enabled her to
adopt the same bellicose attributes and poses as her husband.
The royal couple h ad six daughters during their marriage: Merytaten
{who would possibly later become pharaoh in her own right}, Meketaten,
Ankhesenpaaten (who became the wife of Tutankhamun and later changed
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Figure 4. efertiti smites a female enemy
beneath the rays of Aten (Museum of Fine

Arts, Boscon, 64.521). This scene decorated
a depiction of the stern of [he queen's bark,
shown sailing along the Nile on a ca1awl from
Hermopolis.

her name to Ankhesenamun), Neferneferuaten the Younger, Nefemeferure, and Setepenre. In the "intimate" scenes of family life, Akhenaten and
Nefertiti sit caressed by the rays of the Aten while they play with their
nu merous daugh ters. T hese "family portraits," possibly erected in shrines
to the royal family in the homes of prominent individuals at Akhet·aten,
never depict a male offspring of Akhenaten and Nefertiti. 122 Similarly,
tableaux from the temples, tombs, and palaces of Akhet-aten show Akhenaten and Nefertiti accompan ied by one or more of the daughters as they
worship the solar orb.123 This does not mean that Tutankhamun, then
known as Tutankhaten, and probably a son of Akhenaten,1 24 was ignored
a5 a child or excluded from court life. Rather, the depictions of Akhenaten, Nefertiti, and their daughters are an expression of solar theology, as
will be explained below.
Although Akhenaten-like at least most of the pharaohs who ruled
before and after him-probably enjoyed a multiplicity of female consorts,
only one other wife is known by name: Kiye. m Kiye remains an enigmatic
figure , and like Akhenaten's ephemeral successor Smenkhkare, the discus·
sions of Kiye's place at the Amama court far outweigh the actual evidence.
She does not appear ever to have held the title "great royal wife," but
receives the epithet "greatly beloved wife of the king" or a designation rarely
used for queens, "noble lady." The latter title has led some to suggest that
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she was a Mitannian princess--either Gilukhepa, previously married to
Amunhotep 1II, or more likely Tadukhepa, married to Akhenaten 126 Without further evidence, Kiye's identity--foreign or Egyptian--remains uncertain, as does her possible identification as Tutankhamun's mother.

Atenism: Re-creation of Creation
Why does Akhenaten move h is capital? Why are Akhenaten and his family depicted in such a nontraditional and even grotesque fashion? Why
does Akhenate n reject other deities? Why does he so frequently show
himself surrounded by h is wife and daughters? Although answers to these
questions have been proposed, no current theory of Akhenaten's new solar
religion provides a framework to explain all of the major features of
Atenism, 12l Some have proposed that Akhenaten's religious revolu tion
was a backlasb against tbe powerful and allegedly corrupt priestbood of
the god Amun, who controlled tremendous economic resources and supposedly infringed on the authority of the pharaoh,128 While the temple
estate of the god Amun possessed land and personnel far beyond Thebes,
the New Kingdom clergy of Amun was dependent on the beneficence of
the pharaoh-the priesthood of Amun was powerful because of, not in
spite of, the autbority of the pharaoh,129 Simple hatred of Amun or his
priestbood would also not explain the theological or artistic peculiarities
of Akhenaten's solar religion. Others have suggested that Akhenaren suffered from a genetic disorder and that his representations are a reflection
of his actual physical appearance. 130 Yet most disorders that would calise
the deformations evident. in Amuma art also result in sterility, and Akhenaten is known to have fathered at least six daughters and probably a son.
A proper appreciation of tbe religious changes begun with the jubilee
festival of Amunhotep III sets one on the track to finding the underlying
significance of the theological, arch itectural, and artistic changes of the
third Amunhotep's son. In fact, a comparison of the location of Amunhotep Ill's new jubilee city, Malqata, with that of Alrhenaten's new capital,
Akbet-aten, suggests that botb Amunhotep III and Akhenaten attempted
to tap into the power of one particular account of Egyptian creation,
Amunhotep Ill's jubilee theophany swept away the old Egyptian concept
of the pharaoh as the balancing point between humanity and divinity and
enabled the pharaoh to become wholly divine while still ruling on earth.
Amunhotep llI's reign was thus a difficult precedent for bis successor. How
could Akhenaten maintain his Status as divinity on eartbr The answer, a5
tbe four features of Akhenaten's religion ultimately reveal, is startling yet
logical from the perspective of ancient Egyptian theology: as the official
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(and in his case actual) children of the god -on-earth Amunhotep III,
Akhenaten and Nefertiti attempt r.o rule Egypt as the first male-female
pair of creator deities, living as if each day were the first moment of creation, called sep-repy in ancient Egyptian. l3l

The Location of Akhet-aten: The Home of the Ogdoad
The firsr seeming mystery of Akhenaten's theology is the location of its
capital at an apparently remote area in Middle Egypt. The usual explanation is that the region belonged r.o no deity and was an otherwise undeveloped site. Indeed, in the first set of boundary stelae, Akhenaten claims
that no divine cult had right of ownership over Akhet-aten: 132 "Behold, it
is the pharaoh who found it, not being the property of a god, not being
the property of a goddess, not being the property of a male ruler, not being
the property of a female ruler, and not being the property of any people to
do business of theirs with it." Akhenaten's statement indicates that he did
not appropriate land from another divine cult, but it does not prove that
Akhet-aten was nor in some way related to nearby cities. In fact, Akhetaten was not in the middle of nowhere, but only fifteen kilometers from
the great city of Hermopolis, across the river and slightly north on the
west bank, a religious center whose chief cults were dedicated to the god
Thoth and the Ogdoad.
The Ogdoad, a group of eight deities, consisted of four male-female
pairs who personified the basic elements of creation: darkness, primordial
waters, infinire space, and hiddenness.133 The four male elements of the
Ogdoad often appear in human form with frog heads; their consort goddesses have the heads of serpents. The amphibian and reptilian forms of
rhe Ogdoad identify them with the chaotic, primeval waters from which
hey emerged to fashion the world and into which they returned after
-tarting the creative process. They were the first male-female pairs, the
!Jrst divisions of the oneness at the beginning of time. Although ancient
Egyptian texts preserve several creation accounts, they all shared one funamental principle: the division of the primordial unity into a number of
lanced pairs.
Worship of the Ogdoad was not limited to Hermopolis, the traditional
uthpl.ce of the eight creawr deities. The founder of the Middle King. m, Montuhotep 11, established a series of festivals connecting important
religious sites around Thebes and binding together the major temples within
he city of Thebes.134 At about that time, the cult of the Ogdoad and a
leity who may have begun as one of its members, the god Amlin, becomes
he official focus of Theban religion, transplanted from Herrnopolis and
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joining the older Theban cult of Montu, 135 Over time, Med inet Habu
became the cult center of the Ogdoad at Thebes, as we know primaril y
from later textual sources, especially of the Graeco-Roman period, The
Egyptians called the site of Medinet Habu the "Mound of the Mothers
and the Fathers," the burial mound of the four male-female pairs who
were considered to be the mothers and the fathers of all creation , In the
developed Ogdoad theology of the Graeco-Roman period, the birthplace of
the Ogdoad was Hermopolis, and after creating the world, the eight deities
receded into the primordial waters at Thebes, specifically at Medinet Habu,
The creative powers of the Ogdoad, exercised during the creation of the
world, remained latent at the sites of Hermopolis and Medinet Habu,
Today, the best-known monument at the site of Medinet Habu is the
well-preserved mortuary temple of Ramesses ilL Already an Eleventh
Dynasty ruler constructed a small temple at the site of Medinet Habu u6
During the Eighteenth Dynasty, Thutmose I may have built a small temple over the earlier monument, which Hatshepsut and T hutmose III then
enlarged,137 The constructions of Amunhotep III on the West Bank literally surround the Thutmoside temple and its environs at Medinet Habuhis mortuary temple lies to the north, wh ile the great jubilee city of
Malqata begins just to the south, U8 The great seated colossus of Amunhotep III and Tiye, which now towers over the central hall of the Cairo
Museum, originally stood just outside the eastern gate of the later mortuary temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu,
Amunhotep III constructed his mortuary temple and jubilee city
around Medinet Habu, the Theban home of the Ogdoad, Hermopolis was
the original birthplace of the Ogdoad and its cult, and it is across the river
from Hermopolis that Akhenaten built his grander complex of temples,
palaces, administrative buildings, and necropoleis of Akhet-aten. A khenaten appears ro perpetuate many policies of Amunhotep Ill, spec ifically
events during and following his father's first jubilee, To rejuvenate himself
and return to the moment of creation, A munhotep Il! went back to the
place where the creator gods themselves were buried at Thebes, Akhenaten, in seeking a site for h is city of Akhet-aten, went to the original
place of the "first occasion" of creation, Hermopolis, and perpetuated this
timeless moment throughout h is reign in his new city,
Amunhotep III, his jubilee celebration, and his new c ity at Malqata
form the precedent of much of A munhotep IV/ Akhenaten's building
activity, Just as A munhotep III made time stand still during his jubilee
celebration, so did Akhenaten repeat that primordial moment each day in
his chariot ride into and out of the city of A khet-aten, Just as Amunhotep III became the solar deity as he journeyed from one h arbor to the
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other in his jubilee city, changing between the day and night barks, so
Akhenaten each morning rode in a gilded chariot into the city called
"Hotizon of Aten" as the human manifestation of the rising sun, and so
each evening he rode out of the horizon just as the solar deity set.
At Akhet-aten, the daily journey of the sun disk and the corresponding daily activities of the royal family replaced aU of the great annual festivals of Egypt. 139 The layout of Akhet-aten functioned as an enormous
stage upon which Akhenaten and his family could enact this daily drama.
Akhenaten, Nefertiti, and most of their daughters seem to have spent
each night in the North Riverside Palace. Each morning they would mount
their chariots and ride southward, being joined by the eldest daughter,
Merytaten, at the North Palace as their chariots hurtled along the elevated Royal Road to the Central City. The centrality of the royal chariot
ride to daily life at Amarna is apparent from its prominence in tomb decoration-nearly evety private tomb at Amarna contains at least one image
of the royal family in their chariots. A large aTmed military escort surrounds the royal family in these scenes, emphasizing the prominence of
the army and the police at Amarna. The presence of the soldiers, however, is n ot necessarily entirely "militaristic," since the military played an
impottant role in Egyptian festival processions before and after the reign
of Akhenaten (see pages 204-209). Akhenaten's bodyguard not only protected hi m from physical harm but also helped to transform his daily chariot ride into a religious event.
Akhenaten and his family rode out of the northern "horizon" of
Akhet-aten in their gilded solar chariOts, just like the solar orb journeyed
forth from the cliffs of the horizon each day.l-!O The representations of
Akhenaten and Nefeniti kissing while in the chariot further emphasize
the solar associations of the royal couple-just like the sun god, they
"rejoice" in the horizon, symbolizing the sexual union of Re and the horizon necessary for the re-creation of the world each dawn. HI Both Malqata
and Amarna were designed to function as stages on which the king could
demonstrate h is own divinity, and each contained not only palaces and
temples, but also more mundane buildings for the civil and military administration. Furthermore, Amunhotep III may have planned a new royal
tomb area in the desert cliffs behind Malqata, and Akhenaten chose (0
bui ld his own sepulcher in the eastern cliffs opposite the Central City of
Akhet-aten. Just as Arnunhotep 111 transformed Thebes into a model of the
cosmos,142 Akhenaten would construct his own microcosm at Akhet-aten.
Even the name of Akhenaten's new city-"Horizon of the Aten"reflects its connection with the constructions of Amunhotep III at Thebes
and the initial constructions of Akhenaten himself. The name of a palace
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sanctuary of Amunhotep III at Thebes was Hai-em-akhet-ni-aten (One who
rejoices in the Horizon of the Aten), perhaps originally located near the
temple of Kamak,143 In Akhenaten's early constructions, the name Akhetni-aten (Horizon of the Aten) is equated with the name of Thebes-the
Southern C ity, the Horizon of the Aten prior to the completion of the
new Akher-aten in Middle Egypt l44 The rationale behind the location of
Akhet-aten is thus no longer a mystery-Alhenaten chose an abandoned
area opposite the birthplace of the eight creator deities, Just as Amunhotep III built a large independent city and temple complex centered at
Medinet Habu, the Theban home of the Ogdoad, so Akhenaten built an
even larger city and temple complex at the original home of the Ogdoall

Akhenaten as Creator Deity
Akhenaten's desire to reach back to the moment of creation also goes far
in explaining the bizarre Amarna style of arL Just as the first male and
female pairs in the creation cycle of Hermopolis have serpent and frog
heads to show their closeness to the chaotic waters of creation from which
they only so recently atose, so Akhenaten and Nefertiti retain physical
attributes of their divine mother/father, 145 In the art of the age, Akhenaten and Nefertiti are androgynous, for they are the fitst male-female pairs,
the Amarna counterparts of the Ogdoad deities, The thighs, belly, and
buttocks of the Atenist rulers are those of fecundity and pregnancy, and
the elongated skull is that of the newborn child only recently emerged
through the birth canal, Even Akhenaten's oddly shaped navel resembles
that of a woman after having given birth J46 To enhance his identity as
son of the sun, Akhenaten also had himself depicted as an actual child, 147
The portrayal of Akhenaten and Nefertiti as creator deities continues the
"jubilee" sryle of art of Amunhotep 1Il, which has the same purpose, Some
statues depict Amunhotep III with a swollen belly, indicating his role as
fertility god,148 and his third phase of art initiates the "baby"-like features
discussed above, the face of the creator at the birth of the cosmos,
Colossal statues from the Gempaaten temple at Karnak demonstrate
the extremes to which Akhenaten would go to represent his own theological significance, One of these statues shows the pharaoh with what
appears to be a nude body without male genitalia (see figure 5), Although
the crown is damaged, the remains of the royal beatd indicate that this is
indeed a statue of Akhenaten and not his wife, NefertitL Rather than
depicting the effects of some congenital abnormality or disease, these
strange alterations to the normal human physique reveal a basic truth of
Amarna religion-Akhenaten not only becomes a god on earth like his
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Figure 5. Colossal statue o f Akhenaten (Egyptian
Museum, Cairo). The pharaoh wears a parcially
broken white crown and holds a crook and a flaiL
His chest, arms, and midsection are decorated wich
carcouches of the A ten. Draw ing by J. C. Darne ll.

father, but also rules as a creator deity. The physical attributes of Akhenaten and Nefertiti normally identify the couple as the first differentiated
male and fe male pair; in the Karnak colossus, Akhenaten is the embryonic
androgyne, not yet the incomplete male he ultimately becomes. Deta ils of
other Amarna statuary and small objects from Akh et-aten indicate that
Akhenaten and Nefertiti adopted the mythological roles of Shu (luminous
space) and Tefnut (moisture), 149 the son and daughter of the crearor deity
Atum, the first differentiated male and fema le pair in the Heliopolitan
account of creation. ISO In this creation account, Atum, Shu, and Tefnut
play the role of the Ogdoad in the corresponding Hermpolitan tradition
and begin the creative process by dividing the oneness of the primordial
waters into balanced pairs-light/darkness, moisture/dryness, male/female.
In Amarna religion , the creative forces earlier embod ied by Atum and the
Ogdoad are all encompassed in the theology of th e Aten and his representatives on earth Akhenaten and Nefertiti.
In addition to the Great Hymn to the Aten from the tomb of Aye, the
inhabitants of Akhet-aten recorded in their tombs praises sung in honor
of their revered pharaoh, Akhenaten. These eu logies repeatedly describe
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Akhenaten "creating and raising" people, thereby referring not only to his
promotion of previously low-ranking individuals, but also expressing a
concept of theological significance,lS I These texts laud Akhenaten as various natural phenomena-air, light, and the Nile:
Adoration of the lord of the Two Lands,
one who is effective for the Aten (Akh-en-aten);
fate who gives hfe, lord of commands.;
light for every land, in whose season one lives;
inundation for everyone , through whose ka~spi rit one is sated;

god \vho creates officials and fashions the commoners;
air for every nose, through whom One bteathes. 152

Such praise of the king has precedents in the Middle Kingdom, but the
phraseology of those earlier texts indicates that the object of praise is the
office of kingship rather than any particular incarnation thereof. W hen
spoken by Akhenaten's courtiers, such epithets refer not to pharaonic
kingship in the abstract, but to A khenaten himself. A sim ilar trend is evident in the relationship between Maat and Akhenaten-the king no
longer simply rewards people for doing Maat, but under Akhenaten doing
Maat is the same as acting according to the instructions of the king.153
Akhenaten possesses the same intimate relationsh ip with Maat as the solar
god himself. in sum, Akhenaten abrogates to himself all of the prerogatives, epithets, and theological significance of the creator god, and his
male child Shu, with Nefertiti taking the role of the latter's sister, Tefnut.

The Gods Have Not Yet Been Born
A khenaten transforms the traditional artistic canon to port ray h imself and
Nefertiti as the first male-female pair of deities. To harness the creative
potential of the O gdoad, A khenaten moves h is capital near their cult center at Hermopolis. But why does Akhenaten then attack the cult of Amun
and other de ities? Simply stated, if Akhenaten and Nefertiti represent the
first offspring of the creator god, then no other gods yet exist.154 Akhenaten h imself has just emerged from the creator deity and can appear like
the androgynous creator god, For his new theology to function, Akhenaten must deny the existence of other deities, wh ich he does by hacking
out their names and images and closing their temples. As with so man ·
other aspects of Akhenaten's religion, moving back to the time of creation
is a continuation of the policies of Amunhotep III. During his jubilee festival near the Theban cult center of the Ogdoad, Amunhotep III fe -
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created primal time and ruled as the wlar deity on earth. Akhenaten not
only moves to a new ciry close to the original home of the Ogdoad, but
he also rules almost from the beginning of his reign in a timeless repetition of the world at the moment of creation, 155 a time when other deities
are nOt yet created. The apparent monotheism of Akhenaten's religion is
the elevation of a cosmological stage-the creation of the world by the
Aten-to the central focus of a theological system.!S6

The Female Light Powers
How does the prominence of Neferriti and her daughters fit into Akhenaten's new theology? How is Akhenaten's role of creator deity enhanced
by his daughters but not by a son? The answers lie in the Aten disk that
dominates Akhenaten's religion. In Egyptian theology, each ray of the sun
can be a goddess, a feminine manifestation of the solar deity. The word for
light rays in ,mcient Egyptian, Settll, is" grammatically feminine word; the
arms of the Aten end in hands, which are another feminine element,
, mce the Egyptian word for hand, djerer, is also grammatically feminine. 15l
As the son of the sun, Akhenaten also possesses a multitude of feminine
manifestations--Nefertiti and his daughters. The "family portraits" of
.lJchenaten and his daughters are at another level images of Akhenaten as
the earthly manifestation of the solar disk and its arms. Just as the multitude of rays ending in hands represent feminine powers emanating from
the Aten, so do Nefertiti and the royal daughters surround Akhenaten as
his own feminine light powers (see figure 3). The princesses are at once
further extensions of the feminine aspect of the first male-female division
represented by Akhenaten and Nefertiti and projections of the light of
Akhenaten himseif. 158 ]f, however, a son appeared in these same represen'ations, then Akhenaten would be acknowledging that creation really was
continuing and yet another generation was born. A desire that creation
remain "young" may explain the apparent invisibility of Tutankhaten,
although from a block across the river from Akhet-aten at Hermopolis, he
was a king's son during at least the latter portion of Akhenaten's reign
see below).
When Akhenaten and Nefertiti rode south on their chariots toward the
Central City, they represented the anthropomorphic manifestations of the
Aten and his rays. As the only divine offspring of the solar creator deity,
the Aten, they "rejoiced" in the horizon of their own making. The charim ride and daily offering to the Aten became the rituals that substituted
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for the great annual cycle of festivals at Thebes and other cities of Egypt.
Akhet-aten became Egypt in microcosm, locked perpetually in a daily celebration of the re-creation of the world, T heologically, time was caught in
a tight loop, and the royal couple tuled as gods on earth, mimicking the
daily course of the only other existing deity: the Aten. The pharaoh was
wholly divine, and Egypt became a theocracy in a very real-and for the
Egyptians ultimately frightening-sense, Akhenaten's radical new theology held dominion for a little over a decade after his move to Akhet-aten,
but ultimately h is political and religious changes were doomed to failure,
After his death, his successors appear to have found it impossible to maintain the fiction of the world at its moment of creation, A khenaten's (vain) glorious experiment at literally creating a new world,

Ankh(et)kheperure N efemeferuaten and Smenkhkare:
The Ephemeral Kings
"Egyptologists know that the notoriety of the A mama age is matched only
by its obscurity."159 This statement is particularly applicable to the reigns
of Akhenaten's immediate successors, shadowy figures for whom some of
the only surviving evidence is a series of names and epithets recorded on
small objects from Akhet-aten and the tomb of Tutankhamun. Few historical texts or monuments help to clarify the situation, and one is left carefully examining a series of permutations of royal titularies. The disappearance or death of several members of the Amama court between years
twelve and fourteen of Akhenaten's reign further muddles matters. While
some of these "disappearances" might be due to the adoption of new identities, a plague might have had some role in their deaths.'60 The identities
of the ru lers who follow Akhenaten often involve difficult and confUSing
ev idence, but th ey are also important for understanding the political and
religious transitions in the post-Amama Period, particularly the actions of
Tutankhamun.
In the tomb of Meryre II at Amam a, a scene sketched in ink depicts a
royal figure accompanied by the ch ief royal wife, Merytaten, eldest daughter of Akhenaten.161 The king bears the names "King of Upper and Lower
Egypt, Ankhkheperure" (Living are the manifestations of Re) and "Son of
Re, Smenkhkare Djeserkheperure" (Beneficen t is the spirit of Re and holy
are the forms of Re). The "Son of Re" name (the nomen) was the name the
pharaoh was given at birth, although epithets, such as those representing
the city of h is coronation, could be added. The "King of Upper and Lower
Egypt" name (the praenomen ) represented the pharaoh's rule over the
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South and the North. The names of the pharaoh Smenkhkare on several
objects and his depiction alongside Merytaten are thus far the only evidence fo r this ephemeral ruler, whose exact identity remains a topic of
debate. 162 T he name Ankhkheperure, however, is mo re common, albeit
virtually ignored in more popular publications. The clue to Smenkhkare's
identity in fact lies in the permutations of the name Ankhkheperure and
its association with other known figures at the Amama court.
Smenkhkare's praenomen, Ankhkheperure, appears also as a prenomen-in conjunction with another name, Nefemeferuaten (Beautiful is
the perfection of Aten), the latter an epithet Nefertiti adopted before
Akhenaten's sixth regnal year. 16J During year twelve Nefemeferuaten Nefertiti disappeared, and at the same time, a new royal name appears at
Amarna: Ankh(et)khepeture Nefemeferuaten. l64
Nefemeferuaten appears as Nefertiti's epithet and then becomes the
nomen of a ruler with the praenomen A nkhkheperure. When the name
Ankh(et)kheperure first appears, it has both masculine (Ankhkheperure)
and feminine (An'khetkheperure) versions. 165 At the North Riverside Palace of Amama, the name (damaged but restorable as) "Ankhetkheperure
beloved of Neferkheperure (Akhenaten ) Nefemeferuaten 'effective for her
husband'" appears alongside the name and image of Akhenaten. Some of
the funerary equipment of the ruler Ankh(et)kheperure Nefemeferuaten
became the property of Tutankhamun, and those objects reveal the use of
the epithet "effective for her husband" and a number of feminine epithets
associated with the name, such as "may she live fo rever." Apparently this
Ankhetkheperure, linked to Nefertiti through the nomen Nefemefe ruaten
and with Akhenaten through the epithets of both praenomen and nomen,
was a woman ruling as a king, a female pharaoh. In fact, the monuments
of the earlier female pharaoh Hatshepsut show a similar fluctuation of
masculine and fe minine forrns---Hatshepsut's stat,"es can depict her as a
man or a woman , relief decoration shows her primarily as a male, and her
inscriptions usually employ the feminine gender.166
Other attestations of the combined name dispense with teferences to
Akhenaten, taking the form "Ankhkheperure beloved of Aten (Meryaten), Neferneferuaten, ruler." The name Ankhkheperure as praenomen is
therefore associated with the name Neferneferuaten in two versions of
a royal tttulary one version relating the ru ler to Akhenaten, and another version relating the ruler to rhe Aten, this latter version insisting
that Ankhkheperute Neferneferuaten is the ruler. The epithet Mery-aten,
"Beloved of A ten ," is similar to the name of me eldest daughte r of Akhenaton and Nefertiti: Merytaten.
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Inscriptions on two coffers from the tomb of Tutankhamun refer to
"the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Ankhkheperure. beloved of Neferkheperure (Akhenatenl. Son of Re Neferneferuaten beloved of Waenre
(Akhenatenl," followed by the name of the great royal wife. Merytaten. 161
Is this evidence of a ruler with a chief wife or is Ankhkheperure Neferneferuaten the "pharaonic." coregent name of Merytaten? An unfortunately
poorly preserved stela. now in London, appears originally to have depicted
Akhenaten seated on the left. with Nefertiti standing behind him. 168 To
the right. facing left and bowing slightly to the royal couple. were the little daughter Ankhesenpaaten, following a larger ptincess. almost certainly
the eldest daughter. Merytaten. At a later stage the name of the eldest princess was erased. and the name of the king Ankhkheperure Nefemeferuaten
with feminine epithets inserted . Does this mean that Merytaten became
that enigmatic, probably female pharaoh with the transgendered titulary?
Additionally. the name Ankhkheperure the masculine form of the
praenomen of Ankh(etlkheperure Neferneferuaten-forms a further titulary. still the praenomen. with the nomen Smenkhkare. On a calcite jar.
the names of Akhenaten are juxtaposed with these names of Smenkhkare. 169 Except for the depiction in the tomb of Meryre II. other attestations of Smenkhkare. such as signet rings with his cartouches. are even less
substantial than the monuments of the apparent female pharaoh Ankh(etlkhperure Neferneferuaten,
Does the person of Nefertiti lie behind one or more of these titularies ?
Did she become a copharaoh with Akhenaten. survive him to rule alone.
and then assign the title of chief royal wife to her eldest daughter. Merytaten?ll0 Egypt presents more than one ruler whose titulary appears in
three different versions. altered to mirror political changes through the
reign.!71 Was Ankhkheperure Nefemeferuaten Mery-aten in fact the
daughter Merytaten ruling as pharaoh? If so. did she slightly later relinquish her rank and part of her name to a male named Smenkhkare? Or are
all of the titularies incorporating Ankh(etlkheperure the names of three
different people? Some diplomatic correspondence between Egypt and
Syria-Palestine places particular emphasis on Merytaten. which would be
appropriate to a newly appointed coregent. 172 and one may suggest that
the initial Ankh(etlkheperure titularies belong to Merytaten as coregent
with Akhenaten and then as sale ruler,I73 Shortly thereafter. Merytaten
might have resigned her pharaonic status in favor of the ephemeral
Smenkhkare.174
n the tomb of Pairy at Thebes (IT 139). a hieratic graffito written by
a man Pawah is dated to year three of a ruler Ankhkheperure Mery-aten
and Neferneferuaten Mery-[atenl. the second version of the tirulary of
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the mysterious ruler.175 In th is inscription, a temple of Ankhkheperure on
the West Bank of Thebes is mentioned in passing; the location of this
temple in the "domain of Amun" indicates that Ankhkheperure whoever he or she may have been-did not adhere strictly to the religion of
Akhenaten and attempted some reconciliation with the cult of Amun.
me of the funerary objects of Ankh(et)kheperure reused in d1e burial of
Tutankhamun are also of an "orthodox" nature, and thus paradoxically
Ankhkheperure appears to have distanced himself/herself from the excluive cult of A ten even as he/she sought to associate his/her very names
with Akhenaten and Nefeniti. The surviving evidence may not allow for
certainty at th is point, but one may observe-and this is perhaps the most
important thing- that change was in the air at the end of the re ign of
Akhenaten, but the rulers of that time (if indeed Ankh(et)kheperure were
not in fact one person with three titularies) were reluctant to abandon the
names of Akhenaten and Nefertiti, even as they appear to have abandoned the disk worsh ip of that illustrious pair.
A series of changes in titulary appears to lead from Nefeniti to Smenkhkare. The name Nefertiti appears first alone and then around the cusp of
Akhe naten's regnal years five and six with the adjunct Neferneferuaten.
This adjunct, without the original name Nefertiti, continues as the nomen
of the royal name Ankh(etlkheperure Neferneferuaten. This name, occurring in masculine and feminine forms, appears first with epithets relating
the person to Akhenaten and later in a form relating the enigmatic ruler
to the Aten alone. This ruler, who sign ificantly also adopted the epithet
Mery-aten to the praenomen, is probably Merytaten, ruling as coregent
i th her fa ther, Akhenaten, before assuming sole rule after his death. Eventually the name Neferneferuaten disappears, but the praenomen Ankhmeperure, in its masculine form, persists as the praenomen of Smenkhe, the male ruler to whom Merytaten may have relinquished her kingly
.tles to assume her more traditional queenly role. Modern speculation
d enthusiastic interest in the Amarna Period can lead one to forget how
>bscure much of this period truly is. The identity of the person or persons
ho bore the prenomen Ankh(et)kheperure is the darkest perhaps of the
nurky corners of the Amarna Period, starkly dark in contrast to the brilnt paintings and sun-drenched solar courts of Akhet-aten.

Tutankharnun: The Boy King
iore than three mi llennia after his death, Tutankhamun acquired a fame,
hich had he ever actually achieved it in life, he had surely lost by the
nd of the reign of Horemhab. Prior to Howard Carter's historic discovery,
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only sparse details were known of Tutankhamun's reign, Objects within
the tomb as well as more recent discoveries have illuminated previously
unknown facets of the young king's tenure as pharaoh, Yet many questions
remain; even the parents of Tutankhamun are not explicitly n amed in any
ancient Egyptian document,
The besr evidence for Tutankhamun's existence prior to h is coronation
as pharaoh is a block from Hermopolis, across the Nile from Akhet-aten,
bearing this inscription: "beloved son of the king of his own body, Tutankhaten,"116 Based on the name of the prince Tutankhaten, "Living image of
the Aten," the unnamed royal father is almost certainly Akhenaten, I11
Although on later monuments Tutankhamun refers to Amunhotep III as
his father, this need not be taken literally, Since Tutankhamun was about
nineteen or twenty years of age at his death and ruled for nine years, one
would have to assume a long coregency between Amunhotep 1lI and
Akhenaten for the former to be the father of Tutankh amun .li8 In a desire
to erase the memory of his actual father, or at least to distance himself
from Akhenaten, Tutankhamun related himself directly to his more remote
predecessor and probable grandfather. Nowhere do we learn the name of
Tutankhamun's mother, although a scene in the royal tomb at Akhet-aten
showing a woman's death in childbirth has been interpreted as the demise
of Kiye after giving birth to Tutankhamun.'79
We kn ow nothing of Tutankhamun's childhood prior to his coronation
at about age nine,I80 During the second year of his reign, Tutankhaten
changed his name to Turankhamun, confirming his break wit h the religion
of his father and the restorarion of the cult of Amun; iSI simiiarly, Tutankhamun's wife, Ankhesenpaaten, a daughter of Akhenaten and Nefertiti ,
changed her name to Ankhesenamun , The complete titulary of the pharaoh could express his political and military goals, and Tutankhamun's t itulary casts the young ruler as restorer of proper order and pacifier of the
neglected deities. lS2 At the same time Tutankhamun adopted his full array
of royal names, he abandoned Akhet-aten and restored the cultural and
administrative prerogatives of Thebes and Memphis I83
Tutankhamun also lost little time in erasing the memory of h is immediate predecessors, Merytaten/Ankh{et}kheprure Neferneferuaten and
Smenkhkare, Tutankhamun legitimized his own rule by delegitimizing the
entire Amarna interlude and expressing himself as the first proper successor of Amunhotep Ill. This process presented a problem for Tutankhamun,
since one of the chief ways an Egyptian pharaoh could prove his right to
the throne was the proper burial of his father and predecessor. Since
Amunhotep III was already properly interred in his tomb in the West Val-
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ley of the Valley of the Kings, Tutankhamun re buried his actual father, bur
at the same time vilified his memory by erasing Akhenaten's names from
me burial equipment.
The result of Tutankhamun's compromise between filial duty and politIcal expediency is another enduring puzzle of the Amarna Period-me
enigmatic burial in the tomb King's Valley (KV) 55. 184 The tomb contained the remains of a gilded wooden shrine originally belonging to
-\munhotep Ill's queen Tlye, prepared by Akhenaten for her original bural at Amaroa. The tomb KV 55 also contained a badly damaged coffin,
riginaLly made for Kiye but modified in both ic.onography and text to
rYe the burial of a male ruler, apparently Akhenaten. Erased cartouches
bscure the identity of the coffin's final occupant, and the poor preseration of the skeleton prevents definite c.onclusions about the body's sex
md age.
Apparently Akhenaten had buried his mother, Ttye, in the royal tomb
r Amarna and in tu rn Merytaten as Ankhetkheperure Neferneferuaten
uried her father, Akhenaten, wimin the same hypogeum in the royal
di at Amarna. just as Hatshepsut's burial of her father, Thutmose 1, was
major element in her attempt to legitimize her abnormal reign, so the
,burial of Thutmose I. by Thutmose II! both legitimized the latter's rule
nd served to negate any h int of proper succession for the earlier reign of
I-j"tshepsut. Similarly, Tutankhamun appeats to have moved simultane""ly the burials of Ttye and Akhenaten to Thebes to erase any hint of
I(itimacy for the reign of Ankh(et)kheperure Neferneferuaten. The
:cupant of the coffin in KV 55 was probably Akhenaten, buried with
me of Ttye's paraphernalia as well, the old queen herself perhaps inrred in the burial of her husband, Amunhotep nL A number of the bur. goods of Tutankhamun appear to come from the burial of a female
\Maoh, further evidence of the damnatio memoriae Ankh(er)kheperure,
ibly his sister Merytaten, suffered during the reign of Tutankhamun.
reburying his grandmother Ttye, Tutankh~mun also appropriated one
'he duties of his own father and thereby went some way toward subsum_ me religious duties of the reign of the heretic king,
The most significant political eVent of lutankhamun's reign was the
empt to restore Egypt's religious institutions to their pre-Akhenaten state.
e location of A nkh(er)kheperure's mortuary temple in the "domain of
mn" suggests that Tutankhamun's shadowy predecessor might have
:ady abandoned the more extreme elements of Atenism, but Tutankhm's restoration effort is better known due to the survival of a monum known as the "Restoration Stela." The text begins by vilifying the
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ineffectiveness of Tutankhamun's immediate predecessors and the deplorable state of Egypt's temples. Nowhere does the name of Akhenaten
appear, and much of the text dwells on the psychological effects of the
Aten ist "heresy"-the gods of Egypt no longer hearkened to people's
prayers:
At the time when His Majesty was crowned as king, the temples of the
gods and goddesses beginning in Elephantine and ending at the marshes
of the Delta [... J had falle n into ruin. Their shrines had fallen into decay,
having become mounds and teeming with weeds. Their sanctuaries were

like that which did not exist. Their domains were footpaths. The land
was in distress; the gods had abandoned this land.
If an army was sent to Djahi

(Syria~Palestine).

tn order

to

widen the

boundaries of Egypt, they could not succeed. If one pet itioned to a god in
order take counsel from him, he did not come at all. If one prayed to a
goddess likewise, she did not come at all. lss
After h is coronat ion, Tutankhamun responded to the Amama crisis by
"taking counsel with h is heart, search ing out every occasion of excellence,
and seeking the effectiveness of his father, Amun."186 After these deliberations, the Restoration Stela lists the specific endowments Tutankhamun
made to divine cults rhrough out the country. For the god Amun, who
bore the brunt of the proscriptions of Akhenaten, and the god Ptah, chief
deity of Memphis, Tutankhamun added to the number of carrying poles
used to transport the divine images during religious processions; although
not explicit within the text, the increased number of carrying poles also
implies larger barks and more priests to man the poles.l 87 Tutankh amun
further commanded that new divine statues be made out of the finest electrum and oth er precious minerals and that new processional barks be constructed out of the best cedar from Lebanon and decorated with gold and
silver. All of the priests, singers, dance rs, and servants of the temples were
restored to their former positions and granted a specific decree of royal
protection, because by serving t he gods, the te mple staff was ultimately responsible for the protection of the land of Egypt. T he temples also benefited from Tutankhamun's military act ivities, or at least those of h is chief
generals, since the Restoration Stela reports that prisoners of war fi lled the
temples as servants. In sum, the Restoration Stela states that Tutankhamun
"h as made great all the works of the temples, doubled, tripled, and quadrupled!"188 The results of Tutankhamun's restorat ion program were prosperity at home, military success abroad, and most importantly the return of
Egypt's pantheon. 189
The reign of Tutankhamun was the first of several in which much
effort was required to restore the depredations of the disk-worsh ippers
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throughout Egypt. In addition to renewing the monuments of earlier pharaohs and restoring the names and images of Amun and other deities,
Tutankhamun commissioned temples and decorations of his own, the surviving examples of which are primarily in Thebes and Nubia. l90 The Theban monuments of the boy king include, but are not limited to, statuary
at the temples of Karnak and Luxor l91 and the extensive near-completion
of the decorative program of the Colonnade Hall of Amunhotep III at
Luxor Temp le. 192 A small temple on the West Bank called the "Temple of
Nebkheperure in Thebes" was either built by Tutankhamun or constructed
for him by Aye. 193
The death of Tutankhamun at about age nineteen led to a crisis in
succession,1 94 since the king's only probable offspring were two stillborn
children, buried in minuscule coffins in the tomb of their father. At some
point during his reign, Tutankhamun may have appointed his general
Horemhab as heir (see below). However, Tutankhamun's widow, Ankhesenamun, was apparently no t content to marry any eligible member of the
Egyptian court. Neither did Ankhesenamun attempt to rule independently
like her sister MerytatenfAnkhetkheperure Neferneferuaten. Instead, the
queen did somethi ng unprecedented: she wrote to the king of the Hittites,
the military rival of Egypt, and requested that a Hittite prince be sent to
marry her and become king of Egypt (for details of this episode, see pages
184--186). The foreign prince does not appear to have reached Egypt, and
the pharaonic regalia passed to one of Tutankhamun's top officials .

After Tutankhamun: Aye
Aye had experienced a long and varied career before ascending the throne
at an advanced age, probably near his seventieth year (see figure 6)195
Prio r to becoming pharaoh, Aye held the important titles "fan-bearer on
the right of the king," "master of the horse" (Le., commander of the chariotry) , and "god's father." The ritle "god's father" was originally held by
members of the royal family, and in the case of Yuya, father of Amunhotep lll's ch ief queen, Ttye, marks the holder's position as father-in-law of
rhe "god," Pharaoh Amunhotep Ill. In other cases, the holder of the tide
was a royal adviser and may have played a role in the crown prince's education. 196 Aye and his family possessed strong ties to the city of Akhmim
in Middle Egypt,197 which was also the birthplace of Yuya. The sum of
indirect evidence suggests that Yuya may be the father of Aye, in which
case Aye was the brother of Ttye, the brother-in-law of Amunhotep 1ll,198
and a cousin of Akhenaten.
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Figure 6. Gold leaf fragment from the Valley of the Kings. The pharaoh Aye shoots
arrows into a metal target decorated with images of bound prisoners-or perhaps living
ones. A Nubian and an Asiatic bow before the king's chariot and raise their arms in
pra ise. A fan -bearer, wearing a heart-shaped military apron, and a dog run behind Aye.
After Davis, Tombs of HanMabi and Touatankhamanou, 127.

Even if Aye were not related to the royal family, both he and his wife
shared a close relationship with Akhenaten and Nefertiti, Aye's wife, Tiye,
holding the title "nurse of Neferneferuaten Nefertiti."l99 Like other Amama
officials, Aye and Tiye commemorate the royal couple awarding them with
golden shebiu collars,2oo and the Great Hymn to the A ten appears only in
Aye's tomb, Upon the death of A khenaten and during the tenure of his
short-reigned successors, Aye seems to have retained his position at court,
particularly his title "god's father," and he continued to exert influence on
the young pharaoh Tutankhamun . An exceptional depiction from the tomb
of Sennedjem at Akhmim shows Aye riding in a chariot with Tutankhamun,20l Otherwise only divin ities stand alongside the pharaoh in his chariot, and the tomb scene emphasizes Aye's extraordinary role as guardian
of the semidivine boy king, In another scene, on a piece of gold leaf from
the Valley of the Kings, Tutankhamun smites foreign enemies wh ile Aye
stands behind the pharaoh, carrying the royal fan 201 Widl images such as
these, one easily imagines Aye as a scheming courtier using hi.s influence
and experience to mani pulate the adolescent Tutankhamun, but we actu ally know nothing about Aye's behavior toward Ttl tankhamun until the
boy king's death ,
In the burial chamber of Tutankhamun's tomb, Aye appears in tbe role
of the sem priest who conducts the funerary rites for the deceased pha-
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raoh, a role only appropriate to the rightful heir to rhe throne. The depiction of Aye performing Tutankhamun's burial rituals is also irregular for
royal tomb decoration, since it represents a single historical event, rather
than the contin ual regeneration of the king's spirit through its integration
into the solar cycle, wh ich is the focus of nearly all of the tomb decorations in the Valley of the Kings. 203 After asserting his rights to kingship by
burying Tutankhamun , and strengthening his position as heir through his
choice of wall decorations in the tomb, Aye enjoyed but four years upon
the pharaonic throne, and had little time to commission monuments or
conduct milita ry campaigns. Just north of Medinet Habu, Aye began to
construct for himself a mortuary temple that Horemhab would later usurp
and expand. The respect Aye sh ows toward Tutankhamun in the latter's
burial chamber may have found further expression in Aye's completion of
Tutankhamun's own temple constructions.
T he titulary Aye assumed upon his coronation associated the aging
courtier with the reigns of h is predecessor and the earlier Amama pharaohs. His praenomen Kheperkheperure, "Manifesting are the manifestaions of Re," is similar to those of Akhenaten (Neferkheperure, "Beautiful
are the manifestations of Re") and Tutankhamun (Nebkheperure, "Re is
he Lord of Manifestations"). His birth name, Aye, naturally becomes h is
nomen , but he also includes his title "god's father" within his cartouche,
dI1 unusual choice. JUSt as the titularies of the person or persons immeJiately succeeding Akhenaten reveal an evolution from the name of Nef·rtiti and demonstrate a desire to iink the holders of those titularies to the
"lers at Amarna, so the name of Aye incorporating the title "god's
ather"- his chief tide at Akhet-aten-within the nomen cartouche may
ceveal Aye's desire to link his nomen to the court of Akhenaten. Aye's
'ntinued use of the title "god's father" also may indicate his earlier status
, "caretaker" of Tutankhamun. Even if h is devotion were not entirely
cophantic, Aye's decision to maintain his connection with the family of
khenaten appears to have been enough to ensure his inclusion in Hormhab's damnatio memoriae of all rulers from Akhenaten through Aye.
The unusual promotion of the god's father Aye to the rank of pharaoh
rpears to have created a certain amo unt of conflict within the ranks of
e civil and military administration. Aye's coronation might h ave over,Jden the general Horemhab's stronger claim to the throne. In his coroation text, Horemhab claims to have been appointed heir to the throne
Tutankhamun. If this represents historical fact and not later propamda, h ow did Aye become king? The answer lies not in Egyptian docuents, but rather in Hittite sources. A Hittite historical retrospective sug,ts that the Egyptian and Hittite armies clashed in the region of Amki
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at the time of a pharaoh's death; the unnamed pharaoh is almost certainly
Tutankhamun . As chief general, Horemhab would have been on campaign
at the time of Tutankhamun's death and unable to return to assume the
throne 204 Horemhab might even have assented to Aye's kingship, knowing that the old courtier would rule for only a short time, during which
Horemhab could consolidate Egyptian control in Syria-Palestine.
Although Aye's own accession to the thtone might have gone uncontested, once king, Aye appeats to have further distanced Horemhab from
the royal succession. The name of the genetal Hotemhab appears nowhete
in the tomb of Tutankhamun,lo5 but a general named Nakhtmin donated
five ushebtis (funerary statuenes) to the royal funerary equipment 206 Aye
may have promoted this Nakhtmin-perhaps a member of at least the
extended fr1Inily of Aye if not the son of Aye to chief military commander and heir apparent. Aye would then have retired Horemhab from his
martial duties, and possibly attempted to remove Horemhab from the line
of succession. Either during the reign of Aye or following his death, Horemhab--or the gods of Egypt- removed Aye's intended heir, Nakhtmin,
and guaranteed Horemhab's own succession to the throne. 20)

Horemhab: The General
Horemhab began his military career during the reign of Akhenaten, and
by the time of Tutankhamun's death was the chief army general and a seasoned veteran 208 Horemhab was not related to the royal family; although
some have identified his wife, Mutnodjmet, as a sister of Nefertiti, no cerrain evidence of this connection exists Z09 Horemhab compensated for his
apparently modest family background through an outstanding energy in
military and civil service. Upon his coronation as pharaoh, Horemhab
brought a similar dedication to the office of king, a position that Horemhab claimed he owed to the divine intervention of the falcon god Horus.
While still a general, Horemhab began construction on a large tomb at
Saqqara,210 much of the decoration of which concerns itself with martial
themes-military scribes take dictation, chariot officers lounge alongside
their horses, and a group of soldiers carrying a rolled-up tent help prepare
a camp. Detailed reliefs lining the second courtyard of the tomb depict
row after row of Nubian, Asiatic, and Libyan prisoners led before Horemhab.2l1 An associated text describes Horemhab's military victories on
behalf of the pharaoh Tutankhamun: "He was sent as royal envoy as far as
the limit of the rising of the sun disk, returning after he triumphed, his
[attack) haVing succeeded. No land stood firm against him, and he overawed it in a single moment."l12 The phraseology of the inscription grants
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Horemhab qualities normally reserved for the pharaoh himself; afte r
Horemhab indeed became pharaoh, he altered the reliefs in h is Memphite
tOmb to reflect his new status, adding a royal uraeus to h is brow.
Although Horemhab's assumption of the throne may appear to be the
final act of a military coup, no evidence survi ves to support such a view,
and Horemhab's career, like that of many other Egyptian officials, had
included both civilian and military training and tOles.213 He was not a
member of the royal family, but neither apparently had Thutmose I been
of royal blood. Only Horemhab's own apparent hostility to the memory of
h is predecessors' reigns indicates any irregularities in the pharaonic succession, but that animosity does not appear to h ave been driven by Horemhab's mil itary connections. Indeed, Horemhab's coronation text, 214 wh ich
justifies the general's claim to the throne, emphasizes not his military
achievements but royal and divine recognition of his administrative abilities: "Now this god (Horus) elected h is son (Horemhab) in front of the
entire population ... the heart of the king (Tutankhamun) was pleased
with his (Horemhab's) deeds and rejoiced at his choice. He appointed him
to be chief of the land, in order to execute the laws of the two banks as
heir apparent of this entire land."z15
A nother passage describes Horemhab's role as adviser under Tutankh amun and his effectiveness in aiding the king during the difficult restoration: "When the palace fell into a frenzy, he was summoned before the
sovereign. A s soon as he (Horemhab) opened h is mouth to respond to the
king, h e appeased h im with the words which came from his mouth."Z16
The text further describes Horemhab's successful leadership of the Two
Lands; after many years, Horemhab is rewarded with the pharaonic
throne: "Now this noble god Horus of H utnesu, he wished to establish h is
son on his eternal throne."Z17 Horus and Horemhab sail south to Thebes,
and the official coronation takes place under the auspices of the god
A mun at Karnak Temple. O nce Horemhab was led to the palace, all the
gods rejoiced to heaven at the selection of their new vicar.
When the great celebration at Thebes was complete, the newly
crowned pharaoh sailed north through areas still ravaged by the Amarna
upheaval, and promptly began the serious work of his office. The concluding section of the coronation text of Horemhab mimics the restoration
tela of Tutankhamun:
He renewed the temples and domains of the gods, from the Delta marshes
to Nubia. He fashioned ali thei> cult images, more distinguished than rhe
ariginals ancl mOTe beautifi.ll because of whst he did on their behalf, so that
Re rejoiced when he saw them, since they wete w!ned previously . . ..
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He sought out the precincts of the gods that were like mounds in this

land and reestablished them as they had exisred at rhe beginning of time.'ls
Like Tutankhamun, Horemhab endowed the newly restored temples
with material wealth, servants, and priestly staff. In recompense for h is
lofty deeds, Horemhab receives millions of jubilee festivals and victories
against all the foreign lands.
The coronation text extols the legitimacy of Horemhab's rule and the
continued restoration of temples throughout the country. Although
Tutankhamun, and perhaps Aye, had already helped many of the religious
institutions regain their pre-Akhenaten state, it was left to Horemhab and
the first rulers of the N ineteenth Dynasty to complete the task of repairing the damages Akhenaten's reign had wtought on the civil administration. The internal situation Horemhab inherited may have been a picture
of almost unbelievable corruption and abuse of power, as his decree-preserved on an enormous stela at Karnak Temple-suggests219 Us ing force
and strongly worded new laws, Horemhab sought to restore order and
strengthen the kingship again (see further in chapter 6).
Horemhab further compensated himself for his effort in restoring Egypt
by subsuming the reigns of all the pharaohs who had ruled since the death
of Amunhotep 1II, Akhenaten through Aye. Although Horemhab's actual
reign probably lasted about twenty-seven years,22o a tomb inscription from
the Nineteenth Dynasty describes an event dated to "year fifty-nine" of
the pharaoh Horemhab.221 By backdating his reign to the end of the reign
of Amunhotep Ill, whom he represented as the last legitimate ruler prior
to his own accession, Horemhab could add about thirty-five years to his
own rule. During his reign, Horemhab extinguished any vestige of the
legitimacy of the rule of Akhenaten, and sought to obliterate the memory
of the entire Amarna interlude with a thoroughness far surpassing that of
Tutankhamun and Aye. Horemhab instituted a program of complete destruction of Akhenaten's monuments not already dismantled, and usurped
monuments of Aye and Tutankhamun z22 Horemhab also erased the name
of Aye from the latter's tomb in the Valley of the Kings, although he did
not behave in the same way toward Tutankhamun UJ
Horemhab erased the memories of all the rulers of the Amarna Period
and of those who demonstrated a strong desire in their titulary to associate themselves with the Amarna Period. The fact that Aye incorporated
his old title "god's father" within his cartouche might very well express
some reticence, at least in the political sphere, to abandoning the An1arna
prototype, which in turn would give Horemhab an added incentive to
erase any memory of Aye's reign. All of Akhenaten's successors, through
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Aye, sought some legitimacy from at least furtive, if not overt, appeal to
Akhenaten himself. Horemhab wanted none of it.
The case of Tutankhamun is perhaps somewhat different; although one
must remember that Tutankhamun was most likely a son of Akhenaten
and a member of the Amaroa court. Horemhab's status as general of the
army and perhaps heir apparent under Tutankhamun may have allowed
the general become pharaoh to feel legitimately that most of the deeds for
which Tutankhamun took credit on his monuments were carried out under
the auspices of Horemhab himself. Although few of Horemhab's monuments remain,224 no certain evidence exists for any campaigns fought by
Horemhab as pharaoh, and blocks from his mortuary temple at Thebes
and a small rock-cut temple at Gebel Sitsila demonstrate his desire to take
credit for his military activities as general by recasting them as victories he
achieved while king (see further on pages 122-124 and 182) .
The reign of Horemhab marks the end of the Eighteenth Dynasty and
the conclusion of one of the most tumultuous times in Egyptian history, as
well as the beginning of a new dynasty225 Horemhab wanted to be certain
that history did not repeat itself, so he carefully chose his successor-a
military colleague, Ramesses 1226 Ramesses I, an old man, already had a
-on, Seti (the future Sed 1), who himself already had a young son,
Ramesses (the future Ramesses II). Horemhab could end his rule knowing
hat a strong dynasty would follow him.
The seventeen-year reign of Akhenaten, as well as the reigns of his
~our immediate successors (Merytaten/Ankh( et)kheperure, Smenkhkare,
Tutankhamun, and Aye) were nearly obliterated from history. Horemhab,
md the pharaohs of the Nineteenth Dynasty whom he chose to succeed
Lm, made every attempt to expunge the heretic pharaoh's reign from the
mnals of kingship. In one case, when making reference to this eventful
'Criod in Egyptian history, a later inscription employed the euphemism
that rebel of Akhet-aten" rather than perpetuating Akhenaten's name.2l7

3

T
MPLING THE NINE
BOWS: MILITARY FORCES
AND WEAPONRY
All lands, all foreign countries, and all the Asiatic chiefs are joined as one
beneath your two soles, like Re forever .
- Hieroglyphic inscription on the footstool of Tutankhamun

he physical manifestations and visual representations of pharaonic
kingsh ip were replete with metaphor and symbolism, but the ideal of
Egypt's superiority over its neighbors was no idle boast. A profeSSional and
sophisticated military made the might of Tutankhamun and the other
pharaohs of the Amarna Period a reality. During the late Eighteenth
Dynasty, the Egyptian army fought enemies from all corners of Egypt's
empire: Nubians in the south, Libyans in the west, and various Asiatic
groups in the northeast, enemies ro whom the ancient Egyptians referred
collectively as the "N ine Bows" (see figure 7). T he Egyptians placed considerable emphasis on the use of archers, and their predilection for archery
derives no doubt ultimately from the early use of the bow and arrow in the
remote prehistory of northern Africa. l "Bowtroop" early became virtually
synonymous with "military force," both Egyptian and foreign, and led to
the common description of hostile forces as "bows" or "bowtroops." Three
strokes in the ancient Egyptian scripts represent plural ity; a tripling of
that plural indicator, the number nine, may then indicate the ultimate allinclusive number, a "plural of plurals." The "N ine Bows" are thus all the
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Figure 7. Footstool of Tutankhamun
OdE 62045). Inlays of nine bound
enemies-the "Nine Bows"--of
As iatic, Nubian, and Libyan o rigin
decorate this royal footrest. Courtesy
of the G riffi th Institute, Oxford
U niversity.

possible enemies of Egypt-both internal and external-who might exist
at one time, whether fewer or greater than nine separate entities. 2
The purpose of the Egyptian army, led by the pharaoh, was to smite
these foes and bring the spoils of conquest back to Egypt. For the Egyptians, military success was not simply the result of proper strategy and
overwhelming force, but more importantly, war was a divinely sanctioned
activity. Particularly during the expansionist and imperialistic New Kingdom, armed conflict possessed the character of a holy war-every battle,
no matter how trivial, could be construed as part of the Egyptian struggle
against the forces of chaos outside the Nile Valley.) All enemies of Egypt
appear literally as "rebels" in Egyptian inscriptions; they have either
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thrown off the proper suzerainty of pharaoh or have refused to acknowledge Egypt as their overlord.

Branches of the Egyptian Military
The physical force that made up the military might of Tutankhamun and
the other pharaohs of the Amarna Period incorporated both native Egyptians and foreign auxiliaries and was divided into three major branches:
infantry, chariotry, and navy. 4 Professional military units existed in Egypt
during the Old Kingdom (ca. 2500 S .C.E.)5 and possibly even earlier,6 and
a military hierarchy, with its accompanying titles and ranks, appears during the Middle Kingdom.1 The necessity for military innovation du ring
the Second Intermediate Period was the mother of New Kingdom invention. The Seventeenth Dynasty ruling in Thebes was beset by enemies to
the north and the south; during the ensuing hostilities, which eventually
led to final expulsion of the Hyksos by the pharaoh Ahmose, two new
weapons that would considerably affect Egypt's military capabilities-the
composite bow and the chariot-appear for the first time in Widespread
use by the Egyptian army.
The addition of the composite bow and the chariO[ to the Egyptian
arsenal is probably due ro the influence of the Hyksos, the foreign power
that directly ruled the eastern delta and controlled to some degree the rest
of Lower Egypt and northern Middle Egypt during much of the Second
Intermediate Period. The Hyksos and the Thebans did engage in trade
with one another, but the Thebans were not confined to dealing with the
norci,ern invaders 8 Trade routes in the vast desert west of Thebes may
have allowed the southern Egyptian kingdom to bypass the Hyksos and
trade directly with other Mediterranean powers.9 The Egyptians quickly
adopted and adapted the technology, reorganizing their army to incorporate rhe new weapons. By the beginning of the Amarna Period, the infantry and newly created chariotry, both equipped with the powerful new
bow, became the twin arms of the Egyptian land forces, with mercenaries
and foreign auxiliaries incorporated into both branches.

Infantry
In the "Satire of the Trades," an ancient Egyptian scribe extolled the
virtues of his own profession and described in harsh terms the lives of others, including that of the infantry soldier:
He labors until the sun sets in the darkness of night. He is hungry and h is

stomach hurts; he is dead while he is still alive .. .. His march is uphill
through the mountains . . .. His body is ravaged by illness. The enemy
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comes, surrounding him with arrows, and life is far from him! .. , If he
comes out alive, he is weak from march ing . . .. Be a scribe and be spared

from soldiering! 10

Despite the pessimistic scribe's description exaggeration as scribal class
propaganda II-the very vehemence of the scribe's polemic against the military profession suggests that at least some young men voluntarily chose to
become soldiers, some following their fathers and grandfathers into miiirary service. 11 Not a few of these men would have risen through the ranks,
and surviving autobiographical texts suggest that those soldiers may have
found their far-ranging travels and exotic experiences at least as interesting as the rewards t hey received for their service. 13
The Egyptian infantry had a hierarchical structure that resembled most
other armies of developed societies. 14 During the Middle Kingdom, the
highest rank in the Egyptian infantry was the "great overseer of the army,"
which corresponds well to the rank of general in Western armies. IS The
Egyptian word for "army" in this tirie, mesM, did not imply a specific
number of troops and could encompass the infantry, and later the chari otry as well; one Ramesside period text suggests that a standard army unit
waS five thousand men, including archers and foreign auxiliaries. 16 During
the transformation of the Egyptian miiirary, from the Second Intermediate
Period through the early New Kingdom, the title "general" appears only
rarely. The reign of Amunhotep 1Il marks another reorganization of the
armed forces, including the reintroduction of the title "generai," often
with the addition of the epithet "of His Majesry" or other royal designatlons,17 and a more thorough division of infantry and chariotry branches.
The title of general conveyed a number of responsibilities upon its holder,
roth administrative duties within the military IS as well as command of a
military force on campaign. As the Eighteenth Dynasty progressed, men
.:auld spend their entire career in the military, but careers combining
experience in both the civil and military administrations remained more
~ommon. 19

Below the general was the "lieutenant general," and lower-level offi:ers such as the "troop/regiment comlnander," and "standard . .bearer."20
The "troop/regiment commander," like the general himself, was not in
harge of a spec ific number of men but rather commanded a subdivision
f the army at a particular time. When nor serving on the battlefield, the
roop commanders could be assigned to fortresses in Egypt or in the northrn and southern parts of the Egyptian empire,21 the number of soldiers
mder the authority of the "troop/regiment commander" depending on the
re ngth of the garrison at a particular fortress. The "standard-bearer," who
mmanded a company, shared some responsibility in recruitment and
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Figure 8. Runn ing infantry soldiers accompany ing Tutankhamun and the divine barks
during the Opec Procession; from a relief in the Colonnade Hall of Luxor Temple . T he
first four soldiers carry sh ields and are armed with spears and axes; the followi ng th ree
men carry staves and khepesh swords. Epigraphic Survey, Luxor Temple 1, pI. 98. Courtesy
of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago.

conscriptions, and may have carried a standard into battle. T he army secretariat fulfilled several important roles within the officer corps, and support personnel, such as commissariat positions and mi litary doctors, appear
in the ancient Egyptian record. 22
The basic unit of the Egyptian infantry was the company, wh ich consisted of several groups of fifty men, further divided into five platoons of
ten men;Z3 Akhenaten's military escort appears also ro have comprised
ten-man units. 24 Companies differed in their armal1)enrs, and most if not
all were provided with names, often referring ro the king and his prowess
in battle. Some companies consisted of archers, while others were infantry
armed with close-combat weapons, particularly spears and axes (see figure
8). Company names during the reign of Akhenaten were as affected by
the religious revolution of Aten worship as other aspects of Egyptian culture, and alongside the "company of Neferkheperure-Waenre (Akhenaten)"
served companies called "Pacifier of the Aten" and "the A ten shines."2s
During the Middle Kingdom, a number of military titles refer to troops
of a city, sometimes the city being specified by name.26 Expedition inscriptions of the same date often describe the units making up a force as deriv-
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ing from a number of local garrisons. While local military garrisons persisted
into the New Kingdom, military titles did not typically retain a local identity2 7 The names of military units in the New Kingdom instead relared to
the place where those units were stationed a t to the deity whose temples
ptovisioned the force. The overall h istorical trend suggests that the
increase in regional loyalties during the First Intermed iate Period and the
Middle Kingdom gave way to a more national military force by t he (ime
of the early New Kingdom.
The process of recruitment began at an early age, and boys from military families may at times have served in the same units as their fathers. 28
To maintain a numerically powerful army, the Egyptians also conscri pted
individuals into the infantry. 29 Young soldiers underwent a rigorous tr~in 
ing ptocess, learning marching techniques, weapons proficiency, and military discipline. JO Akhenaten took a particular interest in bringing up
young sold iets; in a tomb at Amama, soldiers recited the following hymn:
"He tra ins thousands of tecrui ts, being the chief of etern ity like the
A ten."31

Churiotry
The warfare of New Kingdom Egypt, and her allies and foes of the N ear
East, rap idly and increasingly became warfare between elite units, especially the chariotryn The creation of a chariot corps required great skill
and expense, and the h ost of specialists needed to build and maintain the
vehicles, and the bteeders, grooms, and stall workers were a force much
greater in numbers than the chariotry itself.)) Because of the agricultural
land necessary for proviSioning the hotses of the teams, and the people
needed to support them, only wealthy states could field sizable chariot
armies. The perhaps somewhat ritualized tactics of the great wheeling formations of chariot units and the skill needed to shoot a bow and hit a
moving target from one's own vehicle required constant practice by profess ional t toops. These features of chariot warfare probably in the end had
positive effects on Bronze Age warfare, and even contributed to the development of more complex and effective diplomatic relations. Lesser powers
would need to ally themselves, either in great coalitions of smaller groups
or as satellites of the great powers34
Kamose refe rs to Hyksos chariotry, and the chariot first appears as a
part of the Egyptian arsenal during the reign of Ahmose, founder of the
Eighteenth Dynasty35 Throughout the first half of the Eighteenth Dynasty,
Egyptian chariots participated in campaigns in Syria-Palestine and began
to develop a more sophisticated hierarchy of officers. The titles "overseer
of horses"J6 and "chief of the stables {of His Majesty):>J7 in use from the
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beginning of the New Kingdom, further emphasize the importance of an
administrative infrastructure for the chariotry, but from the late Eighteenth Dynasty onward, holders of these tides were not restricted to noncombat positions,38 During the reign of Amunhotep III and the following
Amarna Period, ne w titles enter into use, providing chariotry equivalents
to infantry ranks, such as "lieutenant general of the chariotry"39 and "first
chariot officer. "40 Like the infantry, the chariotry was organized into groups
of fifry.
Egyptian chariots were lighdy constructed and carried a two-man
crew-the chariot warrior and the sh ield-bearer/driver. C hariot warriors
were most often drawn from the upper classes of Egyptian society, including the sons of the most powerful families in Egypt as well as royal princes;
the shield-bearer, on the other hand, was of lower rank, possibly a cadet. 41
Besides holding the shield that protected both himself and the warrior,
the shield-bearer was the primary driver of the chariot during combat,
leaving the other man free to shoot the bow, throw javelins, or wield a
sword , The construction of the cha riot and the makeup of its crew created
a fast-moving platform for projectile weapons, especially the powerful
compos ite bow.
Although no ancient texts explain the mechanics of an ancient chariot battle, chariot forces most likely fought one another in a series of wheeling maneuvers and attempts by one chariot force to outflank its opposing
counterpart; arrows shot from composite bows, along with well- thrown
javelins, would have inflicted most of the casualties. C hariot tactics
against infantry forces, particularly the tribal levees in N ubia and Libya,
would have differed, since ho rses cannot effectively charge into massed
infantry formations,42 Against massed infantry and with no opposing chariot forces, at the start of a battle Egyptinn chariot crews could drive across
the front of the opposing infantry, raking it with arrows, soften ing the
enemy's front just before the Egyptian infantry collided with it. At the conclusion of the battle, chariots could pursue a routed enemy. The ch ariotry
also possessed infantry support, foot soldiers called pehreru (runners), whose
duties included countering opposing skirmishers, capturing enemy chariots, and providing aid if a horse they were supporting became inj ured.43
The armamen ts of the runners included a small round shield, spear, and
sword for close combat.
A mong the chariot warriors of the ancient world, the most flamboyant
were probably the maryannu, elite equestrians who first fought fo r the H urrian kingdom of Mitanni in northern Mesopotamia. The term maryannu
probably derives from a Sanskrit term for "young man, h ero" and appears
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to have des ignated in the H urrian world an important class of "kn ight,"
paid for his services and given authority over particular te rritory, after the
feudal fash ion .44 Egyptian military texts often highlight t he capture of
small numbers of maryannu, which was equivalent to t he capture of a
h igh-level mil itary official, whose loss would be greatly fe lt by the opposing force.45 The reputation of these warriors led charioteers throughout
rhe ancient Med iterranean world to adopt the mode of dress and even
hairstyle of the maryannu. Egyptian charioteers sometimes wore their hair
in three pigtails or grew beards, perhaps in imitation of the foreign ch arioteers they hoped to mimic on the bartlefield.46

N avy
By the early New Kingdom, Egypt had a long tradition of seagoing vessels
and long-distance trade. Navigation in the ancient eastern Mediterranean
world seems to have placed a greater emphasis on coastal routes as opposed to open sea lanes, and Egypt was nO exception . Amphibious troop
landings in fo reign terri tory are known as earl y as the late Old Kingdom
(ca. 2300 B.C.E.). and a naval force existed at th at timeY Much of the
ancient Egyptian organ ization of manpower, from workmen to priests,
appears to have employed te rminology similar to the watches and crews of
naval vessels. 48
Egypt may have relied primarily on the navy and naval personnel in
most of its military activities prior to the New Kingdom.49 Even desett
operations and the administtation of desert activities and outposts through
the First Intermediate Period appear to have owed some debt to the navy,
and some early desert admin istrators were in fact naval officers. 50 Perhaps
the peculiar combination of navigational abilities and commissariat foresight necessary for a good naval officer were ideally suited to operations in
the deserts, in which forces moved like ships between the oasis islands.
Egyptian troops were not entirely focused on the N ile, however, even in
the internecine wars of the First Intermed iate Period desert operations
were as much of an Egyptian specialty as nautica l encountersSI During
the reconquest of Middl e Egypt and the Delta by Kamose, desert and
naval troops worked in tandem; as the Egyptian fleet carried infantry to
the Hyksos strongholds in Middle Egypt, N ubian auxiliaries patrolled the
desert cliffs, making fo rays farther west, into the oases S2
Egyptian naval forces could engage in soph isticated maneuvers, even
on the N ile. Kamose's progress culminated in a naval assault on the harbor of the H yksos stronghold of Avaris. W hen he reached Avaris,
defe nded by the Hyksos fleet, Kamose literally spearheaded the Egyptian
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attack, sailing in his flagship "like a falcon."53 The remainder of his warsh ips formed into three lines ahead-the central line breaking the enemy
line, the two flanking lines preventing enemy escape. 54 Kamose could
thereby defeat the line of the Hyksos battle squadron and sail into the
harbor of Avaris, While the Hyksos women stared helplessly down from
the battlements, Kamose captured the Hyksos merchant fleet and its rich
cargo.
In addition ro launching amphibious attacks, one of the main functions of the Egyptian navy was to transport and supply the infantry and
the chariotry; one of the ships built at the naval base of Perunefer was
even called "the Stable," an appropriate name for a horse transport 55 The
ability to move large numbers of men and materiel far north into SyriaPalestine without relying exclusively on overland routes was critical to the
expansion of the Egyptian empire at the beginning of the Eighteenth
Dynasty (see pages 139-141)56 The Egyptians appear to have been so
adept at amphibious operations that T hutmose III, determined to employ
such maneuvers in his year thirty-three campaign against M ittani, had
vessels constructed on the Levantine coast and transported overland, to
be floated on the Euphrates.
A ship's crew of rowers was under the supervision of a commander of
rowers and a standard-bearer, who in turn served under the ship's captain 57 At the top of the hierarchy was the "commander of all the king's
ships," chief admiral of the Egyptian fleet, T he few men known to hold
this title were administrators as well as warriors, and several held titles
related to the Egyptian treasury (for the economic aspects of the Egyptian
navy, see chapter 6), Egyptian naval forces also included amphibious
troops, "marines," who often carry their ship-topped standards in religious
processions. By the end of the New Kingdom, the Egyptian navy possessed
a complex structure, including at least three different classes of vessels, 58
The close ties between the infantry and the navy led to overlap among
the personnel of both branches, and the careers of several prominent individuals and even entire units indicate that naval officers and soldiers
could be transferred to the infantry and vice versa. T he hierarchy of the
navy during the New Kingdom thus resembled that of the infantry and
chariotry,59 and Egypt favored a combined arms approach in its military
campaIgns.
The Egyptian navy may have had bases throughout Egypt, but the
most well known are those in the northern part of the country. New Kingdom Memphis was not only a center of weapons production and a place
for training and marshaling the chariotry, but an important naval base as
•
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well. Another port and mi litary base was Perunefer, on the Pe\usiac branch
of the Nile adjacent to the former Hyksos stronghold of Avaris, founded
in the early Eighteenth Dynasry, and providing a direct link between
Egypt and the Mediterranean world. 60 Perunefer was an active base during
the Amarna Period, and Horemhab added addi tional fortifications to the
site during his reign.

Auxiliaries
A number of foreign t toOps served in each branch of the Egyptian army,
and particular fore ign groups favored specific weapons and tasks (see figure 9). T hese aux iliaries could be integrated into a particular unit, such as
the royal bodyguard, or form separate units of non-Egyptian troops61 Foreign troops in the Egyptian military appear to have served for long periods
of time and to have become members of Egyptian society, unlike the temporary service mercenaries of more recent eras 62 A tex t from the reign of
Ra messes II suggests that foreign troops could be intentionally assigned to
posts far from their homeland;63 such isolation would have been particularly important for foreign auxiliaries acquired as prisoners of war.64 To
help guarantee loyalty, the Egyptians used accu ltu ration , including-at
least during the O ld and Middle kingdoms circumcision ,65 instruction in
the Egyptian language,66 and rewards-upon retirement, foreign soldiers
cou ld be provided with fertile plots of land along the N ile Vall ey67
The earliest attested auxiliaries in the Egyptian army were troops from
Nubia,68 and during the First Intermediate Period, N ubia became an importan t rec ruiting ground for soldiers who could aid the rulers of Upper
Egypt in their conflicts with the northern Heracleopolitan dynasty69 Soldiers from a Nubian group known as the Medjoy70 became particularly renowned as archers, scouts, and policeman in the Egyptian army (for their
role in mili tary in tell igence, see below) ?! These tri besmen are probably to
be associated with the "Pan G rave C ulture," known fo r its distinct ceramic
tradition and shallow, oval-shaped graves, many of which are known from
Upper Egypt n Medjoy continued ro be employed throughout the Middle
Kingdom and served as an important desert column supporting Kamose's
reconquest of northern Egypt. By the later Eighteenth Dynasty, the employment of Medjoy N ubians had become so widespread that the term was
divorced from its original "tribal" designation and became the general designation for police forces and patrolmen. 73 T he fame of Nubian soldiers
spread beyond Egypt, and several of Egypt's vassals in Syria-Palestine during
the A marna Period requested that Kushite troops be sent to help defend
their c ities. 74
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Soldiers in Egyptian service from the Libyan Desert or from SyriaPalestine are much less common than those from Nubia during the earlier
periods of Egyptian history, Asiatics served in the Old Kingdom Egyptian
navy, and from the time of the Middle Kingdom, Asiatic military un its
could be settled within the confines of Egypt itself;75 certain groups of
Asiatics may have helped defend the Middle Kingdom border in Nubia
and patroi th e desert hinterlands of Egypt.1 6 Apart from the Asiatic members of Akhenaten's bodyguard,77 few Syro-Palestinians appear in the service of the New Ki ngdom Egyptian military prior to the Ramesside Period. 78
The reign of Akhenaten might also mark rhe appearance of Mycenaeans
in the Egyptian army (see pages 198-199) presaging the use of Sea People
troops by Ramesses [] and Ramesses 1lI.19 Libyan auxiliaries appear most
often in New Kingdom texts as prisoners of war who have been transformed into Egyptian soldi ers 8o
Images of prisoners from Tutankhamun's northern and southern wars,
depicted in the Memphite tomb of Horemhab, are early versions of a
cycle of scenes recording the transformation of Egypt's defeated enemies
from the rabble of ch aos into orderly members of Egyptian society, The
clearest example of this pictorial cycle is the depiction of the aftermarh
of the Sea Peoples campaign of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu 81 There,
Egyptian guards first push roughly along the contorted and bound Philistines; the bonds of the Philistines are then removed , and the Egyptian
guards raise their hands not to strike theit charges, but rather to give
h omage to the king, The Egypt ians then mark (apparently brand) t.he
prisoners with the name of the king, register them, and seat them all on
the ground in ordeted ranks, As the Egyptian scribes write ,heir names,
the prisoners become part of the ordered world-the magical power of
writing is such that the orciering of names can effect the ordering of those
very people,
So in the Memphite tomb of Horemhab, bound Nubians are pushed
and drive n under the blows of theit guards, but even tually they sit with
docility, The latter scene does not emphasize, however, so much tbat they
are cowed, but rather reveals that the seated prisoners are now enrolled in
Egyptian society, Similarly the no rtbern ptisoners are a colorful but disorganized throng, awkwardly posed witb their manacles, but tbey, too, eventually appear as ordered inductees into the pharaonic world, Probably as a
result of lessons learned after earlier conflicts, the Egyptians did not continue to employ captured soldiers exclusively in a military capacity, but
rathet sought to assimilate them into Egyptian society in more pacific and
agricultural undertakings. According to the Restoration Stela, one result of
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Tutankhamun's military campaigns was an influx of servants-hemou( t)into the temples, something lacking under Akhenaten. During the New
Kingdom, prisoners of war appear on the whole to have been inducted
into Egyptian sociery as hemou( t), closely associated with the agricultural
activities on temple lands, and this induction entailed education, primarily
in the Egyptian language. Interestingly, in his Memphite tomb Horemhab
does not then stress the tactics or strategic vision of his military ptowess;
by depicting the transformation of northern and southern prisoners, he
emphasizes the economic and social results of his campaigning.

Military Intelligence
Egyptian military accounts emphasize the importance of accurate information about the locarion of enemy forces, their strength, and their intentions. In the Nubian battle texts of Seti I, the pharaoh delayed his own
decisions concerning the campaign so that he might "learn their plans
thoroughly."82 Seti's son Ramesses Jl, on the other hand, dem.onstrated the
)langets of reacting on the basis of unsubstantiated intelligence. During its
/ march toward the city of Kadesh, the Egyptian army captuted two apparent bedouin, who reported to Ramesses II that the Hittites were far north
of Kadesh. To R8messes' dismay, only after the Hittite chariotry had ambushed an elemefl( of the Egyptian army as it crossed the Orontes did the
pharaoh learn that the bedouin were spies in Hirtite employ, sem to provide false infom,ation. 83
The Egyptian military seems to have employed different types of scouts
for various regions of the Egyptian empire, Border parrols within Egypt
and N ubia could be the responsibility of scouts called "overseers of hunters,,,84 Often accompanied by dogs, these hunters used their knowledge of
local geography to collect military intelligence. Modern parallels for the
military function of hunters are provided by the German Jagem and the
Belgian chasseurs ardennais who fought in World War II. Egyptian scouts
employed in Syria .. Palestine, called meher, were expected to memorize
extensive information abour the region, including any geographical features that might be important when planning a militaty expedition-the
location of cities, towns, roads connecting them, as well as the topography
of each area (see further on page 143).85 Nubian auxiliaries served as des,
ert scouts and patrolmen; similar corps of Libyan scouts, called Tjukten,
assisted Egyptian expeditions west of the Nile Vall ey86 Ouring campaigns
in Syria,Palestine and elsewhere, mounted scouts were essential to provide
intelligence and monitor rapidly changing situations 87 The Nubians were
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renowned for their abilities in horse breeding and riding, which they combined with their skills as desert scouts to become highly effective mounted
units. 88

Weapons and Armor
In the modem imagination, the Great Sphinx and the pyramids of Giza
have little to do with military affairs , yet the pharaohs of the New Kingdom used the Giza Plateau as a place to practice their equestrian skills. A
monument near the Sphinx records the activities of the pharaoh Amunhatep 11: "He raised horses without equal who did not tire when he took
the reins and who did not sweat when galloping. He would yoke them
with the bit in Memphis, and he would stop at the abode of Horemakhet
(the Sph inx) . He would spend time circling around it, while he saw the
magnificence of this abode of Khufu and Khafre, justified {the two largest
pyramids at G iza)."S9 During the New Kingdom, the serene eyes of the
Sphinx overlooked royal displays of horsemanship in preparation for war. 9Il
Not far from G iza Ja{the ancient capital at Memphis, which served as
an important arsenal during the Ne w KingdomYI Many of the soldiers and
craftsmen who manned the arsenal were buried at Saqqara, just west of
Memphis, and scenes from their tombs provide uS with a wealth of detail
about the production of weapons and armorn Carpenters, metallurgists,
and leather workers gathered in workshops to produce the bows, arrows,
swords, chariots, armor, and myriad of other equipment necessary for the
Egyptian army at war. Such scenes, royal military depictions and texts,
and actual surviving weapons, particularly the panoply from the tomb of
Tutankhamun, provide considerable information on the development and
capabilities of Egyptian weaponry.

Archery Equipment
The bow was one of the first weapons depicted in the hands of the early
Egyptians,93 and throughout pharaonic history, archers remained cennal
to the Egyptian military.94 From the earliest periods of Egyptian history
until the beginning of the New Kingdom, Egyptian and Nubian archers
fought on foot. From the reign of Ahmose onward, the chariot-mounted
archer appears. T he introduction of the chariot in the Egyptian army
occurred shortly after the appearance in Egypt of another key technological innovation: the composite bow. Until around 1700 B.C.E., the Egyptian
army relied solely on "self-bows," single staves of wood to which a howstring was attached. The composite bow was more sophisticated than the
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simple bow and h ad much greater penetrating power. Composite bows
were, however, also more time . . consuming and expensive to manufacture
than the self-bow, and the self-bow continued in use long after the introduction of the new technology.
The Egyptians and the Nubians employed two types of simple selfbows: the "segment" self-bow, in which the profile of the wood is a single
curve; and a slightly more complicated and powerful bow, in which the
tips curve away from the bowstring. The manufacture of either type of
self-bow was a fairly straightforward process 95 After an appropriate piece
of wood had been cut to the desired size of the bow, the shaft was shaped
with an adze.96 For the self-bow with recurved tips, grooves were Cut perpendicular to the shaft on one side near the ends; made pliable with
steam, the wood was bent in the areas of the scoring to provide the curves
at the two ends of the bow. After the bow had dried and the wood had
prope rl y cured-probably within some sort of frame to provide the final
shape-the bowyer cut the string notches and achieved the final smoothing of the shaft with small sandstone smoothing blocks, the equivalent of
modem sandpaper. O nce the bow was ready to use, it would be strung
with twisted strands of animal gut. 97
Composite bows were constructed, as t~me suggests, by gluing together different woods, hom, and sinew ro provide many more pounds of
pull. 98 Each material had to be care/Uliy shaped to ensure a proper fit in
the overall construction of the bow, and after each step in construction
the bowyer was obliged to wait until the glue was dry before continuing to
the next stage 99 After the composite materials were properly fused, the
bow would be finished much like a self-bow. Two different shapes of composite bow appear in the Egyptian arsenal: recurved and triangular. The
triangular bow appears in the hands of Asiatic tribute bringers within tombs
from the reign of T hutmose III and in the hands of several pharaohs. loo
The tomb of Tutankhamun contained fourteen self-bows, all of the
more complex recurved shape. Three of the self-bows from the tomb of
Tutankhamun are almost 2 meters in length, and all but one of the others
measure 1.2 to 1.8 meters long. The remaining bow is just over 65 centimeters in length, leading to speculation that this may have been a
weapon of the "boy king" when he truly was a boy. Some of Tutankhamun's bows consist of simple wooden staves, while some of the composIte bows are elaborately gilded and decorated. The tips of one composite
how are even carved and painted to resemble bound enemi es, whose necks
"'rve as the indentation where the bowstring was tied 1ol . each time the
"mg drew this bow, he symbolically strangled his foes.
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Figure 9. Egyptian and foreign infantry soldiers with different armaments. From left to
right: an Egyptian soldier (mostly destroyed) , a Nubian wielding a long self-bow, an
Egyptian carrying a khepesh sword, a Libyan armed with an ax and short bow, another
N ubian with long bow and a sporran, another Egyptian, and finally a Libyan whose cloak
billows out at the end of the scene . Epigraphic Survey, Luxor Temple I, pI. 93 . Courtesy
of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago.

A scene of foreign members of Tutankhamun's bodyguard from Luxor
Temple suggests that the longest and shortest of Tutankham un's self-bows
may relate not to the size of the user as much as to his cultura l identity
(see figure 9) , In the scene, one Nubian soldier carries a long bow, approximately 1.5 mete rs long based on the size of the soldier, which would correspond to the longer bows of Tutankhamun's panoply. A nearby Libyan
soldier carries a bow only half as long as that of his Nubian compatriot.
Other depictions of Libyan troops suggest that they favored these shorter
bows,I 02 and the smallest bow from the tomb of Tutankhamun may be of
the same type as those carried by his Libyan bodyguards.
T he different bow lengths used by the Egyptian army and its foreign
auxiliaries were also suited to different purposes. The long self-bows (1.5
meters and above) would not lend themselves well to firing while mov lng.
either on foot or mounted, but would be ideal for use by a stationary unit
firing at various trajectories to lay down a barrage of arrows, foreshadowing the tactic best known from English archers of the Hundred Yea"
WarlO3 The short bows (less than 70 centimeters), like those carried b,
the Libyans, could be used in rapid maneuvers and are more suited for
shorter ranges, The expensive and powerful composite bows, which could
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range from 1.4 meters to 70 centimeters long, were ideal for chariot archers
and smaller units of foot archers. 104
Egyptian arrows could be pointed, at times barbed, causing deep wounds,
and broad, even flat-tipped, causing broad, stunning injuries. Shafts were
made of wooden dowels or reed lo; and fletched with bird feathers; tips
could be of flint, hom, wood, bone, or copper.l06 By the time of the New
Kingdom, bronze arrowheads were relatively common, although flint-tipped
arrows continued in use. Although the Egyptians were well acquainted with
poisonous serpents, their venoms, and the antidotes thereto, only slight evidence for poisoned arrows exisrs. 101
Quivers were in use already by the Old Kingdom, and in the Middle
Kingdom bows and arrows also could be carried in large leather sleeves
open ar both ends. lOS By the New Kingdom, quivers had achieved a more
widespread use by archers on foot and in chariots, probably due to increased Egyptian activities in humid climates and the coeval rise in importance of the composite bow. Most New Kingdom quivers were slightly
tapered leather containers with ~ cap, like the elaborately decorated quivers from the tomb of Tutankhamun.'09 Bow cases for the composite bow
conformed to the triangular shape of the weapon, and officers' attendants
are sometimes shown carrying bows in such cases made of leather;"0 similarly shaped cases were attached ro the sides of chariots.
A final, but essential, piece of equipment for the Egyptian archer was
the wristguard, which protects the skin along the inside of the arm holding the bow from the snap of the bowstring. Although some sort of wrist
protection is probably as old as archery itself, the first Egyptian depictiOns
of formal wristguards appear during the Old Kingdom (ca. 2250 S.C.E.).11l
The Egyptian pharaoh can wear a wristguard as he fires his bow, and in
heraldic smiting scenes as well. This use of the wristguard alone to evoke
the king's prowess in archery finds further expression in an elaborate gold
and jeweled wristguard of the pharaoh Ahmose.1ll Leather wristguards
were found in the tomb of Tutankhamun, and several objects in his tomb
show the pharaoh wearing elaborately decorated wristguards.

Other Projectile Weapons
Although slings do not appear often in Egyptian military scenes and
inscriptions, battle scenes from the Middle Kingdom depict slingers helping to besiege a fortified city,llJ and New Kingdom slingers fight from the
crows' nests of Egyptian warships in the sea battle scenes of Ramesses III
at Medinet Habu."4 Nubian slingers have some prominence in the campaigns of the Twenty-fifth Dynasty pharaoh Piye. Nevertheless, slings from
the tomb of Tutankhamun could be for hunting rather than military use. II;
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Another possible borrowing of a hunting weapon for warfare is the
throwstick, perhaps best known from fishing and fowli ng scenes in Egyptian tombs, Scenes of Egyptian troops in rel igious processions occasionally depict offi cers holding th rowstick-shaped objects,1I6 The size of certain
throwstick/club hybrids from the tomb of Tutankhamun would certainh
allow for a military use of the weapon ,117 Throwsticks were pri ncipalh
weapons intended for fowling, and their use in warfare would certainly have
a symbolic value for the Egyptians, wh o in numerous inscriptions liken
their enemies to a fl ock of small birds among whom the pharaoh dove like
a falcon,lIs The use against Egypt's enemies of a weapon for bird huntin.
would magically im part to those enemies the properties of the small bird!
to whom the Egyptians likened them.

Close-Combat \YIeapom
In spite of their predilection for projectile weapons, the ancient Egyptia
recognized the inevitability of close combat in virtually every militar
encounter. As with most ancient cultures, the arsenal of close-comb
weapons consisted of bladed weapons for cutting and thrusting, and non
bladed weapons intended to create blunt trauma injuries.
Maces and Clubs Discoidal and pear-shaped stone mace beads are we
attested in tbe Predynastic Period, and by the dawn of pharaonic histof'
the mace wi th pear-shaped head had already become an important symb
of royal power in Egypt. ll9 The heraldic pose of the mace-wielding EfnT
tian ruler about to smite an enemy appears already during the Predynast
Period and survives well into the Roman Period. Some use of the mace
the battlefield appears to have persisted at least into tbe Middle Kin.
do m,no although by the time of the New Kingdom n either textual n
pictorial evidence attests to the use of the mace in actual combat. Tb
primary function of the mace in pharaonic Egypt was to deliver the fin
killing blow to an already hopelessly wounded enemy.121
A lthough Tutankhamun may never have wielded a mace in battle,
gilded wooden maces lay in h is burial chamber. 122 Even th is tradition;
weapon underwent some modifications during the New Kingdom, WI
smiting scenes often adding a blade to the mace. This strange compO>l
weapon may have been a new application for a primitive device, the sto
macehead tra nsmitting extra force to a bronze blade.123 The added for
wo uld enable a bronze blade to penetrate the increasingly common \x,
armor of the late second millennium B. C.E., in a time prior to the comm
use of tempered iron as a metal for bladed weapons.
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The Egyptian army employed a variety of staves and c1ubs.124 A First
Intermediate Period warrior refers to a staff of copper, perhaps a metalsheathed staff.12S The successor of such a weapon is perhaps the fighting
rod, which appears relatively frequently in Ramesside battle scenes.126
These weapons could deliver crushing blows, and became more prevalent
during the later New Kingdom as a means of combating armored foes. (27
Wooden clubs and staffs were also weapons popular with Nubian auxiliaries;l2B statues of me pharaoh Amunhotep II , as depicted in the tomb of
one of his chief officials, show the pharaoh wearing a N ubian-style kilt
while wielding a battle-ax in one hand and a wooden staff in the other. (29
In the same tomb, tribute from Nubia includes elaborate ebony staffs with
gold wrappings to the top, and ferrules of silver. In the scenes of Horemhab's Nubian campaign, Nubian soldiers in the Egyptian army also carry
long c1ubs,DO Nubian members of Akhenaten's bodyguard carry similar
clubs, and Nubian sold iers can perform a sort of war dance with such
weaponsl3 ( A large club from the tomb of Tutankhamun has a shape similar to those wielded by Nubians in Egyptian reliefs and may have been a
souvenir of Tutankhamun's N ubian War.132
Axes One of the most common weapons of the New Kingdom soldier
was the ax. Although the use of the ax as a weapon is as old as the Predynastic Period, the shape of ax blades changed throughout Egyptian history.l3J Broad but short, curved blades attached ro a long pole were common through the late Middle Kingdom. During the Middle Kingdom, the
duck-billed ax, named for the overall shape and two cutouts resembling
nostrils, was introduced from Syria-Palestinel3~ A narrow but long, chiselbladed ax was a preferred weapon of the Hyksos forces but did not become
popular in the Egyptian arsena l. During the New Kingdom, the standard
'hape for Egyptian axes is a long, roughly rectangular blade, convex on
the cutting edge, with slightly concave sides. l35 A marna Period reliefs portray Libyan aux iliaries using duck-billed ax types that would probably
have appeared archaic ro Egyptians of the late Eighteenth Dynasty (see
figure 9)l36
A lthough an effective weapon, the ax requ ires a soldi.e r to use a hackmg or swinging motion, and the soldier poised to bring down his ax would
at that moment be vulnerable to a thrusting attack below the raised arm.
Infantry armed with axes often carry both a spear and a shield in the other
hand, and the New Kingdom Egyptian infantry would consequently have
resembled in armament the Saxon forces at the Battle of Hastings l37 In
the absence of a sword with handle cast as one piece with the blade, a
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penetrating ax blade attached to a resilient wooden handle would have
been the most effective slash ing weapon in the Egyptian arsenal. Axes
could also function as ceremonial weapons and insignia, and the ax of the
warrior queen Ahhotep is made of precious materials; some axes, perhaps
ceremonial as well, can have elaborate cutout designs in the blade 138

Swords and Daggers The primary long-bladed weapon of New Kingdom
Egypt is the khepesh, a slashing implement with a curved bronze blade u 9
Often called a "sickle sword," the cutting edge of a khepesh is along the
outside edge, as with a scimitar. T he khepesh blade wedgelike in cross
section- widens considerably to the back, and the weapon functioned as
a type of long and relatively th in ax. The Egyptians employed different
sizes of khepesh swords, suited to a range of battlefield uses: the larger
and heavier khepesh swords, like the "great khepesh" from the tomb of
Tutankhamun, would have been useful for opening gaps in enemy armor
and creating blunt-trauma injuries (see figure 10 top) ;[40 Tutankhamun's
smaller and less curved scimitar possessed a mu.c h sharper blade that would
be effective in thrusting and cutting at lightly armored enemies (see figure 10 bottom). [41 A leather loop attached to a ring at the end of the khepesh's handle could be worn around the wrist in case the weapon slipped
during battle. [42
Although Egyptian depictions do not attest to their use, arch aeologi
cal evidence indicates that chariot crews could be armed with a lone
rapier with thin blade, only a small, narrow tang attaching the blade t.
the handle. This design made the rapier ideal for thrusting, particular!
while the soldier wielding it was mounted on a chariot and stabbing do\\
at an enemy on the ground, but the weakness of the blade's attachment t
the handle rendered such rapiers unsuitable for slashing and parrying i
hand-to-hand combat. Short swords, less than 70 cen timeters in overa
length, appear to h ave been wielded by charioteers and infan try sold ietsH
Long swords with blade and handle formed of one piece (the Naue I
rype) do not appear until later in the New Kingdom, and coincide wit
the rise in armored infantry in the eastern Mediterranean, with. a meta
lurgical and design pedigree leading back to southeastern Europe. 144
Soldiers carried daggers of various lengths,[45 to use as weapons of I'
resort, and in the removal of a hand- or the phallus of an uncircumci,
foe from each slain enemy. T his practice, well attested from the Ne
Kingdom, allowed an accurate estimate of enemy casualties. In an unusu.
scene from battle reliefs of Tutankhamun, three Egyprian soldiers carr
three hands each skewered on their spears. '46 Tutankhamun was bun
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Figure 10. Two bronze khepesh swords from the tomb of Tutankharnun: (cop) the "great"
khepesh (Egyptian Museum, Cairo, JdE 61588), 59 .7 em long; (bottom) a smaller scimitar
(Egyptian Museu m, Cairo, JdE 61589), 41 em long. Drawing by J. c. Darnell.

with two daggers;147 his gold-bladed dagger was certainly a ceremonial
weapon, but the other dagger was a more practical, iron-bladed weapon.
Ironworking did not become widespread until after 1100 S.C.E., making
Tutankhamun's iron blade an unusual object. 148 According to the Amarna
Letters, the king of Mitanni gave Amunhotep III several iron objects,
including a dagger and a mace, as bridal gifts. 149

Spears and Javelins

Spears and javelins were made of solid wooden shafts
tipped by brome blades of various lengths and shapes, although as with
arrows, some use of stone tips may have persisted .1 5o Both long, thrusting
spears and shott, stabbing spears appear early in the Egyptian arsenal. 1S1
Thro wing spears, or javelins, are also in evidence by the New Kingdom. lsz
In the immediate post-Amarna Period, two jave lins appear in the chariotmounted qu.iver of each Egyptian chariot soldiers, apparently for use
should the chariot become disabled.

Horses and Chariots
The h orse , like the composite bow and the chariot itself, entered Egypt
~tween the collapse of the Middle Kingdom and the founding of the
. ew Kingdom, 15.1 and physical evidence reveals that the domesticated
horse had reached Nubia by the late Seventeenth Dynasty. 154 During the
early Eighteenth Dynasty, Egyptian horses appear to have been a lightly
uilt, long-backed breed. Depictions of horses change with the reign of
-\munhotep II, suggesting more than a simple shift in artistic style and
Ipparently reflecting the introduction of a new breed. 155 Probably first
rought to Egypt as the result of wars in Syria-Palestine, this new stock is
more heavily built with a shorter back, and typically appears with a
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roached mane, An Amarna Period relief carving of a horse's head has led
some to suggest th at the Egyptians slit the nostrils of their war horses, but
numerous practical reasons argue against such an interpretation. 156
The light, two-wheeled chariot drawn by a team of horses, in use
throughout the Mediterranean world during the Bronze Age, reached its
pinnacle of effectiveness in ancient Egypt (see figure 11),157 Although the
chariot was an import ro the Nile Valley, the Egyptians quickly adapted
and improved on its design; they also integrated the chariot into religious
symbolism. From the Eighteenth Dynasty onward, Egyptian religious texts
can describe th e solar god traveling in a chariot;158 chariots abound in
representations of the daily royal journey at Akhet-aten, and Tutankhamun incorporated chariots into his commemoration of the O pet Festival
celebrations at Luxor Temple,
The basic Egyptian chariot consisted of a cab with two rear-mounted
wheels, a pole connecting the cab with the yoke and horses, and the tack
and trappings of the chariot team itself. 159 The chariot cab had a roughly
D-shaped floor plan formed by a wooden frame; chariot cabs were typically about 1 meter wide and 0.5 meter deep, and the axle projected a little over 0.5 meter to either side of the cab. The floor of th e ch ariot was
made of rope or leather mesh, a surface well suited to absorbing the shock
of the chariot as it traveled over rough terrain. The chariot pole ran
beneath the entire cab, providing further support for the vehicle. One or
more vertical supports connected the floor frame ro a curved wooden
"banister" that ran at waist level along the front, curving back and down
to the rear, The earliest Egyptian chariots had wheels with four spokes;
during the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty six spokes become standard,
and some experimentation with eight.spoked wheels is evident. 160 TI1e
rim and spokes of the chariot wheel were constructed of carefully shaped
wood pieces, and an outer wooden or leather tire could be added to
decrease wear on the wooden rim. 161 T he linchpins securing the wheels to
the ax le could be plain wooden dowels or elaborately decorated figures of
bound foreigners. 162
The wooden frame of the chariot body could be partially closed with
wood or leather sidings,163 and chariots with often elaborately decorated
leather sides were particularly popular during the Amarna Period."'"
Egyptian chariotmakers util ized several types of wood, with elm, willow.
and ash prominent in preserved examples.165 The Egyptians appear tu
have understood the properties of different woods and combined them
within relatively small elements of the chariot- the nave of the central
portion of a wheel might have a composite construction of elm an~
tamarisk. 166 The composite wood construction and leather siding made
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Figure II. Light wood~frame Egyptian chariot (dashed lines represent the leather etemem s
of the chariot body). After Herold, S(reitwagentechnologie, abb. 1.

the chariot both durable and light; reconstructions estimate the weight at
30 kilograms, light enough for a single man ro transport the vehicle when
necessaryl67 A cutout in the chariot siding just below the railing could
function as a handgrip for the charioteer or shield-bearer, and in some
cases, looped thongs were attached as handles. l68 A bowcase and one or
more quivers were fitted to the sides of th e chariot; even chariots in religious processions at A marna have these military accoutrements. l69
The horses were harnessed ro the chariot with yoke saddles attached
ro each side of the yoke, itself mounted at the forward end of the chariot
pole. The yoke saddles were provided with a loose girth, which would
tighten when the horse backed up, and a strap that passed around the
horse's chest, producing an effective traction system l70 Chariot horses
often wore cloth bardings, which provided some protection for the horses
against projectile weapons; l7l royal horses also wore gi lded crests with
ostrich feathers and had a golden disk attached to their yoke saddles. The
remainder of the tack consisted of a brid le, with either a dropped noseband or bit,172 and long reins, which ran through rings on the yoke saddle. Blinkers attached to the sides of the bridle limited the range of the
horse's vision, preventing the hotse from being distracted or frightened
during battles and processions. l7J The tack and trappings of the chariot
horses enabled the driver ro maintain control and turn rapidly, even at a
fast canter. 174
Six separate chariots were part of the funerary treasure in the tomb of
Tutankhamun, alongside elements of the harness and miscellaneous equipment,175 such as fly whisks, whips,176 and possible hoof picks. 177 Two char,ots have gilded wooden bodies with inlays, adorned with images of
Tutankhamun as rampant sphinx trampling his enemies, and rows of bound
prisoners. The sumptuous decoration of these two chariots would have
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made them impractical for the battlefield but ideal for festival processions
and other state occasions; two such decorated chariots await Tutankhamun and Ankhesenamun during the celebration of the Opet Procession,
as depicted at Luxor Temple,178 The four remaining chariots have wooden
frames, which originally would have been covered with leather. These
more lightly built chariots had wooden tires, at least one of which showed
signs of replacement due to wear, and would have been suitable for hunting or warfare, One of the chariots in Tutankhamun's tomb lacks any decoration and is the most sturdily built, suggesting it was intended to be used
during an actual campaign,
The New Kingdom Egyptian army could also travel with a type of transport chariot, a two-wheeled wagon that may be identical to the donkeydrawn "chariots" occasionally attested in Ramesside texts. 179 These may
have been intended for general transportation of materiel, but this, as
numerous later generals have learned and as the ancient Egyptians themselves would have known, could impede the progress of an infantry force
by restricting its movement to areas across which a wagon could travel. I80
The lack of pulling ability of ancient harnesses in general shows that the
two-wheeled carts depicted in the camp scenes of Ramesses II were not
simply baggage carts, for they would have offered only a disadvantage with
regard to weight-carrying ability, but were more probably fast-moving commissary wagons that could accompany the chariots. l81 Even under battle
conditions, the transport chariots could supply armaments, ammunition,
water, and food to men and beasts, allowing the Egyptian forces to maintain arrow fire and physical strength for a longer time than would be possible if the chariotry were supplied only by what each chariot crew could
carry. Occasionally military forces might have employed much larger wheeled
vehicles, as when Thutmose III used ox-drawn carts to transport prefabricated boats across Syria-Palestine to Mittani. 182

War Dogs
As in hunting, so in warfare, dogs frequently accompany Egyptian soldiers,
especially those engaged in desert operations and border patrol. Dogs appear
in early predynastic art (ca. 4500 B.C.E.), most often in hunting scenes;lSJ
those most common in early hunting and police/military scenes are termed
tchesem in ancient Egyptian, and are representatives of the breed now
called basenji. l84 Some Old Kingdom scenes show such dogs in the company of desert huntsmen, while basenjis in a more explicitly military context appear on numerous monuments and depictions of the First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom, particularly associated with the
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desert and Nubian troops.185 On the "Hound Stela" of the Eleventh Dynasry
'Uler Antef II, one of the basenjis has the name Abaikur, meaning "hound"
n Berber, suggesting a southwestern origin for that particular dog. 186
Such depictions are rare by the time of the New Kingdom, and the
Jogs apparent in New Kingdom military contexts are more often of a grey·
ound type, with floppy ears and long, gently curving tails. IS7 At least one
Jog accompanies the Egyptian infantry attacking Asiatic troops on the
painted box of Tutankhamun, particularly appropriate to that scene as the
"haraoh was said to teach the As iatics to obey Egypt and do "the dog
walk."I88 ln a scene ofRamesses II slaughtering a Libyan enemy, a small yet
"icious female dog called "Anat Is Protection" named for an Asiatic godJess who helps Egypt in war bites the rump of the cowering foreigner. 189

Clothing, Armor, and Defensive Weapons
~!ost

O ld Kingdom and First Intermediate Period depictions of soldiers
,how men wearing only kilts; in some Old Kingdom reliefs, recruits wear
nothing more than a belt with three strips of cloth attached. l90 With
ubian aux iliaries of the First Intermediate Period, something like an
actual military unifonn appears. These Nubian troops usually wore a short
fabric kilt in conjunction with a long, multicolored leather sporran hanging in front, attached by a belt knotted in the back. !91 The use of the
sporran among N ubian troops may also have contributed to the developmen t of formal Egyptian military aprons, which appear by the time of the
New Kingdom.
Soldiers of the early Eighteenth Dynasty sometimes wore long,
pointed, and relatively narrow aprons.192 By the Amarna Period, two more
voluminous and presumably padded sporrans were in use, one a long pleated
apron widening to the bottom, the other an essentially heart-shaped
sporran. 193 Soldiers, particularly in the naval branch, could wear a leather
overk ilt. wh ich was cut into a net pattern, with a solid piece of leather
covering the seat. 194 This item of clothing probably originated as a naval
garment, intended to protect the linen kilt underneath from excessive
'we-aT during rowing. 195
Climate and Egyptian emphasis on speed of movement apparently dis·
couraged the development of body armor. 196 A metal breast protector
appears in a Middle Kingdom scene, I97 but for the Old and Middle kingdoms, the only garments common on soldiers' torsos are crossed textile
bands. 198 Quilted and leather protection for the torso appears during the
New Kingdom, usually in the form of bands wrapped around the chest and
over one shoulder. In some cases infantry soldiers could wear a jerkin with
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overlapping metal or leather scales, but such armor appears only rarely in
Egyptian texts and depictions. 199 Tutankhamun was buried with a cuirass
composed of numerous thick leather scales,2oo a more practical version of
the elaborate corselet, made to look like overlapping wings of a protective
fa lcon that pharaohs often wear in combat scenes.
No scene of Egyptian chariotry shows any member of an Egyptian chariot crew wearing armor, although Asiatic charioteers can appear with scale
armor201 A depiction from the tomb of Qenamun, a contemporary of
Amunhotep 11,202 suggests that the Egyptians also could use metal armor;
among a number of items presented to the pharaoh during the New Year's
festival is a type of scale body armor with solid metal gorget reminiscent
of the "Dendra Panoply.'>203 Both the scale armor from the tomb of Qenamun and the segmented suit from Dendra, Greece combining a gorget
and a helmet-provided considerable upper-body coverage with an almost
complete neglect of the legs, a type of armor ideal for protecting a chariot
warrior, whose lower body was protected by the chariot, and who required
considerable protection for his upper body, but at the same time needed
his arms free to wield weapons. The shield-bearer/driver, on the other
h and, was normally lightly attired, since he could shelter himself behind
the shield or crouch behind the body of the chariot; his lack of armor also
contributed to the relative lightness of the Egyptian war chariot.
Footwear for Egyptian soldiers probably consisted primarily of sandals,204 although soldiers in Egyptian battle scenes appear more often to
have gone barefooted into the fray. Leather sandals and even elaborately
laced bootlike sandals, harbingers of the Roman caligae, are attested already
during the early Predynastic Period 205 An expedition inscription of the
Middle Kingdom refers to a large supply of spare sandals available for the
troops on the march,206 and another inscription suggests that an improperly shod soldier might have resorted to theft. 20 ) New Kingdom soldiers
probably did wear sandals on the march,20B but may have divested themselves of such during actual combat; constant marching and training witho ut footwear can lead to remarkably thickened foot soles. 209 Curiously,
even though a type of leg wrapping similar to military puttees common in
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries C.E. is known from the
New Kingdom, appearing at least once in an Amarna tomb scene, no such
shin protectors appear in a clearly military context. 2tO
At least some Middle Kingdom soldiers, as mummified remains from
Deir el-Bahari reveal, could wear their hair thick and greased, forming a
natural protection against blows to the head and neck, and such practice-perhaps N ubian in origin-probably persisted among Nubian auxil iaries during the New Kingdom 211 Textile head coverings are well
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attested, and metal helmets appear during the New Kingdom,212 Egypt ian
and fore ign charioteers often wearing a bullet-shaped helmet with streamers attached to the top.2lJ Egyptian infan tty did not wear any sorr of neck
or face protection, although in scenes of ri tual combat, Egyptian stick
fighters/fencers could wear a type of chin and cheek protector.214
The shield was the predominant form of body protection at all periods
of Egyptian history.lIS Predynastic shields, such as those depicted on the
Hunters Palette, were small and irregular, perhaps made predominately of
leat her2 16 Shields during the earlier pharaonic period were often large,
and tall, full-coverage shields are known from the M iddle Kingdom.217
Most New Kingdom shields were constructed of wood, either painted or
covered by an animal skin; they were flat at the bottom, with a round top,
some having sides tapering slightly to the bottom, and provided protection from the shoulders to the hip. 218 Sh ields could be flat or convex {like
the Roman scutum } on the outer face, and some were provided with a
metal boss near the center. The shape of the New Kingdom sh ield was a
compromise between a defensive sh ield and one suitable for use as a pushing weapon in compressing a line of enemy infa ntry. New Kingdom soldiers in melees and on the march often appear with shields slung over
their shoulders with a diagonal m ap, the sh ields thereby protecting their
backs and necks while freeing both hands. Shields also could be provided
with a loop on the oute r edge. 219 ln their shape and configuration, N ubian
sh ields differed from those carried by Egyptians, being oval or irregularly
shaped pieces of leather or leather-covered wood, with a strap attached to
the edge of the shield. 22o
Some of the few surviving ancient Egyptian shields come from the
tomb of Tutankhamun. Instead of cowhide, two of Tutankhamun's shields
are covered with cheetah skin, a much more expensive material (see figure 12). T he outer edges are gilded, and the cartouches of the pharaoh
adorn the center of the shield . Except for the unusual cheetah skin and
gilded elements, these shields closely resemble those used by most infantry
soldiers. Four further shields found in the tomb of Tutankhamun were
purely ceremonial, their surfaces adorned with wooden cutout scenes of
the king seated on a thro ne, smiting his animal or human foes, and trampling his enemies as a sphinx (see figure 13}.221

Signaling Equipment
Once the fog of war descended on the ancient battlefield, effective communication between a commander and his troops was of paramount im~
portance. As wi th most ancient armies, the Egyptians appear to have

Figure 12. Shield of Tutankhamun
(Egyptian Museum , Ca im, JE 6158 1).
Wood-backed shield covered with
cheetah hide and decorated with
a gold plate bearing the cartouches
of Tutankhamun. Courtesy of the
G riffith Institu te, Oxford Un iversi ty.

Figure 13. Openwork sh ield of
Tutankhamun (Egypt ian Museum.
Cai ro, JE 61577). The gilded and
pa inted wood of this shield shows the
pharaoh Tutankhamun as a humanheaded sphinx trampling two N ubian
enemies; the open fan behind the roya l
sphinx emphasizes his div ine nature.
The hieroglyphic text to the right reads
"The perfect god who tramp les the
foreign lands, who smites the ch iefs of
all of the fore ign lands. Lord of strength
like the son of Nut (Seth ), valiant like
Montu who dwells in Thebes," fo llowed
by Tutankhamun's cartouches. Courtesy
of the Griffith Institute, Oxford
University.
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employed both visual and aural signals in military maneuvers. Standards
identified the branch of the army to which a unit belonged infant ry,
chariotry, and navy222 Depictions of standards within the tombs of officials at Amarna include images of the king smiting a foreigner, m royal
cartouches,224 boats,225 rectangles (probably bearing painted scenes) adorned
with a feather, and fans (see figure 14);226 the wooden top of an actual military standard, decorated with a Wepwawet jackal on a standard and two
running soldiers, was discovered at the workman's village at Amarna 227 In
addition to large standards for identification purposes, ancient Egyptian
commanders also could employ smaller flail ensigns, wooden sticks with
attached streamers, ro communicate commands visually.228 Signaling across
long distances could be accomplished through intervisible rowers (see
page 194).
Visual signaling would not always have been possible, and units in battle would not always be free to glance from the oncoming enemy horde to
ch eck for a waving standard. Music could, however, pierce the din of combat,z29 T he drum may have provided both marching beats and initial
maneuvering signals to the troops230 Trumpeters, who often appear at the
front of the army, probably sounded the charge and more complex commands. 231 Two trumpets, each made of precious metals and decorated with
scenes of the deities Amun-Re, Ptah, and Re-Horakhty, were discovered
in the tomb of Tutankhamun;232 wooden cores fitted into each trumpet
and maintained the shape of the thin metal instruments. 2JJ A scene from
a tomb at Amarna shows just how trumpets such as those from the tomb
of Tutankhamun would have been used 234 The entire scen e consists of
five registers, four of which are occup ied by units of ten armed soldiers;
the central register is empty but for a single figure on the far left facing to
the right and holding a trumpet to his lips (see figure 25). The space
stretching away from him to the right seems not to be empty, but reserved
for the now silent notes of the signal blasts.

Fortifications, Camps, and Siege Technology
Defensive architecture is probably as old as cities themselves, and in the
N ile Valley, fortifications existed by 3200 B. C.E. before the un ification of
Upper and Lower Egypt. 2l5 Textual and archaeological evidence for Old
Kingdom fortresses is scant,236 and the First Intermed iate Period and early
Middle Kingdom appear to have witnessed a number of developments in
defensive military architecture. Desert outposts appear already to have functioned in far-flung corners of Egypcian h egemony during the late O ld Kingdom.237 To control Egypr's colony in Nubia, the pharaohs of the Twelfth
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Figure 14. Soldiers carrying different mili£ary standards as part of rhe Opet Procession, from
re liefs in the Colonnade Hall of Luxor Temple carved during the reign of Tutankhamun.

(top ) Epigraphk Survey, Luxor TemlJie 1, pI. 93. (bottom) Ibid., pI. 98. Couttesy of the
Orienta l lT1$titute of the University of C hicago.
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Dynasty erected a series of large mud-brick forrs in strategic locations (see
chapter 4). These monumental defensive structures were not isolated outposts, but were the centerpieces of a network of smaller forts and watchposts, all connected by patrol roads that traversed the desert hinterlands.
With advances in fortifications came advances in siege technology.238
Wheeled siege ladders appear during rhe late O ld Kingdom and the First
Intermediate Period.2J9 Several early Middle Kingdom to mbs at Beni
Hasan depict sapping on a large scale: three men within a protective testudo work a long, crowbarlike pole against the walls of a fortress,24o Reed
mats embedded between the courses of bricks in the Middle Kingdom
Nubian forrresses decreased the effectiveness of such sapp ing methods.
Similarly, the use of a sloping glacis at the base of fortress walls deterred
the use of battering rams.241 During the wars of the late Second Intermediate Period and early New Kingdom, the Egyptians appear to have been
content to invest enemy c ities rather than to mount any destructive siege
or sapping attack. T his should not be construed, however, as evidence
that the Egyptians were incapable of attacking fixed fortifications; Ramesside Period battle reliefs demonstrate that when they chose, the Egyptians
could destroy a fortification H2
Egyptian armies on the move, when no established fort ification was
available, appear to have constructed temporary laagers,24J the best evidence for which appears in New Kingdom depictions. Particularly lively
images of camp life from the time of Tutankhamun appear in the Memphite tomb of General Horemhab H4 The tableau accompanying Ramesses
II's commemoration of the Battle of Kadesh depicts the royal encampment; a large central tent belongs to the king, with the arm y encamped
roundabout, the entire camp surrounded by a square palisade of shields.
The command tents would have been quite large, with tall central pole
and resulting conical roof. Such a tent appears in the Memphite tomb of
Horemhab (see figure 15) and shows that the commander would have
taken with him folding furniture of a sort well attested in actual examples
from the tomb of Tutankhamun. Ancient texts provide ev idence of te n ts
made of both cloth and leather, the latter having the advantage of durability and the disadvantage of weight.245 A scene in the tomb of Horemhab
shows a large number of soldiers struggling with what must be a heavy and
thick roll of tent material- probably leather, given the number of men
carrying it and the difficulties they are evidently having. 246 Inside the
camp, in keeping with the age-old Egyptian image of the basic layout of a
city, two streets crossed at the central command area, divid ing the enclosure into quadrants; the formal layo ut of the camp suggests that the Egyptians may well have followed a pattern later adopted by Roman and
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Figure 15. Scene of a military camp from the Memphire tomb of Horemhab. 10 the upper
register, a man sits in a chariot resting on a stand, while the spirited horses are held by a
groom. Below is a peak~roofed tent wi th provisions and a folding s(Oot. To the right, a
donkey feeds from large vessels and a young boy carries a platter of fruit. A jumble of
furniture, including a headrest, appears in the lower right co mer. Courtesy of (he
Bildarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz/Art Resource, NY.

Byzantine armies whereby temporary camps possessed a consistent, even
codified layout. 247
How the common soldiers prepared their personal bivouacs remains
unclear. 248 Egyptian soldiers rarely appear carrying anything like a backpack
or a purpose-made carrying pole of the sort attested for the Roman armyH
However, rhe Egyptian hieroglyphic representation of a herdsman, another
person commonly living out of doors, shows a man carrying a bundle hanging from a stick that he could balance on his shoulder (
this hieroglyph and a similar representation of a soldier carrying objects in a camp
scene from the tomb of Horemhab 250 suggest that Egyptian soldiers might
have carried their camp gear in a manner not unlike that of Roman soldiers after the reforms of Marius. No particular nomoyal accammodarioID
appear in the scenes of Ramesses II's camp near Kadesh, and Amam;.
talatar depict what are probably soldiers apparently sleeping under the
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tars, with their blankets pulled ovet their heads.Z51 While on active campaign, the army may purposefully have traveled light.
Archaeological and textual evidence suggests that the Egyptians also
constructed semipermanent outposts that were something between the
large, well-established fortresses and the temporary camps set up on campaign. Such intermediate constructions could function as elements in a
larger system of fortifications; Middle Kingdom rock inscriptions in Nubia
refer to fortified enclosures for which no readily apparent remains have
been discovered (see page 96). The conflicts of the Second Intermediate
Period fueled the construction of a number of smaller fortifications for
' pecific purposes; the defensive system west of Thebes was crucial to the
military success of the Seventeenth Dynasty, creating a "back door" into
Hyksos-controlled territory to the north, and enabling Theban patrols to
capture enemy messengers attempting to bypass the area of direct Theban
hegemony.251 Two freestanding towers at the northern border of ancient
Thebes served as defensible lookouts as well as checkpoints along the
Wadi Alamat Road, a heavily traveled track in the Western Desert. 253
Other semipermanent encampments in remote locations facilitated
the control of strategic routes in places impractical for a large fort and garrison. One Second Intermediate Period/early New Kingdom encampment,
halfway between the Nile Valley and Kharga Oasis, consisted of two dry-tone and partially subterranean tent bases; a third, smaller stone circle a
-hart distance away functioned as a cooking area. 254 The twin towers of
the Wadi Alamat Road and the deep desert tent emplacements on the
"'ad to Kharga also guarded cisterns along their respective tracks; the cistern on the high plateau between the Nile and Kharga, apptoximately 33
meters deep, is a testament to the hydrological engineering skills of the
Egyptians. In Nubia, where desert tribes continued to threaten Egyptian
olonial interests throughout the New Kingdom, Egypt continued to con,truct semipermanent outposts. Outing the reign of Tutankhamun, Nubian
IOlicemen were stationed in the oasis of Kurkur, manning a portion of
'hat a stela of Turankhamun from the region (see pages 113-117) calls
.he "Wall of Pharaoh." No easily identifiable fortification is visible in or
ear the oasis, 50 this "wall" might have been constructed from perishable
naterials, such as wood and thorn bushes, much like the temporary forti',cations of British armies on campaign in Africa during the nineteenth
entllry.255
The great civilization so well known for sprawling architectural complexes
nd cyclopean edifices also applied its magisterial talents for the organiza,n of human labor to militaristic pursuits. Just as Egyptian building tools
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did not undergo much change over thousands of years, the Egyptians
rarely made alterations to their arsenal of weapons. The chief innovations
of Egyptian military thought were more in strategy and tactics. Although
many Egyptian armaments remained relatively unchanged for millennia,
the Egyptian emphasis on indirect engagement and speed of movementmore than cultural conservatism accounts for this lack of innovation. In
general, the Egyptians valued mobility and the use of projectile weapons
above the development of armor and the heavy infantry so necessary for
the set-piece battles of the later Graeco-Roman world. The Amarna Period
is no less militarized than any other period of Egyptian history, and Akhenaten and h is successors put their forces to good use defending Egypt's
interests in its northern and southern empires.

4

LAND OF GOLD:
THE SOUTHE
EMPIRE
A further matter w the viceroy of Nubia: "Do not be lenient! Be on guard

against their people and their sorcerers !"
- Amunhotep II to Usersatet, viceroy of Nubia 1

y the reign of Tutankhamun, Nubia had been an Egyptian colony for
two centuries, yet Egypt's southern neighbor never lost its repu tation
for potentially inimical magical potency so apparent in Amunhotep II's
advice to his viceroy2 N ubia contributed mOte than strong magic, however, to the world of Egypt. Before the rise of pharaonic civilization, and
during the formative phases of Egyptian history, cultures to the south and
west exerted considerable influence on developments in the Egyptian Nile
Valley3 After the emergence of rhe pharaonic state during the late third
millennium B.C.E., Egypt began to surpass Nubia in cultural complexity,
but the regions south of A swan remained an integral part of Egypt's religious, cultural, and economic identity. Nubia was not only the source of
much of Egypt's gold; through her N ilotic and desert routes, she was also
Egypt's primary link with trade routes to the south. From these areas came
many valuable products, not the least importan t of which were those
essential to religious cults-leopard pelts for priestly costumes, ostrich
feathets for elaborate divine fans and official costumes, and the myrrh and
incense burned continuously in the sanctuaries. 4 A natural antagonism,
born of a cultutal, economic, and military interdependence between Egypt
and Nubia, combined with their close cultural and religious ties to create
a unique and often fluid colonial relationship.s
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During their long history, the two regions shared much in religious
ideology and cosmic outlook; although Egypt's traditional southern border was at the ciry of Aswan, a cultural continuum ex isted between
southern Egypt and northern Nubia,6 The two areas were closely connected between ca, 5000 and ca. 3200 B, C,E" near the end of which
period native regional powers in both Egypt and Nubia developed into
more unified kingdoms. Conflict between the Egyptian and Nubian polities was inevitable, and successful forays by early Egyptian rulers into
Lower (northern) Nubia proved a maj or setback for the developing Nubian
kingdom 7
In addition to the often stifling effects of direct Egyptian influence and
control, climatic change also affected the course of Nubian history, During
the time of the Old Kingdom in Egypt, between 2600 and 2300 S,C,E"
increased aridity in northeastern Aftica forced a number of different but
interconnected groups into ever closer contact as the seasonal lakes and
desert oases in the eastern and western hinterlands of the N ile Valley
diminished in number and moisture 8 The influx of nomadic desert groups
into the southern Nile Valley displaced N ilotic Nubians al ready living in
the region, and appears ultimately to have led to the creation of a series
of allied Nubian states that threatened Egyptian trade interests in Nubia
in about 2300 B.C.E 9
At the same time, the decline of Old Kingdom power after the end of
the Sixth Dynasty, and the onset of the First Intermediate Period in
Egypt, with a weakened shadow of central government far to the north,
and warring monarchs in the south, allowed the fl edgling Nubian polities
to flourish-the Nubians even provided auxiliary troops for the armies of
Egypt, soldiers whose presence and martial talents appear ultimately to
have fanned the flames of civil strife thtoughout the Nile Valleyw The
Theban reestablishment of a strong central government and the founding
of the Middle Kingdom in 2055 S.C,E. again led to Egyptian military domination of Nubia.
A lthough Egyptian outposts existed in N ubia during the O ld Kingdom, those early manifestations of Egyptian control could not compare to
the extensive and complexly conceived fortress system the rulers of Egypt's
Twelfth Dynasty (ca. 1985- 1773 S ,C.E.) constructed between the First and
Second cataracts, The Twelfth Dynasry's defensive network in Lower
Nubia remained the physical basis for many of the later New Kingdom
policies in northern Nubia. To understand the Nubi.a n strategies of Egypt's
Amarna Period rulers, one musr first examine the Middle Kingdom fortification system in Nubia, and understand how the conflicts of the Second
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Intermed iate Period and the lessons the Egyptians learned during that
politically dark period led the pharaohs of the early Eighteenth Dynasty to
alter the architecture of Egyptian imperialism in Nubia.

Egyptian Fortifications in Nubia
Though their imposing and massive mud- brick walls were among the earliest and most impressive large-scale fortifications surviv ing from antiquiry,
many of the remains of the enormous Egyptian fortress system in Nubia
are now lost beneath the lake formed by the successive Aswan dams. Rescue archaeology throughout the fi rst quarter of the twen tieth century and
again during the 1960s resulted in the excavation and publication of a
number of the forrresses.lJ However, recognition of ancient Egypt's brilliant strategy of fortification and the flexibility of that strategy in adapting
to a changing threat appear to be as hidden to military history as are now
the physical remains of most of the fortresses. lz
During the First Intermediate Period (2160-2055 S. C.E.), Upper Egypt
entered a period of war and civil unrest; local rulers and their partisans
besieged the capitals of their rivals, and governors annexed neighboring
districts, all the while often acknowledging but seldom heeding a shadowy
line of rulers at Heracleopolis in the north. Even after the late Eleventh
Dynasty, fighting and ruling from Thebes, had reestablished the control of
a centralized administration over all the country, internal strife continued,
even marring the reign of Amenemhat I (1 985- 1956 S. C.E. ), first ruler of
the Twelfth Dynasty. Amenemhat I campaigned at least once in Nubia,
following upon the successes of the founder of the Middle Kingdom, Nebhepetre Montuhotep Ill) The consolidation of Middle Kingdom h egemony over Lower Nubia came with the reign of Senusret I (1 956-1911
S. C.E. ), son and successor of Amenemhat I, who established a major chain
of fortresses between Aswan and the point of the ultimate extent of
Egyptian-controlled territory in early Middle Kingdom Nubia. 14 During
the reign of Senusret I, this southern border of Egyptian control in Nubia
coincided with the Second Cataract, an area of the N ile where the granire bedrock is elevated and impedes the progress of the river, creating a
series of rapids and at rimes virtually unnavigable waters. The Ni le forces
its way across a cotal of six such granitic barriers between the confluence
of rhe Blue N ile and rhe White Nile at Khartoum and the traditional
southern border of Egypt proper at Aswan. As the cataracts were natural
barriers co river traffic, they greatly influenced placement of the Egyptian
southern frontier throughout the Middle and New kingdoms.
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Senusret [ appears to have constructed five fortresses north of the Second Cataract, each sited for a different strategic purpose, I; The northernmost, twin forts of Ikkur and Kuban were constructed on opposite sides of
the Nile at the terminus of the roads leading into the Wadi Allaqi goldmining region, 16 The fortress at A niba, approximately halfway between
Buhen and Ikkur/Kuban, guarded a fertile agricultural region that possessed a number of native Nubian C-Gtoup settlements. The fortresses of
Buhen and Kor marked d Ie southernmost extent of Egyptian controL
Despite the different motivations for the locations of the fortifications,
they all possessed a similar rectangular ground plan, with one side abutting the Nile and a single main gateway oriented toward the desert,
The most elaborate construction in Senusret I's fortress system was the
fortress of BuhenY In its earliest incarnation, Buhen contained a central
fort measuring approximately 150 by 138 meters, enclosing all of the administrative, economic, and residential buildings. A daunting defensive
system surrou nded this central unit, The mud-brick walls, nearly 5 meters
thick at the base and originally more than 9 meters high, were reinforced
with wooden beams and reed matting; along the base of the main wall ran
a lower, outer wall punctuated with round towers containing multiple
looph oles, which overlooked a ditch, about 7 meters wide and 3 meters
deep, with a counterscarp opposite the parapet. An outer defe nsive wall,
reinforced by small round towers, enclosed a much greater area of about
420 by 150 meters, The location of the early Middle Kingdom fortresses
on open ground would have made them vulnerable to a long-term siege by
a technologically sophisticated opponent, but such did not ex ist in N ubia
at the time of the earl y Twelfth Dynasty; 18 instead, the flat terrain invited
a massed attack by infantry, an attack that must ultimately fail in the rain
of arrows the defenders would have poured onto their hapless foes from
the loopholes along the protected walls of the elaborate central fortification. The fortresses of the early Middle Kingdom were also effective campaign bases for conflicts fought farther south or deeper in the surrounding
deserts in regions beyond direct Egyptian controL
The fortresses constructed during the reign of Senusret I served as
stunning architectural expressions of Egypt's domination over Lower Nubia,
and their main function was militarily pragmatic. 19 At rhe same time,
however, the fortresses could serve economic functions, facil itating the
storage and transportation of raw materials, particularly gold. An inscription from the N ubian amethyst quarry at Wadi el-Hudi suggests that
Senusret l's fortress construction was paralleled by economic integration of
the N ubian population, particularly as workmen on large mining expedi-
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tions.20 Fortresses could possess their own granaries and treasuries, which
could supply military expeditions and provide a basis for trade.zl
Toward the end of the Twelfth Dynasty, the political situation in Upper
(southern) N ubia appears to have changed dramatically, and Senusret III
(1870-1831 S. C.E.) made extensive alterations to at least some of the earlier forrs, and constructed a new series of fortresses to adapt to the evolving threat from the south. The fortress plans of the late Middle Kingdom
did not rely on the rectilinear shapes of the plains fortresses, but rather
conformed to the topography of the rocky hilltops the later fortresses occupied in the southern portion of the Second Cataract region, part of the
area known in more recent times as the Batn el-Hagar {Belly of Stones}.
The imposing fortress of Buhen already guarded the northern portion of
the Second Cataract; probably as part of Senusret Ill's mod ifications to
the southern limes,zz the outer wall of Buhen was rebuilt with defenses
mirroring those of the inner fort: a wall with con tin uous parapet and rectangular towers overlooking a ditch and a counterscarp. Additional barracks and other buildings might have been built in the northern portion
of the extensive area between the inner fortress and the imptoved outer
line of fortificat ions B The fortress of Kor, just south of Buhen, also
appears to have been enlarged during the reign of Senusret IIl.H
As the late Middle Kingdom Egyptians altered the earlier fo rtifications, they also transformed the entire system of fortifications. Within the
Batn el-Hagar, Senusret 1lI commissioned a string of new hilltop fortresses: Mirgissa, Shalfak, Uronarti, and Askut. 25 Although each of these
fortresses possessed a unique ground plan contoured to the rocky outcrops
that formed its foundation, all of the fortresses within the Batn el-Hagar
share similar defensive features. Buttressed walls with projecting towers
were combined with spur walls, giving defenders access to high areas and
outcrops near the fortresses without requiring those areas to be enclosed in
larger walls, and allowing control of the approaches to the promontories
upon which the forrs were built. Projecting towers, a featu re already incorporated into early Middle Kingdom Buhen, guarded the entrances to the
fortresses, while enclosed stairways connected the fortresses with the river,
providing a constant access to water in case of a prolonged siege. A unit
of three add itional fortresses guarded the southernmost point of Egyptian
control ar the southern end of the Barn el-Hagar: Semna, Kumma, and
Semna South.26 Semna, the largest of the complex, had a L-shape ground
plan nearly 130 meters on each long side. Semna South, the first line of
defense, was much smaller than either Semna or Kumma, but possessed
the same bas ic defensive features: bastions ptojected from the main wall
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approximately 2 meters, beyond which was a 7,S -meter-wide ditch, Surrounding the ditch was a counterscarp with glacis, Semna South had a particularl y secure access to water- a subterranean staircase that ran beneath
the outerworks,
A mud-brick wall with parallel track ran from just beyond the fortress
of Semna South to near the fortress of Uronarti, bypassing an area of the
Nile particularly difficult for navigation,27 Such a use of a wall to defend
a road, and perhaps to function at least in part as an elevated path for
armed patrols, parallels the Middle Kingdom wall connecting Aswan to
the area opposite the island of Philae 28 To some extent these fortified
paths are similar to the later "long walls" connecting Athens to the port
of Piraeus,29 T he Egyptians might also have construc ted a dam near the
Semna complex of forts,30 Naval communications among the fortresses
may also have used portage points, such as the portion of a slipway discovered near the fortress of Mirgissa 31
Rather than functioning as isolated units, the Egyptian fortresses in
N ubia were administrative centers, defended by fort ifications and outerworks, integrated into a larger defensive system, in which some forts ful filled specific roles. The island fortress of Askut possessed enough granaries and storerooms to provision the garrisons of nearly all the other Second
Cataract forts and appears to h ave functioned primarily as a fortified grain
depot for military expeditions into hostile Nubian territory. Mirgissa, at
the northern end of the Batn el-Hagar, was a focus of trade between Egypt
and N ubia, Watchtowers, desert ourposts, and an extensive series of patrol
routes were other important components of Egyptian hegemony in Lower
Nubia 32 The intervisibility of the fortresses and smaller outposts suggests
that visual signals were communicated between neighboring components
of rhe fortress system J3 For more complicared messages, couriers traveling
along the maintained roads could relay urgent information 34 A unique set
of military dispatches from the fortress of Semna, surviving as copies forwarded to the Theban military command center, records rhe movements
of even small groups of locals Nubians and demonstrates the effectiveness
of Egyptian patrols in N ubia during the late Twelfth Dynasty,35
The N ubian border defense system of the late Middle Kingdom appears
to have been constantly on "high alert," and the virtually impregnable
fortresses built during the reign of Senusret III were intended to oppose a
very different threat from that for which their earlier Middle Kingdom
counterparts had been designed. Between the reigns of Senusret I and
Senusret Ill , a N ubian state centered around the Third Cataract, which
would soon develop into the Kingdom of Kerma,36 had become increas-
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ingly centralized and had expanded into the territory just south of the
Egyptian border at Semna. Sitting astride major African trade ro utes and
profiting from continual interaction with the Egyptians to the north,
already by the Middle Kingdom the rulers of Kerma had amassed considerable wealth , as reflected in their burial goods, and appear to have improved the military technology or at least the military planning of the
Upper Nubians, as the defenses of their capital Kerma reveal. Although
the flowit of the classic Kerma culrure would not occur for another hundred years, the Kermans of the late M iddle Kingdom, during a transitional
period between the Middle Kenna and C lassic Ke rma cultures, exhibited
nascent forms of the traits that would transform Upper N ubia into a formidable foe .l7
Senusret Ill's border defense system succeeded in keeping the Kerman
dueat at bay until the collapse of the Middle Kingdom nearly a century
later. The Thirteenth Dynasty continued the foreign policy of the late
Twelfth Dynasty,38 but by the time of the Seventeenth Dynasty, many of
the Egyptian military officials in N ubia-who may have been considered
colonists by the late Middle Kingdom government, and some of whom
were descended from families that had lived in Nubia for generationss-seem to have viewed themselves as Nubians rather than Egyptians and
allied themselves with the Kerman rul ers.l9 At the height of its power,
Ke rma controlled-at least indirectly-the area from the Fourth to the
First cataracts.40 Near the end of the Seventeenth Dynasty in Egypt, at
least one Kerman ruler was able to recruit auxiliary troops from throughout Upper N ubia and its surrounding regions and attack Upper Egypt. 4!
The large-scale and audacious raid against the area of Elkab suggests that
the Kermans might have possessed formidable military capabilities already
during the late Middle Kingdom, when the Egyptians expended so many
resources to construct and garrison the Nubian fortresses and their outlying patrol rOutes.
The third phase of Egyptian fortresses in Nu bi a began with the reconquest of Lower Nubia, inaugurated by Kamose, the last pharaoh of the
Seventeenth Dynasty, and completed by his immed iate successors.42 The
Egyptian army first recaptured the forme r Lower N ubian possessions of the
Middle Kingdom43 and began to restore the fortress of Buhen,44 probably
damaged during the Egyptian takeovet of the stronghold.45 A lthough New
Kingdom Buhen was imposing, and a functional fortification, it lacked
the elaborate outerworks and loophole system of the Middle Kingdom
fortress-the appearance of power had become more important than the
well-deSigned architectural means of manifesting that power. Kamose's
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two immediate successors, Ahmose and Amunhotep I, concentrated on
reestablishing the earlier Middle Kingdom border and reducing the remnants of Kerman power. 46 Construction activities by Ahmose and Amunhotep I at Sai,47 about 100 kilometers south of Semna, represent a first
attempt at expanding the southern border past its Middle Kingdom location, presaging the major change in New Kingdom Nubian policy that
commenced with the reign of Pharaoh Thutmose I, when the farthest
known extent of Egyptian campaigns reached the area of Kurgus, north of
the Fifth Cataract (see pages 102- 105),
Instead of entirely reconstituting and restoring the architectural strongpoints of the Middle Kingdom defensive system in Nubia, the New Kingdom rulers transformed the border defense system of the Middle Kingdom
into an effective colonial administration. 48 At the island fortress of Askut,
a substantial portion of the interior fortified area was abandoned, but a
large residence, comparable to mansions at Amama, and other buildings
were consttucted outside of the original fortifications. 49 At Buhen many of
the elaborate defensive features of the late Middle Kingdom in ner fortification were abandoned; rebuilt walls and towers often stood directly on
earlier debris, and the dry moat was filled and the counterscarp removed
to construct a sunken toadway. Judging by jar sealings and dockets on
wine amphorae, the rebuilt administrative center at Buhen flourished during the reigns of Amunhotep Iil and Akhenaten SO New military installations, on the other hand, appear to have been built during the reign of
Thunnose I to prevent revolts by hostile Kushite leaders and to consolidate the Egyptian territorial gains between the Fourth and Fifth cataracts;
although these installations were probably constructed near centers such
as Tombos, Napata, and even Kurgus, without further archaeological
examination, the nature of these fortifications remains unknownS I
When viewed against the impressive developments in military architecture in Middle Kingdom Nubia, the New Kingdom fortresses in Nubia
are eloquent architectural testimony that Nubia by then had become a
series of client states, not an occupied territory. During the New Kingdom,
Egypt also established a series of lightly fortified settlements throughout
Nubia, further evidence of Egypt's confidence in its new colonial system
(see "Amama Cities in Nubia" below). Modestly fortified native settlements and auxiliary forts in use during the Eighteenth Dynasty, such as
Areika,52 suggest that the local Nubian population participated in the
policing of the new colonial system and its defense against threats from
groups who had not accepted Egyptian hegemony. The open plans of the
restored and renovated fortresses around the Second Cataract and the concomitant construction of fortified cities further demonstrate an emphasis
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on the economic role of the physical infrastructure of the New Kingdom
Egyptian presence in Nubia.
The strategic sophistication reflected in the development of Egypt's
Nubian fortresses finds excellent parallels in the Roman Empire's more
well-known border defenses (see figu re 16). Just as the designs of Roman
fortresses corresponded to changes in Roman approaches to border defense,
to changes in the enemy forces threatening those borders, and to the very
concep t of border, so the ancient Egyptian fortifications in N ubia appear
to reveal similar physical manifestations of similar policies. Understanding
rhe evolving concepts behind Rome's border defenses ultimately contributes to a more complete appreciation of the concepts behind the Egyptian
fortresses in Nubia. In combination with archaeological evidence from
Nubia, this in tum allows informed speculation regarding the nature of
N ubian political organization and the sophistication of Nubian military
forces at a given time.
Roman border defenses, and those of Egyptian Nubia before, may be
said to consist of three basic types: mobile defense, perimeter defense, and
defense in depth 53 In the case of Rome and its fore ign possessions and
dependencies, these three approaches to border security followed one after
another in that order. During the early empire (30 B.C.E. to 68 C.E.), client
states guarded Rome's borders, and the legions themselves, the ir bases well
protected within Roman territory by the intervening client states, ideally
fought battles beyond Rome's borders. Permanent fortifications might be
within Roman territory, but the camps of the legions on campaign were
permanent elaborations of the temporary camps the units built when on
the march. The combination of simple fortifications and client states in
New Kingdom N ubia parallels the defense strategy of the early Roman
Empire. The fortress of Buhen during the New Kingdom, like a legionary
outpost in the territory of a client state, was impressive, and served the
function of holding any possible attacker at bay long enough for the
troops inside to draw up their ranks on the field of battle (see figure 16 D,
0). The elaborate fortifications developed later in the Roman Empire were
unnecessary in the Age of Augustus, when a series of allied states, quickly
becoming Romanized, separated the empire from its enemies. Whereas the
successful acculturation of the client states led Rome to create a new
defense against the enemies still beyond its expanded borders, the New
Kingdom Nubian colony lacked any powerful neighboring opposition. The
outer fortresses of the early Roman Empire, and the forrs and fortified
cities of New Kingdom Egypt, were the protective enclosures of armies
intending to meet the enemy as often as possible in the field; such structures were ultimately fortified sleeping areas for mobile forces.
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Figure 16. Development of Egyptian fortifications in Nubia. (A) Plan of the early Midd le
Kingdom fortress at Buhen. (B) Plan and reconstruction drawing or the late Middle
Kingdom fort ress at Buhen, showing Senwoseret Ill's mod ifications [0 the outerworks.
(C) Late Middle Ki ngdom fortress on the island of Askut. The fortress conta ined extens ive
granaries and was made morc defens ible by the add ition of spur walls. (D) New Kingdom
fortress at Buhen. T he inner citadel lacks the sophisticated outer defensive elements of
the earlie r fortress. (E) Roman fortress of the late th ird cen tury, d isplaying towers and
wide ditch and berm. (F) Roman hilltop fortress of the late fourth century, with projectim!
towers and complex gateway. G) Roman legionary fortress of the first and second centuri ~
with thi n walls and narrow ditch and berm. All Egyptian fortress plans are shown to scale.
Reconstruction drawings after Badawy, Ancient Egyptian Architecture, VoL 2, 213, 221 ; Vol
3, 460. Plans of Buhen aher Emery, Smith , and Millard, Fortress of Buhen, pis. 2- 4. Plan
Asku{ after Smith, Askut in Nubia, fig. 2.8. Roman fortifications after Luttwak, Grand

Strategy of ,he Roman Empire, 164-165 .
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During the mid -first century C.E. and throughout the second, the
Roman Empire incorporated most of its client states, leading to the formation of a static perimeter. The buffer of the earlier client states removed,
ci1e fortresses became more elaborate and more permanent, standing as
they often did at the edge of barbarian territory, although the commanders of the legions had not yet abandoned the concept of mobility. The design of the Nubian forts of the early Middle Kingdom is the architectural
manifestation of a strategy of border control closely paralleling the perimeter defense system employed by the Roman Empire ftom the second century C.E. to the middle of the third. The Roman perimeter defense consisted of legionary fortresses behind outer defenses, with patrol roads and
watchtowers connecting the larger fortifications. Hadrian's Wall, which
guarded the northern border of Roman Britain, is strategically equ ivalent
to the Egyptian forts and the associated system of roads and smaller watchposts built during the reign of Senusret I. Functionally, the early Middle
Kingdom fortresses and their outliers served the same purpose as their
counterparts in Roman perimeter defense of the second and early third centuries, whi.le architecturally, both early and late Middle Kingdom Buhen
correspond to Roman fortifications constructed as the perimeter defense
began to fail in the later third century (see figure 16 A, B, and E).
Both the Egyptian and the Roman defensive works visibly marked
physical boundaries and served as staging points for military action beyond
the fortifications. The forts constructed early in the reign of Senusret I,
such as Buhen, functioned in year eighteen of his reign as bases for a
Nubian campaign launched against enemies south of the Second C ataract.54 The roads connecting the various defensive elements were the
linchpins of both systems, providing rapid communication and the ability
to coordinate a forward offense. Like the Nubian forts of the early Middle
Kingdo m, the Roman perimeter defense system was intended to protect
against enemy groups who posed a continuous low- intensity threat and
only occasionally mounted major attacks. The fortifications constructed
during the reign of Senusret I appear to have been appropriate for the
N ubian enemy of the time-the C-Group in Lower Nubia and the developing Kerman kingdom in Upper N ubia, neither of wh ich appear to have
possessed either sophisticated siege technology or the economic base for a
prolonged conflict .
From the middle of the third century C.E. through the fifth century C.E.
in the Roman Empire and during the late Egyptian Middle Kingdom in
Nubia, a response to external threats transformed a perimeter defense into a
system of defense-in-depth. In the case of Rome, increasingly numerous and
ultimate ly more militarily sophisticated opponents required that fortresses
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be able ro exist as islands of order in a sea of barbarian chaos, centers from
which the legions and auxiliaries could counterattack the enemy hordes
once the overwhelming flood of their initial onslaught had begun to ebb.
In Nubia, the Kermans of the late Midd le Kingdom, at the dawn of the
classic Kerma culture and its military successes, prov ided a similar impetus
for the creation of a new fortification strategy. T he h illtop fortresses built
on the rocks of the Barn el-Hagar during the reign of Senusret III find close
parallels in the fortifications of the Roman defense-in-depth system developed during the third and fourth centuries C.E. , in which fortifications
were constructed with more elaborate defensive architecture and situated
on more easily defendable high ground (see figure 16 C, F). In the face of
stronger opposition, both the Egyptians and the Romans were unable to
maintain a static perimeter, instead devoting a swath of border territory to
rhe absorption of an enemy attack. While the declining Roman Empire
was forced to sacrifice the integrity of its frontiers, the powerful and cent ralized government of Senusret III intentionally extended Egypt's Nubian
fortresses into the southern region of the Second Cataract proper, incorporating the agriculturally unproductive region of the Barn el-Hagar as a
defensive buffer.
The Egyptian fortifications in Nubia reflect Egypt's changing approach
to its N ubian limes. Throughout the Middle Kingdom, the fortresses became more complex and defensible, and the border itself was extended in
the late Twelfth Dynasty. After the expulsion of the Kermans from Lower
Nubia and the conquest of Upper Nubia, the Eighteenth Dynasty pharaohs
were able ro create an effective colonial administration in Nubia, essentially reproducing the extensive bureaucracy of Egypt itself. By the time of
the reign of Akhenaten, Nubia was in many ways a second Egypt, and less
than six h undred years after the reign of Tutankhamun, a Nubian kingdom espousing thoroughly Egyptian ideology and pharaonic kingship
would conquer Egypt itself. 55 The somewhat complex history of Egyptian
fortifications in Nubia demonstrates the ingenuity of Egyptian strategy and
the capability of the Egyptian military to adapt ro a changing enemy-all
of which contributed to the success of Egyptian colonization in New Kingdom Nubia.

The Southern Border of the New Kingdom
Although the toponym "Nubia" is omnipresent in modern descriptions of
ancient Egypt's southern neigh bor, the name does not actually appear in
ancient Egyptian sources. For N ew Kingdom Egyptians, ancient N ubia
consisted of two major N ilotic territories: Wawat, encompassing Lower
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(northern) Nubia from Aswan to the Second Cataract; and Kush, the area
of Upper (southern) Nubia from the Second Cataract to Kurgus, between
the Fourth and Fifth cataracts. The Egyptians also employed a number of
other "tribal" names for the groups who inhabited the southern deserts.
Geography primarily determined the border between Wawat and Kush, for
the region of the Second Cataract, the Belly of Stones, was one of the
longest impediments to riverine traffic along the Nubian stre tch of the
N ile River. The southern border of Kush at Kurgus might seem arbitrary,
as there is neither a cultural break in that region nor a cataract. However,
a combination of geographical factors, particularly the location of desert
roads, dictated the extension of Egyptian control to the area of Kurgus
and not beyond.
The reign of Thutmose I marked a transition in Egyptian policy in
N ubia. Whereas the late Seventeenth Dynasty and the related first two
rulers of the Eighteenth Dynasty appear to have followed to some extent
an adaptation of Middle Kingdom policy, holding a main base in the area
of the Second Cataract and launching punitive strikes, Thutmose I mounted
a maj or campaign in which he expanded the southern border of Egypt far
beyond that of any previous Egyptian pharaoh. 56
The army of Thutmose I probably began their long trek toward Nubian
domination in the city of T hebes and divided into a river and desert column as they progressed southward. 57 At Kerma, the army of Thutmose 1
annihilated a large enemy force, 58 killing a Kerman ruler and hanging his
body upside down, as if the N ubian rebel were the chaos serpent Apep
(see pages 18-19). Enjoying thei r military success, the Egyptian army
probably camped in the fertile region around Kerma, an area of some comfort and relaxation, prior to beginning the arduous hau ling of equipment
along the Nile among the Third, Fourth, and Fifth cataracts, a stretch of
the Nubian N ile ca lled the "bad water." Between the Fourth Cataract,
near the modern area of Kurgus, more than 500 kilometets sourh of
Aswan, Thutmose [ halted his forward advance and carved a triumphal
boundary inscription on a large quartz boulder. 59 T hutmose ['s far forward
base in Nubia rendered obsolete the elaborate hilltop fortresses of the Second Cataract and contributed to the success of Egypt's Nubian policy for
the remainder of the New Kingdom.
Two texts from the reign of T hutmose [ explain why control over the
region of Kurgus was essential to Egyptian domination of Nubia. The first
text is the autobiography of the marine A hmose, son of lbana; the other
document is the monumental stela of the pharaoh T hutmose I himself
near Tombos at the Third Cataract. T hese two texts describe a particular
portion of the Nile between the Fourth and Fifth cataracts where the Nile
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current flows from northeast to southwest. In general, a Nile journey from
south to north involved use of the Nile current itself. When traveling
from north to south, an ancient Egyptian was almost always sailing against
the Nile current, but usually could rely on the north or northwesterly
breezes that often prevail in Egypt.
In those portions of the Nile channel in which the river did not flow
roughly from south to north, navigation against the current of the Nile
could become extremely difficult. In bends where the Nile flowed in a
more or less southerly direction, shipping was accomplished only with
great difficulty and at times no little danger. w Upstream navigation of
those portions of the river, such as the section of the Nile around the
Fourth Cataract in Nubia, would entail a vessel moving against both current and prevailing wind. Ahmose, son of Ibana, simply and evocatively
refers to the area of the Fourth Cataract as the "bad water": "Then I was
brave before him (Thutmose I) at the bad water, during the hauling of the
ships over the cataract."61
The Tombos Inscription of Thutmose I more fully, albeit in some ways
more confuSingly, refers to this same area as "that inverted water which
flows downstream/northward while going upstream/southward." This somewhat confusing text could easily refer to the region of the Nile between
the Third and Fourth cataracts, where the river flows downstream to the
south and upstream to the north, the opposite of its accustomed direction.
Thutmose I and his military forces witnessed the difficulties involved in
transporting a major military force along the "inverted water."62 The same
problems, described quite clearly and in some derail by Winston Churchill, were encountered by the British forces in the late nineteenth century during Kitchener's advance for the reconquest of the Sudan:
On the 4th of August the gunboats EI Teb and Tarnai approached the
Fourth Cataract to ascend to the Abu Hamed~Berber reach of the river

[area south of the Fifth Cataract]' ... About 300 local Shaiggia tribesmen
had been collected, and their efforts were direcred--of, as the result
proved, misdirected .... The steamer, with her engines working at full
speed, succ.eeded in mounting half the distance. Bur the rush of water was
then so great that her bows were swept round, and after a narrow escape
of capsizing, she was. carried swiftly downstream . ... Four hundred more

Shaiggia were therefore collected from the neighboring villages, and in
the afternoon the Teb attempted the passage. Her fornmes were far worse
than those of the Tamai. Owing to the lack of co-operation and discipline
among the local tribesmen, their utter ignorance of what was required of
them, and the want of proper supervision, the hauling power was again too
weak . ... In ten seconds the Teb heeled over and turned bottom upwards. 63
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A prior recognition of the problems of navigating the Nile at these
"upside-down waters" probably led Thutmose I to include the area of the
Fourth Cataract in the tertitory under direct Egyptian control. The region
around the Fourth Cataract is also the point of departure for desert routes
crossing the desert fill ing the Bay uda Bend of the Ni le toward the Sixth
Cataract, just north of Khartoum, as well as points to the north, accessing
the lower N ubian Nile in the area of Buhen 64 Control of the Nile at a
point sufficiently upstream of this juncture of inverted N de course and
desert routes would ensure direct Egyptian control of a difficult section of
the Nile that wou ld present a formidable cha llenge to an Egyptian force
struggling against both wind and current when opposed by a hostile Nubian
force. A permanent Egyptian presence at Kurgus also would ensure advance warning of any enemy force attempting to move directly aga inst the
Second Cataract via the desert routes of the Bayuda Desert.
A further consideration in favor of Kurgus as the location of the Egyptian southern border also may have been the site's connection with trade
routes much farther to the southeast, particularly roads leading to an area
the Egyptians called "Punt," most likely in eastern Sudan, northern Abyssinia, and possibly at times including the region across the Gulf of Aden
into the southern Arabian Peninsula 65 In Egyptian inscriptions, Punt
often appears as "god's land," since it was an important source for myrrh,
gold, ebony, ivory, and other products essential for religious cu lts. Two
routes ex isted between the Egyptian Nile Valley and Punt one overl and
from southern Nubia, and another through the Eastern Desert and then
south through the Red Sea. 66
T he influence of Puntite trade on Egyptian policies in Nubia fi nds support in the activities of Harshepsut 0473- 1458 B.C.E.), who often mimics
the policies of her father, Thutmose I. A woman ruling as a pharaoh , Hatshepsut had the particular desire to repeat the activities of Thutmose I ,
emphasizing her politically questionable role as legitimate successor to the
throne 67 An interest in the land routes from southern Nubia to Punt
under Thutmose I may have led to Hatshepsut's great naval expedition to
Punt. In the scenes and inscriptions of her Punt expedition she displayed
so prominently in her mortuary temple at Deir el-Bahri, Hatshepsut refers
to open ing lip new wa.ys of access to Punt and elim inating middlemen in
Puntite trade.
The Puntite expedition of Hatshepsut primarily traveled the Red Sea
rou te to Punt, and her inscriptions imply that the maritime voyage was
much more direct than previous expeditions, suggestin g that her predecessors, Thutmose I and T hutmose II , relied on merch ant middlemen and the
land route to Pun t. The importance of land routes and the Nile in Puntite
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trade with Egypt did not cease with Hatshepsut's great naval expedition,
however, and a stela, possibly dating to the reign of Akhenaten, from
Gebel Tingar in west Aswan68 appears to refer to the products of divine
Punt arriving via the Western Desert, probably along the route connecting Aniba with Aswan via the oasis of Kurkur,
Although no complete evidence about the N ubian strategy of Thutmose I exists, the actions of his successors suggest that the early Eighteenth
Dynasty pharaohs established their border along the Fourth Cataract to
secure the N i10tic and desert back door of the Second and Third cataracts,
as well as to establish a forward Nilotic trading point for the religiously
important exotica of Punt, If the Egyptians contracted their southern border, they might spend less resources maintaining control over southern
Nubia, but then they would lose more direct control over trade. Based on
the actions of early Eighteenth Dynasty kings, in addition to military reasons, we must consider the important influences of trade on Egyptian policy in Nubia during the Amarna Period,

The Viceroys of Nubia
The economic importance of Nubia, the almost constant interactions and
even interdependence of the people and economies of Nubia and Upper
Egypt, and the significance of Nubian trade routes fostered a New Kingdom administration of Nubia centered less around a military infrastructure
and military command than was the case during the Middle Kingdom,
New Kingdom Nubia instead represented a modified form of the Egyptian
civil administration 69 influenced by military organization and earlier fortress administration 70 The ultimate arbiter of justice and chief administrator in Nubia was the "King's Son of Kush," the viceroy of Nubia in Egyptological parlance 7l Use of the term "viceroy" evokes the title of the chief
administrative official of the British Raj in India. This evocation is illumi nating, for New Kingdom Nubia functioned in many ways similar to British viceregal India, and the Egyptians' own aspirations and plans for
Nubia during the New Kingdom presage to a great extent those of their
British counterparts in India during the nineteenth and early twentieth
,
centurles.
The Egyptian title "King's Son," which often appears as an abbreviation for the more complete designation "King's Son of Kush," was the continuation of a court title of the Second Intermediate Period, often involving
military powers, and was not necessarily an indication of blood relationship
to the king or to the royal family as a whole;72 not until the very end of
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the New Kingdom was the holder of the title King's Son of Kush actually
related to the pharaoh. The title "King's Son" possessed military connotations, and viceroys of Nubia often had military careers in add ition to
administrative and economic experience.13 The pharaoh himself conferred
the office of viceroy upon each new incumbent;H a unique scene in the
tomb of Amunhotep, called Huy, viceroy during the reign of Tutankhamun, depicts this importan t investiture (see figure 17).15 Huy appeared
before the pharaoh Tutankhamun, while the ch ief of the treasury presen ted Huy with the seal of the latter's new office. As he handed over the
seal, the chief of the treasury recited the following words: "I hereby delegate to you (authority) from Hierakonpolis to the region of Napata."
H uy's responsibilities extended from the south ernmost districts of Egypt to
the Fourth Cataract-a stretch of the Nile as long as the entire course of
the river in Egypt.
Huy had begun his official career under Akhenaten's viceroy Djehutyrnose, serving as the Hscribe of correspondence" and "royal messenger in
all foreign lands."16 As royal messenger, H uy also would have participated
in the network of letter carriers who transported these important missives
throughout the Egyptian empire,n there by acquiring the topographical
knowledge necessary for a properly traveled military officiaP8 Before
becoming viceroy, Huy had achieved the rank of lieutenant general of the
cllariotry, and his investiture inaugurates a series of viceroys who began
their careers as chariot officers. Upon his investiture, Huy took on another
important function: "O verseer of all of the gold lands of Amun," a viceregal title since the reign of Amunhotep ill. As the overseer of the gold
lands, Huy not on ly monitored the economic aspects of gold production,
but also was required to protect the mining regions from the incursions of
hostile tribes, as had h is predecessor Djehutymose (see pages 11 8--119).
After Huy's investiture in office, he probably administered his N ubian
responsibilities from the fortified city of Faras. A lthough one of Huy's
most important functions of both an economic and a religious naturewas the presentation of southern tribute to the Egyptian ruler, when Huy
first arrived in Nubia to assume his duties as viceroy, he was probably
bringing gifts from Egypt to the local N ubian chiefs and admin istrators. 19
Some h ave cast doubt on Huy's vigilance in office, claiming that he performed most of his viceregal duties while living comfortably at Thebes,
but no ev idence ex ists to support such a claim 8D Near the scene of investiture in H uy's tomb there is indeed a depiction of Huy's Theban
house,sl but the scene is associated with the return of the newly minted
viceroy to his home, where family and friends acclaim him following his
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appointment and prior to his inaugural voyage to Nubia. Although he
may have maintained a household at Thebes, Huy probably spent much if
not most of his time at Faras,
T he viceroy of Nubia had charge over two deputy administrators, a
deputy of Wawat in the north and a deputy of Kush in the south, The terri tory of \Vawat extended from Aswan to the Second Cataract, while that
of Kush stretched from the Second Cataract to Kurgus, This historically
and geographically dictated division of the country was reproduced during
another colonial era: the British governor-general of the Sudan was aided
by two provincial governors of the provinces of Haifa and Dongola 82 Like
the viceroy himself, the deputies of Wawat and Kush often came from
the ranks of the military. For example, Penniur, the deputy of Wawat for
the viceroy Huy, was the deputy commander of the fortress of Faras at the
time of Huy's investiture under Tutankhamun. In addition to the fortress
commanders and mayors of the fortified cities in Nubia, the two deputies
presided over ministers of agriculture (e.g. , chief of cattle, overseer of the
granaries), ministers of the Nubian treasury, and a large number of scribes
who recorded all the details of day-to-day administ ration.
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The exact relationship of the viceroy to the inte rnal Egyptian administration is unclear. A lthough the chief of the treasury relays to Huy the
pharaoh's statement of appointment, the viceroy appears by his very title
to have reported directly ro the ruler;83 he was probably roughly on a par
with the viziers of Egypt, perhaps not so important within Egypt as were
th ey, but created more in the pharaoh 's image and therefore of much more
importance outside of Egypt than any other member of the Egyptian
administration .84
In add ition to an elaborate civil administration, Egypt's N ubian colony
also possessed a large military force. Permanent garrisons were an essential
component for the functioning of the fortresses as well as the fortress
towns, construction of wh ich continued through the Eigh teenth Dynasty.
The head of the military administration was the "chief of the troops/regiments (pedjut ) of Kush ." The term pedjut for battalion in the title also can
have the more specific mean ing of "bow troops, archers," and th is particular nuance would be appropriate for native N ubian contingen ts, whose
arch ery skills were prized. Se veral other types of troops-heavy infantry,
naval forces, patrolmen, and some mounted patrols and messengerswould h ave supported the large forces of archers.
A t the same time that Egyptian administration by Egyptian administrators was transplanted into N ubia, many local N ubian rulers fo und themselves suddenly elevated in status and groomed to be the mi rrors of pharaonic sociery.85 Following Thutmose I's establishment of the Nubian border
at Kurgus, the area of Upper N ubia was divided into five districts, each
under the control of a Nu bian prince loyal to the Egyptian pharaoh ; such
a division may have been an attempt to mirror the nome administra tion
of Egypt. A historical inscription from the reign of Thutmose 1I is the primary source for the adm inistration of U pper N ubia, reorganized afrer a
revolt by two Kush ite leaders, probably sons of the former Kerman king.86
The Egyptian arm y decisively crushed the rebellion and brought one of
the N ubian leaders back to Thebes as a prisoner. H is fate is unknown he
was possibly executed in a ceremonial fashion ,s1 although the Kush ite
prince may have sworn an oath of loyalty to the pharaoh and returned to
his native land.
In an attempt to minimize the likelihood of such a rebellion , N ubian
princes often grew up in the Egyptian court, alongside the future pharaoh
and similar yo ung pri nces from other foreign lands. Many of the Egyptianized N ubian rulers boasted of their title "child of the n ursery."88 T h is policy of raising princes in the Egyptian court theoretically installed rulers
sympathetic to Egyptian culture and religion in N ubia and Syria-Palestine
without any military expenditure. In some cases the fo reign chi ldren who
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did not return to rule in their native lands became close confidants to the
pharaoh-for example, a Nubian man named Maiherper received the
privilege of being buried in the Valley of the Kings (one of the few commoners ever to receive this favor) from a pharaoh of the mid-Eighteenth
Dynasty.89 As one would imagine, the indoctrination of foreign princes
with Egyptian values was not always successful and could create backlash
among the native population. During the reign of Ramesses III (11841153 B.C. E.), a Libyan prince sent from Egypt to rule over the previously
rebellious tribes of the Sahara created dissatisfaction among the Libyans,
precipitating an invasion of Egypt;90 no similar failure is attested with
Nubian princes.
In addition to the extensive tole of native rulers in the Egyptian administration of Nubia, some foreign groups from regions north of Egypt were
also sent to Nubia. In a letter written to Zalaya, the ruler of the city of
Damascus, Akhenaten requests that Zalaya deport to Egypt a group of
Apiru, seminomadic peoples who harassed the urban areas of the Levantine coast, to Egypt. 91 Akhenaten specifies that these Apiru will be sent to
Egypt's colony Nubia, probably to garrison newly constructed fortified
towns such as Gem(pa)aten (Kawa). The trade in auxiliary troops also
affected the Nubian population directly-in another document from the
reign of Akhenaten, the ruler of Ugarit requests palace servants from the
"land of Kush."92 The Nubians possibly sent to Ugarit might have been
prisoners of war or groups who moved voluntarily; this potential deportation of Nubians may even be behind an interesting statement in an
ancient Egyptian letter describing the ever-present arms of Akhenaten's
deity the Aten; among the wishes for the health and well-being of the
king, the letter states: "may he [the Aten] extend his arms and bring to
you southemers."93 Akhenaten appears to have continued the Egyptian
practice of removing small, rebellious, or troublesome groups to a less
familiar territory, far away from potential allies, resettling them in an area
where they could function as effective auxiliary troops for the Egyptian
state. 94

Amarna Cities in Nubia
Although dense urban centers in Egypt often arose because of their strategic locations, in terms of both economic activity and military and administrative control,95 the relatively narrow band of fertile land on either side
of the Nile caused the population to be relatively evenly distributed. 96
During the late Old Kingdom, pharaohs created a series of officially founded
"new" cities, which in turn fostered new power bases and burgeoning
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urban centers 97 Sometimes these purpose-built cities filled a needed void
in the country and increased the agricultural potential of the area. Other
centers, such as Almet-aten, appear to be viable population centers only as
long as a state-sponsored program supported the city. The New Kingdom
colony of Nubia benefited from the creation of a number of new urban
areas, several of which were founded or expanded during the Amarna
Period.
A Ithough desert dwellers and populations south of the Fifth Cataract
continued to harass Egyptian activity in Nubia, the extension of Egypt's
border ro Kurgus gave the Egyptians access to major desert routes, allowing them to deal. swiftly with incursions, and the allied Nubian client
states provided unmatched local expertise in defense. During the Eighteenth Dynasty, the Egyptians continued to alter the existing fortress system (see above), but New Kingdom Egyptian activity in Nubia focused on
urban foundations98 and religious constructions,99 with military architecture in a subord inate position. Nubia shares fully in the religious upheaval
during the reign of Akhenaten, as weU as in the restoration of the cult of
Amun following his death.
Almenaten built extensively at two new cities in N ubia--Sesebi and
Kawa-both of which contained temples dedicated to the Aten, and he
sent his minions to Napara and other Nubian cult centers of Amun to hack
out the name of the Theban deity. Kawa, whose ancient name Gem(pa)aten means "the Aten is discovered," lay at the end of a desert route that
led to Napata, a shortcut across a large portion of the bend of the Nile
between the Third and Fourth cataracts; archaeological evidence suggests
that the city was originally founded by Amunhotep ll l. IOO Akhenaten first
erected a temple for Amun at his new city of Sesebi while he still ruled as
Amunhotep IV and worshipped the traditional Egyptian pantheon; later,
Akhenaten appears to have rededicated this temple to the Aten and built
another temple for his solar cult; 101 Akhenaten's constructions at Sesebi
might have been theologically as well as physically linked to his father's
temple at Soleb. 102 Talatat from yet another Aten temple have been discovered at the site of Dokki Gel, a city founded earlier in the Eighteenth
.
Dynasty just north of Kerma. 103
The worship of the Aten at these remote Nubian sites lasted no longer
than did the cult of the peculiarly Amarna era solar disk in Egypt. Tutankhamun replaced the Aten temple at Kawa with an edifice dedicated to
Amun-Re; since Amun-Re was a syncretism between the god of Thebes,
Amun, and the sun-god Re, the nam.e of the city Gem(pa)aten was not altered, since the solar disk cou ld easily be considered an aspect of Amun-Re.
Tutankhamun or Horemhab might have built another temple to Amun-Re
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at Napata, wh ich would become the center of Amun worship in Upper
N ubia.104 T he mention of the area of Napata in the investitu re of Huy as
viceroy of Kush supports the existence of an Egyptian base of operations
at Napata from at least the late Eighteenth Dynasty.1°5
Furthermore, nothing suggests that worship within these N ubian temples was limited to native Egyptians, and anum ber of texrs and rel iefs
indicate that Nubians played an important role in Egyptian religion even
within the Egyptian Nile Valley. Akhenaten's southern temple-builcling
program strongly suggests that Nubia had assumed a fully in tegrated role
in Egyptian religious ideology. T he massive economic output required for
A khenaten's constructions probably surpassed the real or propagandistic
needs of the Egyptian colonists, and the temples were most likely aimed at
converting the local population ro the new universal solar worship. T he
temple-building programs of Akhenaten and his successors provide important clues to the ultimate success, from an Egyptian point of view, of the
transformation of Nubia into an extension of the perfect model of the world
that was the land of Egypt. Implanting the developed pharaonic concept
of the city and urbanism inro N ubia also aided this transformation.
The city- building activities of Tutankhamun in N ubia were part of his
program of economic development and increased governmental control,
even altering the administrative bases of the chief Egyptian officials. A
newly founded fortified city at Faras, incorporating the remains of an earlier Middle Kingdom fortress, appears to have represented the major base of
pharaonic power du ring the reign of Tutankhamun, replacing Aniba as the
seat of the viceroy of N ubia and the deputy of Wawat. 1iJ<S In addition to its
administrative importance, Faras, whose ancient name was Neb-kheperu-re
Sehetp-netcheru (Nebkheperure [TutankhamunJ is th e pacifier of the Gods),
housed a cult of the deified pharaoh Tutankhamun. 107 The cult of Tutankhamun at Faras recognized the pharaoh as a manifestation of the local form
of Amun; one particularly eloquent stela of the Nubian viceroy H uy from
Karnak Temple preserves a hymn to the de ified Tutankhamun w8
A number of features made Faras a desirable site for the base of operations for Tutankhamun's Nubian administration, but its prima ry strategic
importance was its connection to a number of far-reaching desert roads.
A lthough Faras was north of the major waterway obstacle of the Second
Cataract, an eastern desert t rack leading south from Faras connected the
city with points as far away as Kurgus. Interestingly, Faras was near to
Wadi Haifa, the starting point for the cross-desert railroad to Abu Hamed,
next to Kurgus, constructed by the British forces during the Mahdist wars
at the end of the n ineteenth century; 109 the British railroad likely followed
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nearly the same t rack used by the Nubian administration of Tutankhamun. From the west, two separate tracks led from Faras inro the oases of
Dunqul and Kurkur, the latter of which was the intersection of further
roads leading to Aswan and Thebes; other routes led into small Nubian
oases such as Selima. The existence of these routes and evidence of their
use in pharaonic times indicate that Faras was a dyna mic hub of land- and
river-based traffic.

The Tutamkhamun Stela from Kurkur Oasis
In March 1997, members of the modern Egyptian army stationed at an
outpost near Ku rku r Oasis discovered a stela with a unique text (see figure
JS)110 This monument sheds unexpected light on the border patrols of
Lower Nubia, underscores the importance of Faras and its extensive network of dese rt roads during the reign of Tutankhamun, provides a glimpse
of the somewhat surprising functions and importance of a modest Nubian
patrolman, and highlights an otherwise little-known corner of Nubian
administration- the frontier secret service. The text records a rebuke by
the deputy of Wawat, Penniut, to an unnamed Medjoy patrolman who has
fa iled to receive a seal on time; the text even gives the Medjoy's reply to
this rebuke and his profession of loyalty to the pharaoh.
Below the offering scene, which depicts Tutankhamun presenting incense to the ram-headed god Khnum, two figures flank several columns of
text. On the right side, in a flounced kilt typical of high Egyptian officials
of the late Eighteenth Dynasty, is a man named Penniut, who possessed
several important titles: overseer of the granary, chief in Duatneferet (possibly the ancient Egyptian name for Kurkur OaSis), and deputy of Wawat.
Penniut is one of the officials present at the promotion of Huy to viceroy,
but when artists were decorating Huy's tomb, Penniut was only the deputy
commander of the fortress of Faras, apparently a stage in his career prior
to attaining the rank he possesses on the Kurkur stela. Penniut and Huy
were both stationed at Faras, and they probably communicated freq uently-Penniut even quotes Huy in his speech recorded on the stela.
Penniut has his right arm raised in a gesture of official address; the
man to whom he speaks is a Nubian soldier, a Medjoy patrolman, in the
lower left corner of the stela. The Nubian holds a bow in his right hand,
and his left hand is raised to his mout h in a gesture of speech; his body is
slightly bent, in a deferential bow. The bulk of the inscription on the stela
records Penniut's address to the Medjoy and the latter's response. The text
interestingly reflects spoken idiom rather thao the more formal language

Figure 18. Kurkur Stela of Tutankhamun. Photo by C. Manassa.
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typically found in hieroglyphic texts. Penniut reprimands th e Medjoy
patrolman for n ot coming in a timely fashion to rece ive an official seal
and concludes with a n ot very subtle threat to the policeman:
The fortress commander Penn iut, as he speaks to the Medjoy who guides
on the western wall: "What is the meaning of your not coming to show
the way on the wall of Pharaoh, may he li ve, be prosperous, and healthy,
since yesterday? You did not come to take the seal. Do you not know the

advice of the King's Son (of Kush) Huy, by way of properly establishing
the wall of pharaoh? 'Nay, put Pharaoh, may he live, be prosperous, and
healthy, in you r heart or you will die!'"
The Medjoy responds to his superior's criticism with an overview of his
daily duties. The Medjoy says:
"How great are they, the four item of travel which I make da ily; five ti mes
going up (the mountain ), five times going down (the mountain); so do
not let me be rep laced by another!"

The Medjoy describes his daily routine as a journey of fou r iteru , approximately 42 kilometers, a reason able although slightly long distance for
a small gto up of lightly armed men to cover in a day. III A larger group of
people encumbered by draft animals would probably not ach ieve a rate of
more than 25 kilo meters per day, stopping in th e eve ning. This suggests
that the Medjoy patrol is not simply escorting caravans, but is part of a
fast-mov ing series of pa trols together perhaps covering all the borde rs of
Egyptian Nubia, about which the Kurkur stela provides some of the only
specific evidence.
If the N ub ian sold ie r achieved an average speed of 2.5 miles per hour
in the wadis and hills of Kurkur, the Medjoy would be on th e move
between 8.5 and to h ours each day of his patrol. T h e fact that he refers to
"ascend ing and descending" five times each day indicates th at h is patrol
included Kurkur Oasis, which is in a depression surrounded by an escarpment. If the Medjoy were indeed covering on foot the approximately 26
miles each day, climbing steep h ills, the Medjoy of Tutankhamun's Kurkur
stela would certainly h ave reason for fatigue. Although on the stela he does
n ot appear with a mount, the Medjoy may h ave belonged to a mounted
patrol. Mounted Nubian patrolmen, at least some operating in desert
areas, are attested for the New Kingdom, and the Medjoy of th e Kurkur
stela may h ave belonged to such a group for whom the 26 miles a day
would be somewhat less taxing.
Although Kurkur lay along a track that led to A swan, and was relatively close to th at c ity, the Kurkur stela implies that the small oasis was
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one of the most distant outposts of the military administration centered at
Faras, In the stela text, Penniut refers to the "wall of Pharaoh," most
likely a system of outposts and patrol roads, which certainly incorporated
Kurkur Oasis, Archaeological investigations of Kurkur, however, have as
yet revealed no extensive remains or architecture, aside from a few dry
stone huts and walls, and certainly no fortress, At no time need we expect
that Kurkur, or any other of the smaller Nubian oases, possessed massive
fortifications,1 12 The Egyptian forces may h ave deemed small zeribas of
brushwood and camel thorn to be sufficient protection, enabling the Egyptians to have fortified Kurkur sufficiently without leaving any obvious
traces visible today, Perhaps military thinkers in ancient Egypt also had a
philosophical opposition to large defensive works in many h interland sites,
concurring with some nineteenth-century strategists in the belief that such
structures might contribute to the psychological advantage of the enemy, I 13
During the Mahdist Wars of the late nineteenth century, the British employed local Ababde tribesmen to garrison Kurkur Oasis without constructing massive fortifications, 114 much like the ancient Medjoy during the time
of Tutankhamun,
The Kurkur stela also reveals something of the chain of command of
military patrols in New Kingdom N ubia, The viceroy of Nubia derives his
authority directly from the pharaoh, and in tum transfers some of that
authority to the deputies of Wawat and Kush, As deputy of Wawat, Penniut appears to be in charge of some sort of "changing of the guard" ceremony at Kurkur Oasis in which a Medjoy patrolman apparently receives a
seal directly from a deputy of the viceroy of Nubia, O ne might initially
find Penniut's direct concern with an apparently low-level patrolmen
somewhat extraordinary, Penniut would more reasonably be annoyed, however, if his own journey to Kurkur Oasis for the t ransfer of the official seal
was not promptly reciprocated by the officer he went to meet, Perhaps the
Medjoy on the stela was- prior to his tardiness-a commander of the
Medjoy aux iliaries at Kurkur Oasis and the surround ing region,
If one postulates that periodically the deputy of Wawat met particular
patrol officers at border outposts, and delivered to them a seal in an official ceremony, a possible parallel appears from the Roman frontier intelligence system, The beneficiarii consularis were military veterans appointed
to border stations, carrying out and overseeing surveillance and economic
functions of frontier outposts as direct representatives of local governors I15 At least on the northwestern marches of the empire, the beneficiarii were particularl y associated with military roads, As emblems of their
office, they carried a ceremonial lance, perhaps comparable to the seal out
Medjoy was annoyingly late to receive, If this analogy is correct, then
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Tutankhamun's Kurkur stela is one piece of evidence suggesting that New
Kingdom Egypt and Nubia had a frontier surveillance system comparable
to that of the Roman Empire. Along with the regular garrisons of border
outposts and the patrols of the roads thereof, reporting ro local commanders who report to district commanders who eventually report to the military governors, the viceroys of Nubia apparently had direct representatives
in the frontier garrisons and patrols.
The administration of Nubia during the Amarna Period relied not
only on the physical remains of the Middle Kingdom's system of fortifications but also on the extended borders that resulted frQm successful campaigns in the early Eighteenth Dynasty. Egyptian civil government was
transplanted to a not wholly unfamiliar territory and actively recruited
rulers from the native population. T his vibrant interplay of Egypt and
Nubia is reflected in the equally vibrant paintings in the tomb of Huy that
portray Tutankhamun's peaceful and especially profitable rule over Nubia.
T he elaborate network of desert outposts that connected the cities founded
by Akhenate n and Tutankhamun with the rest of Nubia and points beyond likewise functioned effectively, as demonstrated by the unique stela of
Penniut and a Medioy patrolman.

Nubian Wars of the Amarna Period
A lthough early Eighteenth Dynasty rulers suppressed the rebellion of still
militant Kushite rulers and consolidated new administrative divisions in
Nubia, all was not entirely peaceful in N ubia for the remainder of the
Eighteenth Dynasty. As New Kingdom administration took hold in Nubia,
much of the riverine population entered more fully into the cycle of pharaonic administrative life; groups on the fringes of the Nubian province,
however, especially those inhabiting the desert regions beyond dle T h ird
Cataract, were particularly restive. T he Nubian conflicts of the late Eighteenth Dynasty at first appear to have been little more than police actions
or relatively safe demonstrations of pharaonic power. Some of these southern foes may, however, have been more dangerous than their relatively
small num bers migh t indicate.
In fact, the enormous Significance of the mineral wealth of Nubia and
th e great cultic importance of many of the products coming from and passing through Nubia meant that any group, no matter how small, that might
disrupt commerce between Egypt and N ubia could very well present a
potentially enormous threat far out of proportion to the actual size of the
enemy force . N ineteenth-century "small wars" and many twentieth- and
twenty-first-century conflicts similarly present opponents whose significance
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lies not in their numbers or military prowess but rather in the simple economic and even psychological disaster they might inflict if their designs
proceed unhindered.

Nubian War of' Akhenaten
An example of the colonial wars fought in Nubia during the Amarna
Period-and the often severe consequences for Egypt's enemies occurred
during the reign of Akhenaten l16 A stela set up by the viceroy of Kush
Djehutymose at Buhen and a nearly identical text at Amada, both quite
damaged, record a war sparked by the rebellion of the Akuyati tribe. III
The date of the conflict is also damaged, but the traces of the year date
suggest that the events occurred during year twelve of Akhenaten's reign. " s
According to the fragmentary stelae, a messenger reported directly to
Akhenaten (probably in Akher-aten) that troubles were brewing in Nubia.
Rather than donning his armor and seizing his bow and scimitar, like so
many of his illustrious ancesrors, Akhenaten chose to delegate the conduct of a pun itive expedition to his viceroy Djehurymose.
Charged with such an important expedition, Djehurymose would have
quickly called up the available Egyptian forces and the crucial Nubian
auxiliaries and equipped them for a desert expedition. As part of Djehurymose's planning for imminent military action, he would have received aid
from intelligence officers, such as the Medjoy patrolmen who traversed
such great distances over desert tracks. Careful preparation was essential,
since the Akuyati may have tried to use the harsh desert environment to
their advantage- a damaged portion of the text suggests that the Akuyati
retreated north of the wells of the mining region. Perhaps as the Sudanese
"Mahdi" would more successfully artempt in the late nineteenth century
with the Egyptian force commanded by the retired British general Hicks,
the Akuyati may have hoped to lure a larger and more unwieldy Egyptian
force into the desert in which the rebellious ones were at home. The strategy of the Akuyati failed in the face of Djehutymose's persistence and
organization.

The text gives no indication why the Nubians did not continue their
desert retreat or whether it was their choice to give battle at the wells.
Sim ilarly, we can only guess at the precise tactics used by the opposing
forces, but the Egyptian documents leave no ambiguity as to the result of
the battle: Djehutymose carried off 145 live captives, including 12 children, with a total of 225 enemy casualties; additional booty, probably 361
head of cattle, also is recorded1l9 Considering the small population numbers supported by the Nubian desert, and in comparison with the casualry
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numbers of more celebrated military conflicts, Akhenaten's combat
against the Akuyati certainly qualifies as a colonial "small war."J20
While the plunder list might appear to be the typical result of a battle
against a nomadic population, the treatment of the prisoners by Akhenaten is anything but normal. Both texts record that some of the captured
Akuyati tribesmen were "placed atop a stake," the Egyptian idiom for
impalement. Unlike the Assyrians, the ancient Egyptians rarely employed
the cruel practice of impalement. Merneptah (1213-1203 B.C.E.) is the
only other pharaoh whom we know to have meted out this horrific punishment in a military context, following the invasion of Egypt by allied
Libyan and N ubian armies. J2J Otherwise, impalement is reserved as a punishment for tomb robbery. The evidence is not sufficient to indicate
whether the stakes were used to display already deceased enemies or
whether the victims were still alive when impaled. Either way, the practice would serve to display the punishment and act as a deterrent for others who might share the sentiments of the impaled.
interestingly, ancient Egyptian texts from later in the New Kingdom
might explain why Akhenaten used such extreme measures against the
Akuyati nomads. According to the Kuban stela from the reign of Ramesses
II , the southern land of Akuta contained "much gold";122 since Kuban is
the Nile terminus of the main desert toad leading to the gold-mining
region in the Wadi Allaqi and considering the further content of the stela,
Akuta appears to refer to the Wadi Allaqi itself, formerly one of the richest gold-mining areas in northeastern Africa I 23 The similarity of the two
toponymns Akuyati and Akuta suggests that they may represent two attempts to write the same Nubian toponym in Egyptian script. If Akuyati
and Akuta were indeed synonymous, then the troublesome tribe was near
the precious gold mines, which would have provided Akhenaton with a
motivation for supplying a particularly harsh and grisly warning to any
who might attempt to tamper in any way with Egypt's gold supply. impalement would have had a profound psychological effect even on those who
did not join the Akuyati revolt, and the fragmentary stelae suggest that
the gruesome display produced the desired result. The stelae preserve part
of a speech of loyalty delivered by Nubian rulers who vow to strip their
own lands for the pharaoh, presumably so he will not come and do it for
them, and perhaps engage in impalement as a by-product.

Nubian War of Tutankhamun
The wealth of treasure buried in the tomb of Tutankhamun far overshadows the poorly attested historical events of the reign of Tutankhamun.
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Ironically, the numerous objects in Tutanlthamun's tomb adorned with
images of defeated enemies may have contributed through their wealth of
heraldic imagery to the view of Tutankhamun as a relatively pacific ruler.
The plethora of scenes of royal domination of foreigners in such standardized settings contri buted to the general impression of Tutankhamun as the
politically ephemeral and militarily insignificant "boy-king." Nearly all
items that might at some point find themselves under the pharaoh's feet,
such as his sandals and footstools , are decorated with depictions of bound
Libyans, Asiatics, and Nubians, so that he might symbolically crush his
enemies and enact a phrase ubiquitous in Egyptian texts "Your enemies
are beneath your two soles." Even the curved tops of some of Tutankhamun's walking sticks are transformed into elaborately carved images of
defeated enem ies whose backs have been broken beneath the strong arm
of the pharaoh .ll4
One object from the tomb of Tutankhamun-a small painted boxpresents a juxtaposition of mart ial and hunting images. 121 The overall
composition of the Nubian and Asiatic war scenes (see figure 1) on the
long sides of the box is virtually identical to the two hunting scenes on
the lid, and to the Egyptians, both hunting and warfare represented the
triumph of order over the forces of chaos.1 26 No text on the painted box
mentions a date or a specific historical event; rather each tableau transforms this small item of furn iture, which once contained Tutankhamun's
clothing (possibly for batrle), into a potent statement of pharaonic authority over the entire cosmos. A lthough the painted box and indeed all other
objects depicting enemies from the tomb of Tutankhamun are devoid of
specific historical information because their primary purpose was symbolic,
one shou ld not then assume that the Egyptian army fought no batrles during Tutankhamun's reign.
Tutanlthamun erected, decorated, and restored many monuments in
ancient Thebes, but no fully preserved battle scenes survive from his
reign. In the Colonnade Hall at Luxor Temple a series of scenes carved
during the reign of Tutanlthamun, and later usurped by Horemhab (and
completed unde r Seti I), depict the elaborate celebration of the ancient
Egyptian festival of Opet (see further in "Religious Functions of the Military" in chapter 6). In the depictions of that festival celebration , Nubians
appear not as vanquished enemies but rather as celebrants. A very different
representation of N ubians, however, appears in reliefs that once adorned a
temple called "Nebkheperure [Tutankhamunl in Thebes." Although this
temple was dismantled in antiquity and its blocks reused in other buildings,
several fragments of a Nubian batrle narra tive from the Tutankhamun temple have emerged in diverse 10cations.127
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The only block showing the battle in progress contains portions of two
registers. In the upper register, a small-scale representation of a group of
Egyptian infantry follows the enormous wheel of the king's much-Iargerscale chariot, and completes the destruction of a N ubian enemy crushed
beneath that wheel by removing a hand for the official tally of casualties]28 In the lower register, another group of infantry marches in formation
behind two men in a chariot; although the chariot itself is not preserved,
the height and d istinctive tasseled helmets of the vehicles' occupants
mark them as charioteers. 129 Between the two groups of infantry is a
h ieroglyphic text recotding the speech of the soldiers:
[The Nubians collapsed] in the blink of an eye,
their chiefs having succumbed to the slaughter whenever they violate our

boundaries! His Majesty, may he live, be prosperous, and healthy [... ].
In another small fragment, Asiatic and Nubian auxiliaries march along
singing "Victory Be to the Ruled" These fore ign auxiliaries probably belong in the same scene as two further blocks, which show the rriumphant
return of the army, including two naval vessels that probably carried the
majority of the plunder. A large-scale figure of Tutankhamun, of whom
only h is foot survives, holds the ropes of several groups of tortuously
bound Nubian capt ives, whose conrortions mimic those of sacrificial
birds. 130 Behind the prisoners, a trumpeter turns back ro blast a triumph ant note as a series of standard-bearers and infantrymen each bearing
shield, khepesh -sword, and spear-recite a martial hymn recorded in rhe
h ieroglyphic rext:
Hymn of Victory which they sing,
"You are like Montu, you are like Montu, 0 Ruler!
You are like Montu! You are like Mon tu in the midst of your army,

the gods being the protection of your limbs,
your attack having succeeded against wretch ed Kush!"t3!

Although one can almost hear the piercing trumpet blasts and shouting voices of the Egyptian soldiers, the vivid scenes of Tutankhamun's
N ubian war fail to provide specific geographic information. However,
combi ned with the small snapshot of border activity in the Kurkur stela
and another monument depicting the military exploits of the pharaoh
H.ore mhab, the seemingly disparate pieces of evidence may actually reveal
he location of Tutankhamun's activity in Nubia. Specifically, Tutankhmun's N ubian campaign may have involved an advance through the oasis
f Ku rkur, a proposition that finds support in scenes of a Nubian war in a
mall rock-cut tempie at Cebei Silsila commissioned by Tutankhamun's
_ neral Horemhab, who later became pharaoh of Egypt. The Nubian war of
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Horemhab was a conflict in which Horemhab was general and Tutankhamun was pharaoh, this latter, unfortunate situation quietly overlooked in
Horemhab's Nubian scenes in his monument at Gebel S ilsila. Simi larly,
the scenes of Nubian war on the painted box from the tomb of Tutankhamun and from the temple "Nebkheperure in Thebes" may simply represent Tutankhamun symbolically taking personal, pharaonic credit for the
conduct of a Nubian campaign actually led by Horemhab.
At Gebel Silsila, an enormous quarry approximately 65 kilometers north
of Aswan, the Nile cuts through sandstone cliffs. There, at ancient Khenu,
the Eastern and Western deserts reach the very edge of the N ile. Even at
low ebb, the river touched the rocks of the desert margins, as it did elsewhere only during the height of the inundation. Appropriate to a N ilotic
location in constant flood , G ebel Silsila was a site of important offerings
ro Hapi, the deified N ile inundation. Riverine festivals were popular celebrations in Egypt, associated as they often were with the rising of the
flooding Nile and the coming of the New Year. During such festiva ls, me
ancient Egyptians would erect temporary booths and toast the occasion by
drinking to the health of the gods and goddesses involved. Occasionally
the Egyptians perpetuated me lives of their temporary festival sttuctures,
and at Gebel Silsila and elsewhere, such as Qasr Ibrim in N ubia, the riverine shrines, where geology allowed, became rock-cut shrines.132
The largest of these chapels at Gebel Silsila, on me western bank of
the Nile, is a speas, a T-shaped rock-cut temple with a wide transverse hall
in front and an inner sanctuary leading back to an engaged statue group
in the far wall. The chapel dates from the reign of Horemhab, who represents himself in Nubian triumph scenes at the sou th end of the west wall
of the transverse hall, covering unfortunately but a small portion of the
wall decoration (see figure 19).133 In the upper left portion of the scene,
Horemhab travels in an elaborate sedan chair carried by sold iers. Before
him are fettered Nubian prisoners, labeled as me "chiefs of Kush." Eight
columns of hieroglyphic text summarize rhe scene:
The good god (the pharaoh) has returned,
having triumphed over the chiefs of all the foreign lands.
His bow is in his grasp like the Lord of Thebes (the war god Montu).
Victo rious king, powerful of might, who conquered the chiefs of wretched

Kush. The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, Djeserkheperure-setepenre,
bodily son of Re, whom he loves. Horemhab.
beloved of Amun, may he be given life!
Journey that the ki ng made from the land of Kush.
bearing the plunder that his strong anTI made, as his father, Amun, had

commanded to him.

.....
tv
w

Figure 19. Horemhab's Nubian victory scenes from Gebel Silsiia. On the left, Ef,'Yp tian troops
carry the triumphant Horemhab in his li tter- adorned with the regal lion. Before him, the
contorted positions of the bound anns of the Nubian prisoners is intended to mimic the pinioned
wings of sacrificiai bi.rds. On t,\e right, Egyptian and Nubian auxili3rie.s perform a leaping dance,
whi le their comrades carry weapons a--'1d fidd {"4uiptTh.~nL After Wres!inski., Atlas it, pL 162.
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At the far right are three registers of Egyptian infantry; in the middle register, a trumpeter plays while N ubian auxiliaries perform a leaping war
dance. J34 Beneath Horernhab's procession and the celebrating soldiers are
furth er depictions of Nubian prisoners, some led by Egyptian soidiers; the
hieroglyphic text above the Nubians records their lament and praise of
the ruler:
Greetings to you, king of Egypt,
solar god for the N ine Bows!
Your great reputation is in the land of Kush,
your war cry in all of their places!
It is your power, 0 good ruler,

which has made the foreign lands into heaps of corpses,
The pharaoh is the light [of the world]!
As this dramatic speech indicates, Hotemhab, pharaoh for Egypt, was
the sun god for the rest of the benighted world. i35 Although this speech
seems flowery and theologically oriented, Nubian prisoners may have
made such a pronouncement as part of a formal surrender ceremony. A
more informal speech appears in the lower left comer of the scene, where
a Nubian runs while admonishing his compatriots for ever having roused
the pharaoh's anger:
0, children, overgrown in your rninds~you have [surely} not yet forgot,
ten that one already said to you: "Do not go out, for the lion has already
entered into Kush."

Gebel Silsila is north of the traditional Egyptian border at Aswan,
leading to suggestions that Hore mhab's Nubian war scenes might simply
be symbolic. However, earlier Egyptian military strikes into Nubia traveled
desert routes originating in the area around Gebel Silsila,lJ6 These Westem Desert tracks, passing through the small oases of Kurkur and Dunqul,
provided a "back door" into points all along the Nubian Ni!.e. Gebel Silsila was an appropriate place for Horemhab to commemorate his Nubian
victory, since it might have been at the end of the road he used to retum
to Egypt.
If this is an accurate reconstruction, the Kurkur stela of Tutankhamun,
in which Penniut chastises a Medjoy patrolmen for his late an'i val to
receive the official seal, is less of an odd ity than it might seem. Trouble on
the western fringes of Lower Nubia at some area accessed by routes
through Kurkur Oasis would certa inly have prompted a more than usual
concem over the vigilance and diligence of the desert patrolmen in
Nubia, The records of rhe Nubian campaign of Horemhab in the Gebel
Silsila shrine suggest that TiJrankhamlm's campaign may have led across
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the desert just west of Aswan, being concerned with the western border of
Lower Nubia. And despite the fact that both Tutankhamun and Horemhab attempted to take credit for each oth er's actions, careful examination
,f the surviving monuments enables us to set the record straight. A single
_ ubian war was fought during the short reign of the pharaoh Tutankhamun, during which the Egyptian army was almost certainly commanded
by the general and future pharaoh Horemhab. Although the record for
Tutankhamun's N ubian war is incomplete, the surviving ev idence demonstrates that the "tragic boy king" was more energetic than most have
supposed in securing the southern borders of Egypt-at least through policy, if not in person.

The Spoils of Battle: Durbars
of Akhenaten and Tutankhamun
For the ancient Egyptians, every stage of a war possessed its own appropriate ritual activ ity. Temple reliefs portray a god-typically Amun-signalmg d ivine justification for a campaign by handing a scimitar to the pharaoh;l)) the army marched beneath the banners and ribbons of divi ne
standards as they set out for war,UB and military texts record that before a
battle a deity could appear to the pharaoh in a dream u9 During the battle, the pharaoh manifested h is divinely inspired strength by smiting the
enemies with the divinely granted scimitar. After vanquishing Egypt's foes,
the pharaoh rewarded his loyal army, and presented the enemy prisoners
and plunder to the same gods who initially sanctioned the war. While
most of this cycle of rituals could be enacted only during times of actual
military conflict, the presentation of awards and commendations could
occur whenever the pharaoh desired. An even greater, international event
related to warfare, but not wholly dependent on actual military conflict,
was the presentation of foreign tribute. Following the reign of T hutmose
III and the eventual peace with Egypt's primary enemy, Mitann i, pharaohs
'uch as Amunhotep II and Thutmose IV participated in fewer major campaigns, and turned to new venues in which to express their hegemony
ver the world.
Amunhotep II in particular became a "sporting king," devoting many
,f his mon uments to the glorification of his skills in archery, equestrian
nu rsuits, and other feats of physical prowess. H is heroic actions at home
'ere complemented by relatively few military campaigns abroad ,l40 so
-\munhotep II instead fostered an extended, ritualistic presentation of for19n tribute, often focused primariiy on Nubia and the lands to the south.
rivate tombs in the T heban necropolis record many such presentations of
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tri bute during the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty.14[ During the reign
of Akhenaten, the delivery of tribute attained its most intricate and
sophisticated expression in a giant celebration that involved not only
Nubia but also every corner of the known world; Tutankhamun continued
his father's tradition, albeit on a slightly smaller scale.
For these festival presentations of tribute, Egyptologists have employed
the Indian term durbar, and the modern use of a term from a land and a
time far removed from Egypt is actually far more redolent of the true sig·
nificance of the Egyptian ritual celebration than many might suppose.
The durbar, as the modern West knows the term, derives from the Anglo·
Indian Empire and refers to the ornate political ceremonies and presenta·
tions of tribute held before native princes and colonial officials. [42 The
durbar in British India depicted in an actual ritual the desired political
unity of the disparate districts and their semiautonomous rulers as ele·
ments of a single entity: India; the use of a formal ritualized presentation
of tribute also assisted in the creation of the political fi ction that India
was a pendant element in the dual Anglo.Indian Empire.
Similarly, the Egyptian southern durbar reflected not only the internal
unity of N ubia as an Egyptian depende ncy, but also the importance N ubia
possessed as a mirror of Egypt. T he ritual presentation of gold and other
wealth of the south became incorporated within the festival cycle of the
pharaonic realm and the occasion for the appointment of officials, both
Egyptian and Nubian, who served in the Nubian administration. The duro
bar of Akhenaten, and most likely that of Tutankhamun , followed directly
upon military success in Nubia, enabling real prisoners of war to be in·
corporated into the ceremony. These rituals, never before properly ex·
plained, [43 are crucial to understanding the Egyptian ideology of imperial.
ism as it was applied to N ubia. Placed within their proper historical and
religious contexts, the durbars also offer insights into the meaning of military history for the ancient Egyptians.
Akhenaten's great reception of foreign tribute in year twelve of his
reign was recorded in two similar depictions in the tombs of the officials
Meryre (II) and Huya in the necropolis of Akhet-aten (for an artist's
reconstruction of the event, see the frontispiece).144 In th e center of the
scene, Akhenaten and Nefertiti sit atop a raised throne-platform beneath
an elaborate canopy topped with a fri eze of cobras, representatives of the
sun's rays. [45 Indeed, the rays from the Aten at the top of the scene pierce
the ceiling of the canopy and touch the crowns of the pharaoh and h is
queen. Ben eath th e great royal throne are units of Egyptian infantry who
guard the royal carrying chairs and chariots. Detailed representations of
foreigners and their tribute fill the remaining space of the relief. Some of
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the foreigners bringing gifts to Akhenaten and Nefertiti include Aegean
islanders bearing metal vessels, Puntites offering incense, Libyans with
ostrich feathers and eggs, western Asiatics bringing ho rses and chariots,
and Nubians presenting gold .
The great array of d iplomats, tribute bearers, and prisoners presenting
themselves before Akhenaten and Nefertiti bears a straightforward description in the accompanying hieroglyphic text:
Appearance of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt and the wife of the
king upon the great throne of electrum in order to receive the tribute of

Syria and Kush, the West and the East, all foreign lands assembled on one
occasion, even the islands in the midst of the sea, conduct ing presents to

the king 1 46
Although Akhenaten's durbar included representatives of the entire
Egyptian cosmos, his universalistic festival appears to have been more
directly the expanded, official celebration of his year-twelve N ubian campaign, which rook place a mere seventy-eight days prior to the durbar.147
The relationshi p between the Nubian war and the durbar is suggested not
only by their closeness in time, but also by the inclusion of a row of bound
Nubian prisoners who are dragged before Akhenaten and Nefertiti in the
tribute scenes. While one might suggest that the bound Nubians are slaves
included in the tribute, they wear feathets-Nubian military insignia. T he
more detailed representations of similarly fettered Nubians in the tomb
of Huy provide further evidence that the bound Nubians in the durbar
scenes are indeed captured rebels and not slaves.
The durbar of Akhenaten was a ritual celebration of his successful
N ubian campaign and expressed not only Egyptian dominatio n and superiority ovet foteign lands but also reconfirmed the king's role as the divine
ruler of Egypt. O ne of the most importan t religious roles of the Egyptian
pharaoh was mai ntenance of the temples throughout Egypt and the performance of rituals thar occurred each day within them. For the world to
continue to exist, particularly the daily rising and setting of the sun, these
rituals must be performed properly. T he perpetuation of the world and the
solar cycle depended on Egypt's domination of hostile, foreign groups. Furthermore, in the context of Egyptian theology, the foreigners at Akhenaten's durbar represent all the people illum ined by the sun's rays, not only
in Egypt but also thtoughout the world. 148 W hen foreigners from all corners of the Egyptian cosmos bow to Akhenaten and present him with their
tribute, Akhenaten is transformed into the sun god himself.1 49
Like his father, Akhenaten, Tutankhamun presided over the presentation of royal tribute in the guise of the solar deity. Neither the date of
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Tutankhamun's southern durbar nor the date of his Nubian war is known,
and a connection between the twO events is difficult to demonstrate. Fortunately, though, the vivid paintings from the tomb of the viceroy Huy
record fascinating details that allow us to suggest that Tutankhamun celebrated his Nubian victory with a ritualized presentation of foreign tribute.
At least once in his cateer, the viceroy Huy returned to Thebes to
present the treasures of Nubia to Tutankhamun. Scenes in Huy's tomb in
Western Thebes show elaborate preparations and the gathering of goods
from all over Nubia, as well as their careful loading onto cargo ships. After
arriving safely in T hebes, Huy appears before his pharaoh Tutankhamun,
who, seated on a throne with an elaborate canopy, wears a blue crown and
holds the crook and flail in his left hand and the sign of life in h is right.
As the master of festivities, Huy presents the pharaoh with an ostrich
feather fan, the special insign ia of Huy's office, "fan-bearer on the right
side of the king." All the treasures of Nubia are arrayed before the pharaoh-piles of gold, precious stones, ivory, ebony, leopard skins, elaborately
wrought gold vessels showing entire Nubian landscapes, l50 furniture, a
chariot of exquisite workmanship, weapons, and even a giraffe.
T hat the objects appearing in the scenes in the tomb of H uy are not
all imaginary or simply generic, one should note the depictions of six
shields. Three appear to be rather simply decorated, with cowhide coverings: two black and wh ite, one red and white, all presumably with central
metal bosses. The other three are more elaborate (see figure 20). One has
a leopard skin covering with a cen tral rectangular panel, containing two
disk-ropped cartouches, probably once bearing the names of Tutankhamun.
The final rwo shields depicted in the tomb of Huy show Tutankhamun in
human form spearing an enemy and as a divine ram-headed sphinx trampling two oth er foreigners 15l Amazingly, three elaborate shields, nearly
identical ro those depicted in the tomb of Huy, were discovered in the
romb of Tutankhamun (see figures 12 and 13). Cheetah skin rather than
leopard skin still adorns the shield with Tutankhamun's twin cartouches,
and the elaborate wooden shields even now depict Tutankhamun tri umphant over Egypt's enemies.
The tremendous natural wealth of Nubia displayed before Tutankh amun in the tomb of Huy is also accompanied by important human resources. Egyptian officials of the colon ial administration are present, as
well as the tribal rulers of Wawar and Kush, arrayed in elaborate costumes
incorporating Egyptian and traditional Nubian elements. Some of th e
rulers also bring their sons, wearing almost entirely Egyptian clorhingthey are presumably to be raised in the Egyptian court and eventually succeed their fathers as Nubian princes. A Nubian princess, bedecked in
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Figure 20. Tomb of Huy, pa inted depiction of three shields included in the Nubian
tribute presented to Tmankhamun. On the fa r left, a leopard hide shield bears twin
cartouches. The center shield depicts Tutankhamun as a ram,headed sphinx tra mpling
twO Nubian enemies, while the final shield shows Tutan'khamun- this time in his
human manifesr3rion-spearing another Nub ian foe. After Davies, Tomb of Huy, pI. 24.

sumptuous jeweiry and pleated gown, also arrives in style in a colorful chariot pulled by twO cows; unfortunately, she is not labeled, but this princess
may have become one of the young pharaoh's wives.
In fact, only one Nubian is labeled individually- in the upper register,
one of the kneeling princes of Wawat is called "the ruler of Miam, Hekanefer." H istory has smiled on Hekanefer, for this is not our only evidence
of his existence during the Nubian salvage project prompted by the construction of the Aswan High Dam, Egyptologists discovered Hekanefer's
tomb. T his Nubian chief, who once stood in rhe presence of Tutankhamun, gives us a "sourhern" perspective on Egyptian colonialism. Another
important aspect of th e ancient Egyptian southern durbar required the
presence of the Nubian ch iefs and their Egyptian counterparts in the
N ubian administrarion at the presentation of tribute: the confirmation of
offices. This heretofore unrecognized aspect of the durbar is most apparem
in a monument of Usersate t, the viceroy of Nubia during the reign of
Amunhotep [] (1427- 1400 S.C.E.) .
At Usersatet's shrine at Qasr Ibrim in Nubia, the viceroy records the
durbar of Amunhotep I, which-like that of Tutankhamun-rook place in
Thebes. lsz In the scene, Amunhotep II sits beneath a canopy atop a dais,
as does Tutankhamun in the tomb of Huy, and receives h is Nubian
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viceroy, who brings with him southern tribute, T he inscriptions in Usersatet's shrine at Qasr Ibrim reveal that the true significance of the southern tribute is not just what products the viceroy has brought, or in what
quantities, but also the numbers of the Nubians who bring those items into
the royal presence, Another monument of Usersatet, which also depicts
the viceroy approaching the enthroned king, records advice the king dispensed to the viceroy-probably as part of the N ubian durbar of Amunhotep II-regarding the suitability of certain Nubians for holding administrative office,153 Apparently the N ubian durbar was intimately related ro
the organization and filling of the offices of the southern administration,
As the Nubian leaders presented Tutankhamun with gold, precious
stones, and other objects, some of which would ultimately be buried with
the pharaoh, those same leaders were reconfirmed in their offices or possibly promoted, The N ubians who wear Egyptian kilts along with their traditional wigs, gold earrings, and ostrich feathers are sharply distinguished
from a final yet significant part of Tutankhamun's durbar-five bound
Nubian men (see figure 21)154 Based on their attire and fetters, these men
are not slaves presented as tribute, but rather captured Nubian rebel leaders, Each of the five men wears a kilt with a long forward sash typical of
Nubian military uniforms already by the time of the First Intermediate
Period, and has h is hair adorned with an ostrich feathet, a marker of h igh
tribal status as well as a military insignia, The first Nubian, presumably
the highest-ranking, wears an Egyptian-style linen kilt underneath his
sash, while the other four men wear short Nubian leather kilts,
If one compares these figures to those of the other unrestrained Nubians in the tomb of Huy, the major difference between these, aside from
their restraints, is that only one of the bound figures wears any sort of
Egypt ian clothing, Based on the iconography of the images, we seem to
have a small band of Nubian rebel leaders, one perhaps partially Egyptianized, These rebels are clearly of some importance, since the same five men
appear elsewhere in the tomb of Huy, where they squat atop one of the
ships carrying tribute bound for Thebes, Their public display arop the boat
suggests that they might have been recognizable ro Egyptians informed
about Nubian affairs, Careful attention to details of costume and comparisons with od1er scenes in the tomb of H uy thus provide evidence that the
southern durbar of Tutankhamun may have been part of the celebration of
h is victories in Nubia,
T he durbars of Akhenaten and Tutankhamun represent the ultimate
sign ificance of military conflict for the ancient Egyptians the triumph of
order over chaos, The ritual presentation of tribute from foreign groups
more specifically cast the Egyptian pharaoh in the role of the solar deity;
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Figure 2 1. Tomb of Huy, five N ubian prisoners presented to the pharaoh Tucankhamun
during the durbar. Two Nubian wo men carrying and lead ing thei r ch ildren follow the
prisoners. After Davies , Tomb of Huy, pI. 30.

the subjugation of the foreign lands through which the sun traveled in
turn maintains the solar cycle itself. On a more practical level, the durbar
was a means of celebrating successful military campaigns and displaying
captured prisoners. For Egypt's southern dependency, the Nubian durbar
was a time for the confirmation of Egyptian and N ubian officials and a ritual, like the Anglo-Indian durbar, to symbolize the unity of the Nubian
colony and its status as an extension of Egypt. When Akhenaten presided
over the presentation of tribute from ambassadors of the known world and
Tutankhamun rece ived the homage of Hebnefer and the Nubian princes,
all of these tributary groups affirmed the ir proper place in the newly extended and ordered cosmos.

The Nubian Experience of Colonization
From the time of the early Old Kingdom, Nubians entered into Egyptian
service, primarily as soldiers, and during the civil wars of the First Intermediate Period, Nubian auxiliaries became an integral part of Egyptian
political history. At colonies of Nubian sold iers, such as Gebelein, about
35 kilometers south of Luxor, the foreign troops set up modest personal
monuments that attest to their adoption of many aspects of Egyptian culture, includ ing their faith in an Egyptian-style afterlife. 155 Although most
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of the stelae show the N ubians in the appropriate Egyptian poses of receiving funerary offerings, many wear their traditional military costume,
carry bows and arrows, and are represented with a darker skin tone, O ther
Nubian peculiarities, such as their preference for a breed of small, curlytailed dog, are even adopted by members of the Egyptian population .
While most of the texts on the funerary monuments of the N ubian
soldiers are stereotyped phrases, at least one early Middle Kingdom Nubian
soldier, named Tjehemau, commissioned a fairly lengthy and literarily conceived autobiographical inscription that rivaled many contemporary Egyptian tomb inscriptions.'56 Tjehemau, whose name ind icates his N ubian
descent, is proud to refet to himself as "Nehesy"- the N ubian- in his
description of his campaigns on behalf of the Egyptian pharaoh, Tjehemau
presents himself as a champion of the Egyptian ruler who helps turn
atound a militarily unfortunate state of affairs for the ben efit of Thebes:
He (the king) traversed the entire land,
having decided to slaughter the Asiatics of Djary,
When it (the Asiatic force from Djaty) would approach,
Thebes was in flight.
It was the Nubian (Tjehemau himself) who brought about the rally.
Tjehemau, like his compatriots at Gebelein and elsewhere in Egypt, seems
perfectly comfortable with his dual Egyptian and Nubian identities and
demonstrates th at already by the beginning of the M iddle Kingdom,
Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia were home to a ra the r complex m ixing of
Egyptian and N ubian culture, 157
At the same time that an Egyptianized Nubian commissioned a monument attesting to his loyalty and bravery as the pharaoh's soldier, generic
Nubians also appear, as they h ad since the beginning of the pharaonic
state, as members of the "N ine BowS ."158 These nine traditional enemies
of Egypt typically appear in heraldic scenes emphasbng Egyptian dominion over foreign lands, U nlike the ind ividualistic portrayal of Nubians on
the Gebelein stelae and in T jehemau's inscription , which one may claSSify
as mimesis, scenes of foy8l power contain caricatured images of fore ign
enemies, an exp ression of topos_ However, for rhe Egyp t.ians this apparent
stereotyping or topical representation is more accurately interpreted as a
form of "hieroglyphic" representat ion , since the images of the bound enemies must visually contain clear signals to the viewer as to who he is seeing and what role that person plays within the Egypt ian cosmos.
Whi le particular Nubian groups remained enemies of Egypt and could
represent a real threat to pharaonic interests, many of the traditional
depictions of Nubians, especially those in which bound southern enemies
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appear alongside the other "N ine Bows," may be considered as a type of
magical assurance of Egyptian domination over Nubia. Some of the eadiest art in Egypt was intended to guarantee the triumph of the ordered
world over chaos, be that chaos elements of the animal world or inimical
humans. [59 By the time of the Middle Kingdom, the Egyptians employed
an elaborate constellation of images and rit uals to ensure the domination
of Egypt and the ordered world over the forces of chaos, both internal and
external.
T he interplay of ritual activity and more mundane m ilitary activity in
the Egyptian world led on at least one occasion to what might be considered human sacrifice-the so-called Mirgissa Deposit. l60 A n intact assemblage ftom the Middle Ki ngdom fortress of Mirgissa conta ined the body of
an executed man buried in a shallow pit along with a n umber of broken
red clay vessels and several limestone and clay figurines of prisoners and
associated images. T he deposit appears to reveal the conjunction of three
events: (1) a ritual called "breaki ng the red vessels," well attested in representations of Egyptian funerary practice; (2) an execration ritual in
which certain individuals, both Egyptian and foreign, are ritually damned;161
(3) finaUy, the actual execution of a human. By th e time of the late Old
Kingdom, the Egyptians had developed a magical ri te in which the titles
and names of enemies were wrirten on clay (and perhaps even wax)
images of bound human figures. These images were then broken or buried
during the performance of some execratory ri tual. At Mirgissa, ritual and
reality appear to have coincided, and a human victim--decapitated and
buried upside down- received the treatment meted out to ritual images.
O ne cannot say whether the individual executed was simply chosen at
random, the human sacrifice be ing the primary object of the ritual, or
whether, as appears more likely, the deposit represents the religious sign ificance of a ritualized execution that would have taken place on the basis
of some mili ta ry or legal precedent. Most likely the victim was a Nubian
criminal or rebel leader whose execution took on greater cosmic meaning
by the application of the execration rituals to his execution.
O n the opposite side of the spectrum, Nubians could play important
and positive roles in ot her Egyptian rituals. Nubians were key participants
In the festivals celebrating the New Year, when the goddess Hathor returned to Egypt from her journeys southward in the winter (see "Religious
Functions of the Military" in chapter 6). Without the dances and acclamations of the southerners, Hathor might not complete her journey back
to Egypt, and disastrous results would ensue. No less important is the role
the N ubians and their leaders fulfilled in the durbar festivals described
above. The Nubian prince and rule r of Miam, Hekanefer, who partici-
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pated in Tutankhamun's durbar, enables one better to understand how the
Nubians themselves experienced such rituals.
Hekanefer, whose name means the "good ruler," was raised in the
Egyptian palace, as his title, "child of the nursery," indicates, and might
have formed close friendships with members of the royal family and other
high officials in Egypt, His loyalist name expresses devotion to the Egyptian ruler and follows a pattern of Egyptian names adopted by foreigners
entering Egyptian society. After his career as ruler of Miam, Hekanefer
was buried in a decorated rock-cut tomb, decorated in Egyptian style, at
Toshka.162 Within his tomb, Hekanefer appears dressed solely in Egyptian
clothing, and he was buried with tomb equipment resembling that of any
high Egyptian official. One need not doubt that Hekanefer worshipped
Egyptian deities and believed in an Egyptian aftedife.
Hekanefer's self.portrayal with in his own tomb has been contrasted
with his appearance in the tomb of the viceroy Huy, where he is attired as
a Nubian chief;163 claims have been made that he was forced to wear "barbaric" clothing fot the presentation of tribute,l64 Hekanefer's mix of Egyptian and Nubian clothing, far from being "barbaric" in the eyes of the
Egyptians, distinguishes him from other Egyptians and N ubians as an im·
portant Nubian ruler, There is no reason ro believe that Hekanefer would
not have been as comfortable moving between the two worlds as were ear·
Iier Nubians, such as the soldier Tjehemau, Within the context of stan·
dardized Egyptian tomb decoration l-iekanefer is comfortable in Egyptian
clothing; in the context of the durbar, since he is a Nubian ruler, he
would be expected to appear as a Nubian and would be content if not
proud to array h imself in a combination of Egyptian a..'1d Nubian attire, to
demonstrate both h is local supremacy within the Nubian administration
and his integral significance within the larger Egyptian world .
The pageantry of the Egyptian durbar appears to be similar in intent to
the later British durbars and other ceremonies of the British Empire, during which local rulers were encouraged to wear their traditional attire.
Indeed, while the creation of the Egyptian empire was driven by economic
and political goals as well as ideology, 165 the expression and maintenance
of Egyptian imperialism parallel the more symbolic approach of "ornamentalism,"166 which for the Bri tish Empire bound "the British proconsular
elite and the indigenous colonial elites into a unified, ranked, honorific
body-'one vast interconnected world."'167 The elaborate dress of Egyp·
tian and foreign partiCipants at the universal durbar of Akhenaten and the
Nubian durbar of Tutankharnun suggest that the Egyptians shared the "orna·
mentalist" approach to empire, which was particularly suited to the Egyp·
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tians' own hieroglyphic worldview--m e attire and attitude of the participants expressed their identity and thus their ritual role. Honors bestowed
during the Nubian durbar probably also linked Egyptian officials in Nubia
and Nubian rulers into a single unified h ierarchy. As with later British
ceremonies, the Egyptians may have celebrated their du rbars less for outward display to the general populace than to provide a venue in which
disparate titles could be interrelated, equated , and confirmed.
At the dawn of the Amarna Period, Akhenaten carried his religiOUS ieonoclasm deep into Nubia, destroying the images of Theban Amun and transplanting his own A tenist cuit to his newly founded cities at Kawa and
Sesebi. Although he was much concerned with the affairs of western Asia,
described in the next chapter, he did deputize his viceroy Djehurymose to
launch at least one punitive exped ition to protect the gold-mining region
of the Wadi Allaqi. This expedition resulted in the firS( of only two
attested examples of the ancient Egyptian use of impalement in a military
campaign. In addition to the so-called pacifist king's military mayhem
south of the First C ataract, Akhenaten enlarged upon earlier celebrations
involving the royal review of southern tribute anci took on the role of the
sun god himself as he received homage from representatives of every foreign land.
Tutankhamun continued his father's grand festiva l displays, thereby
reinforcing the administrative and religious significance of Nubia; at the
same time he strengthened the southern borders, consol ida ted the Egyptian colonial administration, and further developed the religious role of
the Egyptian ruler as solar deity on earth in Nubia. At the newly constructed fortified city of Faras, the new home for the central administration
of N ubia, the viceroy Huy constructed a temple to the deified form of
Tutankhamun. A very few, but far-ranging, and even unique monuments
of his reign suggest th at the adorations of the deified Tutankhamun was
well deserved, since he showed particular vigor in the deserts east and
west of the Nubian Nile Valley. Tutankhamun's Kurkur stela provides a
unique view of the border patrols in Egyptian Nubia and reveals what may
have been the complicated interrelationsh ips of the upper and lower echelons of Egyptian administration and military service in Nubia.
The reigns of Tutankhamun and Horemhab blur together to a certain
extent in N ubia, and the meager evidence for military activity under
Horemhab appears to be the result of a military campaign in Lower Nubia,
probably in the western fringes of the district, led by Horemhab as a general during the reign of Tutankhamun. The magnificence of the durbar
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over which Huy presided also suggests that alongside his so-called return
to religious orthodoxy, the reign of T utankhamun should be recognized as
a time of important consolidation of Egyptian power in Nubia and an
increase in the efficiency and rigor of the Egyptian border administration,
One of the shields from the tomb of Tutankhamun, perhaps a gift to the
ru ler at the time of Huy's du rbar, may in many ways be an accurate representation of the reign of Tutankhamun in Nubia- the "boy-king" appeared in the south as a divine lion- bodied ruler trampling the enemies of
Egypt and th ose who would vinlate the borders of Nubia and the desert
h ills of the far south.

5

\VRETCHED ASIATICS:
THE NORTHE
EMPIRE
Why should messengers be made to sray consrantly out in the sun and so die in
the sun? If sraying out in the sun means profit far the king, then let him (a messenger) sray out and let him die right there in the sun, (but) far the king himself there must be a profit. Or otherwise, why should they die in the sun?
- The Amarna Le tters l

ith these words, the Assyrian king Ashuruballit cri ticizes Akhenaten's treatment of his envoys. Ambassadors from throughout the
ancient Near East may well have felt mistreated as they stood beneath the
powerful rays of the Aten, while Akhenaten sat comfortably enthroned
beneath the shade of a baldachin Or leaned languidly over the cushioned
balustrade of his ornately decorated Window of Glorious Appearances. For
the Egyptian pharaoh, however, these outdoor ceremonies were important
means of reinforcing his dominion over all foreign lands. Hieroglyphic
texts on Akhenaten's throne and h is footstool (compare figure 7) would
probably have provided the Egyptian answer to any criticisms by Ashuruballit- Hall foreign lands are un ited beneath the two soles of the king,
like Re forever."
By the time of the Amarna Period, the patchwork of small city-states
and great empires that made up the ancient Near East had long been connected to Egypt through trade routes. During the first fiftee" hundred
years of the pharaonic state, Egypt exerted only indirect influence on the
politics of Syria- Palestine. After the end of the predynastic period, Egypt
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no longer showed serious in terest in maintaining a permanent presence in
southern Syria-Palestine,2 but rather turned its attention to bUilding close
ties with the trading cities of the northern Levantine coast. As late as the
Twelfth and Thirteenth dynasties, Egypt might engage in military razzias
into Syria-Palestine, but did not appear to have concerned itself with
direct, long-term control of local cities or groups,3 The northern military
expeditions of the Middle Kingdom were probably intended more to prevent the development of any locally unified political power in the area
than to consolidate the area under Egyptian control.
Interactions between Egypt and its northern neighbors ch anged dramatically during the Second Intermed iate Period, during which nearly
half of the Egyptian Nile Valley was ruled by a foreign power. Toward the
end of the Middle Kingdom, the increasingly weak Thirteenth Dynasty
was lmable to prevent a group of local military governors from seizing
power in the northeastern Delta to form the Fourteenth Dynasty.4 As a
result of administrative weakness, pestilence, and population movements,
the local Egyptian administrators and northern Levantine traders of the
late Middle Kingdom Delta found themselves overseeing a population
increasingly of a southern Palestinian origin. These factors combined to
create the political power of the Hyksos, who filled the vacuum created by
the collapse of the Thirteenth Dynasty and the weaken ing of the Fourteenth Dynasty. 5 This Hyksos Delta kingdom, the Fifteenth Dynasty,
appears to have been a trade empire, aided by Egyptian officials and Egyptianized northern Levantine merchants,6 augmented and supported by the
large number of Syro-Palestinian "Bedouin" who had already in fil trated
the depopulated eastern Delta. In the south, following the collapse of the
Thirteenth Dynasty and the loss of the Memphite region, the independent Egyptian Seventeenth Dynasty ruled from Thebes and consolidated its
power base in Upper Egypt?
In 1552 B.C. E. , the pharaoh Kamose led a successful naval attack
against the H yksos king Apepi, enabling Kamose to plunder and destroy
the Hyksos merchant fleet at their capital ci t~, flvaris s Kamose's successor
Ahmose attacked Avaris and drove the Hyksos forces entirely out of
Egypt, finally besieging and ultimately vanquishing the last vestige of the
Fifteenth Dynasty at Sharuhen. The expulsion of the Hyksos ultimately
resulted in the powerful imperial state that was the Egyptian New Kingdom. The northern conquests of Thutmose I brought Egypt into contact
with the far-flung states of the ancient Near East, many of which appear
in Egyptian records for the first time during the Eighteenth Dynasty.
W hile early Eighteenth Dynasty Egypt forged a broader and more directly
controlled sphere of influence in Syria-Palestine, it engaged in a series of
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wars with its main rival, Mitanni. The eventual peaceful outcome of this
century-long conflict occu rred just in time for Egypt to meet the Hittites,
who, beginning with the Amarna Period, would be Egypt's chief enemy for
the century to come. To understand the machinations of Akhenaten and
his successors, one must first examine the situation they inherited from
their predecessors.

Prelude to Amarna: Early Eighteenth-Dynasty
Wars with Mitanni
The military h istory of the Amarna Period involves a great many characters-expansive empires, proud kings, and a host of lesser rulers struggling
to maintain power. The first of these characters is the kingdom of
Mitanni, a complex state founded by the Hurrians, who spoke what was
perhaps a distant relative of Northeast Caucasian languages 9 Expanding
out of the highlands of eastern Anatolia and playing their part in the
cycle of outer "barbarians" preying on the settled populations of Mesopotamia, by 2200 8.C.E. the Hurrians had establ ished a series of minor
states in northwestern Mesopotamia. Early in the second millennium
8.C.E., by virtue of their geographical location at the southern edge of the
creat steppes of central Asia, the Hurrians were the condu it for influence
from Indo-European military societies passing into the ancient Near East.
O ne of the most spectacular results of this influence was the arrival of the
horse-drawn military chariot and an associated "knightly" social ciass, the
maryannu (see pages 64-65 ).
By the beginning of the Eighteenth Dynasty the chief Hurrian state
Mitann;, located between the upper Tigris and Euphrates rivers, its
.:apital at Washukann i, the exact location of which is still disputed. 1O By
Ipproximately 1500 8 .C. E., Mitanni controlled not only its home territory
Ilong the upper Tigris and Euphrates rivers, but also a relatively large
'mpire encompassing th e southeastern comer of Asia Minor and all of
Ilorthern Syria-Palestine south to the city of Kadesh. The Egyptian rulers
f the late Seventeenth and early Eighteenth dynasties probably were
~ware of Mitanni , but seem to have shown little interest in any direct
jealings with that Hurrian state, either warlike or pacific. The pharaoh
Thutmose I changed that state of affairs. A lthough no evidence of any
major Egyptian campaigning in Palestine north of Sharuhen for either
-\bmose or Amunhotep I has survived, It and although no good evidence
thus fa r appeared for confl ict in Syria-Palestine proper unde r Thut'Tlose I, that true founde r of the New Kingdom launched a preemptive
~ike against the heartland of Mitanni.
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According to Ahmose, son of Ibana, Thutmose I reached the area of
Naharin, a general designation for the ri verine area of Mesopotamia and
sometimes used synonymously with the term Mitanni; once there, Thutmose I learned of Mitanni preparations for a move into Syria-Palestine."
The Egyptian army appears to have struck preemptively, and according to
another source, the ensuing battle occurred within the territory of Naharin, The pithy text of Ahmose, son of Ibana, suggests that the Mitanni
forces were gathering near the border with Syria, intending an invasion
into an area the Egyptians believed to be within their sphere of influence,
A fragmentary inscription from the contemporary tomb of the horologist
Amenemhat also refers to Thutmose I's campa ign against Naharin, succinctly recording: "His Majesty traveled into this foreign land , It was retribution for [its] crime that he 'did' it (the country of Naharin),"1J Following his military success against Mitanni, Thutmose I set up a victory stele
on the Euphrates 14
How did Thutmose I manage this lightn ing strike against a mustering
Mitanni force, and what did Mitanni plan? T hutmose I may well have
slogged slowly north through Palestine, alternately accepting voluntary
homage at one town, and slicing a path through forces that sought to bar
his way at another. No evidence for such a scenario ex ists, however, and
Ahmose, son of Ibana, to our everlasting thanks, was not shy in describing his bravery, Since we may suppose the warrior would have referred to
at least some event in the campaign, a warlike progress by T hutmose I
through Palestine is unlikely, Perhaps the local rulers, knowing of Mitanni
preparations, welcomed Thutmose I and his force,15 More likely, Thutmose was unconcerned with southern Syria-Palestine and simply mounted
an amphibious operation, landing his force in a northern coastal town such
as Byblos, a longtime ally of Egypt. Either way, Tbutmose I, as in Nubia,
set a wide mark for the Egyptian empire, and sought to identify future
threats and neutralize them as far as possible from Egypt and its outer
sphere of direct economic interest.
Just as in Egyptian art, where warfare and hunting are parallel means
of expressing the extension of order over chaos,16 so did Thutmose I mirror his warlike exploits in an equally novel and audacious feat of big-game
hunting, In the land of N iye, on the Otontes River, Thutmose I hunted
the now vanished herds of Syrian elephants,l1 Thutmose I was probably in
northern Syria-Palestine when he learned that Mitanni was mustering its
forces, so perhaps his hunting trip to the elephant grounds was a pretext
for having an Egyptian force in place to pounce on Mitanni. Whether the
elephant hunt occurred before or after the military campaign, Thutmose I
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was successful in hunting both bipeds and quadrupeds, and thanks to him,
New Kingdom Egypt found itself in possession of a true Asiatic dominion.
Thutmose I was succeeded by T hutmose II, his son by the lesser queen
Murnofret. Perhaps quite young, Thutmose 1I married his probably older
sister Harshepsut, daughter of Thutmose I by h is chief queen, Ahmose.
T hese details of royal birth may have justified to Hatshepsut her final subsuming of the reign of T h utmose II into h er own, after her husband died
following three years of rule. T hough she at first ruled as regent for the
yo ung king Thutmose Ill, son of Thutmose II by a lesser wife, Isis, the
ambitious Hatshepsut soon transformed her titles and even her images
inro those of a male pharaoh. Harshepsut launched a major expedition to
the southeastern land of Punt, in her own way attempting both ro copy
and outdo her father in his Nubian expedition (see page 105). Hatshepsut
also constructed extensively at Thebes and undertook minor military
activity, but she does not appear ro have engaged Mitanni in either warfare or any considerable dialogue, as far as one may judge from the sun ' iv109 sources.
T hough chastened by T hutmose I, Mitanni eventually gained influence over Assyria and the Hurrian state of Khanigalbat in the east, as well
as the Hurrian centers Aleppo, Alalakh, and Tunip in northern SyriaPalestine. After the militarily rather uneventful reigns of Thutmose Ii and
Hatshepsut,18 the adult Thutmose Ill-freed from the restraints of h is subord ination ro Hatshepsut- introduced western Asia to an Egyptian ruler
who was not shy about employing force on a large scale and with some
frequency. Thutmose m defeated a great alliance of rulers, led by the ruler
of Kadesh, and possibly backed by the kingdom of Mitanni, at the Battle
of Megiddo, on the plain of Armageddon, thereby eliminating any direct
threat to Egyptian influence in western Syria-Palestine. I9 During h is
eigh th campaign , having prepared transportable vessels on the Mediterranean coast, Thutmose III launched a land and river campaign against
Miranni, sailing on the Euphrates ro the rear of what the Mitannian ruler
must have believed to be his frOnt lines. T h utmose III erected his own
stele on the Euphrates, near that of his predecessor and spiritual father
Thutmose I. Also imitating his predecessor, T hutmose III hunted Syrian
elephants in N iye.
A campaign against Mitanni under Amunhotep II, son of Thutmose
Ill, apparently accomplished little, but political developments soon propelled Mitanni literally into the lap of the pharaoh,zo A lready feeling southward pressure from the gtowing power of the Hittites in Anarolia, Mitanni
sought an alliance with Egypt late in the reign of Amunhotep II. To cement
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relations, Thutmose IV {son of Amunhotep III married a Mitanni princess,
The peaceful relations and strong alliance between Egypt and Mitanni
persisted during the reign of Amunhotep 1Il, who continued the policy of
his father, Thutmose IV, of taking a Mitanni princess as wife, After what
must have seemed like the halcyon days of Amunhotep III, the reign of
Akhenaten saw the ancient Near East become a more crowded and volatile, albeit more interesting, collection of political players,

The Egyptian Empire in Syria-Palestine
T he population of Syria-Palestine during the Middle Bronze Age had experienced urbanization, the creation of literate bureaucracies, and the development of a myriad of separate city-states. 21 The complex and variegated
political organization of Syria-Palestine made it impractical for the Egyptians to transplant their own administrative system to the northern part of
their empire. Instead, Egypt developed an effective system for maintaining
enough control over the region to satisfy its military and economic
goals,zz The overriding principle of Egyptian foreign policy in Asia from
the reign of Amunhotep 1Il to the death of Horemhab was to gain the
greatest economic and political advantage from the smallest commitment
of troops. 23 To achieve this goal, the Egyptians employed a number of nonmilitary means. They placed Egyptian officials in key port cities to provide
guidance, and Egyptian troops stationed nearby to enforce this "advice" if
necessary. The sons of Syro-Palestinian rulers were sent to be raised in the
Egyptian court, and thereafter installed upon the thrones of their fathers;
the marriage of foreign princesses to the Egyptian pharaoh sealed further
alliances. Diplomatic correspondence between the rulers of cities of SyriaPalestine and the Egyptian pharaoh and his high officials linked the
Egyptian administration and the lesser indigenous bureaucracies of Syria'
Palestine, and aided the functioning of Egypt'S northern empire.

Foreign Service
The diverse geography of Syria-Palestine coastal plains, mountains, deep
valleys, and deserts often hampers direct communication among its different regions. The natural environment was thus conducive to the exis~
tence of small city-states, none of whom could alone directly threaten
Egypt's territories or interests on a broad front in a serious way24 At the
same time, the geographical and political diversity of the region created
certain challenges for Egyptian administration in the region. The Egyptians adapted their imperial framework to Syria-Palestine by dividing the
northern empire into separate units;Z5 three administrative areas in exis·
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te nce during the re ign of Akhenaten included Amurru, the Syrian coastal
region north of Byblos and inland to the Orontes River; Canaan, which
stretched from Byblos south through most of Palestine; and Upe, the
inland area just west of the Orontes and encompassing the region of
Damascus. During the Amarna Period, Egyptian commissioners were associated-at least intermittently-with each of these regions and key cities
within them: 26 Sumur in Amurru, Gaza in Canaan, and Kumidi in Upe.
Sumur and Gaza were important ports, and all three cities sat astride
major trade routes and strategic arteries.
Additional Egyptian officials were posted at equally important cities
along the coast (e.g., Jaffa and Ullasa27) and at the intersection of major
routes (e.g., Beth-Shean 28 ). Thus organized, the Egyptian garrisons guarded
the two land routes from Egypt into Syria-Palestine-the Via Maris, follOWing a primarily coastal route, and another road through the highlands,
passing through Jerusalem and Shechem to Megiddo. Egyptian commisioners and officials traveled among the various cities, and their jurisdiction was probably quite large. The Akkadian term rabisu,
denming a
•
"commissioner," corresponded to various military titles in Egyptian (such
as "troop/regiment commander"); two classes of commiss ioners appear to
have existed, a higher one bearing the Egyptian title "royal envoy in every
foreign territory," and junior commissioners who held the title "overseer of
all northern lands."29 Details about the precise hierarchy of the Egyptian
admi nistration in western Asia are lacking, but the chief coord inator may
have been one of the two Egyptian viziers JO By the reign of Amunhotep III
Egypt had developed a true diplomatic service in the northeast, manned
by a combination of civil and military administrators.
A N ineteenth Dynasty document, Papyrus AnastaSi I, provides some
clues about the knowledge expected of an official in the Egyptian foreign
...,rvice. In this papyrus, which consists of a series of literary epistles, a
reacher scolds his student for not knowing the precise locations and geo~laphi cal context of various cities in Syria-Palestine] I Although few maps
,urvive from ancient Egypt, the extant cartographic evidence and texts
.och as Papyrus AnastaSi I attest to the Egyptians' mapmaking skills.32 We
can easily imagine an ancient Egyptian official who wanted to work in the
northern empire submitting to a battery of tests, much like the British
lonial administrators who served in India. The training of Egyptian offilals seems to have reaped rewards for the pharaoh, whose vassals might
nvoke the loca l knowledge of his administrators.33
Egypt fielded two different types of troops to maintain control over its
rritory in Syria-Palestine. The first were garrison troops stationed in var'us cities, particularly ports, throughout the empire. Such garrisons need
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not be large; fifty Egyptian soldiers were stationed in Jerusalem, and thirty
to fifty appear to h ave formed a standard contingent. 34 The second type of
Egyptian military force were mobile troops, called pi!ati in the Akkadian
documents, a rendition of the Egyptian term pedjut (bowtroops). These
mobile troops, who included archers and infantry, trekked across the different vassal states and could quickly deploy to a particular region if a
threat arose. 35 Egyptian vassals under pressure from other groups could
req uest aid from garrisons in other cities or ask that the mobile troops
assemble in their region.36 The Egyptian administration in Syria-Palestine
appears to have be,en highly adaptable to dle changing geopolitical reality
of the region,3) with the small numbers of garrison troops representing
extreme economy of force. The ability to move commissioners and troops
easily from city to city enabled the Egyptians to curb overly aggressive vassals as well as to respond to threats by the other great powers.
A lthough the Egyptian empire in Syria-Palestine supplied Egypr with
goods of various types, and participated in the larger sphere of the Egyptian economy,38 it was not as well integrated into that economy as was
Nubia. To some extent the reason for th is difference may lie in the nature
of the goods; the enormous value and cuI tic significance of N ubia's gold
and ritual items led to a desire to integrate the southern domain more
directly into the pharaonic economy. Many of the taxes levied on the vassals in Syria-Palestine were not transported back to the N ile Valley, but
rather were used to support Egyptian military operations in the region.
Extensive tracts of land in the northern portion of the Egyptian empire
were the personal property of the pharaoh , and local rule rs were required
to provide corvee labor for agricultural work 39 Local products such as
wine, oils, timber, silver, Asiatic copper, metal vessels, and glass, as well as
military materiel such as horses and chariots, might be shipped back to
Egypt, but the fertile N ile Valley had no need to import grain. Instead, the
vassal rulers were responsible for storing and guarding grain for the use of
the Egyptian army during future campaigns in the region (for desc riptions
of preparations for such a campaign, see pages 172-175)40 Ironically, the
vassals most militarily troublesome to Egypt appear to have been among
the most consistent senders of tribute,41 Egypt's chief interest in SyriaPalest ine was not its intrinsic economic value but rather the trade routes
that traversed the region,42 combined with its sttategic importance for
preventing invasions of Egypt itself.

Hostage Princes and Princess Brides
Syro-Palestinian vassals provided the Egyptian army with provisions, worked
alongside Egyptian commissioners, and sent tribute to the Egyptian court.
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Included in this tribute were human resources-servants for Egyptian temples; princesses for the harem of the pharaoh; and most importantly for
Egypt's political aims in the region, sons of local rulers to be raised in the
Egyptian court. The pharaoh continually exercised his right to appoint
successors to the rulers of the Egyptian vassal states, seeking to ens ute loyalty while respecting dynastic traditionsY The princes sent to the Egyptian court would be raised from childhood in the Egyptian palace, exposed
to Egyptian culture, religion, and loyalty to the pharaoh. 44 When a ruler
died, one of these Egyptianized princes would often succeed h is father as
ruler. This practice of rearing future foreign rulers in Egypt was not confined to Syria-Palestine, but also was used with great success in N ubia and
later in the New Kingdom, with less happy results in Libya (see pages

109-110).
Hostage princes and princess brides were effective nonmilitary means
of maintaining Egyptian control over vassals in Syria-Palestine. At times
this arrangement could be pleasing to both parries, and Egyptian vassals
might even write to the pharaoh requesting that the son of their previous
ruler be sent back to his home city. One poignant example is a letter from
the "citizens of Tunip" to the king of Egypt: "And now, for twenty years,
we have gone on writing to the king, our lord, but our messengers have
stayed on with the king, our lord. And now, our lord, we ask for the son
of Aki-Teshup from the king, our lord. May our lord give him."45 Rulers of
the cities in Syria-Palestine refer to their time in Egypt46 and the debt
they owed to the Egyptian pharaoh for their position; Abdi-Hiba of
Jerusalem claims "neither my father nor my mother put me in this place,
but the strong arm of the king brought me into my father's house."41
Once installed as rulers of the cities of Syria-Palestine, the Egyptian
vassals considered themselves to be "kings," using the same Akkadian word
(sarru) as the kings of Babylon or Assyria. The Egyptians, however, took a
more practical view of those rulers' holdings and called them by the title
"mayors" (haty-a), using the same word they applied to leaders of cities in
the Nile Valley. During important festivals in Egypt, such as Akhenaten's
jubilee festival and the year twelve durbar, the pharaoh could command
the vassals to appear at the Egyptian court.
Egyptian vassals in Syria-Palestine could also be asked to provide a
daughter to adorn the harem of the Egyptian king. 48 Diplomatic marriages
were a particularly significant mode of interaction between the great kingdoms of the ancient Near East. 49 Foreign princesses sent to Egypt, often
accompanied by hundreds of servants and rich dowries,50 sealed peace
negotiations,51 and in return their countries would rece ive expensive
bridal gifts. 52 Although the pharaoh might send his gold, he would never
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reciprocate the trade in princesses and send one of Egypt's daughtersrroyal or otherwise-to live as the wife of a "wretched Asiatic," as Egypt's
northeastern neighbors are most often called in military texts. According
to one letrer, an apparently desperate Babylonian ruler, whose request for
an Egyptian princess had fallen on deaf ears, had made a request for any
Egyptian woman, whom he could pretend was a daughter of A munhotep
IllS} T he Babylonian king laments that even that request was denied.
Although rulers of the ancient Near East might be concerned about
Egypt's haugh ry attitude toward foreign marriage and could take offense at
other slights,54 Egypt's wealth in gold, which according to other rulers was
"more plentiful than di rt" in Egypt,55 continued to grease the diplomatic
wheels.

Diplomatic Correspondence
Correspondence Egypt sent to its vassals enabled the pharaoh to convey
instructions directly to the leaders of cities throughout Syria-Palestine;
the commissioners and troops stationed in the region added an incentive for the leaders to obey the pharaoh 's requests. Letters ftom the vassals
to Egypt, on the other, had helped apprise the pharaoh of the military
and di plomatic situation in the surrounding regions. In fact, intelligencegathering is a frequent topic of the correspondence between Egypt and its
vassalss6 For example, Zimreddi, ruler of Sidon, quotes one of A khenaten 's
commands about collecting information: "Moreover, as to your ordering
with regard to the lands of Amurru, 'The word th at you hear from there
you must report to me."'57 The di versity of Egypt's vassals allowed the
Egyptian pharaoh to receive reports from all angles; in another letter, Zimreddi's enemy A bimilki of Tyre also records: "T he king, my lord, wrote to
me on a tablet, 'Write whatever you hear to the king.'" By comparing the
reports of h is officials and messengers with those of frequently opposed
vassals, the pharaoh and his advisers could at best arri ve at a relatively
accurate assessment of a situation and at worst realize where the available
intelligence required augmenration .
Such frequent correspondence between the kingdoms and vassal states
of the ancient Near East necessitated an organized courie r service. In
Egypt, the title "messenger" or "royal messenger" appears as early as the
Old Kingdom, and by the time of the New Kingdom, a version of the
"pony express" existed at least in U pper Egypt S8 Each ancient Near Eastern king possessed his own messengers, who not only transported the
actual missives but also aided in interpreting the text and conversing with
the foreign king. 59 Several Egyptian messengers, such as Mane and Hani,
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figure prominently in the Amarna Letters. In some cases, messengers
could be detained for years in the coutt of another ruler. T he messengers
might need to travel through unstable regions, and to prevent any interference and to aid their journey, messengers could be provided with "passports" that granted them free passage and released them from payment of
any tribute along the way.60

The Amarna Letters
Due to a chance discovery in the late nineteenth century C.E., the reign of
Amunhotep III marks a tremendous change in our understanding of Egyptian relations with western Asia. According to reports in 1887, a peasant
woman from a village near Amarna was digging in the ancient ruins of
Akhet-aten for sebakh , the remains of ancient mud-brick architecture and
habitation debris used as fertilizer. Among the richly fertilizing temains
she discovered a cache of clay tablets bearing correspondence between
Egyptian pharaohs-Amunhotep Ill, Akhenaten, and his immediate successors through Tutankhamun-and rulers of the major kingdoms of the
ancient Near East as well as the Egyptian vassal states in southern SyriaPalestine. These invaluable documents, commonly called the "Amama
Letters," paint a vivid picture of politics in the fourteenth century B.C.E.
in which the "great powers" of the eastern Mediterranean threatened,
cajoled, and deceived to acquire greater wealth and power. 61
The Amarna Letters represent a portion of the archive once housed at
the "Office of the Letters of Pharaoh ," a building in the central city of
Akh et-aten. 62 The tablets are covered in cuneiform, the wedge-shaped
writing of ancient Mesopotamia (see figure 22). The language of the texts
is almost entirely Akkadian; in rare cases, other languages, such as Hittite
or Hurrian, appear within the archive.63 A few of the tablets retained
traces of ink notes in hieratic, the cursive Egyptian script, added for fi ling
purposes M The scribes who wrote the cuneiform documents dispatched.
from Egypt might h ave been Egyptian scribes who had trained in Akkadian, or foreign scribes employed in the Egyptian admin istration. 65 Monuments at Amama attest ro a number of Asiatics inhabiting Akhenaten's
capital,66 and in addition to their roles as members of the royal bodyguard,
such foreigners also might have aided scribes with A khenaten's international correspondence.
Despite the episrolary formulas used througho ut the arch ive, the tex ts
often portray annoyance, hope, hostility, and a range of other emotions.
The letters between the great kings, who address each other as "brother,"
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Figure 22. Cuneiform [ablet from
the Amarna correspondence, a letter
of the Amorite ruler Aziru to an
Egyptian administraror, reporting
movements of the Hittite king

(EA 166, Vorderasiatisches Museum,
Berlin, VAT 250). Courtesy of the
Bildarchiv Preussischer Kulturbesitz/

Art Resource , N.Y.

differ greatly in their scope and tone from a vassal's letter to his overlord,
Vassals employ short opening statements emphasizing their subordinate
status, even when reporting disastrous events or blaming the pharaoh for
not sending aid in time; typical expressions include "I fall at the feet of
my lord seven times and seven times both on the stomach and on the
back, at the feet of the king, my lord,"67 Indeed, a scene in the Memphite
tomb of Horemhab68 depicts a group of Asiatic chiefs assuming numerous
postures of abasement in the presence of the pharaoh one man lies on
his stomach, another on his back, in just the positions described in the
letters 69
Queens of the ancient Near Eastern kingdoms also participated in
diplomatic correspondence,1° A series of letters from Tushratta, king of
Mitanni, to Akhenaten contain complaints about a gift of gold-plated
wooden statues ftom Egypt, despite Tushratta's in sistence that he had been
promised solid gold statues, Exasperated with the new pharaoh, Tushratta
implores Akhenaten to speak with his mother, Tiye,7' and sends at least
one letter directly to the Egyptian queen, In one letter Tushratta mentions
the messengers of his wife, Yuni, visiting Tlye 72 The diplomatic role assumed by Ttye is fitting, considering she was the only Eighteen th Dynasty
queen granted the epithet "great of fear, mistress of altlands" (see page 24) ,
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At least two other letters were written by the queen of Ugarit to the queen
of Egypt (EA 48 and 50).
In total, 379 tablets or fragments thereof were found by illicit or official excavations at Amarna; of these documen ts, 355 are letters or texts
related to international correspondence, while the remaining tablets contain other types of cuneiform texts, such as myths, scribal exercises, and
vocabulary lists (for convenience, these documents are referred to by the
designation EA, "EI-Amarna," plus a number) .ll Fewer than 50 of the
documents within the Amarna archive represent correspondence between
Egypt and the major kingdoms and independent states of the ancient Near
East-M itanni, Babylonia, Hatti, Assyria, Arzawa, and Alashiya (Cyprus) .
The remaining letters, more than 300, are communications between
Egypt's vassals and their overlord , the pharaoh.

Tushratta of Mitanni
The location of HUrTi.n Miranni at the crossroads of Asia Minor, northern Mesopotamia, and the upper reaches of Syria-Palestine placed the
kingdom in an ideal position to influence the growth of other powers in
any of those regions. Mitanni was a check to any emerging power such as
Assyria in northern Mesopotamia, and had already posed a serious military
threat to the so-called O ld Kingdom of the H ittites during the reign of
Hattusili I (ca. 1650-1620 B.C.E.) .74 During the early Eighteenth Dynasty
in Egypt, the influence of Mitanni was felt strongly in northern SyriaP"lestine 75 The autobiographical text of King Idrimi of Alalakh, a city on
the northernmost stretch of the O rontes, recounted this new political
reality.l6 Idrimi fled east from h is ancestral home of Aleppo in the face of
Hunian incursions and later became a vassal of the Hurrian ruler.
During the early Eighteenth Dynasty, the kingdom of Mitanni was at
its height. By the re ign of Amunhotep 111, Mitanni, the former archenemy
of Egypt, had but recently been allied with Egypt. T he alliance between
Egypt and Mitanni, cemented by the marriage of Miranni princesses to
the Egyptian pharaoh, flourished at the same time that Mitanni began to
decline. Amunhotep III married Oilukhepa, daughter of the M itanni king
Shuttarna II, and exchanged letters with the Mitanni ruler. After the death
of Shuttarna 11, Tushratta, the new king of Mitanni, continued the alliance with Egypt; behind the formalized nature of their correspondence, the
lerters between Amunhotep III and Tushratta suggest that the two rulers
might even have developed a friendship. Upon the death of Amunhotep
III, Tushratta attempted to forge a similar relationsh ip with Akhenaten.
Finding difficulty persuading the new pharaoh to keep the prom ises made
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by his father, Tushratta even wrote to the queen mother, Tiye (see pages

148-149) ,

Suppiluliuma I: King of the Hittites
T he Hittite empire began with the reign of Hattusili I at Hattusas (modem Bogazkoy, Turkey) in about 1650 B,C,E n After turning his attention
to securing t rade routes to the Mediterranean and northern Syria, Hattusili I consolidated his hold on western AnatoHa; his successor, Mursili I,
greatly expanded the Hittite empire by capturing Aleppo and Babylon,
A fter a period of checkered fortunes, the Hittites again became influential. in about 1380 B,C, E" with the accession of Suppiluliuma I, whose successful campaigns would destroy Mitanni and create a ne w rival to Egypt's
empire in Syria-Palestine,
A ncient Egyptian texts refer to the "land of Hatt;" from the early
Eighteenth Dynasty, but when depicting a Hittite, the early New Kingdom Egyptians simply represented a person of Syro-Palestin ian appearance, Northern Syrian states, mostly under the control of Mitann i, separated the H ittites from the Egyptians, and the Egyptians seem initially to
h ave been acquain ted with the politics and militarism of the H ittites
through their Syrian surrogates, The standard H ittite of the Hatti homeland, as we know him in New Kingdom Egyptian depictions, with his
clean -shaven face, prominent nose, sloping forehead, and long hair, first
appears in an Egyptian represen tation in the Saqqara romb chapel of
H oremhab, carved during the reign ofTutankhamun or Aye,18 Apparently
the Egyptians first had any mean ingful encounters with true Hittites during the A mam a Period,
Meaningful encounters the two empires would indeed have over the
next century, T he expansionist policies of Suppiluliuma I (c, 1350-1322
B, C,E , ) , although aimed against M itanni, disrupted Egyptian in terests in
Syria-Palestine, particularly around the city of Kadesh and the region of
Amh The political events following Suppiluliuma's G reat Syrian Campaign, which occurred in about year twelve of the reign of Akhenaten, are
complicated and mostly reconstructed from later H ittite evidence, including historical retrospectives (e,g" "The Deeds of Suppiluliuma") and copies of treaties between the Hittites and the territories they conquered,

Burnaburiash II of Babylonia
Throughout the A marna Period, the powerful and long- lived Kassite
Dynasty ruled the kingdom of Babylon iaN At the southern end of Mesopotamia, Babylonia was too far from the sphere of Egyptian influence in
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weStern Asia to play much of a role in the polit ical struggles of the great
powers. Indeed, o ne of the Amarna Letters (EA 7) reveals that Babylonia's relative isolation from the great powers led to a certa in ignorance of
eography by the Babylonian king Bumabu riash II, a contemporary of
Amunhotep Iii and Akhenaten. A ccording to the letter, the king of Babylon had only recently recovered from an illness and was vexed at Akhenaten for not sending a messenger to visit duri ng h is illness. With a guileessness to rival his geographic ignorance, Burnaburiash goes on to report
o Akhen aten the following conversation with another Egyptian messen,er present at the Babylonian coure
(The Egvptian messenger) addressed me, slaying], "It (Egypt) is not a
place close by so your brother (the pharaoh) can hear (about you) and
send you greetings. The country is far away. Who is going to tell your
brother so he can immediately send you greetings? Would your brother
hear chat you are ill and sti ll not send you his messengerr" I for my part
addressed him as follows, "For my brother, a Great King, is there really a
fur~a way country and a c1 ose~by Qn e!,180

This ietter also indicates the esteem in which even distant empires
held the Egyptians the Babylonian king seems to believe that Egypt cannot be far from any land. Egypt and Baby Ionia remained on friend ly terms
during the reign of A khenaten (probably fortunate for any force Burnaburiash might have sent out), but their relationship has little significance
fo r Egyptian foreign policy.

AshuTuballit I of Assyria
In about 1400 S. C. E. , th e kingdom of Assyria began to throw off the
Mitann i yoke and to build a powerful empire in northern Mesopotamia 81
Assyrian pressure on Mittani, already suffering from Hitt ite incursions,
helped to usher in the downfall of the Hurrian state, but otherwise
Assyria, like Babylonia, exerted little infl uence on Egyptian fore ign policy.
Indeed , not until the Neo-Assyrian Period during the seventh century
S.C.E. did Assyria change the course of history in the Nile Valley, when
,uccess ive invasions of Egypt by the Assyrian kings Esarhaddon and
Ashurpanibal drove out the Nubian Twenty-fifth Dynasty and established
n Egyptian puppet kingdom in the Delta, which would eventually lead to
the Saite Renaissance 8Z
During the Amarna Period, Assyria was merely a small kingdom with
dreams of empire. To improve h is state's position among the great powers,
-\shu ruball it I sent a fact-finding mission to open contact with Egypt (EA
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15)83 Soon thereafter, the Assyrian king complained to Althenaten about
the inadequacy of his latest gift from Egypt (EA 16): "Is such a present
that of a G reat King? Gold in your country is dirt; one simply gathers it
up. Why are you so sparing of it? I am engaged in building a new palace.
Send me as much gold as needed for its adornment."84 Burnaburiash of
Babylon, who believed Assyrian territory to be under his control, expresses
h is annoyance at the efforts of Ashuruballit to establish independent contact with Egypt (EA 9): "Now, as for my Assyrian vassals, I was not the
one who sent them to you. Why on their own authority have they come
to your country ? If you love me, they will conduct no business whatsoever.
Send them off to me empty-handed."85 Despite Akhenaten's diplomatic
ties with Burnaburiash, the pharaoh appears to have continued to correspond with Assyria.

Arzawa and Alashiya
Two further independent kingdoms also attempted to interact on a more
or less equal footing with the great powers: Arzawa and Alashiya. Arzawa
controlled an area along the southern coast of Asia Minor west of the Hittite home land and managed to remain independent of the growing Hittite
empire during the entire reign of Suppiluliuma, but eventually fell to h is
son Mursili II (c. 1321- 1295 B.C.E.) 8 6 Alashiya was the ancient name for
the island of Cyprus, in the northeastern corner of the Mediterranean
Sea 87
The main contact between Egypt and Arzawa occurred during the
reign of Amunhotep 1Il, when the Egyptian king requested a bride from
Arzawa in exchange for gold .88 This diplomatic marriage might have been
an attempt to distract Hittite attention from northern Syria-Palestine and
to impede any possible development of Hittite naval power by providing
support to the still independent kingdom of Arzawa. Similarly, the island
kingdom of Alashiya assumes a small role in the Amarna Letters, but its
king sent messengers consistently to Egypt 89 Along with his messengers,
the king of Alashiya dispatched fairly large quantities of copper to Egypt,
requesting silver in return.90 Not surprisingly, some of the correspondence
with Alashiya deals with maritime trade and piratical activities. In EA 38,
the king of A lashiya responds to accusations by the Egyptian pharaoh:
Why, my brocher, do you say such a thing to me, "Does my brother not
know thist' As far as I am concerned, I have done nothing of the sort.
Indeed, men of Lukki, year by year, seize villages in my cou ntry.
My brother, you say to me, "Men from your country were with them."
My brother, I do not know that they were with them. If men fro m my
country were (with them), send (them back) and I will act as I see fi t'l
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Apparently piratical Lukki and accusations from the Egyptian pharaoh
are not all that cause the king of Alashiya concern (for Bronze Age
pirates, see pages 197 and 203). In two further letters, the king of
A lashiya informs the Egyptians and their governors that some ships from
Cyprus belong to his merchants and "no one making a claim in your [the
Egyptian king's] name is to approach my merchants or my ships."9Z Unfortunately, no further letters survive ro indicate if the king's requests for
Uduty~free" status were honored.

Aziru of Amurru and the Apiru
Although the name originated as a more general term for the lands west
of Mesopotamia, by the time of Akhenaten the toponym "Amurru" had
come to designate a more limited geographical area: the land between the
Mediterranean coast and the Orontes River, in the area of modern Lebanon and Syria. 93 Beh ind the lines of Thutmose l's thrust against Mitanni,
and within the area of Egyptian influence during the reign of Thutmose
III, the land of Amurru probably gave the early Eighteenth Dynasty rulers
little hint of the importance it would attain during the reigns of Amunhotep III and Akhenaten. The rise of Amurru, a multifaceted event that
looms large in the Amama correspondence, was the tesult of two charismatic and cutthroat rulers: Abdiashirta and his son Aziru. Using all means
at his d isposal, Abdiashirta united the disparate population of Amurru,
broadly termed the "Amorites," and created a state powerful enough to
dispute terms Witl, the two major superpowers, Egypt and the Hittites,
between which the Amorites became a powerful buffer state. After consolidating the wilds lands of Amurru, Abdiashirta met his end under uncertain circumstances, but his sons, particularly Aziru, pursued the same goals
as t heir father.
A key factor in the success of Abdiashirta and his sons was the alii·
ance they forged with an infamous group of people known as the Apiru 94
In the A marna Letters, the Apiru appear as small, roving groups of brigands who attack caravans, destroy property, and wreak general havoc. The
term appears in;ti~!ly ro have referred to some specific element of the
Amorite region"l population, and to have undergone a change as that
group was augmented and thereby changed through its associations with
urban communities. By themselves, the Apiru could prove an annoyance
to settled populations in Syria-Palestine, but properly manipulated by
Abdiashirta and Aziru, the Apiru could move into an area and institute a
reign of te rror- the Apit u became a force of often violent social and
political change. Much of the power of the Apiru lay not in their military
strength but in their ability to inspire fear.
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The realm of Amurru incorporated, even centered on, the great Biqa
Valley of modem Lebanon. A northern extension of the G reat Rift Valley,
the Biqa is an excellent corridor for north-south trade, but a complex
checkerboard of varying microecologies, increasingly arid toward the west
and from south to north. The character of the Biqa Valley determined the
nature of the Apiru and the flexi ble loyalties and poliCies of the Amorite
state; for the past several millennia the inhabitants of the region have
relied on a flexible approach to economy, switching between nomadism
and farming as climate has dictated 95 The Apiru exhibited traits of both
sedentary and nomadic groups, as one would expect if at least some of the
Apiru were people uprooted from settled groups and enticed or forced-by
direct, social, or economic pressures- into a nomadic or a seminomadic
lifestyle.
Some Apiru developed urban skills through association with former
urban ites turned Apiru, and some of these latter carried the acculturative
process in reverse. Apparently the term "Apiru" could apply to anyone
who embraced or was swept up in the Apiru lifestyle, and the more recent
term "gypsy," as it has specific linguistic and perhaps originally ethnic
denotations, and a wide array of connotations, including itinerant but not
destitute elements of the population of primarily sedentary populations, is
an excellent and perhaps exact parallel. 96 T he Apiru could fu nction as
auxiliary soldiers and workmen, a self-sufficient, self-propelled group of
often skilled people who could augment the increasingly complex Near
Eastern societies, taking advantage of the new internationalism, and turning
the climatic peculiarities of the Biqa to the greatest economic advantage.

Ribaddi of Byblos
From the Egyptian Predynastic Period onward, vessels sailed between Byblos and Egypt, transporting skilled labore rs, raw materials, and luxury
goodS. 91 The residents of Byblos adopted much of Egyptian theology and
iconography. The patron goddess of Byblos, Baalat-Gebel, whose name
means "Mistress of Byblos," was worshipped from an early period as a
manifestation of the Egyptian goddess Hathor, who in tum could bear the
Egyptian epithet Nebet-kepenet, "Mistress of Byblos."98 Although the
Egyptians did not consistently exert direct political control over Byblos,
the city was a bastion of Egyptian culture on the coast of Syria-Palestine.
During the reigns of A munhotep [[[ and Akhenaten, the ruler of Byblos was a man named Ribaddi. Were it not for the Amarna Letters, we
might not even know of his existence, and we certainly would nor know
so much about his personality. Ribaddi authored nearly seventy letters in
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the Ama rna archive, a large proportion of all the correspondence from
Egypt's northern vassals.99 In his loquacious and often repeti tive missives,
Ribaddi reaches to the height of obsequiousness, including the poetic
statement "I am a foo tstoo l for the feet of the king, my lord, and his loyal
servant."I OO

Fortunately, Ribaddi's constan t stream of letters provides a wealth of
information about the political events in Syria-Palestine. While the Egyptian pharaoh might have appreciated the intelligence reports of Ribaddi,
he seems also to have tired of the nlimber and repetition of those repon s. IOI In the end, R ibaddi's loyalty and undying devotion to the pharaoh were to no avail. As R ibaddi's letters tell uS in often excruciating
detail, th e Amorite rulers Abdiashirta and Aziru were either directly or
indirec tly responsible for the murder of Ribaddi's family, the loss of his territories, and his eventual exile from his beloved city. He is a tragicomic
figure, and Shakespeare would surely have made of him an Amarna Falstaff could h e have written the t ragedy Akhenaten.

Egyptian Vassals in Syria- Palestine
Besides Amurru and Byblos, who loom large in the Amarna cottespondence, a number of other Egyptian vassals appear in the archive. 102 The
majority of the correspondence is written by the vassals and addressed to
Egyptian commissioners or the pharaoh; few copies of the pharaoh's letters
to h is vassals appear in the archive, but the sum of vassal correspondence
suggests a yea rly pattern of communication. IO} While the vassals' letters
vary considerably in theme and content, missives from the pharaoh consistently stressed the need for obedience and v igilance by his vassals:
The king herewith sends to you Hant, the son of Maireya, the stable overseer of the king in Canaan. And what he tells you heed very carefully lest
the king find fault in you. Every word that he tells you heed very carefully
and carry out very carefully. And be on your guard! Be on your guard! Do
not be negligent! And may you prepare before the arrival of the archers
of the king food in abundance, wine (and) everyth ing else in abundance.
Indeed, he is going to reach you very quickly and he will cut off the heads
of the enemies of the king. 104
The Syro-Palestinian vassals divide into a number of groups.IOl Those
on the southern coastal plain, such as Gaza and Ashkelon, appear infrequently in the Amarna Letters, and posed few problems for Egypt, fl5 one
might expect from cities so close to the N ile Delta and within easy reach
of the Egyptian navy. T he southern vassals farther inland inhabited hilly
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territory that made direct control slightly more difficult. Labayu, the ruler
of Shechem, one of the cities in this southern h ill region, well represents
the problems Egyptian vassals could create, even without the interference
of another of the great powers. Labayu's expansionist policies brought him
into conflict with a number of other Egyptian vassals. The Egyptians normally overlooked such internecine fighting, since it prevented anyone
group from gaining enough power to threaten Egypt's own inte rests in
a particular region. Indeed, Labayu- like other unruly vassals-tried to
exploit Egyptian tolerance of independent action by explaining in detail
how his actions actually benefited Egypt (EA 254):
To the king, my lord and my Sun: Thus Labayu, your servant and the dirt
on which you tread . .. . I have obeyed the orders that the king wrote to

me. Who am I that the king should lose his land on account of me? The
fact is that I am a loya l servant of the king! I am not a rebel and I am not
delinquent in duty. . . . How, if the king wrote to me, «Put a bronze dag~
ger into your heart and die," how could I not execute the order of the
king?l06

Despite his protestations of innocence, however, Labayu's constant
attacks on other vassals raised the ire of the pharaoh, and Amunhotep III
eventually sent aid to a coalition of cities that had formed to defend
themselves against the ruler of Shechem. Labayu's sons continued the
aggressive policies of their father, much as the sons of the wickedly charismatie Abdiashirta cattied on th e work of their father in Amurru.
The northern vassals similarly divided into a coastal and an inland
group. Along with the leade rs of the port cities, such as Byblos, Beirut,
Sidon, and Tyre, the main vassal in the coastal region was AmuITu, discussed above. Farther inland was the area controlled by the ruler of Damascus, Biryawaza, who in the Amarna archive appears quite dedicated to the
Egyptian pharaoh. When the Amorites allied themselves with the ruler of
Kadesh, a Hittite confederate, Biryawaza clashed with Aziru. I07 At the
northernmost extent of the Egyptian sphere of influence were the cit ies of
Ugarit and Qatna, as well as the region of Nuhasse; during the Amama
Period, the rulers of all these northern areas entered either by force or voluntarily into the Hittite sphere of inlluence.

"The Vile Dog of Amurru"
From the time of the alliance between M itanni and Egypt during the reign
of Thutmose IV, a relatively peaceful balance of power prevailed in the
ancient Near East. Although Egyptian and Mitanni vassal states in Syria-
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Palestine contrnued to squabble wi th one another, the great powers were
relatively pacific . T he expansionist policies of Suppiluliuma I, king of the
H ittites, would end this balance of power and force all the great powers to
reevaluate their fo reign policy. Mitanni would ultimately pay the greatest
price in the Hittite rise to international prominence; while Egypt's home
territory was never th reatened, the Egyptian rulers of the next hundred
years would have to t rouble themselves with the problem of the "vile land
of H atti." T he A marna Letters reveal the events that surrounded the
downfall of t he empire of Mitanni as well as the surprising Egyptian
response to the collapse of its ally. Although A khenaten h as often been
accused of negligence in foreign policy, a ne w examination of the international correspondence instead suggests that he might have mastered a
Machiavellian approach to diplomacy approximately th ree thousand years
before it was codified.
The story of this complex series of events begins during the reign of
Amunhotep III in the land of Amurru.108 Amurru's location, between the
southern Levantine POftS, clearly under Egypt's hegemony, and Ugarit and
the southern fringe of the H ittite realm to the north, predestined the
region to enjoy the atten tions of both Egypt and Hatti. Furthermore, the
decline of Mitann i, wh ich began during the reign of A munhotep III and
was nearly complete by the death of Akhenaten, left Egypt without an
ally against t he grow ing might of Hatti. But if a secondary power were to
arise that might fo rm a buffer to Hittite aggression and replace tottering
Mitanni to the east, such a state might well center in th e territory of
Amurru. In spite of th ese geopolitical harbingers of political significance,
A murru, even early in the reign of Amunhotep III , probably seemed to
lack the necessary social envitonment.
Nevertheless, the peculiarities of its h uman populations that may
indeed have stunted her earlier political development sudde nly became
Amurru's greatest asset. Amurru proper was home to no major urban set~
tlements, but was the center of the A piru, who, due to the geography and
climate of the Biqa Valley, alte rnated between nomadism and agriculture
(see above). These ferocio us bands of brigands, who existed around the
fringes of settled society, alternately participating in and preying on their
sedentary neighbors, were one of the most important weapons in the
Amorite arsenal. At the time of Mitanni's collapse, Egypt and Hatti might
well have found themselves without a buffer or even a distraction to avert
the inevi table military confrontation. Fortunately for the two great powers,
a crafty, duplicitous, and incredibly braggadocious politician arose in Amurru,
a man who could communicate and maneuver in ways comprehensible to
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the large states to his south and north, and who could at the same time
orchestrate a symbiotic relationship with the A piru. The man was Abdiashirta, and the Apiru became his collective cat's-paw, the bringers of
chaos and change whose onslaughts, at the behest of Abdiashirta, necessitated the arrival of Abdiashirta "to restore order."
Abdiashirta instituted this cycle of destabilization and incorporation to
expand his territory and to create, for the first time, a unified power in
Amurru. T he de tails of one of Abdiashirta's strikes, against the Egyptiancontrolled city of Sumur, indicate both the brilliance of his strategy and
its inherent dangers. During the reign of Amunhote p III the commissioner
of Sumur was a man called Pahhanate in the Amarna Letters, a cuneiform
rendering of the Egyptian title Pa-hem-netcher, "the priest." Pah hanate
found his area of responsibility under pressure from the A piru; this constituted the first step of Abdiashirta's cycle of terror, in which he would
unleash the A piru to disrupt commerce in a particular region and threaten
its urban inhabitants. When the commissioner Pahhanate left Sumur to
visit Egypt, the Apiru moved in, with Abdiashirta on their heels. This was
the second step in Abdiashirta's plan, in which the Amorite ruler would
advance into the threatened area and "save" the city from the threat of
the Apiru. While Abdiashirta's designs on the city of Sumur appear to
ha ve enjoyed military success, the A morite king next had to extricate
himself from the diplomatic consequences of invading one of Egypt's chief
administrative centers in Syria-Palestine.
A letter from Abdiashirta to Amunhotep III tries to counter the
denunciations made by the Egyptian commissioner Pahhanate 109 and R ibaddi, ruler of Byblos,llo and seeks to justify his own actions against the
city of Sumur (EA 60):
To the king, the Sun, my lord: [Mess]age of Abdiashirta, your servant, the
dirt under your feet. 1 fall at the feet of the king, my lord, seven time, and
seven times. As I am a servant of the king and a dog of his house, I guard
all Amurru for the king, my lord. I have repeatedly said to Pahhanate, my
comm iss ioner, "Take aux ili ary forces to guard the lands of the king."

Indeed, all the kings under the king of the Hurri forces (king of Mitanni)
seek to wrest the lands from my [ ... but I g]uard thlem]. lLook] there
is Pahhanate, my commiss ioner. May the king, the Sun, ask him if I do
not guard Sumur and U llasa . When my commissioner is on a miss ion

of the king, the Sun, then I am the one who guards the harvest of the
grain of Sumur and all the lands for the king, my Sun, my lord. May the
king, my lord, know me and entrust me
commissioner. lll

to

the charge of Pahhanate, my
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Was Amunhotep 1Il really convinced of Abdiashirta's protestations
that he occupied Sumur for the Egyptians and was actually made a custodian of the area by the departed commissioner himself? If not, then why
did Egypt allow Abdiashirta to remain in power in Amurru? A series of
letters from Ribaddi, ruler of Byblos, to other Egyptian officials suggests
that the Egyptian pharaoh might not have been receiving complete
reports about the events surrounding the fall of Sumur. 112 Ribaddi felt certain Egypt's ruler would send troops ro recover Sumur, if the pharaoh were
only properly informed. Yet a failure of intelligence seems not to be the
reason for Egypt's inaction. In yet another letter, Ribadd i accuses the
pharaoh of knowingly abandoning his loyal servant to the depredations of
Abdiashirta and the Apiru. l13
Amunhotep Ill's disregard for the concerns of Ri baddi , and the pharaoh's apparent indulgence of Abdiashirta's aggression, may represent a
calculated decision based on another trou bling situation- the duplicity
of Mitanni. At about the time that Abdiashirta gained control over
Sumur, Ribaddi reported that Suppiluliuma "has seized all the countries
that were vassals of the king of Mitanni."1l4 Ribaddi's account is exaggerated, since Hittite dominance over all of Mitann;'s vassa ls would not be
achieved for two more decades; however, Hittite sources suggest that the
king of N uhasse did switch allegiance from Mitanni ro the Hittites at this
time. 115 Possibly to compensate for the loss of Nuhasse, Mitanni turned
against Egyptian vassals in Syria-Palestine. Abdiashirta informed the
pharaoh that local rulers loyal to the Hurrian king, subjects of Mitanni,
were out to annex areas under Egyptian control; Hurrian aggression is
one of the reasons Abdiashirta gives in EA 60 for h is action against
Sumur.
Did Abdiashirta exaggerate here, as he almost certainly lied about his
commission from Pahhanare? Perhaps not. The appalled Ribaddi also had
informed Egypt of a thrust by Tushratta as far as Sumur, a Mitanni incursion supposedly intended to reach Byblos itself (EA 85 and 95)1l6 If these
reports were accurate,1I7 then Abdiashirta's claim might well have rung
true, although his own visit to Mitanni, as reported by R ibaddi (EA
90), 118 could well leave one in doubr as for whom he was guarding Sumur.
In either case, the combination of a H ittite menace and the duplicity
Miranni-even in its death throes-appears to have shown toward Egypt,
would h ave increased Amurru's importance in the eyes of Egypt's rulers.
Abdiashirta's success at creating an effective buffer on the Egyptian
empire's northern border may well have made h im worth the sacrifice of a
few cities.
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U nfortunately for Ribaddi, and to the ultimate annoyance of Amunhotep III, however, Abdiashirta did not cease his cutthroat tactics after
the fall of Sumur. Under the guidance of Abdiashirta, the Apiru expanded
the unsettled atmosphere of the region; as areas frag mented and collapsed
before them, as settled populations became A piru, Abdiashirta's nascent
Amorite kingdom rushed in to fill the temporary political void, The more
cities Abdiashirta consolidated under his rule, the more powerful he
became and the quicker he could acquire important intelligence; as Ribaddi reports (EA 82): "All of the Apiru are on his side, and as soon as the
mayors hear anything, they write to him, Accordingly, he is strong,"119
W hile Egypt remained silent, all the more markedly so in contrast to
the increasingly frantic and desperate appeals by Ribaddi, Amurru soon
absorbed the hinterland of Byblos herself, Ribaddi sent h is sister and her
children south ro Tyre and wrote again for help from Egypt, The pharaoh
at last responded with an order to Beirut, Sidon, and Tyre to go to Byblos's assistance (EA 92), but by then those ports were in Abdiashirta's
hands; even worse, the ruler of Tyre, along with Ribaddi's sister and her
children, had been murdered by a Tyrian populace that did not want to
oppose the Amorites (EA 89) ,120 At about this time, Ribaddi even writes
the Egyptian official Amanappa, threatening to abandon Byblos in the
wake of an assassination attempt instigated by Abdiashirta (EA 82 ), 121
Had Egypt miscalculated, or did it simply wait until it knew that only
Byblos would be left on the A morite littoral ? Ribaddi was literally at his
wits' end, alternately threatening to join the Amorites and begging the
pharaoh to buy them Off, 122 and Abdiashirta was poised to pounce on one
of the few cities not yet under h is control. Then, at the last minute, Egypt
answered, In letter after letter, Ribaddi describes his situation with a particularly poetic turn of phrase: "Like a bird in a trap, so am I in Byblos,"123
A t the twelfth hour the bird turned out to be not Ribaddi, but Abdiashirta; the unwitting Ribaddi had indeed been in a trap, but he was the
bait in a trap of the pharaoh's setting,
Apparently Abdiashitta outlived his original purpose-to consolidate
a backward area and provide a self-serving barrier to any possible Mitanni
and Hittite interests, Abdiashirta might well declare h is independent state
loyal to Mitanni, but that self-serving ruler would be unlikely to hand
ovet vast expanses to the H urrians, and a potentially pro-H urrian renegade was preferab le to a potentially hostile and resurgent Mitanni in
direct control of Sumur and Byblos, Egypt would have had every reason to
want to remove Abdiashirta only at the very moment when his consolidation of Amurru had advanced so far that he could capture the last major
Levantine port in Egypt's northern dependencies,
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The task of removing Abdiashirta fell to A manappa, an Egyptian official who had been monitoring the state of invested Byblos, and whose job
was probably to keep the pharaoh informed of just how long to wait, and
just when to strike. Amanappa arrived with an expeditionary force, apparently augmented shortly thereafter, and took Abdiashirta captive. Ribaddi
describes this episode in a "retrospective" portion of a letter he writes to
Akhenaten, already complaining about the negligence of the new pharaoh
toward the protection of Byblos and its loquacious ruler (EA 117): "] am
accordingly afraid and] have turned to my lord. Moreover, ] sent a man
to your father. W hen Amanappa came with a small force, I wrote to the
palace that the king should send a large force. Did he not take Abdiashirta along with everything belonging to him, just as I said?"
Amanappa hauled Abdiashirta back to Egypt, where Amunhotep III
himself~ripp ing with the regalia of solar kingship probably had an
amusing audience with a bewildered Amorite king~ripping with sweat
in his woolen robe. The fate of Abdiashirta is unclear, and the only possible reference to his death in the A mama Letters leaves his murderer
unnamed (EA 101). Perhaps the pharaoh ordered the elimination of
Abdiashirta, or perhaps his own people murdered him in retribution for an
economic setback.I 24 To judge ftom other letters by Ribaddi, even the subjects and henchman of Abdiashirta may not have been sorry to see their
leader depart (EA 73). 125
Upon the death of their father, Abdiashirta's sons were left with a
challenge, and Egypt and Amurru were in the situation in which they
found themselves at the start of Abdiashirta's rise. Egypt, if it did nothing,
would see the sons perhaps struggle among themselves and then proceed
to repeat Abdiashirta's cycle of disruption of the cities and regions in the
vicinity of Amurru. Amurru would grow, and would consolidate within her
sphere the disparate smaller entities that might, without Amorite intervention, fan into the control of larger, more potentially menacing polities;
and Ribaddi would write increasingly desperate letters to the pharaoh.
Indeed, this did occur. Either Egypt did not learn its lesson, or what happened under Abdiashirta was what Egypt indeed wanted, and Egypt actually arranged to repeat the cycle. The Amorite realm served to protect the
populations of the area from themselves and from non-Egyptian intervention, and Egypt need literally do nothing ro achieve this.

The Fall of Sumur and the Great Syrian Campaign
Probably not long after Abdiashirta's death, Amunhotep III died, and
Amunhotep IV ascended the throne, and a few years thereafter changed
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his name to A khenaten, For the first decade of Akhenaten's rule, events
in Syria-Palestine followed the same pattern as in the latter part of the
reign of A munhotep Ill- vassals accused one another of aggressive behavior, Mitanni contin ued to lose territory to the Hittites, and A murru consolidated its power, A few years after his accession, Akhenaten witnessed
the rise of a powerful Amorite, whose ambition he could explo it just as
Amunhotep III had exploited Abdiashirta. This leader of the sons of
A bdiashirta was Aziru, who like his father- was able to profess loyalty
to Egypt in all he d id, at least in the beginning,I26 Aziru appears to have
expressed to several Egyptian officials his desire to become a formal vassal
of Egypt, and those officials seem to have rebuffed Aziru each time (EA
157),127
Apparently the local Egyptian officials either did not understand or
d id not desire to play the Amorite's political game, while the pharaoh, it
seems, understood- the pharaoh, after all, might have prepared the field
for Aziru's game, A khenaten saw a Mitanni truly tottering and soon to
collapse, and pleased on the whole with the results of his father's Amorite
experiment, Akhenaten was apparently prepared to allow the full and
final establishment of the Amarite kingdom, Probably wh ile Amunhotep
IV prepared his new version of pharaonic power, and changed his name to
Akhenaten, Egypt garrisoned Sumur again, installed another commissione r,
and eventually Abdiash irta's sons threatened the area,
Akhenaten wrote to R ibadd i instructing the Byblian ruler to go to
Sumur's assistance, but Ribaddi demurred, worried that if he went to Sumur
the Amorites would take his own city (EA 104) :
Who are the sons of Abdiashirta, the servant and dog?1 28 Are they the
king of Kashu or the king of Mitanni that they take the land of the
(Egyptian) king for themselves? Previously, they would take cities of your
mayors, and you did nothing. N ow they have dri ven out your commis~
sioner and have taken his cities for themselves. ... If in these circum ~
stances you do nothing, then they are certainly going to take Sumuf and
kill the commissioner and the auxiliary force in Sumur. What am I to do?
I cannot go personally to Sumur . , . they would attack me l129

But would Akhenaten have been either surprised ar entirely displeased
if such did occur? Byblos was under attack by the land forces of Aziru and
the Apiru, and by the fleet of the "people of Arwada,"130 Ribaddi's city
also was filled with refugees, Egyptians among them, from other areas, and
the Egyptian commissioner at Sumur does seem to have written to nearby
cities for help that would never arrive, One of the unfortunate consequences of Akhenaten's inaction was one predicted by Ribaddi in EA 104:
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the death of the Egyptian commissioner. \Vith the fall of Sumur, the
Amorite realm found itself possessed of all it had gained before Egypt
removed Abdiashirta. Akhenaten turned a deaf eat to the pleas of his
commissioner and the interests of the Egyptians living in Sumur. He
apparently sacrificed a c ivilian and military population of his own people
to a brutally efficient Realpolitik, but more would no doubt have died,
and the outcome been perhaps more uncertain, if Egypt had consolidated
and ultimately absorbed the Amorite region by direct application of its
own military power.
An examination of trade routes and sea lanes, reveals that the loss of
northern port cities such as Sumur to Amorite control during Akhenaten 's
reign might not have negatively affected Egyptian goals in the region. The
current in the eastern Mediterranean flows counterclockwise, aiding vessels traveling north along the Syro-Palestinian coast from Egypt. II I The
low draft of warshi ps discouraged voyages by galley forces in open water
out of sight of land, and the Etesian winds blowing south toward the Delta
out of the Aegean would in any event discourage a more di rect journey
from Egypt to the southern coast of Cyprus. In the spring, the khamsin winds
blowing north out of the eastern Sahara might help propel vessels leaving
the Nile Delta coast. Vessels sailing south along the Syro-Pa lestinian coast
have the disadvantage of sailing against the current, although the daily
regimen of coastal breezes might aid th.e ir passage.
A focus of Levantine sea lanes was the area of Tripol i and Beirut.
Travel thence, norrh along the Syrian coast, was not overly difficult, but a
continuation of the route west along the southern coast of Anatolia was
complicated by the often narrow channel between the mainland and offshore islands and by the dangerous katabatic winds, particularly in the
much-to-be-avoided G ulf of Antalya. Similarly, vessels traveling to the
eastern Mediterranean from the northwest would seek to avoid the southern Anatolian coast. A crossing between the area of Beirut and the coast
of Cyprus would allow vessels traveling both to the east and to th e west to
avoid the hated winds and narrows of the southern coast of Anatolia.
An Egyptian fl eet could attack north up the Levantine coast more easily rhan a northern fl eet might attack to the south along the same coast.
If a force based in Egypt controlled at least a few Levantine ports, it could
water itself ro utinely, patrol the sea, and supply land armies that might
thereby roam at will through even a hostile interior. A parallel situation is
offered by medieval Egypt, when the Fatimid fleet from Egypt was able to
assist Muslim land armies, and coordinate activities among the Muslim
seaports du ring the earl y years of the C rusader states. Medieval Egypt did
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not lose its ability to influence the political events in Palestine until the
loss of most of the ports, and the destruction of a fleet off Ashkelon and
the loss of Tyre, its last norrhern base, during the 1120s C.E. lJ2 These latter events reveal that as long as certain key ports remained in Egyptian
hands, Akhenaten could be rather complacent about events inland. Even
with regard to the port areas of A murru, Akhenaten did nor necessarily
have cause to wOrty. Allowing the Amorites some nautical trade could
help strengthen the buffer state, and was a safe plan considering the relative ease wirh which Egyptian fleets could swoop down upon the ports
when they so chose-witness the preparations for Akhen aten's Kadesh
campa ign (see pages 172-175). Beirut appears to have represented rhe
northernmost port to which an Egyptian galley flee t might sail without
stop from Egypt and be able to stay on station for a very few days before
it would need to run for the Delta, or take on more water.
Ugarit might easily fall under H ittite control-at worst it would benefit the Hittite economy; at best, as a Hittite base on th e Cypriot linked
coast, Ugarit would bring new goods into the Egyptian-dominated eastern
Mediterranean, and link the H ittite nautical economy- what there may
have been of such-to the more robust Egyptian sea trade. l33 The port of
Sumur was usefu l to Egypt, but may ultimately have benefited the pharaonic state more as an emporium to strengthen the economy and thereby
th e state of the Amorites-better to fund the economy of a buffer state
than to drain one's own in the direct military confrontation that might
well result from that very buffer state's demise.
Both Ugarit and Sumur lay north of the best route between the Levantine coast and Cyprus, the route Egyptian vessels traveling west and
then south would take, and the route on which vessels of the north and
west might sail on their way into the eastern Mediterranean. 134 Byblos was
another matter, but Egypt could be somewhat cavalier, and use Byblos as
a bait for the Amorites, even disregard its fate ultimately, as long as Beirut
was in Egyptian hands. North of Be irut and Byblos, vessels would ideally
sail south to the Byblos- Beirut route to Cyprus, or row south along the
coast. As long as Egypt controlled the coastal cities, or at least a smattering thereof, north to Beirut, N ilotic power in rhe eastern Mediterranean
need not be worried.
The coast of Lebanon from Ugarit in the north to Ullasa in the south
is an area with no major rivers and few springs or seasonal streams. The
coast south from UIlasa to Beirut has little cultivation in the hinterland of
the port cities. 135 The scarcity of major water sources north of U llasa combined with the relatively unfavorable sailing conditions along the south-
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em coast of Anatolia to contribute yet further to the ease with wh ich the
Egyptians could disregard ports north of Byblos and Beirut. The limited
direct supplies of food from the immediate hinterlands of the cities north
of Beirut would also decrease the importance of those ports as major supply depots for Egyptian fleets or inland-bound military expeditions.
Azi ru's capture of Sumur, which Akhenaten might have sacrificed for
the sake of strengthening the Amorite buffer state, occurred in year twelve
or thirteen of the reign of Akhenaten. In nearly all respects, the twelfth
year of Akhenaten's reign marked a high point in the pharaoh's terrestrial
power. Beneath the shining rays of the Aten, Akhenaten received tribute
from all com ers of the world, and he wanted his northern vassals to witness this display. Although the scenes do not label the figures, a group of
elabora tely attired Syro-Palestinians in the upper right-hand corner of the
durbar scenes are almost certainly rulers of Egyptian-allied cities. Their
subjects, also wearing colorful woolen robes, carry shields, spears, swords,
helmets, and have chariots, and the ir compatriots lead in horses and caprives. In jusr a few years, Akhenaten would employ rhese weapons against
the Hittites, but for now Akhenaten's decisions with regard to Atiru and
the rest of Egypt's vassals in Syria-Palestine would be shaped by events
almost entirely out of the pharaoh's controL
While Akhenaten was playing sun god, Suppiluliuma was playing soldier. Probably slightly before the great durbar festivities at Akhet-aten, in
approximately 1340 B.C.E. , Suppiluliuma mounted a major offensive against
Mitanni, the Great Syrian Campaign, and in one fell swoop conquered
nearly all the Mitanni vassals in northern Syria-Palestine D6 The Hittite
Juggernaut continued into the Mitanni homeland and overran the Mitanni
capital, Washukanni, sending the king Tushratta fleeing from his own
palace. T he chronology of the events following the G reat Syrian Campaign is uncertain, but at some poior after the Hittite offensive, the cowardly behavior of the Mitanni king led to his murder 137 and the flight of
his son Shattiwaza to the H ittite court. U8 The Hittites later established
' hattiwaza as a client king over the Hurrian rump state of Khanigalbat,lJ9
which encompassed portions of Mitan ni that the Hittites did not feel
Immed iately disposed to incorporate directly into their territory, left perhaps as a buffer against encroachments by the Assyrians. Despite the over,helming success of the Hitti te blitzkrieg, Suppiluliuma and his son Mur-Hi II would take several more decades to consolidate their rule over the
remnants of the Hurrian empire .
Suppiluliuma 's G reat Syrian Campaign signaled a maj or change in the
>alance of power in the ancient Near East, but had relatively little effect
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on the te rritorial extent of Egypt's northern empire. Ugarit, previously an
Egyptian ally at the northern extremity of Egypt's sphere of influence, was
led into the Hittite fold by N iqmaddu II, 140 but the other Hittite territorial gains in the lands of Nuhasse and Niya were vassals of Mittani, not
Egypt, and both of these regions would continue to revolt against Hittite
rule. Hittite records indicate that Suppiluliuma's offensive was aimed
directly at Mitanni and irs vassals, and the Hittite ki ng studiously avoided
any direct conflict with Egypt. Suppiluliuma's intentions, however, were
foiled by a fateful event. As the Hittite army traveled south to conquer
one of the southerly vassals of Mitanni near the Egyptian-held terricory of
Upe, they were attacked by Shutatarra, the ruler of Kadesh, who claimed
allegiance to the cause of Egypt and possibly to thar of Mitanni as well. 141
Thus provoked, Suppiluliuma thrashed the small force of the ruler of
Kadesh and cook both Shutatarra and h is son Aitakama hostage.
Although Mitanni would mount a counterattack against Suppiluliuma
about ten years later during the reign of Tutankhamun (see pages 178179), the H urrian state's political influence was all but destroyed, At the
same time, the vast majority of Egypt's sphere of influence remained
intact. The Egyptians opted to wait and see what would result from the
successful Hittite advance, and indeed no strong H ittite military presence
developed in the southern portion of their new sphere of influence.
Although the Hittites claim ro have avoided confrontation with Egypt,
the new H ittite vassals in Syria-Palestine did not maintain the same
respect for Egyptian interests, a lack of respect probably fostered by the
Hittites themselves. The Amarna Letters indicate that the chief thorn in
Egypt's side was Aitakama, the ruler of Kadesh, installed as a Hittite vassal after the defeat of h is father in the Great Syrian Campaign.
A few years after the Great Syrian Campaign, Aziru, once futilely seeking a place in Egypt's array of foreign vassals and agents, found himself
personally summoned to visit Egypt. Akhenaten wanted to take the measlire of the man he had probably already decided would be at the head of
the state that would replace Mitanni as Egypt's chief northern buffer.
Akhenaten appears also to have tired of Aziru's fraternization with loyal
Hittite vassals such as Aitakama, ruler of Kadesh (EA 162):
Now the king has heard as follows, 'You are at peace with the ruler of

Kadesh. The two of you take food and strong drink togerher.' And it is
true. 'Why do you act so? Why are you at peace with a ruler with whom
the king is fighting? ... Bur if you perform the service of the king, your
lord, what is there [hat the king will not do for you ? If for any reason
whatsoever YOli prefer to do evil, and if YOli plot evil, treacherous things,
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then you, together with your entire family, shall die by the ax of the
king ....
And when you wrote, say ing "May the king, my lord, give me leave

this year, and then I will go next year to the king, my lord ..."-the king,
your lord, let you off th is year, in accordance with what you said. Come
yoursdf, or send your son , and you will see the king at whose sight all
lands Hve. You are not to say. "May he give me this year, roo."142

The invitation to visit Egypt was ptobably not fully explained to
Aziru, and certainly not to his family, who feared that the Amorite king's
visit to Egypt might be a permanent stay.14J In their brother's absence, two
other sons of Abdiash irta ass umed the rulership of Amurru: Baaluya and
Betili. Letters addressed to Aziru's brothers ftom nearby rulers even accuse
them of betraying their brother to Egypt;I44 clearly these twO Amorites
would have their hands full maintaining their kingdom while their charismatic brother was away145 W ithout having to kill Aziru, Akhenaten had
arranged for yet another phase of instability-though much more moderate this time in the real m of Amurru, and left the sons of Aziru merely
struggling to maintain order, rather than needing to build an ordered state
again.
In Egypt, Aziru receivt'.. J a letter (EA 170) from Amurru reporting
unverified accounts of the massing of Hittite forces in Nuhasse--probably
in response to Nuhasse's friendly dealings with Egypt-and the Hittite
capture of portions of Amki 146 Whether Aziru voluntarily shared the letter with Akhenaten, one need not doubt that the vicar of the Aten probably learned of the letter's contents before the one to whom it was written. Akhenaten appears to have taken the reports of Hittite activity fairly
seriously and allowed Aziru to retu rn to Amurru; however, Akhenaten also
dispatched the Egyptian commissioner Hani , who had become acquainted
with the Amorite king during the latter's stay in Egypt, to watch over
A ziru and report on what Akhenaten must al ready have realized would be
the Amorite's inevi tably unsavory behavior.
The letter EA 170 may have exaggerated the Hittite threat, but it
almost certainly revealed Amurru's desire to show the pharaoh why a good
buffer state, a strong Amorite kingdom, would be in Egypt's interest. The
hint was taken, and Aziru soon returned to his wild homeland. Having
learned of Egypt and probably having received the fright of his life thus far
when ushered into the presence of the pharaoh, and having had his life
spared, Aziru promptly set about doing what one would expect of a good
son of Abdiashirta-he opened negotiations with the Hittites. 14 ? At the
same time, Aziru probably tried to assert himself bv avoiding an audience
•
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with the Egyptian commissioner Hani. Should we believe that A khe naten
really thought Aziru would be a loyal subject of Egypt, and picture him
crying over h is offerings to Aten when he later learned of Aziru's almost
immediate overtures to the evil empire? Or did Aziru's visit assure Akhenaten of just such brazen duplicity and self-serving initiative? The latter is
more likely, If Aziru had returned a true blue, cartouche-wearing pharaonic servant, he would have lost some of his value as leader of a selfsufficient buffer state.
Akhenaten's fears about Aziru's loyalty might have been further quelled
by reports that the Amorite king was directing his military aspirations
northward. At this time Aziru also wrote to Akhenaten, trying to respond
to the king's accusations about avoiding Hani (EA 161): "The king, my
lord , has spoken about Hani. My lord, I was residing in Tunip, and so I did
not know that he had arrived. As soon as I heard, I went up after him, but
I did not overtake him."148 But what was Aziru doing in Tunip? Under
Akhenaten, wirh Tunip's rightful new ruler held in Egypt (see page 145),
and with the people of Tunip writing desperately in the face of Amorite
aggression, Akhenaten did nothing, and Aziru occupied Tunip. Apparently Egypt indeed wanted Amurru to grow, and to appear to itself and to
others to have done so by its own devices. If Egypt should seem weak and
prevaricating to enemies, this was perhaps a small political price to pay for
allowing A murru to pay the real economic cost of consolidating the
northern border of Egypt's realm. Tunip also would give Aziru a more
direct access to territory in the Hittite sphere. '49 As the Amorite state
began to turn its avaricious fOreign policy from the south to the north,
further expansion would remove other cities and small states all ied or
potentially allied with the Hittites. The preservation of the Amorite
realm as the best hope for a buffer state between Egypt and Harti would
probably become as important to the Hittites as to the Egyptians.
Just so Azitu would stay on his toes, to keep him busy and ensure that
he would not complacently assume that he had Egypt in his pocket, an
Egyptian official in the north, Hatip, appears- according to Aziru, at
least-to have urged some of the forces of Nuhasse to prick the sides of
Amurru,'50 Akhenaten apparently asked why Aziru did not rebuild Sumur,
the former Egyptian commissioner's seat, damaged by Aziru h imself. Aziru
reported that Nuhasse's attacks had delayed him, but he would deal with
Sumur right away (EA 161),151 Rather than the sly player of the political
great game he believed himself to be, a view with which some more
recent readers of his correspondence have concurred, Aziru looks a bit
more like a third wheel not entirely sure what Akhenaten and Hatip are
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about. There is no reason to believe that Hatip did not tell Akhenaten he
had arranged some "reconnaissance in depth" by Nuhasse into Amorite
territory, and Akhenaten probably chose that time to write to Aziru with
instructions to take care of Sumur, which was on the other side of the
Amorite's realm.
Like his father before him, Aziru eventually turned his attentions on
Byblos and its conscientiously corresponding ruler, Ribaddi. Akhenaten
was apparently tired of Ribadd i's missives, even asking the ruler of Byblos,
"Why does Ribaddi keep sending a tablet this way to the palace?,"J52 but
Ribaddi persisted and asked for three hundred (presumably Egyptian) soldiers, a hund red Kushite soldiers, and thirty chariots to protect Byblos. l53
Was this seemingly modest force really all that Ribaddi thought necessary ?
Perhaps merely a show of Egyptian force was all that Ribaddi thought was
needed to make Aziru desist his attacks. Similar requests for very smali
groups of soldiers appear in the letters of other vassals; one of the mosr extreme requests appears in a missive by Abimilki, ruler of Tyre (EA 150):
"Should a single soldier guard the city of the king, my lord , then I would
go in to behold the face of the king, my lord."154
The desperation of such statements reverberates to this day; indeed, a
parallel situation occurred much more recently. From 1884 to 1885, beSieged by the Mahdist army in Khartoum, British general C harles "Chinese" Gordon sent increasingly desperate appeals to the relief column
slowly advancing south under general Sir Garnet Wolseley, at one point
requesting a hundred men simply to show the colors.155 Like Ribaddi,
Gordon believed that such a small force might have been able to turn the
tide against his enemies, since it would have had a powerful effect on both
the besiegers and the besieged populace. If anything, the Amorites seem
to have been more dangerous through their ability to turn the disaffected
elements in their victims' populations into effective and often deadly fifth
columns than in their own battlefield prowess. 156
Although even Ribaddi's wife advised him to sue for peace with Aziru,
Ribaddi fled Byblos and sought asylum in Beirut.157 Upon Ribaddi's departure, his younger brother made himself ruler of Byblos and sought to
ingratiate himself to Aziru by delivering up to the Amorite the sons of
Ribaddi I58 Ribaddi's own end is a bit unclear, but he reported to the
Egyptian pharaoh that he was too ill to travel to Egypt, and we learn from
other correspondence that Ribadcli's own btorher barred him from reentering Byblosl 59 Most likely, Ribaddi died in exile from his beloved city that
he had tried so long to protect from the Amorites. What is perhaps more
important is that Egypt did not care to save Ribaddi from the second
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Amorite advance. Apparently under Aziru, the puppet of Akhenaton's efficiently "passive-aggressive" strategy, the pharaoh finally deemed the Amori te state ready to engulf Byblos.

The Realpolitik of Akhenat,en
The reign of Akhenaten coincided with a series of major changes in
Egypt's relationship with wesrern Asia. Mitanni began to crumple under
pressure from the Hittites in Anatolia and the growing menace of Assyria
to the east. The action and inaction of Akhenaten in the face of political
changes are often grossly misunderstood, contributing in a number of
works to the view of Akhenaten as a pacifist, when in fact as relatively
inactive as he may have been militarily, he certainly surpassed his predecessors in the cold-blooded Realpolitik of his reign. Akhenaten's apparent
inactivity continued on the diplomatic front the economy of force that
typified Egyptian mili tary activity.
The Amarna Letters do not fully reveal the intentions or decisionmaking processes of the great rulers of the ancient Near East and their
vassals. One cannot prove that Akhenaten h ad a particular strategy in
mind, and Akhenaten's foreign policy is most often characterized as a
failure due to negligence and religious obsession. However, the interpretation of events presented above, combined wi th modern theoretical
approaches, offer the most direct and unified explanation of the Aten ist
ruler's actions. Realism, one of the preva iling theori es in international
relations, postulates that human nature is aggressive and that each state
acts independently in a competitive environment; the realist th eory also
assumes that rationality and self- interest are the bases of decisions by leaders of states. l60 Our reconstruction of A khenaten's diplomatic and military strategy in Syria-Palestine, including his support of the untrustworthy
Aziru and abandonment of Egypt's ally Mitanni, conforms with realismAkhenaten's decisions are rational and in the best interest of the Egyptian state. 161
Mitanni in its death throes appears to have sent mixed signals to the
Egyptians as to what it was or was no t prepared to do. The H ittites were
rapidly surpassing Mitanni in the stability and military power of their
realm and would no doubt soon present an opponent more formidable
than the Egyptians had encountered since the Second Intermediate
Period. The genius of Akhenaten's Asiatic policy is that he allowed the
various groups involved to fight against one another, thereby eliminating
a weak and potentially duplicitous power (Mitanni) and creating an
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eqlilllly duplic itous but militarily less powerful buffer state (Amurru), better placed geographically than Mitanni to separate Egyptian holdings from
the H iu ite Kingdom. At the same time, Akhenaten refused to incorporate
Amurru more closely inro the Egyptian sphere. Outer buffer states provided time for the "mother state" to react to outer threats, wi thout the
need to maintain a static border. As Rome learned at the end of the first
century, when buffer states become loyal clients and virtually indistinguishable from the state they were originally intended to protect, a perimeter
defense becomes necessary.l62
Akhenatcn and his advisers might have foreseen a similar situation
occurring if they incorporated Amurru into the core of their northern
empire. Egypt needed Amurru as a client state, not as an Egyptian colony,
precisely so dlat Egypt would not need to commit the forces necessary if its
northern border were C<lntiguous with the southern extent of the Hittitecontrolled rerritory. If Amurru were so interested in its own survival that
it were indeed wiHing to playa dangerous game with Egypt and Hatti,
then Egypt could be reasonably assured that Amurru probably would not
unconditionally open its gates to the Hittites ei ther.163 If the H ittites also
desired to avoid the expense and danger of maintaining a directly controlled forward border that abutted a forward Egyptian line, then a selfserving buffer would be in place in Amurru. Akhenaten had cultivated a
st rong Amurru probably with the idea that a self-important state headed
by self-important rulers like Aziru might bow and scrape to Egypt or Hatti,
but would never want to be truly occupied, and would thereby remain as
a buffer state, no matter to whom Amurru at the moment feigned open
alliance.
For Egypt's Asiatic foreign policy, the demise of Mitanni and the corresponding rise of Amurru allowed the replacement of one buffer state by
another farther to the west, situated more directly between the chief centers of Egyptian and Hittite control. The shut from Mitanni to Amurru
had one significant drawback to Egyptian foreign policy, however-the
limited eastward extent of the Biqa corridor led to a correspondingly limited expansion of Amurru to the east, resulting in a no- man 's-land potentially open to the southern expansion of Hittite influence east of the
Orontes River. Near the center of this potentia l corridor east of Amurru
lay the city of Kadesh, and although Akhenaten's political machinations
erved Egypt wel l at the time, the geopolitical situation he created in the
northern Levant would make Kadesh the flash point of conflict between
Egypt and the Hittites. The largest and most celebrated battle at Kadesh
would not occur until the reign of Ramesses II , but three earlier battles
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were fought around the city, one each under Akhenaten, Tutankhamun,
and Seti 1.

Akhenaten's Attack on Kadesh
In contrast to Akhenaten's diplomatic policies, which allowed the Atenworshipping pharaoh to maintain Egypt's northern empire with hardly any
commitment of Egyptian rorces, Akhenaten's one known Asiatic campaign-an attempt to assert direct pharaonic control over the city of
Kadesh-appears to have fa iled. Kadesh , on the Orontes River, was essentially caught between the H ittite power to the north , Egypt's Palestinian
dependencies to the south , Amurru to the west, and a sparsely settled and
arid region to the east. Having initially belonged to Mitanni, T hutmose
III added the city of Kadesh, initially a Mitanni dependency, to the Egyptian sphere of control during his string of Asiatic campaigns. l64 Kadesh
remained in the Egyptian fold until Shutatarra's ill-fated attack on the
Hittite army during the Great Syrian Campaign 165 Since Suppiluliuma
thus had a reasonable excuse for his attack on Kadesh, Akhenaten did not
respond militarily at first, but waited ro see how the Hittites would consolidate their new territories, and most importantly, whether they would
seek to expand into the Egyptian portions of Syria-Palestine.
Akhenaten's patience was well rewarded, since the H ittites neither
garrisoned the old Mitanni vassals with troops nor made any overt attempt
to push farther southward. Even Shutatarra's son Aitakama, whom the
Hittites installed as ruler of Kadesh, lost no time professing renewed loyalty to Egypt. However, Aitakama's letters about his allegiance to Akhenaten were entirely disingenuous, since at the same time, numerous Egyptian vassals reported Aitakama's attempts to persuade Egyptian vassah; to
switch their allegiance to the Hittites. Suppiluliuma himself maintained
cordial relations with the Egyptian court and in later letters protested his
friendly intentions. Yet the letters of Egypt's other vassals, such as Akizzi
of Qarna, told a very different story (EA 53): "And now (Aitakamla has
written me and said, '(Cornel with me to the king of Ha[tti.' I slaid, 'How
could [I go to the kilng of Hatti? I am [a serlvant of the king, my lord, the
king of Egypt.",' 66
Aitakama was probably not making overtures to Egypt's vassa ls on his
own initiative, without the blessing of Suppiluliuma. T he Hittites were
playing a double game, assuring Egypt of their peaceful intentions with
their new empire in Syria-Palestine while encomaging the local rulers to
foment discord among Egypt's vassals and positioning ttoops in key defen-
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sive positions.1 67 For nearly five years, Akhenaten took no direct military
action against the Hittites, probably trusting the self-interest of all the
states in Syria-Palestine to maintain a balance of power. However, the
continued treachery of Aitakama, and his dealings with Aziru in particular, might finally have stirred Akhenaten to action. Probably during or
shortly after the time Aziru was a hostage in Egypt, Akhen aten began
preparations for a campaign against Kadesh.168 As Akhenaten's commanders marshaled the Egyptian forces, the pharaoh wrote to numerous Egyptian vassals, requesting that they prepare for the arrival of an Egyptian
army.169 Zimt'edd i of S idon describes in particularly enthusiastic terms the
announced arrival of Akhenaten 's forces (EA 144), 170 and the Egyptian
vassals even tried to outdo one another in providin g assistance to the
pharaoh; Abimilki of Tyre records (EA 155 ): "As the ruler of Beirut has
done service with one sh ip, and the ruler of S idon is doing service with
rwo ships, I will do service with all your shi ps. "171
T he Egyptian army advanced to Kadesh in two contingents, one by sea
and one by land.172 The movement of a large force th rough Syria-Palestine
would have greatly taxed the food and water resources of any given area,
and even where supplies were sufficient, a massive army would have been
hard pressed to replenish its stores and con tinue moving with some
speed. l7l By dividing the arm y into land and sea contingents, the Egyptians made the most of the relatively sparse resources of the area. T he fleet
moving along the coast could access water and food supplies of the SyroPalestinian coast and could bring supplies from Egypt to set up depots for
its own use and that of the land forces. Considering the importance of
rivers and streams for watering a large force, and given the fact that many
of the water sources of the coastal cities, such as Ashkelon and Joppa, are
rain-fed wells, Akhenaten's advance probably would have been timed to
coincide with the greater supplies of water available during the winter
months.
Although no Egyptian h istorical texts provide details aboLlt the campaign, one may reconstruct the ro ute taken by each column, based on the
names of the cities of the Syro-Palestinian rulers who report about th eir
preparations to receive the Egyptian army. The land column almost certainly began its long trek northward at the gateway to Canaan-the
Egyptian borde r fortress of Tjaru, on the eastern edge of the Delta. 174 Jar
labels from throughout the Amama Period attest to the richness of the
vineyards surrounding Tj aru, and the soldiers probably tried to stock up
on T jaru's precious vintage before setting off on their march. Further supplies could have been garnished from the nearby fortress at Tell el-Borg,
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which might have contained a temple dedicated to the Aten; stamped jar
handles with the names of Ankhkheperure and Tutankhamun reinforce
the importance of this site as a staging point for operations during the late
Amarna Period, I75
Like the Egyptian armies sent northward during the Nineteenth
Dynasty, Akhenaten's troops would have followed the "Ways of Horus," a
military highway leading across the northern portion of the Sinai Peninsula and into the city of Gaza,176 Three days' march from the Egyptian
border at Tjaru and already halfway across the desert of the Sinai Peninsula, the army probably halted at the outpost of Bir el-'Abd, where a number of storage magazines and a large cistern would have allowed troops to
restock their supplies. 177 Later armies crossing Sinai did not always have
the advantage of water depots or cisterns, and even Akhenaten's land forces
may have received assistance with water and supplies from the Egyptian
fleet. Even with their water supplies augmented by shipments with the
fleet and through access to the well at Bir el-'Abd, the force would almost
certainly have wanted to cross with some rapidity, probably arriving at the
border of southern Palestine within five to seven days after departing from
the eastern Delta.17s
Once into Syria-Palestine, the land contingent, swelled by contributions from several local rulers, moved north along inland routes between
the coastal plain and the Jordan River. At the same time, the Egyptian
naval contingent, which had probably assembled at Memphis or Perunefer, sailed along the coast, stopping at major ports. 179 At these ports, including Tyre, Sidon, and Beirut, the navy could both resupply and deliver
troops to reinforce the land column; Thutmose III placed similar emphasis on port cities in his own Asiatic campaigns. ISO The city of Byblos was
mostly likely not included in the coastal stations employed during Akh enaten's campaign against Kadesh. 181 Byblos was both unnecessary considering the importance of Beirut and Tyre, and unlikely, considering rhe
unsettled nature of the city at the time. Rather than landing and restoring
Ribaddi, the Egyptians had allowed the former ruler of Byblos to drift on
to Sidon (EA 162), vainly tried to get him to Joppa (EA 138), and during
rhe time of the Egyptian preparations against Kadesh he was residing in
Beirut. In fact, a letter from Ammunira of Beirut to Akhenaten (EA 142)
relative to his preparations to receive the Egyptian forces provides news
concerning Ribaddi, who is residing in Beirut, and Byblos, which is under
the control of Ribaddi's brother, who has recently rurned over Ribaddi's
chi ldren to the Amorites. The Egyptians appear unconcerned about the
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actions of Aziru and the takeover of Byblos, and the correspondence with
the coastal cities farther south suggests that Tyre, Sidon, and Beirut were
sufficient for any Egyptian attack on Kadesh.
The dispositions of the armies at the resulting conflict at Kadesh
remain unknown. In the end, the only information about the confl ict was
its result-a loss for the Egyptians and renewed pro-Hittite activity by
Aitakama. 181 As Tutankhamun summarized in his restoration stela: "If an
army was sent to Djahi (Syria-Palestine), to widen the boundari.es of
Egypt, they could not succeed."18) Whether Akhenaten failed to ach ieve
his military goals or not, h is attack on Kadesh demonstrates two essential
aspects of Egypt's approach to its northern empire: the importance of
Kadesh as the focus of a great north-south corridor, and the crucial role
port cities played in Egyptian strategy. The Syro-Palesrinian campaigns of
Seti I and Ramesses II reaffirm the significance of these rwo features, and
reflections thereof appear even in the medieval C rusades.
A corridor to rhe easr of Amurru and passing through Kadesh could
indeed allow a northern enemy to threaten Egyptian control in SyriaPalestine, and might equally allow a northern military force to bypass
Egypt's garrisons and dependencies on the Mediterranean coast. If a Hittite force slipped past Amurru on its way south, it might equally avoid
Moab, the region of Transjordan east of the Dead Sea. T he Kadesh corridor did not simply bypass Amurru, but provided access to the Wadi Sirhan,
east of Moab, through which an army advancing south might bypass all
major population and military concentrations to the west. During the
early Islamic period the Wadi Sirhan provided the Umayyad rulers with a
direct route between Damascus and the holy cites of Arabia, and they
peppered the region of Moab and the Wadi S irhan with a series of "hunting lodges" and postal stations. 184
The history of the Crusader Kingdo m of Jerusalem, both du ring its
attacks on Egypt in the mid-twelfrh century C.E., and in its atrempts to
support the fief of Transjordan Iarer during the same century, make clear
the threat a northern force might pose to Egypt by skirring the old region
of Amurru . On five occasions during the 1160s C.E., King Amalric of
Jerusalem invaded Fatimid Egypt. The second , third, and fourth of these invasions by Jerusalem via Ashkelon along the coast were countered by the
army of Aleppo, advanc ing from Damascus-not far from old Kadeshand traveling into the fiefdom of Transjordan- the old region of Moab-before crossing Sinai and reaching the eastern N ile Delta. 185 Even with
the former Moab garrisoned, the Kingdom of Jerusalem could not easily
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block the southward movement of Syrian forces; if the Hittites had managed to hold Moab, they might also have been able to march directly to
the border of the Nile Delta,
The result of Akhenaten's attack on Kadesh was a Hittite counterattack into Amki, a scenario repeated after Tutankhamun's later attack on
Kadesh. The raids and counterraids between the regions of Amki and Upe
reveal that both sides understood the problem of Amurru's eastern hinterland, where both sides would struggle but not press an advantage. Kadesh,
however, fulcrum of the seesawing wrangle, became a prize too tempting
to resist. If Akhenaten did not seek to capture Kadesh permanently, he
probably at least sought to prevent the Hittites from doing the same, and
later Seti I demonstrated that Egypt might indeed seize the Kadesh corridor. After the seeming quiet during the reign of Horemhab, who was probably tired from his military adventures under the late Amarna rulers, Seti
I adopted an aggressive foreign policy186 Soon after his succession, Seti I
secured the road to Gaza; advanced against rebels in Palestine; relieved
beleaguered Beit Shean; and captured Yenoam, near the source of the Jordan River. Then, after his second regnal year, Seti advanced up the Levantine coast, and blew through Amurru like the blast of a flame, as the
Egyptians were fond of saying. Seti then attacked Kadesh, still allied with
the Hittites, and successfu lly captured the city. Either at the same time or
shortly thereafter, Seti 1 defeated an actual Hittite military force.
Seti ['S campaign did not directly alter the extent of Egyptian holdings
in Syria- Palestine, and at the end of the campaign the Egyptians withdrew
and Kadesh quickly returned to nominal H ittite suzerainty. IS) The inhabitants of Kadesh removed the stela Seti had erected at the city, but they
carefully stored it away in case the stela needed to be reerected in the
event of another Egyptian occupation. Seti I's lack of concern with the
rapid reversion of Kadesh to the Hittite sphere implies that the goal of his
Kadesh campaign and Hittite battle may have been to force a treaty with
the Hittites; perhaps more likely, Seti's Kadesh campaign was an attempt
to negotiate an already intended treaty from a position of greater strength ,
to wrest the greatest number of concessions from the Hittites.
Although Akhenaten's Kadesh campaign was perhaps not planned as
Wisely as Seti 1'5 later military actions, Akhenaten may have hoped to
achieve what Seti I later did achieve-not necessarily a long-term domination of Kadesh, but some sort of legal agreement with the Hittites that
would serve the same purpose: the sealing off of the Kadesh corridor. The
so-called Kurushtama treaty to which later Hittite historical documents
refer was probably in place during Akhenaten's reign,188 and the pharaoh
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might have desired a change in terms facilitated by military victory.
A lthough Akhenaten's attack did not violate the treaty, the Hitt ite reaction to the Egyptian campaign-a retaliatory raid into the Egyptian territories in Amki certainly did. 189
The ultimate resolution to the Egyptian-Hittite confli ct and the troublesome Kadesh corridor would not appear until the twenty-first regnal
year of Ramesses II, sixteen years after his great battle against Muwatallis
at Kadesh. Often credited as a Hittite victory, the Battle of Kadesh was
actually a tactical victory for Ramesses 11, even though h e failed to take
the city.190 Hittite subterfuge enabled Muwatallis's chariotry to ambush a
column of the Egyptian army, to put another to flight, and to descend
upon Ramesses II's camp. Strategically Ramesses had blundered, racing
ahead with but a portion of his force and leaving his other army groups
strung out behind; but then, hemmed in by Hittites and facing capture or
death, Ramesses revealed a tactical brilliance. Instead of merely retreating
in headlong, self-preserving flight, Ramesses and his ch arioteer Menna,
with one division of chariots, charged repeatedly into the attacking Hittites, engaging much of the Hittite chariotry; desp ite the Egyptian counterattack, Muwatallis did not send his infantry in support of the twentyfive hundred Hittite chariots. Confident attacke rs became the prey of the
son of Re himself; Ramesses held on long enough for another Egyptian
column, the army of Ptah, to arrive on the field, and the Hittites in response committed another one thousand chariots.
At this point a fifth Egyptian army, the Narin, probably sent along the
coastal road and apparently unknown to the Hittites, arrived at Kadesh
and threw itself into precisely those Hittites who were milling abou t confused ly in the face of Ramesses' counterattacks. Ramesses' precipitous
move on Kadesh may have been necess itated by the desire to link up with
the Narin, who apparently traveled by a western route. The H ittites panicked and retreated, some drowning in the Orontes. Although the Hittite
losses were heavy, the Egyptians did not succeed in capturing the city of
Kadesh. Ramesses made a grave strategic error, but the logistics of the
Egyptian plans, particularly the arrival of the Narin, and the genius of
Ramesses' retreat . . as~counterattack tactics) combined with the poor tactics
of the Hittite army, produced a tactical victoty for the Egyptian army.
Ramesses had reason to be disappointed with elements of h is army, but at
least most wete living disappointments, and at least a fifth of his total
force seems never to have been heavily involved in the major contest,
whereas the Hittites had exhausted their chariot force and suffered heavy
casualities, with major command losses as well.
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After Ramesses withdrew from Kadesh, the Hittites appear finally to
have attempted to outflank Egypt in a grand manner by gaining the allegiance of Moab. With Moab under the control of the king of Hatti, Hittite forces might have been able to march directly to the border of the
Nile Delta. Hittites and their allies in Moab also might have been able to
lure Egyptian and allied coastal forces across the Jordan. Again the history
of Crusader Jerusalem provides support for such a scenario-Saladin,
harassing Transjordan in response to a provocation by Renaud de Chatillon, was able to draw the forces of Baldwin IV of Jerusalem away from
their bases west of the Jordan; 191 once those forces h ad left th eir familiar
territories, Saladin's nephew-from h is base at Damascus-was able to
attack the undefended Galilee. To prevent such a scenario, probably during the summer bridging his seventh and eighth regnal years, Ramesses II
attacked Moab, accusing its rulers of allying themselves with the Hittites. ln By attacking Moab, Ramesses prevented any Hittite force from
advancing south into allied rerritory via the Kadesh corridor, and prevented any turning of his own right flank while he advanced north again.
By regnal year eight Ramesses II had returned to Galilee; by year nine he
had taken Dapur, north of Amurru, and outflanked Kadesh. In year ten he
was in coastal Syria-Palestine and attacked a pro-Hittite Dapur again.
Ramesses eventually captured Qode in Naharin, revealing a collapse of
Hittite military resistance in the south.
T he events of the reign of Ramesses II demonstrate that the Hittites
were indeed aware of the corridor leading south past Kadesh and were
ultimately able to exploit that route. They also understood the importance
of Moab as a base giving access ultimately to the Sinai and Egypt. Fortunately for Egypt, Ramesses II understood these factors as well. W hat lessons the armies on both sides of crusading warfare might h ave learned if
they could have studied the Egyptian and Hittite struggle for Kadesh.

The Asiatic War of Tutankhamun
Akhenaten died soon after his attack on Kadesh, but the question of what
to do about the area of Kadesh did not go away. T he Hittite counterattack
into the Egyptian territory of Amki breached the Egyptian-Hittite treaty
of the time, but was probably no more than a retaliatory raid; as far as the
sources indicate, Suppiluliuma did not follow with a major Hittite offensive.
Major events in Syria-Palestine for most of the reign of Tutankhamun remain unknown, since Tutankhamun's abandonment of Akhet-aten brought
the Amarna archive to an immediate halt; wherever Tutankhamun's diplo-
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matic correspondence was stored-Thebes or more likely Memphis-the
record lies as yet undiscovered. No Egyptian or Hittite h istorical texts
unequivocally record any battles in Syria-Palestine prior to the final year
of Tutankhamun's reign, but at about the time of the death of Tutankhamun, another Egyptian campaign was launched against Kadesh; details
do not survive, but the timing of the Egyptian attack might have been
intended to coincide with a Mittani countetoffensive l9l The renewed
attacks of the weakened but still existent state of Mittani precipitated the
Second Syrian War, also known as the Six-Year Hurrian War, which culminated in the defeat of Carchemish and the complete destruction of the
Mittanian state. 194 Tutankhamun's strike on Kadesh triggered a Hittite
counterattack on Amki, the same reaction Akhenaten's attack on Kadesh
had elicited. Both Akhenaten and Tutankhamun probably sought to force
some conclusion to the Kadesh problem, for with the last vestige of the
Hurrian state expunged, Hatti might decide to use Kadesh and the corridor east of Amurru.
The images of Tutankhamun's Asiatic campaign are fragmentary and
provide few details about the location of the battle or the tactics involved. 195 Despite these problems, the lively carvings indicate that a chariot battle and an assault on fortifications were elements of the campaign .
In one scene, an Asiatic warrior, with a typical bobbed hairstyle and kilt,
is transfixed by the spear of an Egyptian charioteer (see figure 23 top).
The ancient artist heightened the drama of the combat by showing the
dead Asiatic draped across the legs of Egyptian chariot horses. Another
block from this same tableau depicts an Asiatic tangled in the reins of his
own chariot. In addition to the chariot battle, Tutankhamun's reliefs also
depict an attack against fortifications . On one block, an Egyptian soldier armed with a spear, his sh ield slung across his back, ascends a ladder
ptopped against a crenellated wall (see figure 23 bottom). T he figure of a
bearded Asiatic falling headlong ftom the fortress suggests the success of
the Egyptian assault.
The Asiatic War scenes of Tutankhamun portray two different types of
enemies, suggesting that the Egyptians fought a coalition of forces from
throughout Syria-Palestine. The southern, Canaanite type have a short
beard, a bobbed hairstyle tied with a fillet, and wear kilts. The northern
Syrian or Mitannian type have short hair, a long beard, and wear long
cloaks. The Tutankhamun battle scenes also ptovide a small but significant bit of information about the chariots of the "boy-king's" enemies. A
poorly preserved block from the Tutankhamun Asiatic battle scene
appears to dep ict a three-man crew in an Asiatic chariot. 196 The Asiatics
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scenes of Tutankhamun's Asiatic
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against whom Tutankhamun fights are depicted as standard Canaan ite
types, not as Hittites, The Syro-Palestinians, as they appear in scenes of
fore ign tribute in the tomb of the vizier Rekhmire, in the heraldic image
of Asiatic combat on the chariot of Thutmose IV, and the Hittites in the
later war tableaux of Seti I, routinely appear with chariots virtually identical to those of the ancient Egyptians, and like the Egyptians, the Asiatics appear to have assigned two men to a chariot.!97
The image of three Asiatic men in a chariot from the Tutankhamun
monument recalls the later three-man chariots of the H ittites in the
scenes of the Battle of Kadesh under Ramesses II. At Karnak, when Seti I
depicted his encounter with the H ittites, he shows the Hittites fighting
and dying with chariots manned by two men, similar to the Egyptian
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chariots. 198 When Seti's successor Ramesses II depicts the chariotry
swarms of his own Hittite enemies, those H ittite chariots have three-man
crewsl99 Were it not for the Tutankham un block, one might suggest that
the Hittites simply adopted a new style of chariot, perhaps as a resu lt of
their loss to the forces of Seti \. The T utankhamun scene reveals that
some sort of experi mentation with a different type of chariot crew, and
almost certainly with a different sort of chariot, IVas already occurring during the reign of Tutankhamun.
Why would the Syro-Palestinian enemies of Tutankhamun or the Hittite opponents of Ramesses II add an extra man to the chariot crew? The
added weight forced the H ittites to make their vehicles heavier, sacrificing
both speed and maneuverability2°O The Hittite chariotry that attacked
Ramesses II also appear to have shifted away from the use of chariots to
carry archers;201 instead , the Hittite chariot crews consist of a driver, a
shield-bearer, and a warrior armed with a spear or a lance, both weapons
with ranges much shorter than that of the composite bow. While the
Egyptian chariot was still suited for h igh-speed engagement as a platform
for mounted archers, the makers of the Hittite chariots had sacrificed the
potential for abrupt turns at speed , and seem uninterested in the vehicle's
properties of maneuver. The Hittite chariot warriors of the Kadesh battle
scenes appear to have become mounted infan try, the cha riot transforming
into a type of battle taxi; the apparent three-man chariot in the Tutankhamun battle scene suggests that experimentation with the chariot as battle taxi could well go back at least as far as the Amarna Period. The impetus for this apparent shift in chariot tactics, from mobile archery platfotm
to battle taxi, remains to be explored .
The inscri ptions accompanying the scenes of the Battle of Kadesh
indicate that the Hittites secured soldiers from throughout their empire,
including the western marches. From the western edge of the H ittite
realm may have come the chief impetus for the three-man chariot. The
o'fOUpS who harassed the western borders of Hatti fought as massed
tnfantry, appear as the Ahhiyawa in the Hittite record, and are one of the
groups the Egyptians included among the Sea Peoples (see pages 203204)202 The chariot forces of the day, armed primarily with bows, had difficulry defeating the Ahhiyawa and other Sea People groups who wore armor
and wielded close-combat weapons. The placement of Hittite infantry sold iers within the new three-man chariots was probably intended to make
the chariotry more effective against the new Sea People foes. Considering
the pressures on the H ittites in the west, and taking into account particular
facets of the subsequent invasions of Egypt from the west and the north,
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the three-man chariot from the Tutankhamun battle scene is the swallow
that heralds the dawn of the rise of massed infantry.
Fragments of relief from the mortuary temple of Horemhab contain
further images of an Asiatic campaign20J Since Horemhab was responsible
for the actual military command and Tutankhamun may have even died
while the campaign was in progress, Horemhab probably felt no compunction about taking credit for the victory, as he had fo r the Nubian War he
also led for Tutankhamun. 204 Without further evidence, the warfare in
Syria-Palestine depicted on the monuments of Horemhab most probably
took place entirely during the reign of Tutankhamun.
Images of the battle on blocks reused from Horemhab's mortuary temple include the royal chariot (only the names of the horses survive) and
Egyptian charioteers shooting arrows and surrounded by slain Asiatic foes
(see figure 24). At least two of the Asiatics have only a single hand-the
stumps of their right arms indicate that their hands have already been severed to provide an accurate count of the enemy dead. Another block
depicting part of the battlements of a city labeled "Fortress which his
Majesty captured in the land of Kad[eshj"Z05 provides the setting for this
Asiatic battle.
Other reliefs from Tutankhamun's Theban memorial chapel show the
triumphal return of the Egyptian military by sea. Tbe royal flagship, with
dozens of rowers and a large two-level cabin decorated wilh a frieze of
uraeus serpents~ also carries an important piece of cargo: an Asiatic cap~
tive 206 This Asiatic appears in a cage hanging from the yardarm of the
ship, a secure prison that allows Tutankhamun to display his military success. Unfortunately, no text accompanies this scene, and one can only
speculate about the identity of the unfortunate captive. Earlier, Amunhotep III had Abdiashirta, the unruly Amorite leader, bro"ght back to Egypt,
and Tutankhamun may have copied this feat with the ruler of Kadesh,
which would make the man in the cage Aitakama. In this case, while
Akhenaten was nOt militarily successful, Tutankhamun's atrack on Kadesh
would have achieved at least one major objective.
Tutankhamun also commemorated the results of the Syro-Palestinian
war on the eastern bank at the temple of Karnak. In a relief in the court
between the Ninth and Tenth pylons, Tutankhamun presents the spoils of
victory to the Theban triad 207 Stacked before the king are elaborate
metal vessels and other products from western Asia. Behind Tutankhamun
are Asiatic prisoners, all bound by ropes that the king holds in his hand.
The dress and coiffure of the captives indicate their diverse origins-some
are from inland Syria-Palestine, while at least one is probably an Aegean
islander or nautical type of the eastern Mediterranean (for more on such
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Figure 24. Block (rom the mortuary temple of Horemhab.
An Egyptian chariot team rides into battie aga inst A siati c foes.

While the helmeted charioteer shoots his bow, the shi eld~bea re r
holds aloft a round~topped shield. The chariot is equipped with
a bow case (the limp fl ap indicates that it is now empty) and has
a six·spoked wheel and hand, hold on the body. Fallen Asiatics
and charioteers' helmets litter the scene. The right portion of
the block was recarved at a later date. After Johnson , Asiatic

Bailie Scene, 170, no. 50.

pirates, see pages 202-203). In a parallel scene, Tutankhamun presents
tribute from Punt, accompanied by the high chiefs of the Puntites (for the
location of Punt, see page 105). However, the chiefs of Punt are not
bound, but stride free ly, presenting the produce of their country. T he differences between the representations of the Asiatics and the Puntites
demonstrate their contrasting relationships with Egypt. While the inhabitants of Syria-Palesti ne represent chaotic forces that must be subdued, the
Puntites, who inhabited a land far southeast of Egypt, peacefully traded
with the N ile Valley. Although some of the Asiatics led bound behind the
pharaoh lived closer to Egypt than the distant land of Punt, they were ideologically much farth er from the ordered world that was Egypt.
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The tomb that Horemhab commissioned while a general ptovides fu rther depictions of the results of Tutankhamun's Asiatic War. Rows of bound
Asiatic prisoners appear alongside Nubians and Libyans on the eas t wall of
the second courtyard; the only accompanying text speaks of General
Horemhab's victories in all foreign lands: "His reputation is in the [land]
of th e Hittites(?), after he trave led no rthward." T he questionable mention
of the Hittites in this text finds further support in two images from
H oremhab's tomb that represent the first depictions of H ittites from their
Anatolian homeland, otherwise known from the battle reliefs of Seti ]208
The south wall of that same courtyard contains exquisitely carved reliefs
of more Asiatic prisoners;209 the manacles-some of them elaborately
carved to resemble rampant lions-and ropes binding the men advertise
their status as prisoners of war, and the emotion-filled expressions of the
men indicate their reactions to the ir new status. Horemhab, who is called
"one in attendance on his lord upon the battlefield on this day of smiting
the Asiatics,,,210 leads these prisoners before the enthroned royal couple,
Tutankhamun and Ankhesenamun.
In addi tion to the scenes of Asiatic prisoners, the tomb of H oremhab
also contains images of other foreigners from all corners of the worldLibyans, Nubians, and Asiatics. In these scenes, the different ethnicities
are juxtaposed, and none of the foreigners is bound. These two types of
scenes reflect two separate historical events. The reliefs of the unbound
foreigners allude to a durbarlike event, such as that depicted in two of the
tombs at Amarna and in the tomb of Huy, and the incorporation of foreign captives into the Egyptian military (see pages 68-69). The gathering
of foreigners appearing in vivid detail in the tomb of Horemhab may even
represent the same northern and southern durbars as appear in the tomb
of the viceroy Huy. On th e other hand, the scenes of bound Asiatics correspond to a specific military event. U nfortunately, the general lack of
toponyms in the tomb prevents a precise determination of the origin of
the Asiatic prisoners, but one may reasonably suggest that they were captured during Tutankhamun's attack on Kadesh.

The Affair of the Egyptian Queen
Shortly after or even during the Egyptian campaign against Kadesh, and
after only a decade on the throne, the young pharaoh Tutankhamun died .
As the grieving widow Ankhesenamun placed a delicate wreath of flowers
around the vulture and uraeus on the brow of Tutankhamun's golden coffin ,21l she might have wondered what role she would play at a court wit h
no male heir. As Ankhesenamun is reported to have said, she had no
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desire to marry any of the officials who had played prominent roles during
her husband's rule, such as the aging Aye or the general Horemhab. But
Ankhesenamun's subsequent decisions led to one of the most surprising
and bizarre events of ancient Near Eastern history. While rhe Hittite king
S uppiluliuma was busy besieging one of the last Mitanni holdouts at rhe
city of Carchemish, and immediately after he sent his two top generals to
attack Egyptian holdings in Amb, in response to Tutankhamun's raid on
Kadesh, he received a letter from Ankhesenamun. Within this letter, the
Egyptian widow made a request the Hittite king could not believe she
asked for a Hitti te prince, that she might marry him and thereby make
h im a pharaoh of Egypt. The H ittite king was probably not the only one
aware of the queen's bizarre gambit.
T he original letter Suppiluliuma received does not survive, nor do any
Egyptian records of the event, but Hittite historical texts composed during
the re ign of Suppiluliuma's successor Mursili II record rhe event:
My husband died. A son I have not. But for you, they say, the sons are
many. If you would give me one son of yours, he would become my hus~

band. Never shall I pick out a servant of mine and make him my husband! ... I am afraid! "
When my father heard this, he called forth the Great O nes for council (saying)' "Such a thing has never happened to me in my whole life!"
So it happened that my father sent forth to Egypt Khattusa-zita, the
chamberlain, (with this order), "Go and bring the truth back to me!
Maybe they deceive me! Maybe they do have a son of their lord! Bring
the truth back to me! ))2J2

The name of the recently deceased Egyptian pharaoh as it appears in
M ursili's retrospective is Nibkhururiya, which best corresponds to the praenomen of the pharaoh Tutankhamun: Nebkheperure. 2I3 Although Akhenaten and Smenkhkare have been considered as possible identifications of
the king Nibkhururiya, whose widow writes to Suppiluliuma, neither of
the ir praenomens, Neferkheperure and Ankhkheperure, firs the Hittite
writ ing of the Egyptian royal name; furthermore, for both Akhenaten and
Smenkhkare, Tutankhamun was duly waiting in the wings. The name of the
queen given in the Hittite document, Dakhamunzu, is not a name at all,
but a rendering of the Egyptian title ta-hemet-nesut (Great Royal Wife).
The identification of the king in the letter as T utankhamun, the only logical alternative, implies that the widow is Ankhesenamun, and all other
available evidence supports such a conclusion.
In the spring, when Khattusa-zita returned to Hatti, he was accompanied
by the Egyptian messenger Hani Zl4 They carried an indignant letter, parr
of which might actually appear in a tablet found in the Hittite capital,215
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from the Egyptian queen, who is perturbed that Suppiluliuma doubted the
sincerity of her request: 216 "Never shall I take a servant of mine and make
him my h usband! J have written to no other country, only to you have I
written! They say your sons are many: so give me one son of yours! To me
h e will be husband, but in Egypt he will be king." This new communication did not entirely assuage the fears of the Hittite king, who complained
to Hani, the Egyptian messenger: "He will in some way become a hostage,
but [king] you will not make him !"217 Prophetic words, indeed- at least
the final portion. H ani responded to this accusation by repeating the
words of the queen-the king is dead, the queen seeks a Hittite prince to
become pharaoh of Egypt, and only the Hittites have been honored with
this incredible request; Hani even admits to the shameful nature of the
queen's offer. 218 After consulting older treaties between Hatti and Egypt,
Suppiluliuma finally decided to send his son Zannanza, possibly a rendering of the Egyptian title sa-nesut (Prince), to Egypt.
The subsequent tablets do not provide any further information about
the Hittite prince and his preparations for a trip, which he must have
hoped would end in his coronation as the pharaoh of Egypt. To the dismay
of Suppiluliuma, the Hittite messengers bring the worst possible news: his
son Zannanza is dead, and the Egyptian military, probably unde r the command of Horemhab, is on the offensive,z19 Following the death of his son,
Suppiluliuma literally goes on the warpath and raids Egyptian territories in
Amki. Despite his outrage at Zannanza's murder, Suppiluliuma also appears to h ave felt that his attack on Amki was still in violation of a preexisting t reaty between Egypt and the Hittites. In the "Plague Prayers of
Mursil i II," Suppiluliuma's successor blames the plagues, which were
brought back to Hatti after the Amki attack, on his father's rash action. 22o
Mursili consults h is own tablet archive about Egypt and asks the gods of
Hatti the reason for the plague. Since Egypt and Hatti had agreed by
treaty- sworn with an oath by t he gods of Egypt and Batti-not to attack
one another, Suppiluliuma's offensive broke the treaty and thus angered the
Hittite gods, who in recompense released the plague that ravaged Harti.
Back in Egypt, the ultimate fate of the desperate Egyptian queen remains unknown. Was she forced to marry one of the courtiers she so
despised? Signet rings with juxtaposed cartouches of Aye and Ankhesenamun suggest that such might have happened.221 At any rate , Ankhesenamun's daring ploy failed, as did the toyal bloodline that had begun over
two centuries earlier with the reign of Thutmose 1.

6

UNITING THE TWO
LANDS : DOMESTIC
SECURITY AND THE
A
Y IN PEACETIME
The two corps of the army, living in the agricultural areas, one in the south and
one in the north , were wont to steal hides throughout the entire land, without
stopping for a singte year. . .. Now if it is rejJOrred about any soldier of the
army that he "ill goes and "eals hides up untit today, then the law shall be execured against him consisting of beating him with one hundred blows and five
open wounds and confiscating from him the hide, which he stote .
-Decree of Horemhab from Karnak Temple!

ith these words the pharaoh Horemhab reversed one of the many
abuses that plagued Egypt during the reigns of Akhenaten and his
successors. The soldiers of the two corps of the Egyptian army one stationed in Upper Egypt and the other stationed in Lower Egypt-inhabited
"agricultural areas" that may have been the plors of lands awarded to them
as part of their pay.l However, some of the soldiers appear to have desired
further income, which they acquired by stealing hides. Horemhab's decree
implies that the thiev ing was frequent and that it went unpunished, a
state of affairs dramatically altered by the new ki ng. Horemhab did not
stop at correcting abuses by the army, but also issued new and harsh punishments concerning the requisition ing of boats or slaves owned by private
individuals, fraudulent tax collection, and bias in the courts 3
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During the reign of Akhenaten, local officials appear to have received
less oversighr than Horemhab later deemed appropriate, While the decree
of Horemhab may also refe r to situations that obtained prior to the reign
of Akhenaten, the disk worshipper's closure of numerous temples and h is
concentration of activity at A marna were probably the main causes for
the local power vacuum, into which the more unscrupulous local officials
and military leaders appear to have stepped ,4 A greater percentage of people in positions of power during th e Amarna Period held their offices
through direct royal patronage, which may have further contributed to
corruption within the administration,S And whereas (he concentration of
power in the person of Akhenmen might have eliminated cenain sources
of corruption and patronage in middle levels of the bureaucracy, the
resulting thinning of offices, especially in Upper Egypt, probably removed
a number of checks and balan ces on the authority of local officials, As
Horemhab's decree indicates, this corruption also spread to the miiitary,
and other evidence from Amarna suggests that Akhenaten particularly
favored his armed forces, The descriptions of corruption during the reign
of Akhenaten also read like spedfic descriptions of general social and
political disruption bemoaned in some Middle Kingdom texts, such as the
Admonitions of Ipuwer6-even in correcting actual abuses, Horemhab
was able through allusion to a literary theme to depict Akhenaten's reign
as an "intermediate period."7

During the Amarna Period, the Egyptian military fought relatively few
major campaigns, but that did not lessen its importance in maintain ing
Egypt's empire, Even when not combating foes to the north or the sOllth,
the Egyptian military remained a significant element of Egyptian society,
Outposts were needed to defend against the restive Libyan tribes to the
west, to safeguard the Nile Valley as well as Egyptian settlements in the
oases of the Western Desert, Along Egypt's northern borde r, fortresses and
patrols were necessary to defend the Delta ports, essential to Mediterranean trade, from the pirate forces that plagued the maritime interests of
the eastern Med iterranean world , The army could also function as a corps
of engineers, aiding in buildi ng projects, partic uiarly the procurement of
stone and precious minerals from the Eastern Desert. Finally, with the
restoration of the traditional Egyptian cults during the reign of Tutankhamun; elements of the Egyptian military were again able to participate in
the great festival celebrations, wherein soldiers hauled divine barks while
they sang hymns to the might of the pharaoh,
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Akhenaten's Domestic Policy
In foreign policy, Akhenaten could be as aggressive as an y prev ious or
fu ture ph araoh ; this military prowess and a desire to confront potential
threats were characteristics expected of the Egyptian ruler. A lthough the
pharaoh m igh t rage as a fierce lion abroad, he was expected to act as a
beneficent sh epherd at h ome 8 T his dual role of the king reflects the same
roles of the Aten as they appear in the Great H ymn to the Aten:
You (the Aten) are beautiful, great, scintillating, high over every land;
your rays embrace rhe lands as far as all which you have made.
As Re, you reach as far as rhem (rhe lands),
and you curb rhem for your beloved son ....
As for rhe lands of Syria and Kush and the land of Egypr,
you se t eve ry man in his placej
you make thei r necessities, every one of the m accordi ng to his diet;

his liferime having already been reckoned.
Tongues are separate in speech, and their characters likewise;
their skins aTe different, fo r you differentiate the fo re igners.

In rhe Underworld you make a N ile, bringing it forth as you wish
to feed rhe populace (of Egypr) . ...
All distant lands, you make them live, for you place a N ile in the sky
that it may descend fo r them. making waves upo n the mountains
like the sea to irr iga te the fields in their towns. 9

T h e Aten both "curbs" the foreign lands and fashion s "a Nile in the
sky" to nourish those same countries; the different populations who dwell
in distant lands are a ll c reations of the one solar disk. But the overtl y universalistic aspects of Atenism just as obviously did not deter A khen aten
from impaling Nubians or sending an army against the c ity of Kadesh.
However, Akhenaten 's changes to Egyptian re ligion combined with his
universalistic beliefs to e ffect his domestic policy and the means by which
he enforced it lO
Some textual evidence for Egyptian hostility toward Akhenaten's plans
appears in the fragmentary and damaged conclusion to the first set of boundary stelae at Amarna:
It was worse than the things which I heard in regnal year 4;
it was worse than the things which I heard in regnal year 3i

it was worse rhan rhe things which I heard in regnal year 2;
ir was worse [rhan the things which I heard in regnal year 11 .
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It was worse than the things which [Nebmaatlre (Amunhotep III ) heard ....
It was worse than the things which Men[kheper}re (Thutmose III ) heard.
[It was} worse [than the thing}s which any of the kings who had ever
assumed the White Crown (of Upper Egypt) heard."
The unique nature of this section of the boundary stelae text renders
interpretation difficult U However, a following fragmentary passage mentions "offensive" things that Egyptians and N ubians have spoken against
the Aten, suggesting that the things that Akhenaten and previous pharaohs heard were blasphemies against the solar disk. T he truly damned, as
the Netherworld Books of the New Kingdom reveal, were those who
sinned against Re, upsetting the balance of maat , of whom the solar disk
was the ultimate arbiter.ll The supreme representative of Re on earth, and
his chief solar priest, was the kingl~ One may therefore read these sections of the boundary stelae as descriptions of civil unrest during the reign
of A khenaten and evidence for opposition to his new religious program. l5
Perhaps Akhenaten wanted to make the still obscure ev il in his reign
seem all the worse so that his righting of those wrongs would seem all the
mo re significant. Other pharaohs employed similar rhetoric for the same
purpose. In a building inscription on the facade of the rock-cut Speas
A n emidos temple near Beni Hasan, H atsh epsut desc ribes her own constructions as part of Egypt's recovery from the depredations of the Hyksos
period- for the Egyptians of the time of Hatshepsut a dista nt time of disorder and one from which Egypt had already recovered. 16 A number of
building inscriptions, from before and after the reign of Akhenaten, describe
a ruler encountering a temple in the final stages of collapse and then restoring and rebuilding the temple in a form far better than what he found. 17
Nevertheless, Akhenaten is unusual in ponraying the nadir of the situation as something occurring during his own reign, and worsening during
his reign at that, rather than depicting h is rule as a golden time that by its
own inception ended the troubles of the "before time." The political tension evident in the passage from the boundary stelae is complemented by
another text, which expresses the religious bankruptcy of the Amarna
Period. An ink graffito left by a man named Pawah in a Theban tomb
describes in poignant terms the spiritual desolation he feels in the absence
of the god Amun:
My wish is to see you . .. may you give satiety withou t eat ing and intox ~
icat ion without drinking! My wish is to look at you, so that my heart

rejoices. 0 Amun, protector of the lowly! You are the father of the motherless and the husband of the widow. They are pleased at the mere utter-
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ance of your name . ... Come back to us, lord of eternity! You were here

before anything had come into being, and you will be here at the end of
time. fu you have caused me to see the darkness that is yours to give,

make light for me that I may see yoU!IS
While the members of the court at Amama appear to have worshipped
the Aten with as much fervor as Pawah felt for the god Amun, much of
the country might well have commiserated with Pawah's emotional state
at the abandonment of the traditional Egyptian gods. The graffito of
Pawah dates to the reign of Akhenaten's successor Ankhk(et)heperure
Neferneferuaten,19 but similar views expressed during Akhenaten's own
reign could have been one of the many "offenses" th at are so disturbing to
the pharaoh in the boundary stelae of Akhet-aten.
Evidence for unrest and dissatisfaction during the reign of Akhenaren
finds overwhelming support in the thorough damnatio memoriae carried out
by Tutankhamun, Horemhab, and even Seti I of the Nineteenth Dynasty.
Even without further explicit references to rebellion against Akhenaten,
the rapid abandonment of his capital and the cult of the Aten following
his death are evidence that even during his reign, Akhenaten may have
been considered "that enemy from Akhet-aten." Bits of pictorial and
archaeological evidence from Akhet-aten provide the final tesserae to [his
mosaic of civil discontent. In nearly every scene of the royal family, Akhenaten is surrounded by soldiers, many of them fore ign, and an examination
of police and military installations at Akhet-aten reveals that Akhenaten
might have been particularly concerned with his own physical safety.

Police and Military Installations at Akhet-aten
Reliefs in [he tombs in the eastern cliffs of Akhet-aten portray significant
political and religious events as well as mundane da ily activities: sculptors
sit within their workshops carv ing pieces of statuary, brewers and bakers
transform grain into beer and bread, and shepherds lead their goats out to
graze. All of these industries were essential to the existence of Akhetaten, but in scenes of the royal family, one profession achieved particular
prominence: the military. Wherever Akhenaten and his family went in
the city of Amarna, groups of running soldiers accompanied them. Sometimes these soldiers are identifiable only by their military uniform-the
heart-shaped sporrans worn over their kilts-but in most cases they carried an assortment of weapons and standards. A scene from the tomb of
A hmes at Amarna displays the multietbnic identity of Akhenaten's bodyguards and their range of armament (see figure 25 )20
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figure 25. Two units of running soldiers from the comb of Ahmes at Amarna, including a
number of foreign auxiliaries armed with a range of weapons. Below, a trumpeter signals the
troops, the notes of his instrument filling the blank space of the entire register. After Davies,

Rock Tombs III, pI. 31.
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Four platoons of soldiers appear between a depiction of the great Aten
temple and an image of Akhenaten and Nefertiti riding in a chariot. A
single trumpeter, the sole figure in the central register, accompanies the
troops; the running soldiers, like all military escorts at Amarna, move in a
semibowed posture. The Egyptian soldiers, dressed in kilts and heartshaped sporrans, are armed with long spears, axes, and shields with central
boss, while the officers carry a sickle sword, baton, or both . Other soldiers
hoist aloft a series of standards. Alongside the Egyptian troops in the top
two registers runs a group of foreign soldiers-two Asiatics, two Nubians,
and a Libyan. The Asiatics are dressed in decorated kilts with a distinct
point in the front, distinguished in form and fabric from the Egyptian kilt;
they wear their hair in traditional Asiatic style, tied with a band around
the forehead, and they sport a short, pointed beard. Each Asiatic soldier
carries a spear and a khepesh sword but no shield. T he weapons and accoutrements of the two N ubian s differ. The N ubian in the upper register
wears a linen kilt with a long spOITan, an ostrich feather in his hair, and
carries a long self-bow (see pages 72-73). The lower Nubian wears a dangling animal skin over his kilt, his head is shaved, and he wields a long
club. The Libyan sold ier carries a relatively short, triangular bow, and
what may be a baton or an ax in his other hand; he wears a short kilt in
place of the expected penis sh eath, but wears the traditional long leather
cloak tied over one shoulder, trailing far out behind him as he runs.
Scenes in other Amarna tombs reinforce the multiethnic nature of the
military forces at Akhet-aten, and their constant presence in the entourage
of the royal family21 The Egyptian and foreign soldiers are there when
Akhenaten grants honors at the Window of Appearances, when the king
visits the temples of Alchet-aten, and when he and h is family ride their
chariots into and out of the Central C iry. Since Akhenaten's chariot ride
and many of his other daily activities replaced the trad itional festival celebrations of Egypt, and seeing that the military played an important role
in such celebrations during the reigns of other pharaohs (see "Religious
Functions of the Military," pages 204-209), one might suggest that the
soldiers merely emphasized the festive nature of daily life at Akhet-aten.
Even if Akhenaten did employ the military at Akhet-aten to express the
religious significance of his daily life, and the ritual into which he made
the outward expressions of that daily life, the plentiful armaments of
Akhenaten's soldiers also betray a practical function.
Military barracks occupied the eastern edge of the central city of Akhetaten, separated by libraries and other scribal buildings from the central
administrative district and palace n A longside the barracks was a horse
stable, which housed the animals who probably served as patrol mounts
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and pulled chariots through the streets of the city. This sector of the city
contained irs own well and commissariat, as the large num ber of pottery
sherds from bread molds and beer jars reveal. These barracks and their
associated buildings probably housed and provisioned the local military
garmon.
One of the well-preserved tombs in the eastern cliffs of A khet-aten belongs to the chief of police of Amarna, Mahu. Scenes in the tomb depict
events and activities with which Mahu would have been familiar, such as
the training of policemen in running. From his tomb scenes we even learn
otherwise unattested details of routine police life. For example, to cope
with the chill winter nights, Mahu used bowls in which he lit small fires;2)
because of the relative prominence they receive, Mahu appears to have
been quite fond of them.
As A khenaten rides his chariot along the great royal road of Akhetaten, Mahu is there to greet the ruler. Above and below the image of the
king are the policemen in Mahu's employ, many of whom stand outside
small, one-man statio ns that apparently were strung out along the main
north-south road. Similar one-room buildings are placed on elevated platforms, which functioned as a line of intervisible signaling platforms. The
nature of ancient Egyptian signaling remains unknown, but Roman watchmen could transmit complex messages by means of various techniques. 24
Another scene from rhe tomb of Mahu shows a series of altarlike platforms with ramps, atop which stand military standards and fans; 25 a man
sits on a folding srool beside each of these platforms and receives a message from a running youth. This suggests that the platforms may have
functioned, among other things, as communication outposrs that could relay
both verbal and visual signals. These Amarna posts would be smaller- in
both scale and geographical scope ·but functionally similar to those the
Romans constructed in the Eastern Desert of Egypt and elsewhere. 26
Akhet-aten as a who le does not appear ro have possessed city walls,
but the tomb of Mahu portrays a system of watchposts and watchtowers
that formed a defensive system for the c ity.2) Temporary supply depots
were also part of the physical infrastructure of Akhet-aten's patrols. In
one such depot, Mahu stands in front of a fire in a large bowl and before
him is a chariot beneath a tree and a group of running po licemen.28 In
another scene, do nkeys and people with shoulder yokes bring supplies t
an outpost.
T he outpost appears as a much larger structure than the guard posts-sa three-story tower with crenellations. Inside the tower are amphorae, var
io us types of food, and a cache of weapons, including shields, axes, an.
•
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Figure 26. Running poli cemen patrol the city of Akhet~aten, as depicted in the tomb of
the chief of police, Mahu. The crenellated outpost appears between sets of parallel tines,
the latter probably representing swept tracks lined with stone piles. After Davies, Rock
Tombs IV, pI. 21.

bows and arrows. This tower and others like it were primarily intended to
guard the items stored within rather than to provide refuge ftom an attack.
Yet another large rectangular building depicted in the tomb of Mahu is
associated with parallel lines marked with small circles (see figure 26);
these lines are perhaps the edges of patrol routes, and the circles are the
rocks removed from the track that were used to line the paths. The patrol
routes around this building as well as those that connected the other
guard posts indicate that the defense of Akhet-aten rested primarily on
roving patrols; considering the extent of the city and its layout, such a system was more effective than a static defense.29
The depiction of a motley bunch of criminals in the tomb of Mahu
sheds light on life and security at Akhet-aten and suggests that Akhenaten might not have felt wholly safe in his private horizon. Mahu h imself
appears leading three handcuffed prisoners before a group of Amarna officials: the vizier, the chief officials of the pharaoh, and the commanders of
the army "who stand before his Majesty."JOMahu greets the grandees, and
the vizier responds, perhaps echoing Mahu's own words: "As Aten endures
so does the ruler endure." Mahu summons the officials to interrogate the
prisoners: "Investigate, 0 officials, people who climbed the gebel! "31 Two
of the handcuffed prisoners wear long, thin beards, and may be Libyans,
while the other appears to be an Egyptian.
Why Mahu chose to depict this particular occurrence remains unfortunately unclear. The only recorded accusation against the men is that they
were "climbing the gebel," but a concern about such men might be one
reason for the location of the North Riverside Palace. Aside from the fact
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that the palace would be at the edge of the horizon, it also is near sheer
cliffs virtually impossible to climb or descend easily.32 The North Riverside Palace, which served as the main residence of Akhenaten and his
family, also was surrounded by a double wall with engaged towers 33 These
fortifications, combined with the placement of the North Riverside
Palace, would have made the residence easily defensible by roving police
patrols, who could follow tracks on the plateau above the city.34

T he Western Jrrontier
The narrow beards of Mahu's gebel-climbing prisoners suggest that they
came from the Western Desert, the land of the potentially hostile Libyan
tribes. Wh ile the ancient Egyptian civilization flourished along the N ile
Valley and established settlements in the oases of the Western Desert, the
area of modern Libya remained a region sparsely populated by nomadic
tribes. By the time of the New Kingdom, certain of these Libyan groups
had become more organized under powerful chiefs, had acquired more
wealth, and had even constructed some settlements. 35 Egyptian terms for
the eastern Sahara and its inhabitants reflected the changing nature of
ancient Libya. During the N ew Kingdom specific tribal designations, such
as Lebu and Meshwesh, augmented the earlier terms Tjehenu, describing
Libyan tribes inhabiting the desert north of middle Egypt, and T jemehu,
encompassing all tribes living west of Egypt and N ubia 36
Conflicts between the Nile Valley dwellers and tribes of the western
Sahara began as early as the Predynastic Period, and the pharaohs of the
Old and Middle kingdoms fought periodic campaigns against the Libyans
on the fringes of Egyptian territory37 Although from the Second Intermediate Period through the late Eighteenth Dynasty, relatively few detailed
references to Libyan tri bes appear in Egyptian texts,38 the recruitment of
Libyans for the Egyptian military during the reign of Akhenaten as well as
possible conflict along the western border during the Amarna Period provide some background for the Libyan wars of the Ramesside Period. 39 From
the reign of Seti I onward, conflicts with Libyans became a more visible
part of the Egyptian historical record, culminating in the massive wars of
Merneptah and Ramesses III against coalitions of Libyan tribes. 40
Unlike Nubia and Asia, the lands west of Egypt had few local economic resources to attract Egypt's imperial interests. Some of Libya's products were light and seemingly ephemeral objects, such as ostrich eggs and
feathers. The eggs might well be canteens,41 and could be exported farther
afield,42 while the feathers were useful for elements of fans and military
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insignia. Libyan cattle may have been another trade product linking Egypt
and the western Saharan tribes.43 Other, more exotic products that became important in the classical era, such as the medicinal plant silphium,
but that have n ot left any major archaeological or epigraphic rrace in earlier sources, might also h ave benefited Libya's economic intercourse with
Egypt and other lands. 44 Despite the barrenness of their native land, however, t he Libyans lived along north-south trade routes that linked subSaharan Africa with rhe Med iterranean coast, giving them access to a
wide range of trade goods and contact with foreign traders and soldiers of
rhe Mediterranean world.45
The dual local and long-distance trade economies of Libya are reflected
in the tribute presented to Akhenaten and Nefertiti during the year
twelve durbar at Akhet-aten. In the lower left-hand comer of the durbar
scene in the tomb of Meryre II, a Libyan delegation brings the expected
ostrich feathers and eggs.46 Despite the modest nature of such goods, the
Libyans appear on a par with Puntites presenting incense and with Aegean
islanders bringing elaborate metal vessels. The durbar scene in the tomb
of Buya suggests that the Libyans were an additional condu it for metals,
including perhaps gold .47 Texts of the Ramesside Period also occasionally
reveal an unexpected wealth and diversity of materials acquired as plunder
from defeated Libyans. Plunder lists concluding the accounts of the
Libyan campaigns of Merneptah and Ramesses III include not only cattle,
livestock, and h uman captives, but also metal vessels and swords, products
of eastern Mediterra nean craftsmen and trade routes. 48 The swords captured from the Meshwesh tribe during the reign of Memeptah and wielded
by the same tribe in battle scenes of Ramesses ]j] suggest that the miiitary
technology of northern Mediterranean groups influenced that of the
Libyans.49
T he Libyan trading post 011 Bates Island, neat modem Marsa Matruh,
provides ceramic eVidence fOf the presence of traders from the Aegean,
Syria-Palestine, and Egypt from the mid-fou rteen th to the end of the thirteenth century B.C. E.50 Exploitation of such connections enabled the
Libyans to become a threat to Egyptian hegemony during the Nineteenth
and Twentieth dynast ies. The U byans who invaded Egypt during the reign
of Merneptah brought with them not only the weapons of the Mediterranean world but human representatives of that world as well. Mediterranean pirates had become a problem for the northern coast of Egypt
proper already by the reign of A munhotep Ill, and most likely they also
reached the Libyan coast as well . During the Ramesside Period Mediterranean groups known as the "Sea People" found employment in the mili-
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tary forces of Egypt and other Near Eastern kingdoms;;! the military experience that the Sea People acquired in turn assisted their later attacks
againsr Egypt and the eastern Mediterranean littoraL T he otherwise unique
appearance in the New Kingdom of Libyan troops in fui! native attire in
Egyptian service during the Amarna Period suggests that the Libyans
themselves, by the time of Akhenaten, may have been gaining military
experience itl Egyptian service. 52
An enigr!latic painted papyrus from Amarna may show th e beginnings
of conflicts between the Libyans and th e N ew Kingdom Egyptians, and at
the very least demonstrates th e participation of yet another foreign group
in the Egy]Jt ian army. The papyrus fragments, now housed in the British Museum, were discovered in a structure that was probably dedicated to
the worship of a statue of Akh enaten 53 T he painted scenes on the papyrus depict th ree differen t military types Egyptians, Libyans, and Mycenaeans----<listinguished by their mode of dress (see figure 27) . The Egyptians wear only linen kilts, and for the most part their armaments are not
preserved, but on e Egyptian soldier appears to wield a dagger. The Libyans
sport long cloaks, open at the front and revealing elaborate tattoos and
their exposed genitalia (an artistic misunderstanding of the penis sheath ?) ;
one Libyan holds a short bow and carries his arrows in a quiver.
The t hird type of warrior in the fragmentary composition, and the most
surprising element of the papyrus decoration, is clad in an animal hide
tunic and wears a conical helmet, decorated with vertical striations. The
iconography of the helmets corresponds most closely to the boar's tusk
helmets popular among Mycenaean warriors 5 4 While the identification of
the warriors on the papyrus is certain, their relationship to one another is
much less straightforward. The first scene portrays three figures-two
striding Libyans and a kneeling Egyptian; the position of the Libyan's arms
suggests that he is about to kill the Egyptian . In the second scene, intermingled Egyptian and Mycenaean warriors run to the right. At the top of
this scene, an Egyptian soldier appears to thrust a dagger into another
man of uncertain ide ntity, who wears a kilt and ox-hide tunic but no helmet. Are the Libyans fighting against a coalition of Egyptians and their
Mycenaean auxiliaries? Or are all three groups part of Akhenaten's multiethnic bodyguard, who are quelling a revolt by Egyptians? T he former appears more likely, because the Libyans on the papyrus do not wear Egyptian kilts, while the Libyan auxiliaries at Amarna normally add this bit of
Egyptian clothing to their traditional dress. Mycenaean soldiers do not
otherwise appear in the pictorial record at Amarna; yet the same house in
which the painted papyrus was found also contained a complete Myce-
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Figure 27. Drawing of British Museum

Papyrus, EA 74 100. (above) Two Libyans
appear to kill an Egyptian soldier. (left)
Runn ing Egyptian and Mycenaean sold iers.

After Schofield and Parkinson, Annual of
the Brit~h School at Arhens 89 (1994 ),
161- 162.

naean vessel, and a large number of Mycenaean sherds h ave been recovered from Amarna. 55
The Egyptian, Libyan , and Mycenaean soldiers on the painted Amam a
papyrus mayor may not refer to an actual historical event. However, the
running warriors certainly hint at h istorical events to come. Reliefs from
the reign of Horemhab also depict conflict with Libyan tribesmen, or at
least the successful outcome thereof (see figure 28).56 The pharaohs Seti I
and Ramesses II also appear slaying Libyans and hauling prisoners before
the gods, but like the fragmentary Horemhab scenes, no detailed h istorical texts accompany the early Nineteenth Dynasty Libyan battles. However, Ramesses Il constructed a series of fortresses along the Western Delta
and the Mediterranean coast , an indication that the scale of the Libyan threat at the cusp of the Eighteenth and N ineteenth dynasties was
larger than the textual record suggests. 5) No archaeologica l evidence of a
corresponding fortress system of the Eighteenth Dynasty has thus far been
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Figure 28. Relief from the mortuary
temple of Horemhab. A n Egyptian
soldier chastises a Libyan prisoner
with his ax. After Johnson, Asiatic

Battle Scene, 176, no. 58.
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discovered,58 but a series of small desert outposts could have served the
same function as the later Ramesside forrresses.
Such outposts would have served as an early warning system and provided physical support for retaliatory raids. The forward defense in the
Western Desert not only protected the Nile Valley, but also important
Egyptian settlements in the oases, which were renowned for their vineyards 59 In fact, at least one vineyard in Kharga Oasis, called Perwesekh in
antiquity and now known as Qasr e1-Ghueita, supplied large quantities of
wine for t he jubilee festival of Amunhotep IlI .6o The strategic location of
Kharga and the other oases made them important militarily, but their natural resources also made them vul nerable to Libyan incursions. In the fifth
year of Merneptah's reign, a large coalition of Libyans and Sea People
mercenaries iaunched an attack on the Nile Delra;6! avoiding the coastal
forts, the invading forces captured the oasis Farafra and may have used the
interoasis routes of the Western Desert to foment a simultaneous rebellion
of Nubian tribes in the south. Although the Egyptians defeated the combined Libyan and Sea People forces at the fields of Perire, a city in the
western Delta, the invasion demonstrated the vulnerability of the oases
and the potential danger posed by the increasingly sophisticated and
wealthy Libyan tribesmen.

Corps of Engineers
T he Egyptian military served multiple functions, only one of which was its
role in war. The relative geographic isolation of Egypt made an army on
constant alert unnecessary, and the state's economic investment in the
military made impractical the maintenance of a iarge and inacrive force in
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peacetime. Furthermore, as the Egyptians learned in the aftermath of the
First Intermediate Period, men accustomed to combat do not always transform into model citizens when the conflict ceases 62 To make the military
more economically advantageous, troops worked on both military and
civil construction projects 63 Prominent among these projects were quarrying expeditions in the Sinai and the Eastern Desert, where the military
served not only as protection against nomads but also provided added
manpower. The harsh desert environments in which the quarri es were
located also may have provided important training for the troops, who
might have to travel to those same regions during campaigns. For example, the war agai nst the Akuyati tribe during year twelve of the reign of
Akhenaten was fought in a gold-mining region of Nubia, and some of the
troops who fought in that campaign might have worked in the region on
earl ier mining expedit ions. Several inscriptions of A munhotep IV appear
in the Wadi Abu Qwei, and one large inscription of the Aten in the
nearby Wadi Hammamat was later transformed into a scene of Amun-Re
during the reign of Seti 164
An inscription dating to the beginning of the re ign of Amunhotep
IV/A khenaten from Gebel Silsila describes the role the military could fu lfill in quarry exped itions. Next to a scene of Amunhotep IV offering to
the god Amun is the fo llowing text:
The King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the high priest of Horakhty, who
rejOices in the horizon in his name of Shu who is in the sun disk, Nefer~

kheperure Waenre, the son of Re [Amunhotepl, whose lifetime is great,
living forever and ever, beloved of Amun~Re, lord of heaven, ruler of eter~

nity. The first occasion of his Majesty commanding [...1 in order to execute all the work projects from Elephantine to Sambehdet (in the Deita).
T he commanders of the expcd itionary force were set to carrying out a
large compulsory labor project. consisting of quarrying sandstone in o rder

w make the great benben-stone for Horakhty, in his name of Shu who is
in the solar disk, in Karnak , while at the same time, the officials , compan,
ions. and c hief stanclard, bearers were tax assessors for the stonC statue. 65

N aval and Port Security
At some time during the reign of Akhenaten a large trading vessel, packed
with goods from Egypt, Sytia-Palestine, and the northern Med iterranean
littoral, was plying a counterclockwise route through the eastern Mediterranean Sea. Raw materials formed the majority of the vessel's cargo,
including ten tons of copper and tin ingots, many of them in the "oxh ide"
shape; some of this copper came from Cyprus, whose wealth in metal was
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a topic of the A marna correspondence (see page 152), Nearly 150 amphorae carried a range of foodstuffs and wine, and smaller ceramic vessels
from all over the Mediterranean held various precious oils and perfumes,
The ship also transported jewelry and luxury items, including a gold ring
bearing the name of Queen Nefertiti. Off the coast of Turkey, this richly
laden trading vessel-now known as the U luburun shipwreck-sank and
lay beneath the waters of the Mediterranean for the next 3 ' /2 millennia.
While most of the timbers disintegrated, much of the vessel's cargo remained quite well preserved.66
Based on the places of origin of the objects, the Uluburun ship was on
its way from Egypt or elsewhere in North Africa, and had already sropped
in Syria- Palestine before heading farther north, where its journey would
tragically end. T he remains of the ship indicate that it was quite large and
probably belonged ro the class of vessel the Egyptians called menesh , a
large, seagoing vessel, with tall, vertical prow and stern posts67 T he deck
was surrounded with a type of fencing, probably of wooden vertical elements and horizontal roping, some of which has actually survived in the
U luburun shipwreck.
T he ccew of the U luburun ship followed the currents and winds of the
eastern Mediterranean, visiting various ports in a primarily counterclockwise cycle.611 The combination of goods discovered in the Uluburun shipwreck suggests that the crew may on occasion have taken on cargo that
might have remained on the ship for some time; while the vessel may
have been on an official mission, it could equally fit the profile of a private merchant ship. Private Egyptian trading ventures could lease ships
from temples, bridging the private and state-controlled economies of the
N ile Vall ey 69
The men who manned the U luburun ship and the other ships that
sailed the wine-dark waters of the Mediterranean were probably not all
fro m the same region . In their eclectic mixture of cloth ing and accoutrements brough t from home and acquired in their ports of call, these
sailors might have resembled the perplexing hybrid figures that appear
occasionally in Egyptian depictions. A man in the Eighteenth Dynasty
tomb of Anen wears Hittite shoes, a Syrian robe, and a Libyan side lock,
yet he is labeled "Keftiu," the Egyptian name for an inhabitant of Crete.
These depictions may not be the result of an overactive imagination, but
could derive from accurate observations of the crews of the trading vessels
that docked in Egyptian ports. 70 Like pirates and privateers of more modern times, the ancient traders may have intended their sartorial choices ro
represent the breadth of their travels.
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The North African coast between the Delta and Cyrenaica was not
endowed with natura l harbors, with the exception of the Libyan trading
emporium on Bates Island. Such a situation, along with the general lack
of suitable ports and points of disembarkation along the northern coast of
Sinai, concentrated southeastern Mediterranean nautical activities on the
Egyptian Nile Delta'?! Once traders reached the shores of Egypt, they
would have to navigate the mouths of the Delta channels, a task made
difficult by the silt mounds just beyond the shore. For much if not most
of the year, larger vessels would not have been able to sail into and out
of rhese channels, and a certain amount of transshipping from larger to
smaller vessels was required. 72
Ships docking for trade-foreign ~uld Egyptian could be accompanied
by a miiitary escort called the meshkebu. Based on their duties with the
chariotry, the meshkebu were not strictly nautical but involved with a
range of commissariat activities.73 A rmed guards would have been present
not only at Delta POrts, but also at harbors along the N ile. Police outposts
at the riverbank appear in the tomb of Meryra at Amarna, where a fleet
of sh ips are docked and where three armed men , hold ing sh ields, spears,
axes, and an ensign, stand guard H Further evidence of police activity
along the river appears in the Theban tomb of Neferhotep, a man contemporary with the re igns of Aye and Tutankhamun . Next to a harbor
where large vessels are docked appears a scene of judgment and pun ishment; as an official decrees the sentence for three men , a scri be records it,
and guards armed with bastinados stand by to carry it out. 75
The Egyptians were well equipped to control activity within their own
harbors and POrts, but Egyptian sh ips sailing elsewhere in the Mediterranean could be prey to piratical groups, who became increasingly dangerous during the Amarna Period. Already in the early Eighteenth Dynasty,
pirates and heavily armed northern mercenaries appear in Egyptian documents. 76 T he incursions of pirates had become so serious by the reign of
A munhotep III that the Egypt ians constructed coastal forts and patrolled
the mouths of th e Nile.11 Egypt was not the on ly great power threatened
by these piratical groups. In one of the Amarna Letters, the ruler of the
island kingdom of Alashiya, modern Cyprus, not only complains of pirates
raiding his land, but also reassures the Egyptian pharaoh that his own men
have not turned pirate and joined in attacks on other regions. 7s The term
for pirate used in the letter is "men of the Lukki," the later Lycia, on the
southern coast of Asia Minor.19 The Lukki are one of the many groups the
Egyptians classified as "Sea People," who attacked Egypt multiple times
during the Ramesside Period. Some of these same Sea People groups fought
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as auxiliaries of the Egyptian army,BO as we know from the Ramesside Period
and as the fragmentary papyrus from Amarna may depict,

Religious Functions of the Military
In addition ro participating in great engineering and min ing projects, the
military in peacetime also played a key role in religious activities, particularly large festival processions 81 Egyptian military units appear to h ave
raken part in such festivals from at least the time of the Old Kingdom, and
probably even before. Alteady in the well-known Tomb 100 (the "Painted
Tomb") at Hierakonpolis (ca. 3250 S.C.E. ). titual combat occurs in the
context of a jubilee ceremony of royal renewal;82 the combatants in that
early festival, as in later depictions of ritual combat from the reigns of
Ramesses II and Ramesses III, were probably warriors 8J Another earl y
depiction of the military in a religious context appears on a block from a
temple of the Fifth Dynasty king Userkaf at Saqqara 8 4 The scene shows
units of running soldiers escorting a riverine procession in which, accord~
ing to an accompanying inscription, someone, probably the king, is returning
from a temple of Bastet. Similarly, during the New Kingdom, units of soldiers, marines, and foreign auxiliaries appear in numerous depictions of
riverine celebrations associated with the Beautiful Festi val of the Valley
and the Opet Festival. B5 The presence of troops at religious cel ebrations
probably always ensured proper security for the participants and crowd
control in general, but beginning with the Eighteenth Dynasty, at least in
Thebes, evidence indicates that the military presence is also an integral
part of the ritual process.
One of the most elaborate portrayals of a Theban festival is the cycle
of reliefs in the Colonnade Hall of Luxor Temple, which were carved during the reign of Tutankhamun and later usurped by Horemhab. The reliefs
in the Colonnade Hall trace the course of the Opet Festival, in which the
sacred barks of the triad of Karnak-accompanied from the reign of
Tutankhamun by the bark of the king- sailed in great riverine barges from
Karnak to Luxor and back again. The purpose of the Opet Festival was to
celebrate the sacred marriage of the Egyptian pharaoh and h is queen, which
mirrored the union of Amun and his consort, Mut, thereby reaffirming the
power and legitimacy of the current king as bearer of the roya l ka , the
immortal spirit of kingship.86
At the beginning of the festivities, which would last more than two
weeks, the cult statues of the gods Amun, Mut, and Khonsu were placed
within elaborately decorated shrines mounted on equally intricate barks,
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which were carried on the shoulders of groups of priests. Once the procession reached the Nile quay in front of Karnak Temple, the small barks
that held the divine images were loaded onto larger riverine barks. While
priests, dancers, and musicians sang praises to Amun, Mut, and Khonsu,
sa ilors assisted with the navigation of the sacred barks, and other soldiers
towed the great river barges against the current. In actual combat in
Nubia, the Egyptian marines and soldiers of the early Eighteenth Dynasty
had acquired considerable practice in hauling warships over the treac.herous cataracts of the 'southland,s7 and no dOlibt on occasion similar activities occupied the troops of Akhenaten and his immediate successors.
Naval officers could also be assigned to royal ships, not on ly that of the
king, but also of the queen and royal heir88
As the soldiers hauled dle divine barks in the Opet procession, they
proclaimed the power of their king, as the hieroglyphs above their heads
record:
[The vanguardl of the army proclaims before his majesty: "How flourishing is the perfect ruler! He has conveyed Amun so that he decrees for
him valor against the south and victory against the n[orthl . Amun lis the
god who decrees it): 'Vic[Qry be to the ruler!'"
The soldiers' hymn of praise indicates that in return for fulfilling the
rituals of the Opet festival, Amun will decree victory against Egypt'S enemies. The great annual festivals, like nearly all religious activity in the
temples that lined the N ile Valley, were ultimately intended to guarantee
the proper functioning of the cosmos, which included the subjugation of
any foreign groups who threatened Egypt. The participation of foreign
groups, loyal ro the Egyptian pharaoh, within these same festivals further
enhanced the cosmographic signific.ance of the religious processions.
Alongside the Egyptian soldiers who participate in the Opet festival
are Nubian auxiliaries and Libyans o r Egyptians dressed as Libyans. The
N ubians and the Libyans are representatives of regions south and west of
Egypt, respectively, wh ich was believed to be the winter home of the goddess of the eye of the sun. 90 This goddess, who could be called Hathor,
Sakhmet, Bastet, and a host of other names, was the female counterpart of
the solar deity and personified the solar eye, wh ich is simultaneously the
uraeus serpent who rests on his brow. According to Egyptian theology,
Re offended this goddess by attempting to replace her, and she fled to the
southwest, into the lands of Libya and Nubia. The goddess of the eye of
the sun vented her rage on the populations in these regions until sh e was
coaxed back to Egypt. The return of the goddess, heralded astronomically
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by the heliacal rising of the star Sirius in the middle of July, also corresponded to the inundation of the Nile River,
The presence of Nubian and Libyan celebrants in the Opet procession
signals the glorious return of the goddess to Egypt from the southern
deserts, Particularly lively depictions of Nubian dancers occur in Tutankhamun's Opet scenes (see figure 29)91 The men wear traditional Nubian
costumes, leather kilts with long, depending elements, at the bottom of
which are gourds, probably serving as rattles,92 They carry large wooden
clubs, which other Nubians carry as weapons in some battle scenes, The
dance of the Nubians as it appears on both walls of the Colonnade Hall
finds a close parallel in a depiction of dancing Nubian warriors in the
Gebel Silsila speos scenes of Horemhab's Nubian war (see figure 19),93
The dance of the Nubians is a leaping and swaying performance, called
the gesges, danced also by monkeys, a dance that-like the solar language
of the baboons-the Egyptians believed to be an ancient form of solar
worship, protected by nature, known to the king as supreme solar priest,
and practiced by celebrants 94 Some of the men hold their clubs vertically
and leap into the air, while the rearmost man throws back his head and
arches his body in a more ecstatic pose, A wooden club, virtually identical to those carried in the Opet scenes, was included in the furnishings of
the tomb of Tutankhamun, These Nubian dances might not have been
purely festive, but could have served as an integral part of their military
training; similar uses of carefully choreographed dances to enhance coordination on the battlefield are attested for ancient Greek hoplites95 and
nineteenth-century Zulu warriors 96
In the scene of the celebration of the Opet procession in the Colonnade Hall at Luxor Temple, the lines of soldiers, musicians, and those
hauling the towropes on the west wall is headed by a man in military costume who faces the approaching celebrants and chants a long hymn to
Amun-Re n This military officer singled out for particular prominence in
the procession was probably never labeled by name, bur may well represent General Horemhab, In fact, once crowned pharaoh, Horemhab used
the Opet procession and its role in reaffirming the proper transmission of
the royal ka to legitimize his own rule, Indeed, festivals and religious
activity were so intimately related to pharaonic kingship rhat a king's
political program could not be divorced from his theological agenda,
Such a combination of festivals and political expression is certainly
true for Akhenaten- his peculiar form of solar worship is inseparable from
his new capital, Akhet-aten, and his other political oddities, such as the
emphasis on foreign bodyguards, Akhenaten's innovations ended the fest i-
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Figure 29. Carrying clubs and one irregularly shaped shield, Nubians perform a leaping
dance as part of the Oper Procession festiv ities, as depicted in the Colonnade Hall
of Luxor Temple. Epigraphic Survey, Luxor Temple , 1, pI. 94, courtesy of the O riental
Institute of [he Univeni ity of Chicago.

val processions of Thebes, and replaced them with a single daily procession at Akhet-aten-the appearance of Akhenaten riding into the center
of his horizon city out of the North Riverside palace (see page 39). Perh aps great crowds th ronged the processional way each day, and perhaps
the soldiers involved in the procession are simply there because of the old
involvement of the military in religious processions. At Amarna the ruler
and his high officials carried out their daily lives as though they were
enacting a religious drama for themselves, not for the populace as a whole.
Akhenaten appears never to have ventured abroad without a military
escort, perhaps to present every movement of Akhenaten as a ri tual procession. No matter how many soldiers an Egyptian pharaoh might have
brought with h im to a festival celebration, no other pharaoh shows himself as constantly guarded by th rongs of bowing and sycophantically scraping soldiers as does Akhenaten. T he processions at Amarna did not differ
from earlier and later processions in evinCing a considerable military presence, but this military presence is all the more menacing and dominating
in the relatively sterile environment of Akhet-aten's ritual life.
In addition to the chariot ride and the daily cycle of Akhenaten's activi ties, two further militaristic celebrations are commemorated in the
Amarna rombs: the rewarding of loyal officials at the Window of Appearances, and ritual combat at the presentation of foreign tribute, both of
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which relate to specific architectural features at Amama, The royal audience in which the ruler appeared at the Window of Appearances was primarily associated with a ceremony during which officials receive rewards
and commendations 9 8 The Window of Appearances was a large opening
in the wall of a palace, a short distance above the ground, A podium,
often adorned with a cushion placed at the front of the window, enabled
the king to reach over and cast rewards out to his officials and their families. The king alone might be present at this ceremony, or he might
appear with the queen; the queen herself also presided at least occasionally over a similar ceremony in recognition of the service of female members of the court and the administration 99
Officials, courtiers, and onlookers, often including foreign dignitaries,
gazed up at the pharaoh, surrounded by a host of images proclaiming his
domination of fore ign lands. JOO Those foreign participants might themselves be present for a practical reason, perhaps receiving their own rewards
or an audience with the ruler, even though on occasion they may not fully
have understood the significance of the event and the venue (compare
the letter of Assuruballit I to Akhenaten quoted on page 137). Although
the foreigners might be there for a practical purpose, for the Egyptians,
they revealed the universal and cosmic significance of what was occurring
and reinforce the image of the ruler as the dominant figure in the political
world. Consequently, the Window of Appearances at Amama- as elsewhere was adorned with heraldic imagery. One of the principal motifs
consists of lotus and papyrus plants, representing Upper and Lower Egypt,
respecti vely, wrapped around a hieroglyph meaning "to unite." In the decorative scheme, the plants also serve to bind a series of kneeling Nubian
and Asiatic prisoners. A surviving Window of Appearances at the mortuary temple of Ramesses III displays a similar theme- just below where the
pharaoh would appear are carved the protruding, three-dimensional heads
of foreign enemies, so that the Egyptian king would appear to be standing
atop the prone bodies of his enemies as he made his glorious appearance 10J
Military activity and display, particularly ritual combat, appear to have
been common occurrences at the Window of AppearancesI02 Beneath that
window in the first court of the mortuary temple of Ramesses 1lI appear
elaborate and somewhat comical depictions of Egyptians soldiers wrestling
foreigners, possibly even foreign auxiliaries of the Egyptian military. 103
The labels to these wrestling scenes even record the insults that the Egyptians hurled at their opponents: "Stand still, 0 Nubian oppon ent! I will
surely make you fall down, 0 weakling, in the presence of Pharaoh! "
Another wrestler details his next move: "Now see I have seized hold of
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your legs and I shall throw you down upon your backside in the presence
of Pharaoh, may he be living, prosperous, and healthy." Yet another
Egyptian says: "Woe to you 0 Syrian enemy, boastful with his mouth.
Pharaoh, may he be living, prosperous, and healthy, is against you." In
addition ro the pairs of wrestlers, the scenes show fencers,1 04 one of whom
says, "En garde! I will show you the hand of a warrior." This ritual combat
also reinforced the image of the ruler as warlord; according to the texts at
Medinet Habu, court officials and royal child ren (the latter perhaps
including "children of the nursery" 105) looked on and pronounced a short
hymn ro the ruler that sounded not unlike those sung by larger military
units during festival events: "You are like Montu, 0 Pharaoh, may he be
living, prosperous, healthy, our good lord. Amun has thrown down for you
the foreigners, who have come in order to exalt themselves." Another
combatant also evokes ritual hymns with h is pronouncement, which
begins, "Amun is the god who decreed it: 'Victory be to the ruler!'"
Ritual combat did not only occur at the Window of Appearances; at
least in Akhet-aten such activities were part of the great durbar of year
twelve. In the scenes of that exotic extravaganza in the tomb of Meryre II,
the right central strip of attendants comprises wrestlers, fencers, and boxers, at least some wearing the heart-shaped sporrans of Egyptian soldiers,
and appa rently made up of Egyptians and Nubians, some of the latter
apparently performing a military dance like that in which they participate
in the O pet Procession scenes in Luxor Temple. 106 Ritual combat in the
presence of representatives from the four corners of the Egyptian cosmos
appears to have been an appropriate means of celebrating Akhenaten's
rule over "all which the sun disk encircles," and helped transform the dur bar-like so many events at Akhet-aten-into a ritual. 107

EPILOGUE

e may never know whether Tutankhamun actually rode his chariot
into battle, just as we may never discover the real reason behind
his untimely demise. If Tutankhamun h ad lived longer, what sort of impact
might he have made on pharaonic history? Could he have lived up to the
great reputation of his chief general, Horemhab, who had won victories
for his young pharaoh in Nubia and Asia? Caught in the maelstrom of the
religious changes of his father and forced to rule from an early age,
Tutankhamun had little opportunity to prove himself a great warrior, like
some of his illustrious predecessors of the Eighteenth Dynasty. Yet unknowingly, the "boy king" set the stage for what was to be one of Egypt's finest
hours, the Ramess ide Period. Having appointed a powerful general as his
heir, Tutankhamun could travel to the U nderworld knowing that Egypt
would be protected. Although Horemhab would have to wait for the death
of Aye before he assumed the thtone, once pharaoh, he lost no time wiping away the memory of the Amarna Period. Monuments were smashed,
names rewritten, and the hateful period became part of Horemhab's reign.
The "rebel of Akhet-aten" was removed from history. To ensure the future
glory of Egypt, Horemhab carefully chose his own successor-a man with
proven military and administrative talents, who would become Ramesses 1.
Horemhab was not only appointing the next pharaoh, but also the next
dyn asty, since Ramesses I already had a son and a grandson, whose rule as
Seti I and Ramesses II, respectively, would be a golden age in literature,
art, and architecture. Although they would never admit it, the Nineteenth
Dynasty pharaohs did owe a debt to the military achievements of the
rulers of th.e Amarna Period.
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216. Ibid., I. 7.
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220. Vandersleyen, [;Egypte, 487-488.
22 1. Alan Gardiner, The Inscription of Mes (H ildesheim, Georg Ol ms Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1905), 52.
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"A Later Allusion to Akhenaten," l EA 24 ( 938), 124.

Chapter 3. Trampling the N ine Bows:
Military Forces and Weaponry
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graves at Gebel Sahaba, wi th arrowheads stiil embedded in man y of the bones-see inter
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ed., 297- 300.
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York, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999 ), 318-321 ,342-3 43.
6. For the Egyptian mil itary of the predynastic period, see G regory Gilbert, Weapons,

Warriors, and Warfare in Early Egypt (Oxford, Archaeoptess, 2(04).
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10. Alan Gardiner, Lace Egyptian Miscellanies (Brussels: Edition de la Fondation Egyptologique Reine Elisabeth, 1937), !O8, l. 5-6, 10, 12-13 , and 109, L 3-4 and 8-9.
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14. Alan Schulman, Military Rank, Title, and Organization in the Egyptian New Kingdom
(Berlin: Bruno Hessling, 1964), with the important review of Jean Yoyotte and Jesus Lopez,
"L'organ isation de t'armee et les rituiarures de soldats au nouvel empire egyptien," Bib. Or.
26 (1969); 3-19; Pierre,Marie Chevereau, Prosopographie des cadres militaires egyptiens du
Nouvel Empire (Paris; Antony, 1994) Goirs, Miliriir.
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HarrassowltZ, 1987), 191-220.
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schrift des Papyrus Anaswsi J: Obersetzung und Kommenrar (Wiesbaden: Otro Harrassowitz ,
1986), 149; Spalinger, War in Ancient Egypt, 229. For the equivalence of the terms mS' and
mnfy.r in the New Kingdom, see GniN, Miliriir, 12- 17; Yoyotte and Lopez, Bib. Or. 26 (1969),
9. The term mesha can also refe r to an expeditionary force sent on nonmilitary missions,
such as quarrying activities. For more on the peacet ime duties of the army, see chap. 6.
17. Goirs, Militiir, 3-7.
18. Compare the tttles "scribe of -recruits" (55 nfr.w) and "troop organizer/commander"
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(1969),5; Manassa, Merneptah, 52-53.
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the military officials dudng tne reign of Thutmose llJ, for which see Betsy Bryan, "Adminjstrdtion in the Reign of ThutlTJose Ill," in Thutmose 111,103-107.
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Chevereau, Nouvel Empire, 34-38, 64-89, and 101-130; Yoyone and Lopez, Bib. Or. 26
(1969),7--13; GniN, Militiir, 18,29-30, passim; Schulman, Military Rank, 69-71.
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"regiment commander" (Chevereau, Nouvel Empire, 58-62; Schu lman, Military Rank,
54- 55 ),
22. For military scribes, see Donald Redford, Egyp[, Canaan , and Israel in Ancient Times
(Princ.eton. N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1992), 217-218; Gnirs, MiUrii'r, 10, 66; Chev ~
ereau, Nouvel Empire, 2Ql-224. The logistics of provisioning the Egyprian army on campaign is addressed in Spa linger, War in Ancie1lt Egypt, 32--"12, et passim; Redford, \Vars in
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tary surgeons; see John Nunn, Ancient Egyptian Medicine (Norman: University of Okla~
homa Press, 2002), 25-30; James P. A llen, The Art of M edicine in Ancient Egypt (New York,
Metropoli tan Museum of Art, 2005), 70-1 15.

23. Schulman, Military Rank, 26-30; Chevereau, NouveL Empire, 168-169. Units of ten
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Darnell, "The Rock Inscriptions of T jehemau at Abisko," zAs 130
(2003): 33-34; no te also Ahmose son of Ibana, who followed his father into the military
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29. Schulman, Military Rank, 76--77; eaminos, Miscellanies, 16-17.
30. For train ing scenes, see Annelies Brack, and Artur Brack, Das Grab des Tjanuni,
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Ancient Thebes , 1419- 1372 B.C .E. (Turnhout, Brepols, 2004), 76-81. A stela of Taharqa
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Stela of Taharqa from the Desert Road at Dashur," MDAIK 37 (1981), 332, I. 4, 12-15.
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by Falsehood" (Alan Gardiner, Late Egyptian Stories [Brusse ls: Edition de la Fondati on
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63. KRI II 206, I. 14- 16.
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chen Texten {Wiesbaden: Dr. ludwig Reichert, 1972), L33- 137; Georg Meurer, Nubier in
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Middle Kingdom, see Darnell, Theban Desert Road Survey 1, 56-58,
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of Akhenaten and Horemhab have prec.edent in the reign of Amunhotep 1lI, whose divinity, like [hat of o ther rulers, cou ld be expressed in the form of divine statuary. The southern statue of the fa mous colossi of Amunhotep III at Thebes is an image of Amunhotep 1lI
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Universite Paul-Valery, 1999).
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the pharaoh at the occasion of the N ubian durbar over which Usersatet presided (a new
publication by]. C. Darne ll in preparation ).
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155. Fisch er, Kush 9 (1961), 44-80; Kubisch, MDAIK 56 (2000), 243-248.
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130 (2003), 31-48; Darnell,
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(Save-Soderbergh, iigypren und Nubien, 42-50).
158. For an examination of these two different representations of foreigners, see Amonio Loprieno, Topos und Mimesis (Wiesbaden: Ono Harrasow itz, 1988); Sm ith, Askut, 184188; Smith, WTetched Kush, 24-29.
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ibu, Calif.: Undena, 1979), 75- 85; for an interest ing character study of Ribaddi, see W. L.
Moran, "Rib~Hadda: Job at Byblos?" in A. Kart and S. Morschauser, eds., Biblical and
Related Studies Presenred to Samuel hvry (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1985), 173-181.
100. EA 106, Moran, Amarna Lewers , 179.
101. Compare EA 124, Moran, Amarna LetterS, 203.
102. For the identificat ion of many cities mentioned in the Amama Leuers, see
Gabolde, D'Akhenaton it Tot<tilnkilamon, 43-57; Bryce, Letters of the Great Kings, 13 1- 144.
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Words, ed. T. Abusch et al. (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990).
104, Moran, Amama Letters , 365.
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106. Moran, Amarna Letters, 307.
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109. The accusations of Pahhanate are recorded in the fragmentary beginning of EA
62, restored by Moran, Amarna Letters! 133, followed by Bryce, LetterS of the Great Kings,
166, n. 7.

110. Compare EA 84, where Ribadd i reports that Abdiashirta even had the gall to
sleep in the Egyptian palace in Sumur (Moran, Amama Letters, 154-156).
lll. Moran, Amama Leucrs, 131-132.
112. Compa« EA 71 and EA 73 (Moran, Amama Letters, 140-142) .
113. EA 74, Moran, Amarna Let"'rs, 142- 143,
ll4. Moran, AlMma Letter" 145.
115. Follow ing the interpretation of Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 6-7.
116. EA 85 (Moran, Amarna Letters, 157): "Moreover, r.he king of [Mi1tanni came out
as far as Sumur, and though wanting to march as far as Byblos, he returned (0 his own
land, as there was no water for him to drink." EA 95 (Monm. Amama Letters, 169): "The
king of Mitanni visited the land of A rourru itself.11 See also the fragmentary mention of
Mitanni in EA 58 and EA 84, which might refer to the same events; an obscure passage in
EA 100 may suggest that the pharaoh disapproved of lrqam dispatching gifts to a Mittanian vassal (Moran, Amama Letters, 172-173 ). For Amurru's relationship with Mitanni and
exploitation of tho~e ties when allying with the Hitlites, see Murnane, Road ro Kadesh;
139- 142 .
i1? Singer, in Amumi Akkadian , vol. 2, 146-147, and tlryce, utters of the Great Kings,
141- 149 r doubt reports about M itanni's incursions into Egypt ian terrirory, both from Abdi ashirta and Ribaddi, but offer no independent evidence for their posicion.
118. Moran. Amama letters, 163: "Moreover, that [doJg (Abdiashirta) is in Mitanni,
but his eye is on Byblos."
119. Moran, Amama Letters, 152.
120. Ibid., 162- 163; see also Bryce , Leu","s of the Great Kings, 15 1.
121 . Moran, Amama Letters , 152.
122. Bryce, Leuers of the Great Kings, 152, citing EA 83 and 91.
123. Compare among the many examples EA 74 (Moran, Amarna Letters, 142) and
EA 79.
124. Bryce, Leuers of the Great Kings, 153 and 167, n. 33; Moran, Amarna Studies, 227236. For a different interpretation of EA 101, see Mario Liverani, "How to Kill Abdi~
Ashirta O nce Agam ," Israel Oriental Studies 18 (1998) ,387- 394.
125. Moran, Amama Letters, 141 ; similar statements are made in EA 93 (ibid.) 167).
126. For overviews of Aziru 's career, see Iste'e1 and Singer: T he General's Letter, 134l 59; Bryce, Letters of the Great Kings, 156-165,
127 . Mo ran, Amarna Letters, 243; see also EA 171 and the discussion of Bryce, Letters

of the Great Kings, 156--157.
128. Az iru's epithet "dog" used in Ribaddi's correspondence is not derogatory) but
rather emphas izes the Amorite's subordinate status vb ~a~vis Egypt; see Galan, UgaTit~
Forschungen 25 (1993),173-180.
129. Moran, Amama Letters, 177; see also EA !o2.
130. See the description in EA 105.
13 1. The foHowing discussion of Meditemlnean tmvel relies on a number of sources.
See in part icular J. H. Pryor, Geography, Technology , and \.'Var: Studies m the Marit;rfl<! His~
tory of the Mediterranean , 649- 1571 (Cambridge ) U.K.: Cambridge University Press) 1988),
94-95, 114- 134; Pryor, "'The Geographical Conditions of Ganey Navigation in the
Mediterranean," in R. Gardiner and J. Morrison, eds., The Age of the Galley (Annapolis,
Md., Naval Institute Press, 1995) , 206--216; S. Wachsmann, Seagoing Ships and SeanumshilJ
in the Bronze Age Levant (College Station, Texas A & M University Press, 1998), 295-299;
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s. D. Goitein, A Mediterranean Society: The Jewish Communities of the Arab World as Portrayed
in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza (Berkeley: University of Californ ia Press, 1967), voL
1,21 2- 214,31<'>-317,320-326; Horden and Purcell, The Corrupting Sea, 137-1 43.
132. Pryor, Geagraphy, Technology, and War, 11 4- 115.
133. For the lim itations of Hittite sea power, see Bryce, The Kingdom of the Hittites ,

2nd ed., 332- 333 .
134. Fabre, Le des tin maritime, 20-23 and 27-35 ; note that during his journeys, Wena~
mun stopped at Dor, Tyre, Sidon, and Byblos, then sailed [Q Cyprus.
135. Engels, Logistics of the Macedonian Army, 54- 55.
136. For the G reat Syrian C ampaign, also known as the "First Syrian War," see Bryce,
T he Kingdom of the Hittites, 2nd ed., 161- 175; Murnane, Road w Kadesh, B-ll, 115-1 24
(for chronology); Klengel. Geschichte des hethicischen Reiches , 155- 167.
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(EA 43)," Abr-Nahrain 33 (1995), l1 <'>-l1B; Freu, Histoire du Miwnni, 123- 124, 133-138.
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139. Kuhrt, Ancient Near East, vol. 1, 292-293; Klengel, Geschichre des hethitischen
Reiches , 165-166.
140. Michael Astour, "Ugarit and the G reat Powers," in Ugarit in Retrospect, ed. G. D.
Young (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1981), 15-20; for the treaty between Suppiluli uma and N iqmaddu, see Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts, 34- 36.
141. Murnane, Road w Kadesh, 142- 143.
142. Moran, Amarna Letters, 249. For the date of th is letter before Aziru's journey to
Egypt, see Murnane , Road to Kadesh, 17-18; an alternate chronology is offered by lsre'el
and Singer, The General's Letter, 130- 134.
143. A khenaten's preparations for a strike against Kadesh may explain Aziru's wi llingness to travel to Egypt; see Nadav Na'aman, "Praises to Pharaoh in response to his plans
for a campaign to Canaan ," in Lingering over Words, 404-405.
144. EA 169, Moran , Amama Letters, 256.
145. Murnane, Road w Kadesh, 20-21.
146. According to petrographic analysis, this tener was sent from Irqata, which may
have been Aziru's base of operations; see Goren, Finkelstein, and Na'aman, Inscribed in
Clay , 101- 125. For [he region of Amki, see Marfae, Between Qadesh and Kumidi, 501 -502 .
147. Murnane, Road w Kadesh, 15-l B.
148. Moran, Amama uteers, 247; the date of this letter is somewhat uncertain, but
Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 119-120, suggests that it was sent some time after the Great Syr~
ian War. T he mention of Hani, the Egyptian commissioner, further indicates that EA 161
was written after Aziru's rerum from Egypt; see also Isre'el and Singer, The General's Letrer,
130-134.
149. Bryce, Letters of the Grea' King.l , 161- 162.
ISO. Nuhasse, as a confederation of rulers) could act both for and aga inst Egypt; for the
complexity of Nuhasse's relations with Egypt and the Hirtites during the Amarna Period,
see Klengel, Syria, 152-154.
151. Moran , Amama Letters, 247.
152. EA 106 (Momn, Amama Letters, 179).
153. EA 131 (Moran , Amama Letters, 212- 213).
154. Moran , Arnama Letters, 237.
155. Philip Warner, Dervish (Hertfordsh ire , UK., Wordsworm Editions, 2(00), 109- 113.
156. Compare Ribadd i's description of his peasantry "turning Apitu" when he was
assaulted by Abdiash ir[a (EA 74).
157. For Ribaddi's fa te after A ziru's takeover of Byblos, see EA 136, 137, and 138.
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159. Bryce, Lellers of the Greal Kings, 163-164.
160. Summary of Stephen R. David, "Realism, Construct ivism, and the Amama Letters," in Amama Diplomacy , 55-57.
161. For another application of realism to the Amama Letters, see David, in Amama
Diplomacy, and compare the other theoretically based articles in the same volume.
162. LutCwak, Grand Strategy, 111-116.
163. Following Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 21.
164. For a second campaign against Kadesh between years 29 and 3 1, see Redford,
Wars in Syria, 217- 219.
165. Murnane, Road 10 Kadesh, 142- 143.
166. Moran, Amama LeIters, 125.
167. Similar events late in the re ign of Akhenaten probably constitute the historical set~
(ing for the "General's Lener" from Ugarit (lsre'd and Singer, The General's Letter); the date
of this letter remains a topic of debate. See also Bryce, Letters of the Great Kings, 181- 184;
Spalinger, War in Ancienl Egypt, 160--164.
168. Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 18-19. Isre'el and Singer, The General's LeIl£T, 162165, date the preparations slighdy later, after kiru has returned to Amurru.
169. In addition to the two letters quoted, see also those written by Ammunira of
Beirut (EA 141 , 143). For the lerters during Akhenaren's preparadons for his Kadesh cam;
paign and the reality of the event, see Na'aman. in Lingering over Words, 397-405.
170. Moran, Amama Letl£TS, 230.
171. Ibid., 242.
172. See Gabolde, D'Ai<henalOn il TouUlnkhamon, 195-207, and pI. 25 for a reconstruction of the army's itinerary.
173. Compare the comments of Engels regarding the supply of the Macedonian army
during Alexander the G reat's movement through Syria;Palestine (Logistics of Macedonia»
Army, 57-58).
174. For Tjaru in the Eighteenth Dynasry, see MorriS, Imperialism, 45-47, 56-60, 276294; Mohamed Abd el;Maksoud, "Tjarou, potte de POrient," in Le Sinai durant l'antiquiti
et Ie moyen age, ed. D. ValbeHe and C. Bonnet (Paris: Editions
Erf"dOCe, 1998).
175. James Hoffme ier, "A New Military Site on 'The Ways of Ho rus'-Tell eI~Bo rg
1999-200 1, A Preliminary Report," JEA 89 (2003), 179- 182.
176. Ether Oren, ('The Establishment of Egyptian Imperial Adm inistratio n o n the
'Ways of Horus': An Archaeologicval Perspective from North Sinai," in TimeL'nes, ed.
ezerny et al.j Alan Gardiner, "The Ancient Military Road between Egypt and Palestine,"

JEA 6 (1920), 99-116.
177. MorriS, Imperialism , 295-299.
178. For travel across [he Sinai, see Murnane, Road w Kadesh, 47j Engels, Lagistics of
the Macedonian Anny, 59-60; Redford, Wars in Syria, 202-204.
179. For the logist i,cs o( maritime travel between Egypt and the Syro-Palestinian coast,
see Spalinger, War in Ancient Egypt, 52-55; Redford, \X'ars in Syria, 203-205,
180. Spalinger, War in Ancient Egypt, 56-58.
181. TIle map of Gabolde, D'AkhenalDn il TouUlnkhomon, pI. 25, showing the Egyptian
army potentially goi ng to Byblos, should be amended.
182. Murnane, Road to Kadesh, \9-20.
183. Urk. IV 2027, I. 13- 14.
184. Ga rth Fowden, Qusayr 'Amra, Art and the Umayyad Elile in Late Antique Syria
(Berkeley, Univers ity of California Press, 2004),31-33, 155- 156.
185. Compare the map in 0, Nicolle, The Crusades (Oxford: Oxford Universiry Press,
2001),34; a narrative summary of Amalric's attempts [Q contro l Egypt appears in S. Runci-
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1100- 1187 (Cambridge, U.K., Cambridge Universi ry Press, 1962), 362-400. For Musl im
forces also going south around the Kingdom of Jerusalem, through the dese rt, to reach
Egypt from Syria, see R. Rohricht, Geschichte des KOnigreichs Jerusalem (1100-1291) (Amsterdam, Verlag Adolf M. Hakkert, 1966), 322-323.
186. For the campaigns of Sed I, see Murnane, Road to Kadesh; Spa linger, War in
Ancient Egypr, 187-208.
187. Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 51-58.
188. Ibid., 3 1-35; ltmar Singer, "The Kurustama Treaty Revis ited," in Samikzel, Hethi~
tologische Studien zurn Gedenken an Emil Orgetorix Forrer, ed. D. Groddek and S. Ro,1He
(Dresden: Technische Universit3t, 2004); Dietrich SGrenh agen, "Forerunners of the Hat ~
tusililRamesses Treaty," British Museum Studies in Ancient Egypt and Sudan 6 (2006): 59-67,
http://www.thebritishmuseum.ac.uk/bmsaes/issuerlsueren hagen .html. For an overview of
treaties in the ancient Near East, see Westbrook in Amama Diplomacy, 36-40.
189. The second Egyptian attack on Kadesh at the end of Tutankhamun 's reign might
also be related to treatymaking activities, since another treaty between Egypt and Hart i
migh t have been sealed by Horemhab or Ramesses I (Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 37-38).
190. Discussions of the Bat tle of Kadesh abound; a summary of the evem s, references,
and insightful analysis of the limited Egyptian Victory appea rs in Spalinger, War in Ancient

Egypt, 209-234.
191. R. C. Smail, Crusading Warfare 1097-1 193 (Cambridge, U.K., Cambridge Un;"wity Press, 1956), 148-152.
192. John Coleman Darnell and R ichard Jasnow, "On the Moabite Inscriptions of
Ramesscs II at Luxor Temple," JNES 52 (1993), 263-274.
193 . Bryce, The Kingdom of the Hittites, 2nd ed., 175-178.
194. Freu, Hisroire du Miranni, 146--155.
195 . Johnson, Asiatic War; Heim, Feldzugdarsrellungen, 237-239.
t96. Johnson, Asiatic War, 59-60; Spalinger, War in Ancient Egypt, 181-182.
197. Dav ies, The Tomb of Re kh'mi~Re, pi. 22; Carter and Newberry, Thoutmosis IV, pI.
9, 10; Epigraphic Survey, Bartle Reliefs of King Sety 1, pI. lO? For H ittite chariots, see also
Beal, Hit"te Military, 141- 190.
198. Epigraphic Survey, Battle Reliefs of King Sety 1.
199. Spalinger, A&L 13 (2003), 185- 190, passim.
200. The Hitti te chariots are not always depicted with consistency in the various versions of the Kadesh scenes, but those with details of the Hittite chariots show those veh i~
des with axles mounted under the center of the cab, nor under the rear, as on the chari ~
o rs of the Egyptians; compare Christ iane Desroches-Noblecourt et al., Grand temple d'Abou
Simbel; La BataiUe de Qadesh (Cairo: Centre d'etudes et de documentation sur \'ancienne

Egypte, 1971) pI. 3; Wreszinski, Atlas, vol. 2, pI. 84.
201. In the Kadesh battle poem, Ramesses h imself refers to the arrows of the Hi ttites
not being able to hit him (KRI II 65, sec. 203-204), which suggests that there were Hit~
tite archers, possibly even chariot archers, at Kadesh; for H ittite chariots lacking quivers,

see Spalinger, A&L 13 (2003), 180-181.
202. Drews, End of the Bronze Age; Eliezer Oren, cd., Sea Peoples and Their World: A
Reassessment (Philadelphia: Un iversity Museum, IOaO). Both diplomacy and warfare were
-part of Hittite interactions with the Ahhiyawa; see Trevor Bryce, "Relations between Hatti

and A hhiyawa in the Last Decades of the Bronze Age," in Hittite Studies in Honor of Harry
A. Hoffner, ed. G. Beckman et a!. (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2003). See also chap.

6, 197-198.
203. Johnson, Asiatic Battle Scene, 116-124, 172-176.
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204. An inscription on a stone bowl, likely a forgery, has an oddly written cartouche
of Horemhab and mentions a campaign in year sixteen "beginning at Byblos and end ing at
Carchemish" (Donald Redford, "New Light on the Asiatic Campaigning of Horemheb,"
BASOR 211 [1 973}: 36-49); for arguments aga inst the authentici ty of this object, see Mur,
nane, Road to Kadesh, 30-3 1.
205. The word for fortress in th is label is dmi, for which see Dominique Valbelle, "Pre,
cisions apportees par l'iconographic a ('un des empiois du mot dmj," in Melanges Mokhwr.
206. Alfred Grimm, "Ein Kafig fur einen Gefangenen in einem Riual zur Vernich tung
von Feinden," JEA 73 (1987 ): 202-206; G rimm, "Der Tod im Wasser: Rituelle Feindvern ichtung und Hinrich tung dutch Ertranken." SAK 16 (1989): 111-119.
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sures: Some Aspects of Egyptian Temple Treasuries from the New Kingdom, " in Essays in
Honour of Hennan Te Velde.
208. Martin, Memphite Tomb, pI. 91; on this so,catled Zizinia telief and its implications
for the career of Horemhab, see also Gnirs, Milirar, 46-50. For the single Hintte depicted
in the tomb of Horemhab and the nonexistence of such depictions in other Amama
so",ces, see Darnell, SAK 18 (199 1): 113- 140.
209. Mart in, Memphire Tomb, 87-92, pIs. 99- 108.
210. Ibid, 58.
21 !. Carter, Tut.Ankh.Amen, vol. 2, 52-53 and pI. 67.
212. Translation of Hans Gustav GGterbock, "The Deeds of Suppiluliuma as Told by
His Son, Murs ilt 11," Journal of Cuneiform Studies 10 (1956): 94--95 (sltghtly altered).
213. Trevor Bryce, "The Death of Niphururiya and Its Aftermath," JEA 76 (1990):
97-105; Bryce, Letters of the Great Kings, 188-189 (with references to the debate); Isrc'el
and Singer, The General's Letter, 165- 169. For other interpretations, compare inter alia
Gabo1de, D'Akhenaron il Tourankhitmon, 194--212; Helck, Grab Nr. 55, 39- 51.
21 4. For a chronology of the visit and its relation to the burial rites of Tutankhamun,
see Bryce, Letters of the Great Kings, l89- 195.
215. Murnane, Road to Kadesh, 25-27.
216. Guterbock, Journal of Cuneiform Stw:lies 10 (1956): 96--97.
217. Ibid., 97.
218. Ibid. , 97- 98.
219. Ibid., 107-108. For the highly unlikely proposit ion that Zannanza actually be,
comes pharaoh (under the name Smenkhkare) before dying, see Gabolde, D'Akhenawn a
Tourankhamon, 22 1-224 .
220. 1tama r Singer, Hittite Prayers (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 58-59.
22 1. P. E. Newberry, "King Ay: The Successor to Tutankhamen," JEA 18 (1932): 50-53.

Chapter 6 . Uniting the Two Lands: Domestic Security
and the Army in Peacetime
1. Jean- Marie Kruchten, Le Deerer d' Horemheb (Brussels: Universite Libre de Bru,
xelles, 1981),80,91-95, for an examination of the more precise legal ramifications of this
section of the decree; for the stealing of hides, see A. Nibbi, "A Note on the Value of Ani,
mal Skins in Ancient Egypt" in La dependance rurale, 103- 106.
2. See chap. 3, n. 67.
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3, Kruchten, I.e Dee:rer d'Horemheb; Andres Gnlrs, "Haremhab ein Staatsreforma,
tor?" SAK 16 (1989): 83- 1to. See also Kruchten, "Nouveaux fragments du 'Deerer
d'Horemheb,''' Cahiers de Kamak XI (2003),487-502.
4. Rona ld Leprohon, "The Reign of Akhenaten Seen through the Late r Royal
Decrees," in Melanges Mokhtar.
5. Compare among many possible citations, the statement of Panehesy in his tomb
(Davies, Rock Tombs II, pL 7; Murnane, Amarna Period , 171): "Adoration to you .. . the
ruler who made me from among humankind ... who caused me to be powerful when I had
been poor."
6. R. B. Parkinson, Poetry and Culture in Middle Kingdom Egypt (London: Continuum,
2002),204-216.
7. For Horemhab as the founder of a new dynasty, see Philips, Orientalia 46 (1977):
116-121.
8. E. Blumenthal, Untersuchungen zum agyptischen K6nigtum des Mittleren Reiches
(Berlin, Akadem ie , 1970); Grimal, Les Termes de Ia Propagaru1e.
9. Davies, Rock Tombs V, pI. 27, II. 2- 3, 8-10.
10. The promotion of a western Asiatic, Aper-el, to the post of vizier during the reigns
of Amunhotep III and Akhenaten may be a further feature the cosmpolitan ism of the late
Eighteenth Dynasty; see A lain Zivie, Decouverte a SaqqarM: l....e Vizir Oublie (Paris: Ed itions
du Seuil , 1990).
11 . Murnane and Van Siclen, Boundary Stelae, 41.
12. Ibid., 166-168.
13. Erik Hornung, Das Buch von den Pfarten des jenseits (Geneva: Edit ions de BellesLemes, 1979), vol. 2, 260-263.
14. Assmann, Sonnenpriesrer.
15. For the "dinatorship" of Akhenarcn, compare Sandman, Texts, 86, I. 15-16:
"When he rises, he exercises his migh t against him who is ignorant of his teachings, and
his favors towards h im the one who knows him."
16. A lan Gardiner, "Davies's Copy of the G reat Speos Artemidos Inscription," JEA 32
(1946), 43-56.
17. Redford, Pharaonic King-Lists, 259ff. ; Manassa, Merneprah, 110-113.
18. Alan Gardiner, "The Graffito fro m ,he Tomb of Pere," lEA 14 ( 1928), pI. V, I.
6-12, 19-21.
19. On the graffito of Pawah, see pages 46-47 and n . 175.
20. Davies, Rock Tombs III, pI. 3 1.
21. Two members from each of the four races-Egyptians, Nubians, Asiatics, and
Libyans-appear in the royal bodyguard in the tomb of Meryre; see Davies, Rock Tombs I,
pI. 10, 15, 20, and 26 (including N ubian fan-bearers); for other foreign auxi liaries, see
Davies, Rock Tombs 11, pis. 10, 13, and 17; Davies, Rock Tombs IV, pis. 10, 13, 22, and 40;
Davies, Rock Tombs V, pis. 20, and 29; Martin, Royal Tomb, 35.
22. Kemp and Garfi , EI-'Amama, 62-63; Lacovara, Royal Ci,y, 45.
23. Davies, Rock Tombs IV, pis. 24, 25, and 26; for a si milar depiction on a talatat, see
Aldred, Akhenaten and Neier'i'i, 145.
24. D.). Woolliscroft, Roman Military Signalling (Charleston, S.c., Tempus Publishi ng,
2001).
25. Davies, Rock Tombs VI, pI. 30.
26. Similar raised platforms were constructed during the Roman Period in the Eastern
Desert of Egypt; see R. E. Zitterkopf and S. E. Sidebotham, "Stations and Towers on the
Quse ir~N i le Road," JEA 75 (1989): 155- 189; Van't Dack, "Postes et Telecommun ications
Ptolema"iques," CdE 37 (1962) 338- 341. One might also compare the "milecastl es" along
Hadrian's Wall (Woolliscroft, Roman Military SignaUing, 58-78). For a different interpreta-
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rion of the raised platforms in the tomb of Mahu, see David O'Connor, "Demarcating the
Boundaries: An Interpretation of a Scene in the Tomb of Mahu, El-Amarna," Bulletin of
the Egyptological Seminar 9 (1987/88), 41-52.
27. Davies, Rock Tombs IV. pis. 21-25 and pL 28 for the interrelationship of some of
the scenes on the south wall.
28. Davies, Rock Tombs IV, pI. 26. The Theban Desert Road Survey discovered similar
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31. Contra translation of Murnane, Amarna Period, 149- 50.
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36. For the scope of these terms and the possible linguistic associations of the term
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archery, 58, 70- 73
Are ika, 98
armor, 70--77, 72, 77, 81-83, 84
arrows, 73, 180
Arzawa, 152-153
Ashurpanibal, 15 1
Ashuruballit I, 137, 151
Asiarics, 137-139, 170- 172
Amarna Letters and, 147-156
Amurru, 156--161
Ankhesenamun and Hittites, 1 84~1 86
As iatic War of T utankhamun , 2,

178-184
as Egyptian soldiers, 68
Great Syria Campaign and, 161- 170
Kadesh, 172-178
Mitanni, 139- 142
Su mur, 161-170
Syria~ Palestine, 142- 147

See also individual names of countries
and leaders
Askut, 94, 96, 100
Assyria, 137, 141, 151 - 152
Aswan,92
Aten, 12, 2i- 22, 25, 27- 28, 28- 30,

37--40
Akhenatcn as creator deity, 40-42
importance of women and, 28, 34- 36,

43--44
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Elkab, 15
empi re, defined, 9
e nemies, treatment of

amputation of, 76-77
as ''N ine Bows/' 58-60, 59
as prisoners o f war,

67. 184

symbolic crushing of, 120

See aLso military o rgan ization
Esarhaddon, 151
execration ritual, 133

Faras, 107, 112- 113
festivals, 17-18, 120
of Akenhaten, and political
express ion , 204-209
Amunhotep Ill , jubilee of, 20,38-40,
200

heb-sed , 20
Nubian, 135-136
Ogdoad cult and, 37-40
Opet ProcesSion, 62, 80,86, 120,

204-209, 207
Fifteenth Dynasty, 138
fighting rods, 75
footstool of Turankhamun, 59
footwear,

82

fortress system, 85-90, 88, 92-93,
199-200
Fourteenth Dynasty, 138
Gebelein, 13 I
Gebel Silsila, 57, 121 - 125,201
Gempa.ten , 40, 111 - 11 2
gesges (dance), 206
G ilukhepa, 24, 36, 149

Giza Plateau, 70
"god's father" title, of Aye, 52-54, 56
gold,9 1, 11 9, 144

Gordon, Charles "Chinese," 169
G reat Aten Temple, 29
"Great Hymn," 28, 41-42, 52, 189

Hadr ian's Wall, 10 1
hair, 82-83
Hani , 146-147, 185-186
Hathor, 24, 205-206
Hatip, 168-169
Hatshepsut, 38,45, 49,105-106,14 1,
190
H atti, 157, 178
Hattusili I, 149, 150
head coverings, 82-83, 198
heb-sed (j ubilee fest ival), 20
Hekanefer, 129, 133-134, 134
Heliopolis, 30
hemou(,) (servants), 69
H ermopol is, 37-42
Hierakonpol is, 4

Hi ttites, 8, 5 1, 53-54, 69
Amarna Letters and, 148, 150, 157,
170- 172
Ankhesenamun and, 184-186
Battle of Kadesh and, 177- 178
G reat Syrian Campaign and , 165-170
Seti I, 180-18 1
Hotemakhet (Sph inx), 70
Hotemhab, 3, 51, 53-57, 135,21 1

Amarna Letters and, 148
Asiatic War of Tucankhamun and,
182- 184, 183
c am p life depict io ns in tomb of, 8 7

domest ic pol icy, 187
military, 68, 87, 88
N ubian victory of, 121-125, 123
horizon
h ieroglyph, 28
importance of, 21
horses, 77-80, 193-194. See also
chariots; military o rgan ization

H orus, 16, 26, 55, 174
Horus Scorpion, 5
hostage princes, 109- 110, 144- 147
"Hound Stela," 8 1
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"House of Rejoicing/' 21
human sacrifice, 18, 133
hunting, 69, 80. See also military
o rganization

Hunians, 139- 142, 179. See also
Micanni
Huy, 107- 108, 108, 117, 128, 129, l3 1,
136
Huya, 197
Hyksos, 5-6, 13-14, 18, 138. See also
mi litary o rganization; Nubia

hymns, 28, 41-42, 52, 189
Idrimi, 149
impalement, LI 9
infantry, 59, 60-63, 62, 72, 86, 177
intelligence, military, 69-70

isfet (chaos), 10
Isis, 141

Jaffa, 143
javelins, 77
jerkin, 81-82
Jerusalem, 175- 176, 178
Joppa, 174
"jubilee" art style of Amu nhotep III,
31, 40
Kadesh, 166, 172-178, 178-184
Kamose, 13, 17, 18,63, 65-66,96, 138
Karnak Temple, 19,2 1,25-27,31,34,
40
Kassite Dynasty, 150-15 1
Kartusa" ita, 185-186
Kawa, 11 1, 135
Keftiu, 202
kemet (black land), 4
Kerma, 6, 96-97, 101, 103
Khanigalbat, 141
Kharga Oasis, 200
khepesh (sword) , 72, 77

Kheruef, 22-24, 24
Khonsu, 26
kilts, 8 I
"kingdoms." 5

"King of Upper and Lower Egypt"
(as praenomen), 44-45
"King's Son"f"King's Son of Kush,"
106-107
King's Valley (KV) 55 tomb, 49
Kiye, 35-36, 48
Kor, 95
Kumma,95
Kurgus, 15, 103, 105-106
Kurkur Oasis, 89, I 13-1I 7, 114,
115-116
Ku rushta ma treaty, 176-177
Kush, 103, 106-108
Labayu, 156
Lebanon, 163- 170, 175. See also
Asiatics

Libya, 145, 188, 196-200, 199, 200
chariotry, 64
invasion by, ll O
military, 69, 72 , 75

Opet Festival and, 205
prisoners from, 184
See also mili tary o rganization
limestone, 32

Lower Egypt, defined, 4
Lukki, 153, 203- 204
Luxor. See Thebes
Luxor Temple, 51, 72, 86, 120
maat (order), 10, 18, 42, 190

maces, 74-75
Mahu, 194- 196, 195
Maiherper,

j

10

Ma\qata, 20- 23, 38-40
Mane, 146- 147
Manetho,5
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mapmaking, 143

Mirgissa, 95, 96

Maruaren, 30
maryannu (elite equestrians), 64-65,

Mirgissa Deposit, 133

139
"mature" style of art, 3 1

Medinet Habu, 21, 38-40, 68
Medjoy Nubians, 67
meher (scours), 69
Meketaten, 34
Memphis, 3, 14,48,70
Merneptah, 119
Meryre 11, 44, 46, 126,209
Merytaten, 29, 34, 38-39, 44-47, 48
mesha (army), 61
meshkebu (military escort), 203
Mesopotamia, 151

messengers, 146--1 47
M iam, 134
military organizatio n, 6

at Akhet-aten, 191- 196, 192, 195
aux iliaries, 67-69

chariotry, 60, 63- 65, 77-80, 79
clothing, 81-83
corps of engineers, 200-201
fonifi carions, camps, siege technology,
85-90, 88
horses, 77-80
infantry, 59, 60-63, 62, 72 , 86, 177
Libyan tribes and, 196--200, 200
military intelligence, 69-70
multiethnic nature of, 68, 193
nav~

60, 65-67, 20 1-204
navy and port security, 20 1- 204
"N ine Bows," 58- 60, 59
of Nubia, 109, 11 6
religiOUS functions of, 204-209
ritual combat, 209
signaling equipment, 83-85
thievery by, 187
war dogs, 80-81
weapons/armor, 62, 70-77, 72 , 77,
81-83, 84

Mitanni, 8, 15,66, 125
Amaro. Letters and, 148, 149- 150,
159
destruction of, 179
early Eighteenth Dynasty wars with,

139-142
fall of Sumur and, 165- 170
Moab, 175-176, 178
mobile defense, 99
monotheism, 25, 42-43. See also
religion
Montu,38
Montuphotep 11, 37
Mursili 1, 152
Mursili 11, 185, 186
music, in combat, 85
Mut (goddess), 26
Mutnodjmet, 54
Murnofret, 141
Muwatal\is, 177
Mycenaean soldiers, 199

Naharin, 15, 140
Nakhtmin, 54
Narin, 177
Narmer, 5, 17- 18, 20
nav~ 60, 65-67, 201-204
N ebhepetre Montuhorep 11, 93
Nebkheperure, 185. See a~o
Tutankhamun

Neferhotep, 203
Neferneferuaten the Younger, 35

Nefemeferure, 35
Nefertiti, 22
art depictions of, 33
bust of, 30, 34
chariot rides by, 38-39, 43-44
colossal statue of, 40-41, 41
importance of, 34-36
male/female depiction of, 40-42
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Nefernefenwten iden tity, 45, 47

queenly smiting scene of, 34-35, 35

New Kingdom, 6, 9-10
found iDg of, 13-16
N ibkhururiy., 185
"Nine Bows," 58-60, 59, 132-133
Northern Empire (As iatics), 137- 139
Akhenaten, attack On Kadesh,
172- 178
Akhenaten, diplomacy and strategy

of, 170-172
Amarna Letters, 147- 156, 148,
170- 172
Amurru, 156- 16 1

Asiatic War of Tutankhamun,

178- 184, ISO, 183
Mitanni wars, 139- 142
Sumur and Great Syrian Campaign,

161- 170
Syria-Palestine, 142-147
North Riverside Palace, 196
Nubia, 5- 7, 15, 18- 19, 75, 91-93, 144
Amama cities in, 110-113
chariotry, 64

colonization of, 13 1-136
durbars, 125- 131, 129 , 131
fortifications in, 85-87, 93- 102, 100
hostage princes of, 109- 110
mil itary, 67
N ubian Wars of Amarna Period,

1I7- 12J,123
ODe< Festival and, 206, 207
prisoners from, 184
proscription of de ities by Akhenaten
in, 33- 34
SO":Jthern border of New Kingdom,

102- 106
TutankhaI1lun Stela from Kl1Tkur

Oasis, 113-117
U pper, five districts of, 109
viceroys of, 106-11 0, 108

Nuhasse, 167- 169

Clgdoad,37-40,40-42
openwork shield of Tutankhamun, 84
Opet Procession, 62, 80, 86, 120,
204-209 , 207
Pahhanate,158-161
"Painted Box" (of Tutankhamun), 2, 120
Pairy, tomb of, at Thebes, 46-47

"Pan Grave Culture," 67
Papyrus Anastasi I, 143
Parennefer, 32

Pawah,46-47,190- 191
pedjut (oowtroops) , 58, 109, 144
pehreru (runners), 64
Penniut, 108, 113- 116
perimeter defense, 99
Perunefer, 66, 67
Perwesekh, 200
pharaohs, 4
as divine, 16-19
jubilee festivals of, 20
as "warrLor kings," 6
women as,

44-47

See also individual names of pharaohs
Philistines, 68

pirates, 197, 203
pitiiti (troops), 144
Piye, 73
"Plague Prayers of Mursili /I," 186
polytheism, 25
portraiture, 3 1
?redynast ic Period, 4
princess brides, 144- 147
prisoners of war, 67 , 184

projectile weapons, 70-74
prOjecting towers,

95

Prorodynastic Period, 17-18
Ptah, 50
Punt, 105-106, 183
Qenamun, 82
qu ivers, 73, 180
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Ramesses 1, 211
Ramesses II, 57, 211
chariots of, 181
Kadesh and, 177-178
Kuban stela, 119
Libya and, 199
military of, 67-69, 73
Ramesses lll, 38, 68, 73, 110
Re, 22, 23, 33, 44-45, 190
Re-Howkhty, 26, 33
rel igion, 9-10
of Akhenaten, 12-13, 24-28, 32-36,
40-44
Amun cult renewed

I

by Tutankhamun.

50-51
of Amunhotep \II, 19-24Aten, importance of women and, 28,
34- 36, 43-44
creation theology, 40-43
military functions and, 204-209
monotheism. 25, 42-43
in Nubia, 111-1l2, 13 1
solar theology, 12-13, 19-24, 28,
38-39, 40-44, 205-206
See also Aten
Renaud de Chatillon, 178
Restoration Stela, 49- 50, 68-69
Ribaddi, 154-155, 158, 162, 169
ritual combat, 209
roads, 101,112-113
Roman Empire, 99-102

Senusret I, 93-95, 101
Senusret Ill, 95, 102
Seqenenre Tao n, 13
Sesebi, Ill, 135
Setepenre, 35
Seti I, 57, 69, 176, 180- 181, 199,211
sewesekh rashu (broadening borders),
9-10
Shalfak, 94
Shattiwaza, 165
shields, 83, 84, 128
Shu, 33, 41- 42
Shutatarra, 166, In
sickle swotds, 76
Sidon, 173-175
siege technology, 85-90, 88
signaling equipment, 83-85, 194

Sixth Dynasty, 92
Six- Year Hurrian War, 179
slings, 73-74
Smenkhkare, 3, 35, 44-47, 48, 185
solar barks, 22,38-39
so lar theology
Amunhotep III as solar deiry, 19-24,
38-39
Harhor and, 24, 205-206
importance of women and, 28. 34-36,
43-44
sun disk importance, 12, 19- 24

See also Aten; religion
soldiers. See infantry
Southern Empire. See Nubia
spears, 62, 77

Saladin, 178
Saqqara, 54, 70, 204
"Satire of the Trades," 60-61
Sea Peoples, 68, 181-182, 197-200,
203-204
segment self-bows, 71
self-bows, 70-73
Semna, 95-96
Senakhtenre, 13

Speos Artemidos, 190

speas (rock,cut temple), 122
Sphinx, 70
sporran, 81,180, 191
standards, military,

85

staves, 75

Sumur, 158- 161, 161- 170
Suppilu1iuma I, 150, 157, 185-1 86
Great Syrian Campaign, 161-170
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swo rds,76-77
Syria-Palest ine, 7-8, 15- 16, 46,77-78
Amarna Letters and, 155- 156
A sia tic War of Tutankhamull and,

182- 184
Egyptian Empire in, 142- 147
Egyptian military campaigns in,
137-139
G reat Syrian Campaign, 161- 170
Second Syrian War, 179
See also Asiatics
Tadllkhepa, 36
talatar , 26-27 , 27
Taweret, 34
Tefnut, 41--42
Temple of Nebkheperure in T hebes, 51
Temple of the Benben, 34
Tetisheri, 13
Th ebes, 3, 13
as Akhet·ni-aten {"H orizon of the

Aten"), 28, 39-40
Amunhotep IV/Akhenaten in, 24-27
military fortresses. 89
Ogdoad and, 37-40
proscription of Amun religion by

Akhenaten, 28, 32-34, 42-43
restored by Turankhamun, 48
sites built by Amunhotep m, 20-23
throw5ticks, 74
Thutmose I, 6, 7-8, 10, 14, 15- 16,
18-19, 55
Med inet Habu, 38
Mitanni and, 138-1 42
Nubian policy of, 98, 103-106

reburial of, 49
Thutmose It, 141
Thutmose Ill, 6-8, 10-11 , 18, 19,38,
49,66,141
Thutmose IV, 8, 142
titles, military. See military organization
T ,ye, 21, 23- 24,34,38 ,49, 148

Tjaru, 14, 173
T jehemau, 132

Tjukten (Libyan scouts), 69
Tomb 100 (" Pa inted Tomb"), 204
trade routes, 91, 105- 106,144,
163-170. See also Asiatics; Nubia
trumpets,

85

Tunip, 145, 168
Tushratta, 148, 149- 150, 165- 170
Tutankhamun, 10-11,46, 211
A mlin cliit renewed by, 50- 51
AsiaticWarof,2 , 178- 184, 180, 183
burial rituals of, 52- 53
chariots in tomb of, 79- 80
cities built in Nub ia by, 11 2
du rbar of, lZ7- 13 1
footstoo l of, 59
Horemhab's assumption of th :-one
apd, 55-5 7
Kadesh attack by, 175-176
military cloth ing in tomb of, 82

Mitanni and, 166
Nubian festival di splays, 135- i36
Nubian War of, 119-125 , 123
parents of, 35-36, 47-50
religious sites of, in Nubia, 11 1-11 2.
tomb discovery, 1-3
as Tutankhaten, 47
weapons in tomb of, 7 1, 73, 74,
76-77, 83
Tutankhamun Stela from Kurkur Oasis,
113-1 :7,114
Tuya, 24
Tyre, 173, 175
Ugarit, 164
U llasa, 143, 164-165
Uluburun sh ipwreck, 202
Upe, 176
Upper Egypt, defined, 4
Uronarti, 94 , 96

Userkaf, 20"1
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--------------------------------------------swords, 76- 77
Syria-Palestine, 7-8, 15-16,46, 77-78
Amarna Lette rs and, 155-1 56
Asiatic War of Tutankhamun and,

182-184
Egyptian Empire in, 142-1 47

T jaru, 14, 173
Tjehemau , 132
Tjukten (Libyan scouts) , 69

Tomb 100 ("Painted Tomb"), 204
trade routes, 91, 105-1 06, 144,

163- 170. See also As iat icsj Nubia

85

Egyptian military campaigns in,

trumpets,

137-139
G reat Syrian Campaign, 161 - 170
Second Syrian War, 179

Tunip, 145, 168
Tushratta, 148, 149- 150, 165- 170
Tutankhamun, 10-- 11 , 46, 211
Amun cult renewed by, 50- 51
Asiat ic War of, 2, 178-184, 180, 183
bur ial ritua ls of, 52- 53
chariots in tomb of, 79- 80

See also Asiatics
Tadukhepa, 36
talata" 26-27, 27
Taweret, 34
Tefnut, 41-42
Temple of Nebkheperure in Thebes, 5 1
Temple of the Benben, 34
Tetisheri, 13

Thebes, 3, 13
as Akhet~ni~aten ("Horizon of the
Ate~"), 28, 39-40
Amunhotep IV/Akhenaten in, 24-27
military fortresses, 89
Ogdoad and , 37-40
proscription of Amun religion by

Akhenaten, 28, 32-34, 42- 43
restored by Tutankhamun, 48
sites built by Amunhotep Ill, 20--23
throwsticks, 74

Thutmose I, 6, 7-8, 10, 14, 15- 16,
18- 19, 55
Medinet Habu, 38
Mitanni and, 138-142
N ubian policy of, 98, 103- 106
reburial of, 49
Thutmose ll, 141
Thutmose Ill, 6-8, 10--11, 18, 19,38,
49, 66, 141
T hutmose IV, 8, 142
titles, military. See military organization

Ttye, 21, 23-24, 34, 38, 49, 148

cities built in Nubia by, 112

durbar of, 127- 13 1
footstool of, 59
Horemhab's assumption of throne

and, 55- 57
Kadesh attack by, 175- 176
military clothing in tomb of, 82
Mitanni and, 166
Nub ian festival displays, 135-136
Nubian War of, 11 9- 125, 123
parents of, 35-36, 47-50
relig ious sites of, in Nubia, l 11-i 12
tomb discovery, 1- 3
as Tutankha ten, 47
weapons in tomb of, 71, 73 , 74,
76-77, 83

Tutankhamun Stda from Kurkur Oas is,
113-1 17, 114
Tuya, 24
Tyre, 173 , 175
Ugarit, 164
Uilasa, 143, 164-165
Uluburun shipwreck, 202
U pe, 176
Upper Egypt, defi ned, 4
Uronart i, 94, 96
Userkaf, 204
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Usersatet, 129-130
ushebtis (funerary statuettes), 54

Window of Appearances, 208-209
Wolseley, Garnet, 169
women

Valley of the Kings, 20, 24, 53
vassals, 143, 146, 148, 155- 156. See also
Amarna Letters; Asiatics

viceroys, 9, 106-110, 108, 116
Wadi Allaqi, 119, 135
Wadi el-Hudi, 94
Wadi Sirhan, 175
"Wall of Pharaoh," 89

correspondence

by queens, 148

diplomatic marriages, 144-1 47

end of Seventeenth Dynasty and, 13
importance of, at Amarna, 28, 34-36,

43-44
as pharaohs, 44-47
See also individual names of women
wristguiifds, 73

writing, 68, 147, 148

walls, as defense, 96

war dogs, 80-81
Wawat, 102-103, 108
H\"X1ays of Horus," 174
weapons, 6,62,66--67, 70-77, 72, 77,
81 -83, 84. See also individual types

of weapons
wheels, of chariots, 78

yoke saddles, 79
Yuni, 148
Yaya, 24, 51
Zalaya, 110
Zannanza, 186
Zimreddi of Sidon, 173
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